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Life with Father

John burdon Sanderson haldane was born on November 5,

1892, a Guy Fawkes Day link with the dynamiting of au-

thority that never ceased to delight him. On both sides of the

family tree his ancestors were vigorous, mentally distinguished,

and toughly individualist; from them he was to draw a combina-

tion of aristocratic self-assurance, intellectual integrity and al-

most endearing bloody-mindedness. The dark side was to be rep-

resented by an old-womanly fussiness, an irascibility which he

took pains to cultivate, and an unpredictable rudeness to juniors

and servants, as well as to men of power, which contrasted

strongly with his underlying kindliness.

Haldane's ancestors emerge from the mists of Scottish his-

tory in the mid-thirteenth century, though he himself fre-

quently boasted that he could trace his line back to Pedro the

Cruel, the fourteenth-century King of Castile and Leon. For

generations the family occupied what was at first a small fort

lying at the foot of Glendevon and commanding a route from

the bleak Highlands to the fair Carse of Perth. "Our main job/'

JBS once wrote, "was to stop the tribal people of the hills from

raiding the cattle of the plainsmen; but perhaps once in a

generation we went south to resist an English invasion, and at

least two of my direct ancestors were killed while doing so."

The tradition persisted, he noted, even after the Union. In the

seventeenth century John Haldane, a direct ancestor in the

male line, carried his sword across the North Sea to fight for the
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Prince of Orange and returned to become Scottish representa-

tive with Cromwell's army during the Civil War. "I am," JBS
noted toward the end of a long life, "a man of violence

by temperament and training." More recent ancestors echoed

more peaceful times—his great-grandfather James, who sold

much family property to raise money for a mission in Bengal,

and his grandfather, Robert Haldane of Cloan. Robert Haldane

married Mary Elizabeth Burdon Sanderson, from a well-known

Northumberland family—to this day it is possible to find, in

the Jesmond area of Newcastle, the neighboring Burdon, Sander-

son and Haldane Terraces—and the second son of the union

was John Scott Haldane.

An early member of the Eureka Club—an Edinburgh natural-

ist group which included Diarmid Paton, D'Arcy Thompson
and W. A. Herdman, and which was later to provide seven Fel-

lows of the Royal Society—John Scott Haldane graduated in

medicine at Edinburgh. He worked for a while as demonstrator

at University College, Dundee, carrying out there a classic in-

vestigation of the air in houses, schools and sewers. He then

joined his uncle, Sir John Burdon Sanderson, Waynflete Profes-

sor at Oxford University. Kindly, courteous, humanitarian, John
Scott Haldane quickly developed into the prototype of the Vic-

torian scientist, dedicated to his laboratory, wedded at first to

materialism, keeping one hand stretched out toward God, and

moving steadily across the philosophical front so that he could

conclude his Donnellan Lectures, The Philosophical Basis of

Biology, by nailing his flag to a new mast. "This is," he con-

cluded, "a spiritual world."

This physiologist who was quietly to revolutionize some of

man's theories about the human mechanism, looking in old

age rather like an even gentler Einstein, married Louisa Kath-

leen Trotter, member of a comfortably equipped south Scot-

tish family which had for years provided its quota of admirals,

generals, and gentlemen. Extraordinarily beautiful in youth,

she had a kindliness well laced with discipline. A believer in

the white man's burden, she regretted, on providing JBS with

a sister, that she had not produced a second son for the em-

pire. And in an Oxford steadily moving toward the left, she
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held the contrary line with a Victoria League whose activities

became famous.

From these parents JBS inherited a tendency which never

quite left him. Intellectually there was, it is true, the doubt

by which he judged most things. Traditionally there was one

field in which no doubt could be allowed—that when a Hal-

dane made up his mind that it was right to act, then action

would follow as a duty, ignoring all obstacles or any suggestion

that the proposed course could be anything better than the

ideal. Like the aristocrat down the ages, he responded to op-

position by not giving a damn for anyone. His reaction to his

upbringing was—like that of his sister, Naomi—a glittering

example of Newton's law that every action produces a contrary

and equal reaction. JBS would claim in old age that his opin-

ions differed from those of his father "mainly on questions of

emphasis and terminology rather than of fact." Yet while John
Scott Haldane was able to present the Gilford Lectures, founded

to promote "the study of natural theology, in the widest sense

of that term, in other words, the knowledge of God," JBS swung
contrariwise into the field of dialectical materialism. While his

mother thought of India in terms of imperial splendor, her

son was to think of it in terms of shackles to be broken.

The details of J. B. S. Haldane's early years which remain,

either on record or in reminiscence, fit cleanly together to form

a shadow of things to come. His first memory was of sitting in

his high chair, of his mother asking why he made such curious

faces, and of his explanation that he was trying to imitate vari-

ous dogs—those with long noses, those with square faces,

those with funny eyes. At the age of ten months he screamed

so loudly in the same high chair that the result was unilateral

infantile hernia—reduced by his mother, to whom, as he later

put it, he owed his continued existence. At the age of two he

was crawling about his father's study floor, watching a compli-

cated game called experiments, whose rules he did not under-

stand but which his father clearly enjoyed. He could read by
his third birthday, and before the next he is claimed to have

asked, on looking at the blood from his cut forehead: "Is it

oxyhemoglobin or carboxyhemoglobin?" By the age of five he
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had been taught German by his nurse and could already write

enough English to leave scattered about the house small notes

inscribed "I hate you."

His real education came from his father, to whose example

in the scientific approach to facts he owed much of his success.

The education began young, and at the age of three the fa-

ther was taking samples of his son's blood for investigation. A
year later, both traveled to London, where John Scott Hal-

dane was testing the atmosphere on the Metropolitan Under-

ground. "I remember the dirt and smoke vividly," JBS wrote

sixty years later. "I even recollect the smell of the latter. [My
father] used to open the window and collect air samples in

glass bottles from which he sucked the air with a rubber tube."

At the age of five the boy was being taught to read the British

Association reports in the Times, while D'Arcy Thompson,
visiting the Haldanes at Oxford before JBS could properly

walk, was much impressed with the way in which the toddler

handled and studied objects "with a precocious and scientific

expression."

The young Haldane had a plumpish and misleadingly bea-

tific face that changed only slowly throughout childhood; one

feature remained unaltered—the chin that in photographs of

JBS at three, four, six years and on into manhood appears stub-

bornly outthrust wherever the camera is placed. But pudgi-

ness eventually developed into toughness; the form that was

slightly too well-covered became well-built; as the fair hair

darkened, the cherubic countenance became that of a youth

obviously capable of fighting his own battles. This was as

well. An innate shyness forced him to erect his own personal

barriers; a brusque rudeness was one way of keeping at arm's

length those who might intrude into his privacy; and in such

circumstances an ability to take care of oneself was not so much
an asset as a qualification for survival. This was particularly

necessary for those trained to describe whatever they felt and

saw, regardless of the consequences, and objective observation,

disinterested description, the logical deduction of one act

from another, and the following of such deductions wherever
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they might lead were the common coin of life as it was lived

by John Scott Haldane. The ideals of the father were, even

more than normally, to affect the life of the son.

JBS learned more than this scientific attitude from his fa-

ther. John Scott Haldane was one of those very rare men who
can train themselves to ignore fear. His son, describing how
his father disliked experimenting on animals and "preferred

to work on himself or other human beings who were suffi-

ciently interested in the work to ignore pain or fear," ex-

plained that his father had achieved a state in which he was

almost indifferent to pain. "However," he went on, "his ob-

ject was not to achieve this state but to achieve knowledge

which could save other men's lives. His attitude was much
more like that of a good soldier who will risk his life and en-

dure wounds in order to gain victory than that of an ascetic

who deliberately undergoes pain. The soldier does not get him-

self wounded deliberately, and my father did not seek pain in

his work, though he greeted a pain which would have made
some people writhe or groan, with laughter." All his life JBS
remembered how it was Scott's Tales of a Grandfather, those

"legends of the warlike exploits of the Scottish nobility,"

which were most frequently read to him by his father, the man
who trained him "in the practice of courage."

This training was part and parcel of the cooperation in his

father's scientific work which the boy enjoyed. By the age of

eight he was taking down the numbers which John Scott Hal-

dane called out when reading the burette of his gas-analysis

apparatus, and soon afterward he was calculating from these

numbers the quantities of the gases in each sample. He was

promoted to making simple mixtures for his father's use and to

cleaning the delicate apparatus. Before he was ten, his fa-

ther had explained the rudiments of stereoisomerism, so that

he ever afterward "thought in terms of molecules." A few

months later his uncle, Sir John Burdon Sanderson, taught him
the use of the slide rule, while only a few years afterward, John
Scott Haldane, finding that he had forgotten his log tables on
an expedition, is claimed to have commented: "Never mind.

Jack will calculate a set for us." Jack, according to the story, sat
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down and did so. Like many other stories about JBS, this

one may be apocryphal but he tried to live up to them.

Intellectual precocity combined with a ferocious memory to

give JBS an arrogance which when questioned would result

in a spectacular loss of temper. This first showed itself when,

at the age of six, he began to attend the Oxford Preparatory

School, today the Dragon School and then known as Lynam's

after its famous headmaster. Here he was frequently baited,

and on one occasion, after being continually tormented during

a break, tore up a complete sapling, roots and all, and at-

tacked his tormentor with it. The assailant dodged the massive

sweeps of the weapon until the bell rang for resumption of

work. JBS flung down the sapling and stormed into the class-

room, roaring: "I wish I could kill. I wish I could kill."

It was fortunate that by this time he was heavily built and
well able to take care of himself. Years later, in fact, he was re-

membered by Brigadier Smyth as the hero of the best bare-

knuckle fight Smyth had ever seen, one of the few fights al-

lowed to take place at the Dragon School.

"His antagonist was a Spanish boy called Manuel—quick-

tempered, red-haired, a beautifully built athlete who was as

quick of movement as Jack was slow," says Smyth. "What the

fight was all about, I never discovered. I simply saw a ring of

boys and rushed over to join in the fun. Jack was taking a ter-

rible battering. It was just like a bullfight, with Manuel the

matador. But unlike any other bullfight I have ever seen, in

this one the bull won. Although he had to take three swipes for

every one he delivered, that one was a good straight left, with

all his weight behind it. And gradually the tide turned until

Manuel, his face swollen and his eyes blackened, fled from the

scene." More than half a century later, JBS wrote significantly

that one of his favorite quotations from English verse was:

"Charge once more then and be dumb./Let the victors when
they come/When the forts of folly fall/Find thy body by the

wall."

The uninhibited pugnacity of the small boy, which was to

develop into the grown man's delight in argument for argu-

ment's sake, might well have been quenched by a serious acci-
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dent at the age of eight; so might life itself. JBS was riding on

the step of his father's bicycle, the size of the step having been

reduced by clips for a luggage carrier. Haldane senior had just

turned the corner from the Broad onto Parks Road when his son

slipped off. This in itself might have caused little damage, but the

young Haldane's head hit the stone curb, and in the infirmary

a compound fracture of the base of the skull was diagnosed.

At first the doctor suggested that the damage might prove

fatal; that the boy would probably be mentally deranged if he

recovered; and that he would certainly be deaf in one ear. Since

he not only recovered but had good hearing until old age

—

although being tone deaf—JBS later promised his skull to Sir

Arthur Keith, should he die first. Keith would then be able to

"see how the works of my internal ear were mended."

"We had a desperately anxious time but there were no com-

plications and after about ten days Jack demanded a proper

breakfast," his mother wrote many years later. " 'Well, what

would you like?' he was asked by the doctor standing with the

surgeon at the foot of the bed. I can see them quite plainly

exchanging glances, evidently expecting to be asked to allow

something very unwholesome. 'Porridge' said Jack firmly."

When the surgeon prescribed a dose from the pharmacopoeia,

JBS broke in with: "But you are the mechanical chap. Leave

that to the chemical chap."

JBS missed about six weeks at the Dragon School. Long aft-

erward, more than one of his companions believed that it was

only after his return that they had first seen a triangle of white

hair on his head which seemed unaccountably to have devel-

oped around the scar. This was, however, due not to the acci-

dent but to a genetic inheritance transmitted through his

mother but not appearing until middle childhood. At least one
of his nieces and one of his nephews was to carry it. Later at Ox-
ford, it was to be remembered in a New College rhyme: "H is

for Haldane, who has a white spot /On the back of his head,

where others have not."

"After the accident," says one of his schoolfellows, "Jack blos-

somed out into a brilliant mathematician, and rumor had it

that he actually taught the maths master. He went to Eton, and
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again it was rumored that he was teaching them. All this bril-

liance was put down by us—and, I believe, by Lynam's mas-

ters—as due to the indenting of his skull by the pavement.

The fact that his father had a reputation for brilliance may
have had something to do with it, but we would have none of

that. As far as we were concerned, the blow did it."

This brilliance, which quickly developed from that of the

exceptionally bright boy into that of the near-prodigy, brought

JBS in 1903 to the top of the Dragon School in Latin, transla-

tion, arithmetic and geometry before he reached the age of

twelve or even entered the top form; only two of the whole

school passed him in Greek or Latin verse. This almost discon-

certing success was surpassed the following year, 1904, when
he walked off with an armful of prizes, including the first

scholarship to Eton. "Haldane kept his form throughout," the

examiner wrote of his classical papers; "78 per cent was his

worst mark. His work was always interesting and he never lost

his head." His maths examiner, who noted that Haldane tackled

four questions that no one else attempted, described him as

being "in a class by himself."

Such excellence had dangers, and it is difficult not to believe

that JBS, essentially shy and retiring behind the aggressive-

ness which he used to keep others at arm's length, was some-

what embarrassed by his intellectual superiority. He knew
that he was brighter, more comprehending, capable of a supe-

rior awareness, and he felt, as he was to feel throughout his

life, a prickly discomfort about the gap which this created be-

tween himself and those who might have been his companions.

To a person of Haldane's temperament, the solution was inevi-

table. He enlarged the gap and rejoiced in it. The impression

of one fellow Draconian, given years later, was that "he regarded

most of us, quite rightly, as intellectually subhuman."

Roughly a year before JBS went to Eton, the Haldanes

moved from their relatively modest house in North Oxford

to Cherwell, built for John Scott Haldane off the north end of

the Banbury Road on a site sloping down to the river, taken on

a 100-year lease from St. John's. Ample and rambling, comfort-

able and ugly, Cherwell was to be the home of the family for
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sixty years. When erected to John Scott Haldane's specification,

no other building was in sight, even the nearest spires of

Oxford being hidden by the trees which formed the skyline to

the south. To the north, open fields served a farm attached to

what was almost a small estate, while to the east the ground

dropped gently down toward the water meadows and the river,

which rose regularly to cover them at floodtime.

On the wall that faced these fields there was worked in stone

the eagle crest of the Haldanes and the single-word family

motto
—

"Suffer." As a symbol in the life of JBS this was to

have the significance of Citizen Kane's "Rosebud." To suffer

and to endure was to seem more a natural part of life to him
than it did to most men, and when in old age he came finally to

India, the Hindu cycle of birth and rebirth was one he recog-

nized.

Inside, Cherwell had the rambling inconsequence of an

age when both space and servants cost little, and its rooms

—

between twenty and thirty in number, according to definition

—varied in size from the almost ballroom proportions of the

drawing room to the semi-attic quarters below the eaves in-

habited by the maids. Of the latest modern conveniences, only

one was lacking. As a gas referee, John Scott Haldane had seen

enough of the accidents caused by gas or its mismanagement,

and he rigorously forbade its presence in the house, although

there was a gas fire as well as Bunsen burners in his laboratory.

His study was on the first floor, its carpet "hidden under layers

of paper, its desk piled high with more papers, chairs laden

with reports, notes and sheets of calculation," a description by
Kate Terry Gielgud, a frequent visitor, which would later have

been accurate of any study occupied by JBS. On one occa-

sion Mrs. Haldane asked whether it would be possible for the

study to be included in the spring cleaning and for the carpet

to be lifted and beaten. "Yes," she was told, "as long as you
don't move any of the papers." On the ground floor there was the

laboratory, extended during the First World War for experi-

ments undertaken to help the services, and containing an air-

tight chamber, complete with sealable door and observation

window through which those inside could be watched. On the
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ground floor also, the heart of the house as the study was its

brain, lay the spacious drawing room with its cozy hearth and
log fire, its bookcases and its cabinets of heirloom china, its

well-worn leather sofa and its comfortable chairs, a room next

to which was its counterpart, a dining room from whose walls

the ancestors looked down onto a sea of heavy Victorian fur-

niture.

To Cherwell there came John Scott Haldane's brother, al-

ready a distinguished Queen's Council and eventually to be-

come Lord Haldane of Cloan, Secretary of State for War and
then Lord Chancellor, traveling down from the Perthshire

estate at Cloan or coming up from his London chambers.

Here came his sister, Elizabeth Haldane, social reformer and
philosopher, a multiplicity of Trotter relatives, and a constant

succession of university notables. They provided the environ-

ment in which JBS grew up, an environment which he both

loved and hated, and one which created both a base secure

from the buffets of the world and an ample incentive to re-

bellion.

It was from Cherwell that JBS went to Eton—with an arm
broken in one of the accidents to which he was prone, and still

strapped up. Many men, even sensitive men, have come
through Eton unscathed; not a few have succeeded in using its

somewhat macabre toughening processes for their own bene-

fit. JBS was not so lucky. Yet in one way Eton made him, and

made him more decisively than the rigors of a public school

can be expected to make boys who are abnormally intelli-

gent or unusually sensitive. It brought out his determined

sense of independence and self-sufficiency; at the same time it

both enlarged his self-identification with the persecuted minor-

ity and developed this into an unreasoning belief that minor-

ities were always more likely to be right than wrong, and al-

ways more likely to be persecuted than not. After Eton, Haldane

was against—against authority and against the government,

any authority and any government; if possible in the cause

of reason, if not as a matter of principle.

Perhaps the Dragon School had been too tolerant. Perhaps

there was no escape for a boy of Haldane's intellectual ability;
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certainly there was none for one of his intellectual arrogance.

And in a society where weakness was not tolerated, a broken

arm was an added handicap. During his first years at Eton,

JBS was mercilessly bullied, a natural reaction of juvenile

demons to a companion who could announce, on being left in a

room with three masters, that it was pleasant to find oneself

among adults. "The senior boys in College did not like me,"

he later wrote, although he would probably have made an ex-

ception of Julian Huxley, for whom he fagged for a while and

whom he long remembered for giving him an apple, a mark of

favor from senior to junior that was considered quite excep-

tional. During one term he was beaten every night for a week,

at least once on the soles of his feet. When Lord Haldane offi-

cially visited the school, his nephew was forcibly prevented

from meeting him by the drastic process of being pinned

down under an upturned table loaded with bags of sand.

The bullying bit deep. Of equal significance was the rift on

religion which developed between JBS and authority. His

father's spiritual leanings were of a rather orthodox kind while

his mother was never a Christian, regarding it as a religion

suitable only for servants and never going to church other than

to the New College chapel, where she attended occasional fu-

nerals or weddings for nonreligious reasons. Her son had

evolved differently. "I developed a mild liking for the Anglican

ritual and a complete immunity to religion," he later com-

mented. And at Cloan, on the occasions when he was the

eldest male member of the family present, he led family pray-

ers—producing, according to his sister, "some splendid ex-

tempore prayers which much edified the cook and butler."

Now at Eton, he was little affected by the twenty-minute morn-
ing chapel, the ten-minute evening prayers or the two-hour

Sunday services. But the efforts of an overenthusiastic prose-

lytizing matron who was, he claimed, "more interested in our

souls (from an Anglo-Catholic angle) than our bodies,' ' was

a different matter. Her efforts drove him into the ranks of the

Rationalist Press Association. By 1908, aged sixteen, he was
introducing to one of his companions, who had just been con-

firmed, Haeckel's Riddle of the Universe, with its reasoning
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that the Deity is no more than a gaseous vertebrate. Later he

began circulating MetchnikofFs The Nature of Man, but this

was inadvertently left by a companion in the reading room and
taken to the Master in college, A. W. Whitworth. The result,

in Haldane's words written at the time, was that Whitworth
"tried to get me taken away. Uffer [his father] much amused
and rather bored. Mother furious with Whitworth. Hiss [his bi-

ology master] furious with me . . . had discredited biology.

Tutor a little amused, but said I must be careful."

By this time he was becoming almost nonbullyable, owing
to size and to a rise in the hierarchy. Although he still had lit-

tle interest in organized sports, he was a keen if slightly

comic "wall" in the Wall Game, and in his last year he rowed
on June 4 in a kind of honorary boat called the Monarch—for

now his transformation was complete. He had reached the

First Hundred by the age of sixteen and won the Russell Prize

—which meant that he was the second mathematician in the

school—as well as prizes for physics, biology and chemistry.

And he had then, inexorably propelled by ability, become
captain of the school. He also became a member of Pop, which

according to his sister he especially enjoyed, "having the power

of life and death, so to speak, and for a long time he had the

rules framed in blue ribbons and pop canes."

He had, as he put it, taken "advantage of chaotic conditions

of curriculum to study science better than was possible earlier

or later." In practice this meant that he had switched from one

specialization to another, backed by his father, who rejected

the accusation of the headmaster, Canon Lyttelton, that his son

was becoming a "mere smatterer." The result was that two

years of classics had been followed by five terms of chemis-

try, one term of physics, three terms of history and three terms

of biology. This wide base of knowledge meant that Haldane

was to leave Eton better equipped than most of his contemporar-

ies. "I could read Latin, Greek, French and German," he

later wrote. "I knew enough chemistry to take part in re-

search, enough biology to do unaided research, and I had a

fair knowledge of history and contemporary politics. I knew
about the Provisions of Oxford and the relation between the
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German Reichstag and Bundesrath. I have forgotten them

all since. On the other hand I knew no economics. I had been

forced to read parts of John Stuart Mill's 'Principles of Political

Economy' and found them . . . unintelligible. And I knew
practically no psychology or technology."

Thus equipped, JBS went up to New College as expected,

on a good mathematical scholarship, leaving Eton with mixed

feelings. "From an intellectual point of view the education

available at Eton in 1905-1911 was good," he wrote twenty-

five years later in a draft autobiography. But in one of the

two sets of personal notes which he prepared for the Royal So-

ciety, he commented: "Was far from happy at Eton, nor was I

beloved of teachers. My last classical form-master, H. Mac-

Naughton, wrote: 'He is a baffling boy, and I shall be glad to

be rid of him.'
"

This bafflement was probably due to one reason above

all others: by the time JBS left Eton at the age of nineteen,

he had been forced into a contact with the world outside the

schoolroom that was rare for a boy of his class. This was due
almost entirely to the actions of his father. It is true that in

some ways John Scott Haldane was the prototype of the Victo-

rian scientist, deeply concerned with the spiritual world into

which his work was intruding; dedicated in such a way that

normal hours or routine ceased to exist; and of an absent-

mindedness that became legendary even at Oxford. It was

typical that he should comment one evening that he was de-

pressed since he had just spent two hours trying to explain

the elements of Christianity to Dean Inge. It was natural that

as he rarely went to bed until the small hours, he should arrive

at his laboratory at midday, fresh from breakfast, and then

work on until the small hours once again. There were times

at dinner, according to one colleague of JBS, when John Scott

Haldane "would hardly notice or address a word to anyone.

Then a large, freshly baked cake would be brought in, and as

the last course was reached the professor would pick it up and,

comparatively oblivious of his guests, would disappear with

it to his laboratory." On one famous day John Scott Haldane's

absorption with a problem in physics coincided with an impor-
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tant dinner organized by his wife. He arrived late and after

apologizing went to dress. On his nonappearance, his wife

sought him out, only to discover him in bed. "I suddenly found

myself taking my clothes off," he explained, "so I thought it

must be time for bed."

Yet if John Scott Haldane in some ways represented the popu-

lar image of the nineteenth-century scientist, he also typified

the twentieth-century reality. He not only brought his son into

the Cherwell laboratory as an assistant in his own right, turned

to him for mathematical help, and treated him from the age

of five as a junior adult; he retained that attitude as his son

grew up. "My father would go off to any mine disaster wearing

his mine clothes and then would send back a telegram, and very

often he'd be suffering from carbon monoxide poisoning," his

daughter Naomi has said. "And that meant that he'd forget

what he'd done, and then there would be a series of telegrams

saying 'All safe' and so on. And we knew that this was a result

of the poisoning. This was a very exciting atmosphere to grow

up in, and I think my brother set his mind on science and on the

kind of science which is likely to help people."

For JBS often accompanied his father, and by the time he

went up to Oxford had been taken down mines where his father

was investigating working conditions or the results of explosions

and had made a forty-foot experimental dive off the Scottish

coast. His mother, who according to his sister "didn't hold with

us being friendly with shopkeepers or people 'in business,' in

fact encouraged us to be friends with miners and fishermen."

And JBS was thus pushed by his father into close contact with

the conditions of difficulty and danger in which thousands of

ordinary men earned their livelihood. It was an experience

which was to affect his whole life.

It was also while accompanying his father that JBS made his

first contact with Indians, a people whose hopes were to im-

pinge with increasing frequency and effect on his own life.

This was in 1903, when a severe plague in India had induced

a number of European countries to experiment with methods

of killing rats in ships arriving from that country. The French

had installed apparatus for doing this with sulphur dioxide,
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and John Scott Haldane was briefed to report on its effective-

ness. Early in October therefore he sailed in the Anchor Line's

S.S. Bavaria from Tilbury to Dunkirk with his wife and son,

on the last leg of the ship's voyage from India. The Haldanes

were met by a member of the Institute Pasteur, the ship was

docked, and the asphyxiating gas was turned on from a neigh-

boring barge. "On opening the holds," JBS later recalled, "a

number of dead rats were seen. The crew, being Muslims, had

no reverence for rats, and I joined in their competition as to

who could collect most dead rats on entering the forecastle

with breath held." The ship was guarded by a very fat gen-

darme with a sword. JBS eluded him but was later faced with

the gentleman who expostulated, "Ventre du diable." "These

were," says JBS, "the first words of French which I heard on

French soil. I have liked French and Indians ever since."

John Scott Haldane's main industrial work concerned condi-

tions in mines, and to investigate and report on these he was

regularly employed by both government and industry. JBS
often went, too, partly as a useful experimental animal whose

reactions might be interesting, partly to be taught the facts of

life. Thus when father and son were exploring one of the "hot

ends" of a Cornish tin mine, the collapse of JBS in the hot,

moist air suggested to his father a series of experiments which

occupied him intermittently for the rest of his life. Teaching

his son the rudiments of science was also important, and JBS
long remembered a pit in North Staffordshire into which they

were lowered not by the usual pit cage but by sitting in a

large bucket slung on a chain. At the bottom of the shaft they

walked a little way, and then, as the roof of the tunnel sank, be-

gan to crawl. "After a while," JBS later wrote, "we got to a

place where the roof was about eight feet high and a man
could stand up. One of the party lifted his safety lamp. It filled

with blue flame and went out with a pop. If it had been a can-

dle this would have started an explosion, and we should prob-

ably have been killed. But of course the flame of the explosion

inside the safety lamp was kept in by the wire gauze. The air

near the roof was full of methane, or firedamp, which is a gas

lighter than air, so the air on the floor was not dangerous.
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"To demonstrate the effects of breathing firedamp, my fa-

ther told me to stand up and recite Mark Antony's speech from
Shakespeare's

'Junus Caesar,' beginning 'Friends, Romans,
countrymen.' I soon began to pant, and somewhere about 'the

noble Brutus' my legs gave way and I collapsed on to the floor,

where, of course, the air was all right. In this way I learnt that

firedamp is lighter than air and not dangerous to breathe."

Such adventures increased his powers of observation and
quickened his responses. At the same time they tended to widen
the gulf between himself and the schoolboys, and later the

undergraduates, with whom he mixed. His brain put him on
a different level, and the difference was increased when he com-

pared his own experiences with those of boys who tended to

be circumscribed by mothers' tea parties. He, after all, had
been able to lecture to the Eton Scientific Society on deep

diving, to demonstrate with a genuine diving suit sent down
with an assistant from the manufacturers;—and moreover, to

describe his own experiences.

For in 1908 JBS had taken part in experiments which were

to transform the whole diving practice of the British Navy.

They were the concluding items in a long program of work in

which John Scott Haldane had evolved a system of "stage decom-

pression" for bringing deep divers to the surface, and were

carried out from H.M.S. Spanker in the Kyles of Bute off the

Arran coast. All the family traveled up to Scotland, and JBS
spent considerable time on the Spanker during the long

program of dives, undertaken by different members of the

crew under varying conditions.

Naturally enough the young JBS, not yet sixteen, eagerly

seized the chance of making a trial dive, although the fact was

carefully excluded from the long list of experimental figures

eventually produced in the official report. Large as he was for

his age, he was unable to provide a good fit for the full-scale

diving suit available, but with what seems to have been a cer-

tain casualness, he was fitted out and lowered over the side.

The boy had not been submerged for long before water began

to seep into his diving suit around the badly fitting ankle- and

wristbands. However, he knew how to operate the valves which
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controlled pressure in the suit, managed to keep the water

down to breast level, and remained submerged for the allotted

time at the planned level before being raised to the surface,

dried out, and put into a bunk, warmed by blankets without

and a stiff shot of whiskey within.

Shortly afterward there was a sequel when John Scott Hal-

dane was invited to take part in the trial run of a new Admiralty

submarine. He needed an assistant and explained to his fam-

ily that since the ship was on the secret list, his choice was lim-

ited. When her husband had become "thoroughly worried"

about the assistant, Mrs. Haldane casually asked: "Why not take

Boy?"

"Is he old enough?" John Scott Haldane replied, turning to

his son to ask: "What's the formula for soda lime?" JBS rapped

out the formula. Shortly afterward he made his first trip in a

submarine.

It was thus an undergraduate more experienced than most

who went up to New College in the autumn of 1911. His repu-

tation traveled ahead of him, and it was soon believed that he

had entered for a classical scholarship, had gone into the wrong
room, and triumphantly answered the mathematical paper

which faced him. He lived up to the legend, gaining first-class

honors in maths, mods, within a year.

However, JBS claimed that no one could study mathematics

intensively for more than five hours a day and remain sane.

This left time in hand, and to occupy it he attended, almost

as a relaxation, E. S. Goodrich's finals honors course in zool-

ogy. Goodrich had an unusual record for a professor of sci-

ence, having been trained as an artist at the Slade and only later

being drawn into zoology by Ray Lankester. Half a century

later Haldane remembered not only Goodrich's lectures, which
he regarded as an inspiration, but also his remarkable black-

board drawings. "He used colours symbolically," he wrote to

a colleague. "Sensory and motor nerves would be in a differ-

ent colour from one another or [from] bloodvessels. And he

doubtless distorted shapes so as to represent things not simulta-

neously visible. But the emotional effect on me was very con-

siderable, partly because he clearly knew his intentions before
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he started. I venture to call his blackboard drawing, Art."

These lectures did more than arouse in Haldane a lasting inter-

est in the mechanism of the living world; they also indirectly

presented him with the chance of announcing his first discov-

ery in the field that he was to make specially his own—genetics.

A decade earlier, in the autumn of 1901, John Scott Haldane
had taken his son to an evening conversazione of the Oxford

University Junior Scientific Club at which A. D. Darbishire

had lectured on the recently rediscovered work of Gregor

Mendel. Forty years earlier this Austrian monk had scientifi-

cally bred a number of plants, recorded the results, and drawn
from these results tentative conclusions as to how physical

characteristics were handed down from one generation to the

next. Only in 1900, with the unearthing of his work almost

simultaneously by three different biologists, did these conclu-

sions appear beneath the floodlight of scientific inquiry. And
only in the decade that followed was the basic theory, diffi-

cult but interesting to Haldane as he listened as a boy of eight,

developed and expanded in the laboratories of the world.

There existed in living organisms, it seemed increasingly evi-

dent, minute threadlike bodies known as chromosomes, con-

tributed equally by male and female at the moment of concep-

tion. On each there existed large numbers of even smaller

particulate units, soon known as genes; and these genes con-

trolled, either separately or in conjunction with one another,

a multitude of characteristics which differentiated the mem-
bers of the same species. Knowledge grew throughout the

first years of the century, and it was confirmed that this mech-

anism, first discerned from Mendel's breeding of peas, oper-

ated also in the animal world, in mammals and in man himself.

As the outlines of this machinery became clearer, so did its com-

plexity: the solution of one problem in this science, quickly

seen to be of immense importance to mankind, merely opened

the door on fresh riddles which seemed almost infinite in

number. Many, it seemed, could be solved only by men of a

mathematical turn of mind; Haldane was to be one of them.

His interest in this subject, vaguely aroused by Darbishire's

lecture, was given its first practical outlet seven years later. In
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1908 his sister Naomi had suffered a serious fall while riding.

She became slightly allergic to ponies, and guinea pigs were

suggested as alternative pets. Within a year or so, these were

an unexpected sight for Haldane's undergraduate friends as they

turned a corner of Cherwell and came to the lawn. "There

were no tennis nets or croquet balls," writes one of them.

"Instead, behind wire fencing, were 300 guinea-pigs."

The animals had multiplied naturally and quickly in

guinea-pig fashion, and while Naomi had learned to distinguish

their individual voices, her brother was studying them to con-

firm the laws of inheritance as laid down in Mendel's revolu-

tionary work. He had started by reading all the available liter-

ature on the subject, including the latest paper of the Darbi-

shire he had listened to as a boy of eight. And reading one of

Darbishire's papers in Biometrika, he believed he noticed a

point which the author himself had missed.

This point concerned "linkage"—then known as "reduplica-

tion"—a subject whose study was to occupy a fair segment of

Haldane's working life. One feature of inheritance which had

been noted by scientists soon after they had begun investi-

gating it in detail was the way in which the Mendelian theory

operated in practice: while many characteristics were passed

on from one generation to the next in a simple and predict-

able way, quite independently of one another, other charac-

teristics appeared to be linked—possibly because the genes

governing them lay close together on the same chromosome.

This had so far been noted only in plants, but Haldane, study-

ing the data in Darbishire's paper, believed that this revealed

linkage in mice. He expanded his views on what appeared to

be the first specific gene linkage in vertebrates, gave his paper

the pretentious title of "The Comparative Morphology of the

Germ-Plasm," and eventually read it before a seminar organ-

ized by Goodrich for his undergraduates in the summer of

1912.

At this stage the paper might well have been published.

However, Haldane wrote for advice to R. C. Punnett, a leading

geneticist, and was advised to obtain his own data. Mice were

therefore added to guinea pigs. A. D. Sprunt, a colleague of Hal-
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dane's at New College, was enlisted as co-experimenter, and
publication was held up until further results had been ob-

tained. "We managed to secure some very odd beasts, includ-

ing some dwarfs," his sister remembers, "and at St. Giles' Fair,

which we always attended if possible, we bought two pink ones

who, alas, turned out to be dyed albinos. Still, one had to take

a chance." News of experiments spread, and JBS received of-

fers such as: "I understand from Dr. O'Connor that you might

care to have my yellow and black cavie, which is, I am sure, the

child of two white ones. I should be willing to send it to you
for two shillings if you would pay the carriage."

Genetics was not the only subject to which JBS was to make
minor contributions soon after his arrival at Oxford. The pre-

vious year his father had written to Whitworth, the Eton mas-

ter, asking if his son could visit London with him on one par-

ticular Saturday. "He has," he went on, "been giving me very

great help in the mathematical part of a rather important

physiological investigation of which I am giving an account at

the meeting of the Physiological Society. The paper is in our

joint names and Jack's part is a very important one as he has

evolved an equation which has thrown light into what was a

very dark region. I should like him to be present if possible,

partly to fortify me against possible attacks from people who
know the higher 'mathematics.'

"

Now, having spent less than a year at Oxford, JBS was able

to read the paper, published in the Journal of Physiology for

June 1912. While all the necessary experiments revealing how
hemoglobin combined with oxygen had been carried out by

John Scott Haldane and C. G. Douglas, a younger worker in the

university's physiological laboratory, the complex mathema-

tical analysis was attributed solely to the younger Haldane.

All this suggested that JBS was now headed for a purely sci-

entific career. As was often to be the case, however, the prodigy

veered off unexpectedly on a completely different tack. At the

end of his first year JBS switched from mathematics and biol-

ogy to "Greats," from the disciplines of science to the inspi-

rations of the arts.

The switch was supported by his father, but it was in many
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ways characteristic of the younger Haldane. It showed, accord-

ing to one's viewpoint, an inability to develop initial work or

a protean intellect. At the same time it brought JBS immense

personal pleasure, for the companionship of the classics was to

be a solace in an otherwise aesthetically bleak life. It did mean
that the JBS who was to swim confidently through the scienti-

fic seas for half a century did so without any scientific degree

or technical qualification, but there was to be a consolation.

In his second and subsequent years at Oxford he learned to

write clearly, comprehensibly and with an economy that was

to serve him well. He learned the hard way; years later, when
a colleague commented that he had a very lucid prose style, he

turned on her fiercely. "D'you think I didn't have to work for

it?" he demanded. Moreover, the isolation of his studies from

the world in which he lived encouraged an objectivity, a dis-

passionate attitude to affairs which was itself the very stuff of

the scientific approach. "The subjects studied," he later com-

mented, "had little relation to modern life, so thought on
them was free. The successful Greats man, with his high capac-

ity for abstraction, makes an excellent civil servant, prepared

to report as unemotionally on the massacre of millions of Afri-

can natives as on the constitution of the Channel Islands."

This was no bad training for the physiologist contemplating

his own reactions to abnormal conditions or the geneticist

studying the mysterious linkages of flower color. And Haldane,

though rarely out of combat with civil servants, was to be a

successful Greats man.

At Oxford he was "much happier" than he had been at

Eton. He began to make friends more easily—the Gielguds,

Aldous Huxley and his elder brother Trev, Gervas Huxley, and
Dick Mitchison, who was to marry his sister Naomi. Like his

uncle, Lord Haldane, who more than once walked from Cloan

to the summit of Ben Lawers and back, a total of seventy-

three miles, JBS was a good goer in rough country. He showed
a marked inability for skilled games, but rowed occasionally.

However, he refused to train once he discovered that after sev-

eral months without exercise he was not only in good health

but in good physical form. In those days training was enjoyed,
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according to his sister, for the sake of its ending—when every-

one suddenly got very drunk.

What success Haldane achieved on the river was largely ow-

ing to his weight
—

"fifteen stone in nothing but his hat" as

a friend described him—and it was found necessary to have a

special oar built for him. This was after a notable occasion on
which his standard oar had broken at his very first stroke. "Of
course we were bumped," says another member of the crew,

"and when Haldane waved his broken oar, the cheering of Trin-

ity subsided. We even managed to make a few bumps, not-

withstanding our Herculean number five, and so went up a

few."

He climbed into college like everyone else and invented a

number of new routes. Then, when he became a Fellow after

the First World War, he had these stopped. "I thought this very

unfair," says Naomi, "but he said that it was to make peo-

ple more inventive. Also perhaps to make them braver."

He remembered having heard Spooner speak of seeing

"through a dark glassly." He appeared a little uncouth, not

caring much about his appearance, scolding his friends if they

paid more for their clothes than he did, and affecting a disin-

terest in personal possessions. "I don't want a library of

books," he told one friend. "All I need is to know where I can

find the knowledge I want. And other books I give away."

His prodigious memory and his love of both the classics

and the English language made him a formidable companion,

and one friend relates how he, Haldane and Naomi had walked

from Oxford one evening to see Robert Bridges, quoting poetry

all the way, checking each other's knowledge, and concluding

that JBS operated on an entirely different level. He had started

"capping verses" with his sister some years earlier. "Grad-

ually I began to read more widely among the moderns, and

usually won," she says. "He was very good on Milton, whom
I couldn't bear. Of course he always won if we had a dead

language. I suppose about 1913 we both discovered Hous-

man and then Yeats, the early Yeats of course, where one can

play the game of substituting 'bottle' for 'battle' in many lines

where Yeats uses it. He knew masses of both by heart but didn't
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take to many later poets, not even Graves, whom I tried to get

him to like. He seemed to stick."

At Oxford Haldane was first drawn into politics, earning a

note of commendation from his uncle, joining the University

Liberal Club and taking part in debates. However he was con-

siderably influenced by one contemporary—Herron, a "syn-

dicalist who had a clear mind and a real passion for justice/'

who was to be killed in the coming war—and he became a

member of the University Co-operative Society, serving behind

its counter more than once.

His entry on the political stage was to be a portent of things

to come. In 1913 Oxford was still served by horsecars, whose

staff now decided to strike in protest against their wages of

less than £1 per week. The strikers' places were taken by

strikebreakers. "On the first three evenings of the strike, trams

were stopped and the horses taken out/' Haldane later wrote.

"The police made baton charges and finally order was restored.

I was unable to participate in these riots, I think because I

was in training for a race. On the fourth evening the streets

were quiet. I walked up and down Cornmarket St. chanting the

Athanasian creed and the hymeneal psalm 'Eructavit cor

meum' in a loud but unmelodious voice. A large crowd collected.

The police ineffectively pushed pious old ladies into the gut-

ter. The trams failed to penetrate the crowd, and their horses

were detached and wandered off in an aimless manner. The
strike was successful, and as the trams could no longer yield a

profit, they were replaced by motor omnibuses, which were

capable both of higher speed and higher wages."

For his part in the affair, JBS was fined two guineas by the

proctors
—

"the first case for over three centuries when a man
was punished in Oxford for publicly professing the principles

of the Church of England."

By the middle of 1914 John Scott Haldane was already mak-
ing plans for his son's future. He had high hopes of the form
he would show in Greats. But when this hurdle had been sur-

mounted, JBS was to be switched back to science. After two
years he was to be examined in physiology. Then he would
begin work under Harrison or Abel in the Oxford Laboratory.
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The first part of John Scott Haldane's plans was fulfilled,

and on the morning of August 4, 1914, JBS learned he had won
a First. The news was, as he put it, "somewhat overshadowed

by other events.'

'



CHAPTER 2

The Enjoyable Experience

In July 1914, JBS was in camp with the Oxford University

Officers' Training Corps on Hartford Flats near Camberley.

He had joined the Signallers, hoping to learn radio telegraphy,

and it was to his unit that there rode up one night a commercial

traveler with a satchel of radio devices and the news that the

Archduke Ferdinand had been assassinated at Sarajevo
—

"the

Angel of Death arriving on a motor-bike.
,, A few days later, as

Britain found herself at war, Haldane volunteered for the Spe-

cial Reserve of Officers and asked to be attached to a Scottish

regiment, if possible the Black Watch, whose headquarters were

at Perth, a few miles from Cloan. Within two weeks he had
traveled north from Oxford and received his commission in the

Third (Special Reserve) Battalion. There followed a four-month

spell of training with the battalion at Nigg, Ross-shire; then in

January 1915 he crossed to France, posted to the First Battalion.

The following month JBS became its bombing officer.

He was now twenty-two. He was sensitive, apt to hide his

shyness by an assumed aggressiveness, a man whose interests

were as different from those of his brother officers as they had
been from those of other boys at the Dragon School. While he

had felt it his duty to enlist, he had none of that ecstatic pa-

triotism which had lifted the early war poets above the mud
and blood. Yet almost unbelievably, Haldane was to enjoy his

experiences in France. When he first came under shellfire,

his mind slipped back to the occasion three years previously
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when he had been exploring with his father a mine in which
there had recently been an explosion, an exploration during

which there was danger from poisonous gases, cave-ins, and
further explosions. "One of my first thoughts," he recalled of

the Flanders experience, "was, 'How my father would enjoy

this!'
"

He also enjoyed the killing, which he regarded as a respect-

able if vestigial legacy from primitive times. The feeling left

its mark, and the pleasure JBS took from the war worried

him for the rest of his life. After killing his first man, he would
say, he always felt it cowardly to kill animals. "The second

word of the Gita, dharmak-shetre" he has explained, "gives

an exact description of my feelings when I went to the trenches

for the first time in 1915. I was well aware that I might die in

these flat, featureless fields, and that a huge waste of human
values was going on there. Nevertheless, I found the experience

enjoyable, which most of my companions did not. I was sup-

ported, as it were, on a great wave of dharma."

This was all very well. But for those not lucky enough to be

riding such a wave, visits by the young Haldane, whose energy

quickly brought him promotion to trench mortar officer of the

First (Guards) Brigade, were rather discouraged. When JBS
arrived, the unit was holding a relatively quiet section of the

line near Givenchy, a stretch of country not yet battered by the

later huge bombardments of the war and still recognizable as

human habitat. Here, breaking into the comparative lull,

would come Lieutenant Haldane with experimental bombs
and the first trench mortars

—
"stove-pipes almost as danger-

ous to their users as to the enemy/' as the regiment's history

describes them—plus an unextinguishable enthusiasm for the

use of both.

The task of Haldane's small detachment was to move about

the line, firing from different positions, both to harass the en-

emy and to gain experience in the use of what was a new and

frequently unpredictable weapon. "The bombers were not

popular in the line," the Black Watch history comments,

"since their action invariably drew artillery fire, by way of

retaliation, by which time, of course, the mortar-detachment
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had disappeared. There is a well-authenticated story that Lieu-

tenant Haldane was remonstrated with for walking about 'defi-

cient of a Glengarry.' He gave as his excuse the fact that the

men of a neighbouring regiment had pushed him into a ditch

for having fired mortars from their trenches." The military

necessity for the alarms and excursions might have been un-

derstood and pardoned; what was more difficult to condone

was Haldane's grim enthusiasm for the task, his unconventional

methods and the single-mindedness which quickly earned him
the long-lasting nickname of Bombo.
Thus psychologically equipped, supported by a Lance Ser-

geant Evans from the Coldstream Guards and a dozen or so

handpicked men, JBS commanded a small private army, an-

swerable only to a headquarters somewhat farther back and

operating its own small workshop where the men put experi-

mental fuses into experimental weapons and undertook minor
repairs. Known as the bomb factory, servicing only its thir-

teen muzzle-loading mortars, it was probably the only such

establishment in which smoking has ever been made compul-

sory. "I did so on psychological grounds," Haldane has ex-

plained, "as I thought it important that we should have abso-

lute confidence in one another and in our weapons. We had

no accidents and few casualties." His small unit enforced no
particular discipline, ordered no routine guard duties. Officers

and men lived on one meal a day. For three weeks in April

1915, Haldane did not take off his boots, and it was probably

during this period that he was first described by Sir Douglas

Haig as "the bravest and dirtiest officer in my Army." Haldane
was proud of his unit—and of the occasion on which a mere 8

bombs lobbed onto a suspected machine-gun nest provoked a

reply of more than 100 shells. This April was, as he remem-
bered it, "one of the happiest months" of his life.

The ordering of unpopular bombardments formed only part

of Haldane's activities. His assignments included the discovery

of what the enemy was doing, and in such activities he de-

veloped an almost personal interest—perhaps typical of the

man who at the age of seventy could write: "I still hope to

die in battle at the age of 100." Thus while even the most
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courageous of officers would consider their regular forays

into no-man's-land as little more than unpleasant necessities,

Haldane appeared to relish them, going out through the barbed

wire most nights, lying close to the enemy lines to hear what
he could, and signaling his return with a small torch which
alternately shone red and green.

"One night he disappeared into the darkness on his usual

errand," says a colleague, "and on this occasion he was gone

for a long time. Suddenly there was a bang on the German
front, succeeded by a tangle of Very lights and the noise of

rifle fire and machine guns. Silence then ensued, and we waited

with some apprehension for the fate of JBS. Presently the green

and red signal appeared outside our barbed wire, and a very

tattered JBS climbed over the parapet. The M.O. was waiting

for him and asked him what happened. Haldane replied with

his characteristic drawl: 'The Boche was saying unpleasant

things about us, so I just tossed a bomb over to them/ " Then,

as always, he asked for two favorite tunes on the phonograph

—

"Where My Caravan Has Rested" and "When We've Wound
Up Our Watch on the Rhine." Eventually the solitary routine

was altered. "A superior officer," JBS later wrote, "insisted on

my being accompanied by a private who doubled the noise and

halved the speed."

Haldane's own explanation for what was sometimes bravado

and frequently brashness was given years later, when he was

advising the chief psychologist of the Indian forces on the psy-

chological requirements needed in different military and para-

military occupations. An ordinary soldier, he said, might be

more efficient if he believed himself to be invulnerable as a

result of some magical or religious ceremony—but a company
commander, "let alone a general," should avoid such beliefs.

"For a junior officer (perhaps for a noncommissioned officer)
,"

he went on, the requirements were "a tendency to show off

and, if possible, to excite emulation, with a vivid personal in-

terest in every man under his command. I never achieved the

latter but did achieve the former. For example, in 1915 I once

bicycled across a gap in full view of the Germans, having fore-

seen that they would be too surprised to open fire till I was
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under shelter again. This probably persuaded my less intel-

lectual subordinates that I had luck." "Showing off" is one

description; another is the definition of active courage which

Haldane gave years later in writing to his mother of Lord

Moran's Anatomy of Courage—"taking a novel risk, which you

are not ordered to take, and enjoying it."

These exhibitions of audacity tended to make up for the

wrath incurred by his bombing activities. And for an officer so

different in one way from his brother officers, so different in

others from his men, Haldane was singularly popular. To the

first he was "a bawdy old bird in a completely unoffensive

way." To the men he was usually "Safety Catch"—so nicknamed

during his training days because of his constant reiteration to

"remember your safety catch." And across more than half a cen-

tury one man remembers how during his initial training, Hal-

dane took a squad out on a physical training run one morning.

"I dropped out to have a drink at a spring by the side of the

road," he says. "He looked around and came back to me and
lightly touched me on the backside with his stick. So different

from the other officers, I thought to myself."

Respected if feared for his bravery
—

"It seemed hardly nat-

ural for a man to be as fearless as that," one private once

said—admired for his ability to mix with all ranks, and loved

for his eccentricities, Haldane was yet set apart from most of

his brother officers by his continuing external interests. He
was, as he later was to boast, the only officer to complete a scien-

tific paper from a forward position of the Black Watch. This

was the final result of the mice experiments started before the

war with Naomi and with A. D. Sprunt, who had recently been
killed in action. JBS had written to William Bateson, one of

the leading British geneticists and director of the John Innes

Horticultural Institution, at which Haldane was later to work,

and told him of the mice experiments, characteristically add-

ing: "If I am killed could you kindly give my sister help if she

wants it?" Shortly afterward, working in the trenches, JBS
finished the paper. The breeding experiments continued with
the animals on the Cherwell lawn confirmed what he had sus-

pected on reading Darbishire, and the joint paper reporting
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vertebrate linkage was published by the Journal of Genetics

later in 1915. Haldane long regretted the delay. "Had I been

able to publish in 1910," he later wrote in a personal note for

the Royal Society, "it would have been simultaneous with

Morgan's discovery of linkage in Drosophila" the first re-

ported linkage outside the plant world.

Haldane's frontline life
—

"this truly enviable life," as he

described it—was to be unexpectedly interrupted in May, but

shortly before this he made a brief journey to England, ap-

parently reporting on his trench mortar work to the War Office

and certainly calling on his uncle in Queen Anne's Gate. Here
he produced "a German bomb which had not exploded," as

his father noted without comment; then he returned to the

western front, expecting to resume what he regarded as a

halcyon existence.

However, JBS was now to be caught up in a new application

of science to war. On the evening of April 2, 1915, dense

greenish-yellow clouds of gas began to billow out from a num-
ber of cylinders in the German lines surrounding Ypres. The
two French divisions which received the main brunt of the at-

tack fell back in disorder, and the Allied authorities realized

that they were now faced with a new weapon against which

they had, in spite of warnings, taken no precautions. On hear-

ing the news, Lord Kitchener, Secretary of State for War, con-

sulted Lord Haldane, then Lord Chancellor, and Haldane

telegraphed his brother at Oxford for advice. The following

morning John Scott Haldane arrived in London; the same after-

noon he left for France.

Some days later, after a second German gas attack, Haldane

learned that 90,000 gas masks of a type which he had warned

the authorities "could not stop poison gas of any kind" were

being distributed. It was clear that emergency measures were

needed, and he quickly induced the authorities to do two

things: to bring out from Oxford Professor Douglas, with whom
he had been working on respiratory problems, and to bring his

son out of the line to help in the urgent work that had to be

done.

During the first week of May, JBS was ordered to report to
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Hazebrouck. Here he met his father. Shortly afterward, to-

gether with a handful of volunteers, the two Haldanes and

Douglas began work in a converted school. In one room there

had been constructed a small glass-fronted cabinet, rather like

a miniature greenhouse, and into this known quantities of

chlorine gas were pumped. "We had to compare the effects on

ourselves of various quantities, with and without respirators,''

JBS has explained. "It stung the eyes and produced a tendency

to gasp and cough when breathed. For this reason, trained phys-

iologists had to be employed. An ordinary soldier would prob-

ably restrain his tendency to gasp, cough and throw himself

about as if he were working a machine gun in a battle but could

not do so in a laboratory experiment with nothing to take his

mind off his own feelings. An experienced physiologist has

more self-control. It was also necessary to see if one could run

or work hard in the respirators, so we had a wheel of some kind

to turn by hand in the gas chamber, not to mention doing fifty-

yard sprints in respirators outside. As each of us got sufficiently

affected by gas to render his lungs duly irritable, another would
take his place. None of us was much the worse for the gas, or

in any real danger, as we knew where to stop, but some had to

go to bed for a few days, and I was very short of breath and in-

capable of running for a month or so."

This few days' work saved thousands of Allied lives and
helped blunt the cutting edge of what might have been a de-

cisive German weapon. John Scott Haldane received little

credit and attributed this to the campaign which was soon

hounding his brother from office. "So far as I could gather it

was considered under the circumstances wiser to leave me out,"

he wrote privately, "though this was certainly not by the wishes

of any of the responsible soldiers." John Scott Haldane minded
little. His son, who believed that his father "had been too frank

in his criticism of senior officers," thought differently. The cir-

cumstances confirmed all that he suspected of authority. The
work, he later wrote, "which was mainly done by civilians, was
rewarded by the grant of the Military Cross to the brilliant

young officer who used to open the door of the motor-car of

the medical General who occasionally visited the experiments.
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The soldiers who took part in them could, however, for some
time be distinguished by the peculiar green colour of their but-

tons due to the action of the gas."

On May 8 JBS was ordered up to the front, this time for

special duties in connection with expected enemy gas attacks.

However, on his way up the line, he discovered that the Black

Watch was to go into action that afternoon—as part of the

Anglo-French attack which became known variously as the

Battle of Aubers Ridge or of Festubert. To a man of Haldane's

temperament the temptation was too strong to be resisted. He
decided to rejoin his regiment and, if possible, to take com-

mand of his old platoon. But the effect of the chlorine had not

yet fully worn off. He moved as fast as he could, but the best he

could manage was "a moderate trot worthy of an old gentle-

man with chronic bronchitis." He was thus well behind the

reserve line when the Allied bombardment opened up and
hardly into it when the counter-battery work began.

What happened next is intriguingly unclear. Haldane him-

self has described in the draft autobiography how he heard an

immense explosion and subsequently woke up to find himself

covered with mud and blood; how he noted minor wounds in

his right arm and left side; how he climbed to the first floor

of a building and saw the Black Watch go into action; and how
he later found himself walking through the reserve trenches

and back to a casualty station. Yet an eyewitness of the action

has since filled in details which were wiped from Haldane's

memory. The Black Watch reserves, says the onlooker, were

mustered behind "the orchard" by JBS himself. "We were fully

occupied in our sector," he continues, "and casualties were

becoming very numerous when I saw JBS and his platoon ad-

vancing through the orchard. Fire was very heavy, and the

Black Watch was suffering badly. Suddenly Haldane was hit and

fell to the ground. He picked himself up and resumed the lead

of his depleted command. Racing for the parapet, he and his

men passed it, and a short distance into no-man's-land JBS fell

again," this time apparently blown down by the blast.

The two stories are not mutually exclusive. It seems likely

that after being knocked unconscious, Haldane carried on with
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his plan, took command of a platoon until hit again, and

eventually walked to the rear with his most recent experi-

ences erased from his mind. There are two curious footnotes

to the event. JBS afterward talked of reading in the Times

the notice of his own death while "fighting with great gal-

lantry." No record of it exists. And in 1961 he wrote to Robert

Graves, saying: "It has always seemed to me plausible that I

did not buy a return ticket over the irremeable stream, but

have imagined events since 1915. They are now becoming
rather outrageous, so perhaps I shall wake up."

As Haldane walked back, passing crowded ambulances, not

quite knowing what to do next, a Black Watch officer stopped a

passing vehicle and asked for him to be taken to the nearest dress-

ing station. Haldane got in and sat down. The driver was the

Prince of Wales, who turned to him and commented, "Oh, it's

you/' They had last met at Oxford, almost exactly a year

earlier.

"Somehow I found myself in a hospital in Bethune," JBS
later wrote. "The wound in my side was trivial. A splinter had
gone through my haversack, bumping me considerably, but

only penetrating just under the skin, where it still is." One
reason for his escape was that the splinter had lodged in a

volume of Anatole France. "The wound in my arm was deeper.

It was probed and roughly disinfected with hydrogen peroxide,

which was momentarily painful. Then I was put on a bed in a

ward full of wounded officers, some in great pain, others deliri-

ous. An occasional shellburst punctuated their groans, but I

slept." From Bethune he was moved to Versailles; then, via

London, to his parents' home at Oxford, where he was operated

on for the removal of an undiscovered shell splinter.

This first experience of war had revealed in Haldane what
he knew was a disconcerting enjoyment of its grimmer mo-
ments. Yet he knew also that he was an exception and that his

enjoyment was wrong. Thus while one part of him was raised

to a higher power by the experience, another part could regard

war objectively and with a severely critical eye. "I was glad,"

he explained, "that I was an infantryman and not a gunner who
might receive orders to shell a town far behind the enemy's
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line and thus kill noncombatants, probably our French allies."

And kept among his family papers is an official War Office form
across which he wrote, possibly in the trenches, the rough draft

of a poem that was never finished. "Thy name is on our foes'

lips and on ours," it begins. "Strong in Thy name we break

and burn and slay./And Thy priests tell us in our dying hours/

That 'tis Thy will, and bid its victims pray./From this dark

pit of desolation/Full of black smoke and shattered limbs of

men/Buried in the mud of their damnation/We curse Thee
God, and swear that not again. . .

."

Thus far, the war had confirmed what he had learned at Eton:

that authority, here represented by the staff, warranted all the

suspicion it drew and that revealed religion, represented by the

chaplains who "generally ran the irreducible minimum of risk,"

was an object of scorn.

At first it seemed that Haldane was out of the war. "It sounds

just the right sort of wound, which will keep him away from

the front without doing any permanent damage," a companion
wrote to his mother. "Quite frankly, I hope that he will never

get within miles of France again—in which I maintain I am
much more natural than you. Apart from my own personal

feelings I really do feel that if he got smashed by some damned
piece of German machinery it would be a loss to the world.

That remark would probably make him very angry if you

repeated it to him, but still it is true. Any fool can be a Lieu-

tenant or Captain, but you have to go a long way to replace

a brain like his. Don't tell him or he'll eat me."

Despite his well-wishers, Haldane recovered quickly. In

August he volunteered to organize a bombing school which

the authorities were to start at Nigg, and here for the next

seven months he trained some hundreds of officers and

N.C.O.'s in the techniques of killing with hand and rifle gre-

nades. The grenade was still a primitive and in some ways ex-

perimental weapon in the autumn of 1915, and instruction in

its use was largely a matter of trial and error. Haldane's

methods were as unorthodox as they had been earlier in the

year behind the lines.

"I began by lecturing on the anatomy of hand grenades and
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made each pupil attach a detonator to a fuse with his teeth,"

he has said. "Should the detonator explode in the mouth, I ex-

plained that the mouth would be considerably enlarged,

though the victim might be so unfortunate as to survive. Pupils

who did not show alacrity when confronted with this and simi-

lar tests were returned to duty as unlikely to become efficient

instructors."

It seems that this was not the only unorthodox practice at

the bombing school. Years later, in a remarkable short story

called "The Gold-Makers," Haldane incorporated more than

one autobiographical anecdote and remarked that he was one

of the few people to run a bombing school for nine months

without casualties. Describing how this was possible, he noted

that "among the things which we occasionally did as demon-

strations was to catch lighted bombs and throw them back, or

more accurately, sideways, out of the trench. I had a one-eyed

and rarely quite sober corporal who used to do this, but I some-

times did it myself. I admit that we used to lengthen the time

fuse beforehand. Provided you are a good judge of time, it is

no more dangerous than crossing the road among motor traffic,

but it is more impressive to onlookers. Some idiot asked ques-

tions about it in Parliament, and got an army order issued

forbidding the practice."

Haldane certainly ran the Nigg Bombing School from

August 1915 until March 1916 without serious accident or

fatal casualty. In his personal actions, moreover, he was a good
example of the fact that knowledge and a clear head stand

for survival—if an example that sometimes disturbed his

friends. On duty and off, he would carry a pocket of detonators,

a quantity of black powder gelignite, and a number of loose

matches. At the slightest provocation he would expound on
the principles involved in their use, and according to one old

friend, "Those of us who lived in close contact with him
regarded his presence in the mess or officers' quarters with

some degree of suspicion or fear." This was natural, since

Haldane was not above tamping down his glowing pipe with

a copper detonator. His idiosyncrasies had their uses, and on
one occasion, while traveling on leave in a very crowded rail-
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way carriage, he produced a mixture from his pocket and gave

his fellow officers a disquisition on the ease with which accidents

could happen. The carriage emptied at the next station.

Such incidents illustrated the combination of showmanship
and flamboyance which formed an essential part of Haldane's

character. But they were also closely linked with his leanings

toward pyromania. When he struck a match to light his pipe,

he could not bear to blow out the flame when the match had

served its purpose; instead he would let it burn down to the

last possible millimeter, often burning his fingers and thumb
in the process. He adored bonfires as well as fireworks, and
it seems likely that his devoted study of explosives was a reflec-

tion of the same feelings.

Thus, running the Nigg Bombing School was at first an in-

teresting task. Then the job began to pall. Haldane was lusting

for battle and became dangerously disgruntled when he was

sent to an Intelligence post at Scottish Command in Edinburgh

in the spring of 1916
—

"a particularly silly administrative

job," as he later called it. Twenty years afterward he dis-

covered that he had been kept at Nigg after its initial organi-

zation, and then posted to Edinburgh instead of to France,

through the intervention of a War Office official who was

friendly with Lord Haldane. "If he is still alive and reads this

book," wrote JBS grimly at the height of his honeymoon with

the Communist party, "he may repent of his favouritism."

It was in Edinburgh that Haldane received his abiding im-

pressions of wartime Scottish Sundays. "All places of amuse-

ment were shut," he wrote. "So were the public houses. Even

the churches were open for only a part of the day. On the

other hand, the rather numerous prostitutes who were thus

protected from an unfair competition enhanced their other

blandishments by the offer of whisky."

This reference to what JBS sometimes called feminine

blandishments and sometimes described more bluntly was a

trait that developed as he grew older. In the Second World War
he was traveling one Sunday on a Glasgow bus laden with

churchgoers. As the vehicle stopped, he nodded down a street

and commented to his colleague: "That's the place where I
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came to fornicate as a boy." Such observations, made in all

companies, under all circumstances, had by the i94o's become

part of the Haldane image. They were partly the result of a

mischievous and rather clownlike desire to shock. They were

partly the outcome of a genuine belief that the facts of nature

must be spoken about naturally. But they were perhaps even

more the result of two other things. One was a shyness with

women which he never overcame, an inferiority complex which

he tried to disguise by a simulated but open bawdiness. The
other was his failure to become a father. In later life he would
boast both of his mistresses and of his sexual prowess, creating the

picture of a man forever popping in and out of bed. The truth

was very different. The charade is not unfamiliar, but with

Haldane, a man who throughout life desperately felt the need

for a son, the result was tragic.

All this lay in the future, as in the autumn of 1916 Haldane

finally succeeded in prising himself loose from Edinburgh and

in October sailed for the Middle East to join the Second Black

Watch in Mesopotamia. They rounded the Cape, reached Basra

in December, and then traveled slowly by barge up the Tigris

to the long line of trenches which some miles to the north ran

from the river to Lake Serwaikiyeh.

The Black Watch held a four-mile stretch of the river. Across

it, 400 yards away, lay the Turks, and with the Turks Haldane
now started his own personal battle. He had been appointed

second-in-command of a company but had also been put in

charge of the battalion snipers. With these, as with his mortar

unit back in France, he operated as though with his own per-

sonal force. They devised their own versions of telescopic sights;

they elaborated on the well-known ruses for making the enemy
reveal himself just enough to get killed; and their success soon

brought a roving commission to operate on a longer stretch of

the river. War here was as different from the western front as

that of the Western Desert of the Second World War was from
Normandy. Here were no civilians to confuse the issue. Here
were relatively few impersonal artillery barrages. Here, as

Haldane put it, men were "pitted against individual enemies
with similar weapons, trench mortars or rifles with telescopic
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sights, each with a small team helping him. This was war as

the great poets have sung it. I am lucky to have experienced it."

No doubt. Yet it was typical of Haldane's character that

while he could see war as a great game, played for the stakes

of life or death, he deplored its limitation by artificial rules.

Thus he long remembered an occasion on this Mesopotamian
front after a Turkish airman had developed considerable flair

for shooting down British observation balloons. A British offi-

cer raised a balloon loaded with guncotton which blew up and
destroyed the Turk. "For this deed/' Haldane wrote in-

dignantly, "he was severely reprimanded by the local officer

commanding R.A.F. for unsportsmanlike conduct. This gen-

tleman doubtless felt little objection to bombing, for example,

transport columns consisting mainly of non-combatants and

animals, incapable of retaliating. (One may remark that be-

tween wounds and thirst perhaps 30,000 Turkish animals

perished during our final victory in Palestine.) But he objected

to airmen being killed except by other airmen. I, fighting in

the mud beneath them, and exposed to the bombs of both

sides (I was severely wounded by one of our own) , felt differ-

ently."

Before this wounding by a British bomb, which was to re-

move Haldane from active service for the rest of the war, he

made a second contact with Indian troops. His first had been

in France, where he had contrasted an Indian unit under

bombardment to the Scots Guards, who swore with fluency,

dodged around traverses and were rarely hit. "The Indians,"

JBS noted, "stood and waited to be killed, which they were.

They apparently thought that the bombs were devils and

could not be dodged." Now he received a complaint that the

Bhopal Rifles, in a neighboring sector, were being killed by

Turkish snipers. "These wretched Indians were completely

and utterly fed up," he wrote. "They hated the war, and did

not want to kill the Turks, their fellow-Muslims. They hated

life and allowed the Turks to kill them. By a judicious display

of helmets on sticks we drew the Turks' fire and located them.

We returned their fire and got our gunners to give them a few

rounds of shrapnel. The Turks, who had no desire to die for
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their country, but couldn't resist the opportunity to kill the

Indians, who were no more dangerous than rabbits, went away

to a safer place.'

'

Compared with the western front, even the sniping was of a

desultory kind, and Haldane found himself behind the lines

with time on his hands. He practiced marching on bearings with

a prismatic compass. He played a good deal of bridge, winning

about £1 a month. Life had begun to slacken off. Then, in the

new year, the Allies crossed the Tigris. But Haldane's battalion

attacked almost-abandoned trenches and then advanced past

them a considerable way with very little loss. He himself,

moreover, had been left behind with a small unit to reconstitute

the battalion, should it be wiped out. "Fate, however, decided

quite firmly," as Haldane put it, "that the intentions of my
guardian in the War Office should be frustrated. ..."

On the evening of the advance, one of the large tents which

served as hangars for the airfield attached to the camp was seen

to be on fire. With other officers and troops, Haldane succeeded

in driving some of the trucks from the burning tent. However,

these did not represent the main danger, for the Royal Flying

Corps had somewhat imprudently stacked its bombs beside their

oilcans. The result was spectacular but unfortunate. As a stack

of oil flared up, a bomb would explode with the heat; the blast

from the bomb would blow out the oil fire, but enough
sparks would be strewn around to reignite the oil, and the

process would then be repeated.

Haldane was running toward the fire when one particularly

big explosion occurred. At first he thought that his throat had
been blown away. Then he realized that he had been hit in

the leg. He was put in an ambulance, taken to a field dressing

station and placed with another officer who succeeded in setting

the tent on fire in trying to light a cigarette. Then, at the

next stage back, a casualty clearing station, a chaplain inquired

about his religion. On being told "None," the chaplain entered

"C. of E." on the necessary form. Haldane had already done
his best to avoid being given a label, going "the round of per-

mitted religions, ending up as a Jew, after making sure that

there was no rabbi in the neighborhood." Now he protested,
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as he was to protest vehemently at the slightest provocation

for the rest of his life, at the fact "that clergymen should be

allowed to insult wounded soldiers ... by labeling them as

members of a religion to which they do not adhere."

He was loaded onto a hospital ship—and noted that while

he was reading Helland and Tait's Introduction to Quartern-

ions, the officer on his right was engrossed in Lamb's Infinitesi-

mal Calculus. Some time later he landed at Bombay.
Haldane's stay in India, from the summer of 1917 until the

autumn of the following year, greatly affected his life. It was,

however, merely one item in a long train of random events,

scientific interests and personal prejudices which eventually

drew him to India for his final years. Scattered through his

massive collection of printed papers, private letters, and un-

published notes and memoranda lie innumerable references to

these events—to the contempt for imperial rule fostered by his

mother's Victoria League; to his chance meeting with the In-

dians on the S. S. Bavaria, to his friendship with more than

one Indian scientist; to the movement of his interests toward

the form of biological inquiry for which India presents so

fine a field, and to his Indian experiences of 1917 and 1918—all

events which start to wear a spurious air of predestination, as

though they led inevitably toward a shaded verandah in Orissa.

In 1917 Haldane went first to Poona, where he learned Urdu
while in the hospital. From there he was sent to the summer
capital of Simla to recuperate in a convalescent home and
then to serve at Army headquarters. Naturally enough, as a

matter of principle, he refused to conform. He traveled as

widely as possible, took few of the precautions expected of

him, drank unboiled water and chewed betel nuts, bought

food at roadside booths and, as he agreed, generally behaved

in an un-English manner. He excluded himself as far as possible

from the official hierarchy, no doubt regarding them, as he had

regarded his companions at the Dragon School, as "intellectu-

ally subhuman." Yet he was also cut off from the majority of

Indians, since he could become intimate with anyone only on

a basis of equality. "So long as I am a member of a 'ruling
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race,' such equality is impossible," he later wrote. "When an

Indian and I are both genuinely trying to be polite to one

another he suspects that I am being condescending and I sus-

pect that he is being servile. The Indians with whom I got on

best were Indian army officers holding King's (as opposed to

Viceroy's) commissions, with some of whom I used to play

chess." That he found points of contact at this level—and that

he unbent so far as to appear as "Time" in the Grand Variety

Entertainment organized by Her Highness the Rani Sahiba of

Kapurtha—is not so surprising as might at first appear. "The
key to India was snobbery," he wrote. "The Hindu caste system

is the greatest glorification of snobbery that the world has ever

known."

Reading this today, it may seem strange that it was toward

Hinduism and its interlocking layers of existence that Hal-

dane was eventually drawn. Yet beneath his outwardly Socialist

principles there flowed a persistent streak of what was often

interpreted as snobbery. Certainly he appreciated that human
beings are born on a biological pyramid—"How surprised

they'll be when they find that they are not all born equal," he

remarked on the Communist Revolution as it appeared in the

early logo's. Certainly he was a snob about courage, both the

physical kind and the kind that refuses to "truckle"; he had good

justification for being so. "He was also," writes a friend, "a snob

about the degree to which a man could pour out his energy,

emotion and ingenuity into his work. I have seen him be

extraordinarily patient with not very clever people who were

obviously in love with their work, and have heard him be devas-

tating to far far more able men who were being pretentious,

or bluffing. Certainly he recognised that all men were not born

with an equal share of brains or artistic ability, but he always,

it seemed to me, respected courage, a kind of obstinate pride,

and attachment to some kind of work." It is true, also, that

toward the end of his life, after he had emigrated to India, he

revealed an instinctive liking for some aspects of the caste

system. He had a sneaking sympathy for the Brahmans and
claimed that he saw a certain kinship between the exclusive
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university education sytems of which he had been part and the

old Brahmanical villages of Orissa, the state in which he finally

settled.

At Army headquarters in 1917 Haldane revised the guide-

books to areas in which military operations were likely. He
wrote reports of recent minor campaigns on the frontier, and
he carried out a good deal of other miscellaneous work which

left him, as he was pleased to note, considerable time to investi-

gate the India that lay outside the compound. He attended the

Legislative Council. He studied Indian architecture. And
curiously, in the light of his future history, he came to the

conclusion that he was a potential Muslim but not a potential

Hindu. "An act of faith admits one to Islam," he commented
in his draft autobiography. "Hindus are born, not made. And
Islam is a religion of universal brotherhood while Hinduism
perpetrates a complex hierarchy of classes. Further, I am suffi-

ciently prudish to find the human sexual organs unsuitable as

religious symbols." And at Pryag, the holy spot outside Allaha-

bad where the Ganges, the Jumna and an invisible river called

the Saraswati all meet, Haldane attended the Magh Mela, the

only white person in a gathering of a million and a half. Here

he watched the fantastic pageant of elephants carrying solid

gold idols in solid silver howdahs, of gorgeously clothed holy

men, and religiously inspired thousands over whom great gusts

of emotion swept like wind over standing corn.

For Haldane the leisurely life ended in February 1918,

when he was posted to the bombing school at Mhow in the Cen-

tral Provinces. Here he lectured on British, French and Ger-

man weapons and on the explosives that filled them. And here

his clinical approach to danger saved more than one life. There

was, for instance, the day when a squad was being trained to

fire Mills bombs from rifles. A cup was fixed to the rifle, which

had a slot to hold the lever after the pin had been removed.

Firing was carried out behind a wall of sandbags, with Hal-

dane watching the operation. One corporal failed to fit the

lever correctly but nevertheless withdrew the pin. As Haldane

saw the error, he jumped down to the man, grabbed the rifle

and threw it over the sandbag wall a few seconds before the
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grenade exploded. This personal lack of fear had disadvan-

tages. On one occasion he was teaching a squad how to demolish

a truck with guncotton. He demonstrated how to fix the explo-

sive, fuse it, and detonate it. When all was ready, he lit the

safety fuse and walked back. He then looked at his watch and

commented that the explosion should take place in four

seconds. When nothing happened after about a minute, he

advanced toward the vehicle. Suddenly the voice of the com-

mandant boomed out across the ground
— *'Where do you think

you're going, you bloody fool?" Haldane halted. Seconds later,

the truck was blown apart.

Haldane had mixed feelings for this commandant. In his

typically boisterous way he claimed that the officer had "illegally

constituted himself mess president and insisted on a meat diet

in the hot weather, instead of the vegetarian or nearly vege-

tarian diet of the country which sensible Englishmen adopt."

But he admitted that the commandant had probably saved

his life by indirectly preventing his return to the western front.

For now—mainly as a result of the meat, so he always claimed

—JBS developed jaundice, was invalided once again up to

the foothills of the Himalayas, and when fit was sent back to

London, where on November 11, 1918, he was still attached to

Military Intelligence.

Haldane's wartime experiences had confirmed and consoli-

dated his isolation from his fellow men. They underlined

the fact that his colleagues not only respected him but felt for

him an affection which they found difficult to explain. "He
was," as one of his fellow officers put it, "far too clever for his

contemporaries and had little in common with them apart from
soldiering." But he was remembered as being kindly and per-

petually cheerful in places where there was little cause for

cheerfulness.

More important, the war fixed forever in Haldane's mind
the virtue of courage, the comradeship of men living and dying
for a common cause, the deficiencies of "a civilization in which
people take refuge in war from the worries of everyday life in

peace." Much of his activity, much of his political belief and
many of his superficially contradictory attitudes can be traced
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back to the experiences on the front line that he actually en-

joyed.

"My own liking for war goes somewhat deeper," he wrote.

"I get a definitely enhanced sense of life when my life is in

moderate danger. On the other hand I do not get thrills, in the

sense of automatic excitation causing goose-flesh and erection

of the hairs. I get these from motoring, when I have 'narrow

shaves.' ... I also find happiness in practising the virtue of

courage. I am not a particularly brave man. I have not got the

requisite courage to dive head first into water, and I am fright-

ened by flying in bumpy weather, and by several other things.

However, I was taught courage by my father, and am suffi-

ciently self-conscious not to pretend that I am doing something

else on the rare occasions when I am being brave. I believe

that this attitude is far commoner in France than in Britain,

where the best people do not even admit their virtues.

"Finally, I enjoy the comradeship of war. Men like war

because it is the only socialised activity in which they have

ever taken part. The soldier is working with comrades for a

great cause (or so at least he believes) . In peace-time he is

working for his own profit or someone else's. If I live to see an

England in which socialism has made the occupation of a grocer

as honourable as that of a soldier, I shall die happy." Thus his

draft autobiography, written some two decades later.

In January 1919, after a week in Ireland, where the reserve

battalion of the Black Watch was stationed, Haldane once more

became a civilian. Now he had a double aim in life. One was

to give service to science; the other was to make honorable

grocers.
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Before the end of the war, Haldane had accepted a fellow-

ship at New College. The election did not take effect until

October 1919, and on demobilization early in the year he faced

eight months as a postgraduate student. Like many other officers

in their late twenties, he settled down well enough to the aca-

demic routine which he might have started in 1915, relieved

that the stresses of battle were over, although vaguely missing

them, thankful to be alive yet inwardly aggrieved by the wasted

years. In addition, JBS felt himself out of tune with the uni-

versity hierarchy, composed largely of men who had missed the

war and were out of touch with postwar life. "The motivations

of, say, an ambitious 18th. century English landowner are highly

foreign to our minds," he wrote nearly thirty years later. "But

such people existed. I saw a remnant of such life in the Oxford

colleges, where unmarried fellows lived in an atmosphere in

which the main satisfaction was 'cultured' conversation, but it

was not thought good to be perceptibly more brilliant than

one's neighbour." Haldane's reaction was an aggressive out-

spokenness: to the detailed discussion of battles long ago he

would respond with the number of segments into which a man
might be blown by high explosive; while the high table would
talk quietly of entrees, he would boom on about entrails. Those
who continued to live in the past should not be allowed to

forget the debt they owed to today.
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This immediate postwar period reinforced his instinctive

move to the political left. He made, as he put it, his 'last ap-

pearance as a liberal" sitting behind Herbert Asquith at Ox-

ford and then, apparently shortly afterward, supporting a meet-

ing addressed by George Lansbury and Austin Harrison, held to

protest against the original version of the Treaty of Versailles,

whose terms had just been made public. Haldane attended in

the role of thrower-out.

"The interruptors, who were the sort of people who now
hail Hitler," he wrote in the late logo's, "threw tomatoes. I

had my tactical scheme prepared. I approached one of the

smaller ones from behind, placed a finger in each nostril, and

dragged him backwards, hooked and struggling like a salmon,

and too agitated to hit me in a vital spot. The rest followed,

but before they rescued him they were half-way to the door."

According to Haldane's version of events, "there was some

rather half-hearted fighting with chairs before we cleared the

Corn Exchange." Then, on his way home, the opposition coun-

terattacked, and he took refuge in a jeweler's doorway, a tacti-

cally strong position between plate-glass windows. His enemies

dispersed on the approach of a policeman who, as JBS saw it,

"scented danger to property."

This version must be taken with caution, and not only be-

cause it was written almost twenty years later and at the height

of Haldane's Communist enthusiasm, which insisted on the

policeman's arriving only to save the jewelers. When it came

to discussion of physical combat or of sex, JBS insisted on ap-

pearing larger than life. His conversation gave a vivid impres-

sion of how he would have behaved in really tight corners or

if presented, ex gratia, with the most voluptuous woman in the

world. In fact, outside war he disliked hurting people or things,

and he remained shy with women; to help disguise this his

fights and conquests tended in retrospect to be given a heroic

quality that sometimes seemed hardly warranted.

It is not clear that such suspicions are justified. "Certainly

Haldane spent a lot of the time showing off, but with a twinkle

in his eye as a rule," says one old friend. "Partly he showed
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off much as other people might make polite conversation, partly

to keep himself in practice in a kind of ingenuity and memory-

retrieval game, partly as a contribution to the drama which

was needed, in his case, to keep life properly gingered up. One
result was that this caused people to disbelieve some of the

things he said about himself which I suspect were probably

true."

During this immediate postwar period Haldane spent much
of his time helping to revive college and university life, be-

coming vice-president of the Union under Hore-Belisha and

bringing the New College Essay Society back into existence

—with an essay which was to have a strange and vital influence

on his life. He also made the pilgrimage, natural to a non-

conformist of left-wing views, to the Garsington Manor of

Lady Ottoline Morrell. Here there already sparkled such

stars of the postwar literary firmament as Vanessa Bell, Katha-

rine Mansfield and Lytton Strachey; here also shone Aldous

Huxley, an old friend from Eton days who was to use Scott Hal-

dane as the prototype for Lord Tantamount in Point Counter

Point and was to pillory JBS as the Shearwater of Antic Hay, the

biologist forever wrapped in his physiological experiments

while friends took his wife to bed. "Shearwater," JBS later

wrote, "is given a charming, but neither faithful nor intelligent

wife called Rosie. I was not married when the book was writ-

ten. My present wife avenged Rosie by reviewing 'Brave New-

World' in 'Nature' under the title 'Dr. Arnold and Mr. Hux-
ley,' the suggestion being that the souls of Aldous Huxley's

ancestors, Dr. Arnold (headmaster of Rugby) and Prof. T. H.
Huxley, fought like Jekyll and Hyde for the possession of his

pen. Shearwater is further endowed with a hopeless passion

for a not really inaccessible lady. Now in 1919 Aldous Huxley
observed me making advances, which he doubtless considered

rather cumbrous, to a lady of his acquaintance. So many of the

'highbrows' of that day boasted of their amorous conquests,

real or imagined, that he regarded such behaviour as universal.

It is not. Indeed, had the lady in question not been dead for

many years, I should not even now venture to suggest that
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Shearwater may have known when to hold his tongue"—an
entry in Haldane's draft autobiography quite as revealing of

himself as it is of Huxley.

At Oxford JBS now decided to teach physiology, a decision

which would have been recklessness in a lesser man, since he

had neither degree nor other qualification in the subject. In

fact Haldane, Fellow of the Royal Society and the author of

more than 300 scientific papers, never did take any scientific

degree, thus following his father, who never took a course in

engineering but became president of the Institution of Mining
Engineers.

However, JBS was already well versed in one small part of

physiology, that concerned with breathing. He knew nothing

of the rest and began learning the subject "with about six

weeks' start on my future pupils." He managed to keep the

lead. The future Lord Brain and the future Dame Janet

Vaughan were among the six of his students who from sixty

in the University were to gain Firsts. "Forty years ago," he wrote

wistfully during his last years in India, "I could teach."

JBS was an impressive tutor, tall, heavily built and with a

voice that easily carried across the largest lecture theater. He
was already unconventional and uninhibited, and forty years

later one former student still remembers how he presented

himself nervously at Haldane's door for his first tutorial. He
knocked once, twice and then, after what appeared a strangely

long interval, heard footsteps on the other side. A voice

boomed: "Come in, come in." The door was opened to intro-

duce the student to his tutor, who was seen holding a chamber

pot in his left hand. "He completed his natural need as he told

me to sit down," the student recalls, "and after this uncon-

ventional meeting became a good friend to me."

One reason for Haldane's success as a don was his fierce

energy. Of his weekly thirty hours' teaching duties, ten were

usually after dinner, and of the rest nearly half were concen-

trated in a single day. "So," he has said, "I got some time for

research and reading." Another reason for success was his

catholic view of the part which science, or any particular de-

partment of science, should play in a man's education. He be-
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longed to a committee which met regularly in the Robinson

Tower and tried to hammer out a degree course which would

combine unified science and philosophy. Frederick Lindemann,

later Lord Cherwell, was also a member, and Haldane's com-

ments, written years later to Charles Snow, are revealing. "I

was generally on Lindemann's side, but [in my opinion] he

wrecked the scheme by being unduly critical of the philoso-

phers," he said. "He gave the impression that he thought he

knew the answers to various very broad questions, and did not

hide his contempt for those who found these answers unsatisfy-

ing ... I suspect that he was happy not only when risking his

own life in the air, but when risking all our lives—and losing

a great many—by impracticable schemes. Some such people

take to rock climbing."

Haldane's interest in a unified science course reflected his

own ability to take up a new subject and worry his way quickly

into its essentials, an ability comparable to that of an attorney

who may have to master a new subject with each fresh

brief. With physiology, to which he now devoted himself, he

had the aid of environment, since he had been brought up sur-

rounded by the rules of the discipline. Now, during the years

that followed the armistice, his father came to his aid in a more
specific way. John Scott Haldane had discovered that it was

carbon dioxide in the human bloodstream which enabled

the muscles to regulate breathing under different conditions.

But it was not known whether the carbon dioxide did so by
making the blood more acid, as was suspected, or by some
other method. Haldane therefore taught his son the tech-

nique developed by himself of gas analysis, by which very

small amounts of gas can be accurately measured. Then he
gave him, together with Peter Davies, a young worker in the

physiological laboratory, the task of finding how carbon dioxide

did this particular job. The experiments which followed en-

abled JBS to make a number of useful discoveries, and they en-

couraged him in the practice of self-experimentation for which
he was to become famous.

He and his colleague argued that if acidity of the blood was
the vital factor, then an increase in the amount of alkaline
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sodium bicarbonate in the blood would slow down breathing,

since such slowing down would help to retain more carbon

dioxide and thereby retain the normal balance. The first task

was therefore to discover the amount of sodium bicarbonate

already in a normal person's blood. This was not easy. In fact it

was three months before Haldane and Davies got their different

estimates to agree, and the experience was one which provided

Haldane with a guideline for much of his life. "Our
three months of failure taught us a lot/' he wrote. "We scien-

tists have a moral lesson to teach the world, because we are up
against Nature and Nature may be defined as That which does

not accept excuses. Never before in my life had I been in a

situation where there was no-one to whom I could give

some plausible reason when I failed."

Once Haldane and Davies had finished this first part of their

work, they began to use themselves as guinea pigs—for one

reason which Haldane was never tired of exphasizing: neither

a dog nor a rabbit nor any experimental animal other than

man can "tell you if he has a headache, or an upset of his sensa-

tors of smell, both of which I obtained as symptoms during

these experiments."

They wanted to see if John Scott Haldane's theory about

breathing was correct, but they wanted to give a quantitative

answer—to be able to state, for instance, how much more one

would breathe if the alkaline reserve in the blood were in-

creased by a stated amount. And they wanted to find out if any

symptoms of certain diseases could be put down to changes in

the alkalinity of the blood.

The first part of the work was fairly easy. Haldane and

Davies each ate about an ounce and a half of bicarbonate of

soda—and each, as expected, found that his breathing was

slowed and that the carbon dioxide in the blood rose to balance

the bicarbonate. Here Haldane followed what was to be his

universal rule. When reporting experiments on himself, he

would rarely if ever note "I felt . .
." or "I began to pant. . .

."

Scientific thinking was objective thinking, and the records

were couched in the impersonal form of "J. H. panting . .
."

or "J. H. finding difficulty in breathing." Explaining this, JBS
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once wrote: "In fact, I try to think of myself as I would of any-

one else. This is the essence of justice.'*

Getting acid into the blood was more difficult than getting

it out. To start with, Haldane began by drinking hydrochloric

acid; if neat, this would have been fatal, so he had to dilute it

—but he diluted it so much that it failed to have much effect.

He then worked out a number of chemical tricks to smuggle

the hydrochloric acid into his blood disguised as something

else. One method was to drink a solution of ammonium chlor-

ide. At the first attempt he dissolved five grams in 100 c.c. of

water—and on drinking the solution was violently sick. He
then diluted it still further and tried again; this time the trick

worked, although he had to drink less than the carefully cal-

culated amount which he estimated would kill him. The am-

monium chloride, absorbed from the intestine, went to the

liver, where it was turned into urea, leaving the acid behind.

One or two ounces of it, JBS found, was sufficient to make him
very short of breath, and after some of the experiments he

panted for several days.

It had seemed unlikely that any practical results would spring

from this work. However, as Appleton found when radar grew

from his discovery of ionized layers in the stratosphere, the

"purest" experiments can produce the most utilitarian results.

So it was with this work on the acidity of the blood. Soon after-

ward a Continental doctor discovered that one particular kind

of fit, from which some babies suffered and a few died, was
caused by the extreme alkalinity of the blood. The ammon-
ium chloride treatment was successfully used by the doctor to

cure the condition. "Since then,'' JBS said during the Second
World War, "a better cure has been found, but probably he
saved a few lives and good deal of suffering.'

'

Many similar experiments followed during the next few
years, some in the Oxford physiological laboratory, some in

John Scott Haldane's own private laboratory at Cherwell.

There was a thirteen-day experiment during which JBS drank
eighty-five grams of calcium chloride dissolved in water and
produced "intense diarrhoea, followed by constipation due
to the formation of a large hard faecal mass. There was great
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general discomfort, pains in the head, limbs and back, and
disturbed nights." To discover the change in the pressure of

carbon dioxide in the lungs after violent exercise, he ran five

times up and down a thirty-foot staircase, repeated the se-

quence nineteen times, and had samples of his breath taken

after each. In the gas chamber of the Cherwell laboratory he

recorded his own and other people's reactions to various con-

centrations of gas. And at Cherwell also he drank quantities of

hydrochloric acid, reporting afterward that walking at three

miles an hour caused severe panting and that cycling was im-

possible. "There were occasional slight headaches. A certain

exhilaration and irritability of temper were noticed at times

by myself and others, but there was no mental confusion, and

the experiment was not unpleasant." In the case of the more
dangerous carbon monoxide, the symptoms of poisoning were,

he wrote, "the same as alcoholic poisoning, except that carbon

monoxide goes a bit further. One is that you cannot walk

straight or talk straight, although you feel you are perfectly all

right. If you go into a mine full of this gas with a bird in a cage,

the bird gets drunk first, and then comes off its perch, and you

yourself will probably feel full of beans. That is the great dan-

ger, for you tumble over, get unconscious and die."

These experiments, which had to be combined with Hal-

dane's quota of teaching, were frequently uncomfortable, fre-

quently unpleasant, and sometimes both. "If you like to use

an ancient Indian word," he once told an Indian audience of

the occasions on which he had eaten large amounts of sodium

chloride, or common salt, "they were tapas, intended to achieve

knowledge not obtainable by other means. I remember that at

the end of one of them I was so thirsty that when the hour

which I had fixed beforehand struck and I allowed myself to

drink a liter of water, I grabbed so violently for the measuring

cylinder that I knocked it over and broke it." On this occasion

Haldane unexpectedly found that about half of the salt had

collected under his skin, so that when he started drinking, his

ankles swelled up as they do with dropsy. But a little more in-

formation had been acquired about the way the human body

works, a satisfactory conclusion for a man who could say, as
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Haldane did, "You cannot be a good human physiologist un-

less you regard your own body, and that of your colleagues,

with the same sort of respect with which you regard the starry

sky and yet as something to be used and, if need be, used up."

However useful it was, and of that there can be no doubt,

there was a trace of exhibitionism about the way he spoke

of such work, a flamboyance epitomized by his comment that

the only way to test a chemical's reaction was to take ten times

the dose listed as fatal in the British pharmacopoeia. Despite

such remarks, he had a good case for making even the more
esoteric of his experiments, as in other fields, he made the

worst of it.

Many of Haldane's colleagues looked upon this self-experi-

mentation with amusement as well as admiration—as when
G. I. Taylor, seeing him waiting for a London train with a small

bag, asked whether it contained sulphuric acid for his lunch.

"No," came the reply, "my dress clothes. I'm going to town."

Since it was the height of the opera season, Taylor asked whether

the occasion was Gotterdammerung. "No," replied JBS, "but

something very like it—the annual dinner of the Rationalist

Press Association."

Haldane's belief that he might actually be living through

the twilight of the gods was by this time firmly fixed. It was,

after all, natural that he should swing to atheism. The wis-

dom of the move had been confirmed in his eyes both at

Eton, where he found the authorities apparently afraid of free

discussion, and by the First World War, in which he found
that the Protestant chaplains "very rarely took the opportuni-

ties offered them to promote the cause of religion by risking

their lives." This attitude was further confirmed by his work.

"When I set up an experiment I assume that no god, angel or

devil is going to interfere with its course," he wrote, "and
this assumption has been justified by such success as I have

achieved in my professional career. I should therefore be in-

tellectually dishonest if I were not also Atheistic in theory, at

least to the extent of disbelieving in supernatural interfer-

ence in the affairs of the world. And I should be a coward if

I did not state my theoretical views in public."
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For Haldane, "public" meant not only readers of his popular

articles but also the converted members of the Rationalist Press

Association. He had become a member in 1924 and was a regu-

lar contributor to the Rationalist Annual from 1927 onward.

He also attended the dinner of the Nationalist Press Asso-

ciation held in 1925 to mark the centenary of T. H. Huxley's

birth. It is claimed that toward the end of the dinner the

chairman, a Mr. Whale, proposed the toast: "Let us eat,

drink, and be merry, for tomorrow we die," and it is cer-

tain that he dropped dead from a heart attack during the

dinner.

In the appalled silence, Haldane's bellowing whisper came
from the end of the table. "The Whale's been har-

pooned."

By 1925 Haldane had already made the first of his leaps into

a fresh discipline. In the early 1920's it might have been safe

to predict that he would continue to work as a physiologist,

probably at Oxford, with its family links, its familiar

backgrounds. It was typical of Haldane that he should turn

biochemist and move to Cambridge in the process, although

the switch is not as strange as might at first appear. "We all

move around," comments Norman Pirie, who knew Haldane

for some thirty years. "Not perhaps so much as we used to, but

the distinction between physiology, biochemistry and the more
chemical aspects of pathology, botany and zoology is so slight

as to be negligible. The only surprising thing would have been

if he had moved into geology or astronomy, and either would

have been possible."

Biochemistry is the chemistry of living things, or physiologi-

cal chemistry, and when Haldane had spent the summer va-

cation of 1921 at the Edinburgh Royal Infirmary, it was as a

biochemist that he had done so—although delay in complet-

ing the laboratory meant that he spent most of his time walking

the wards with the medical students. Much of the subject is

concerned with the chemical mechanism producing the phys-

iological results which Haldane had been studying. And it was

also pertinent to genetics, although less so than today, since
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Haldane already appreciated the biochemical nature of the

gene itself. Even if these links had not existed, the move
would have been less surprising than it might appear today,

as well as less surprising for Haldane than for most men. Spe-

cialization had not reached its later importance, an importance

of which JBS was always skeptical. He always believed in the

unity of science, welcomed the return of the deductive method
to the biological sciences as a sign of this, and in one of his last

papers outlined his belief that there might be "only one

science, of which physics, biology and psychology are differ-

ent aspects."

In 1921 Gowland Hopkins, whose seminal paper on vita-

mins had been published in the Journal of Physiology nine

years earlier, had become Sir William Dunn Professor at

Cambridge. A readership in biochemistry was created shortly

afterward, and Hopkins wrote to Haldane, offering him the

post, in effect that of second-in-command in the department.

Haldane accepted, went to Cambridge in 1923, and stayed

there for a decade.

"Although I did some research and some teaching," he

later wrote, "my most important duty was the supervision of

research work carried on by others on a great variety of sub-

jects, including the chemistry of men, animals, higher plants,

and bacteria. My salary was £600 per year, and Trinity College

gave me bed, board, and amenities such as newspapers at an

extremely cheap rate. This was a great advance on New Col-

lege, which gave me £150 per year, rising to £250, free rooms,

and a subsidy towards my evening meal."

Haldane's work during his decade under Hopkins lay in two

distinct but related fields. One was that of enzymes, the com-
plex substances produced in living organisms and largely respon-

sible for the processes of metabolism. Forty years ago it was

known that these mysterious substances existed; it was sensed,

if not precisely known, that they played vital parts in the com-
plicated processes by which most organisms continue to live.

What was not known was the range, number and extent of

these substances, the exact functions that they performed or

the ways in which they performed them. It was to these prob-
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lems that Haldane turned his mind during the mid-ig2o's and
early logo's. With a colleague he produced what is still called

the Briggs-Haldane Relationship, a proof that reactions pro-

duced by enzymes obey the known laws of thermodynamics.

He calculated, with some plausible assumptions and some
elegant mathematics, the rates at which various enzyme re-

actions take place. And in Enzymes, a book drawn largely from
his Cambridge lectures, he helped to provide an overall

picture of how these substances did their job. "My own most

important discovery," he has written of his work at Cambridge,

"was perhaps that a substance, for which carbon monoxide
competes with oxygen, now called cytochrome oxidase, was

found in plant seedlings, moths and rats. The most remarkable

thing about this discovery was that I was able to find out a good

deal about a substance in the brains of moths without cutting

them up, much less killing them."

Of comparable significance to Haldane's work on enzymes,

and probably of more lasting importance, was his work in gen-

etics. As he read some of Muller's papers, he had experienced

"all the satisfaction of reading a first-rate detective story, much
enhanced by the fact that the story was true." In Delhi he

had continued to study the latest developments reported in

the scientific journals and had "done a little rather second-rate

theoretical work on genetics, working on results obtained by

Morgan and his colleagues in New York." During his brief

postwar stay at Oxford he had begun to probe the use of math-

ematics in genetics, and now at Cambridge he threw a great

deal of his intellectual effort into this branch of the develop-

ing science.

Much genetical research consists of two closely linked parts.

There is first the breeding and examination of large numbers

of experimental animals, the most famous of which is the

Drosophila fly, whose short life-cycle combines with other

factors to make it ideal for the purpose. And there is second

the mathematical analysis of the various characteristics found

in the flies or other animals which have been bred, and the in-

terpretation of the results. It was in the second kind of work

that Haldane excelled. Rather like the great Rutherford

—
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and to an extent which some of his friends are loath to admit

—he was clumsy with his hands. This may sound strange of a

man whose life had often depended on the correct handling

of a grenade or a mortar; yet the care required in the trenches

is of a totally different order from that demanded in the labo-

ratory, and there is no doubt that Haldane was unhappy and un-

certain in the handling of delicate laboratory specimens.

"There is a legend," it has been written, "that he learned the

basic rudiments of Drosophila genetics from Jack Schultz during

a visit to Cal. Tech. But his occasional attempts to manipulate a

few flies under a low-power binocular were a source of much
amusement to his associates." JBS was perfectly aware that

he was poor at laboratory manipulation, the sole exception

being the delicate operation of the Haldane gas-analysis ap-

paratus, which had become second nature to him through work
with his father. If his students included females, he would
delight in confessing this ineptitude—so that he could add as

a rider, "but I do claim to be an accomplished exponent of the

use of the paternal apparatus."

It was no doubt partly owing to ham-handedness, as well as

to his formidable stature as a mathematician, that most of

Haldane's work in the field of genetics was theoretical. How-
ever, the word is used in its wider sense. Few men had a keener

eye than Haldane for the practical implications of the work he

did. His calculations, slightly esoteric except to mathemati-

cians of his own caliber, might be concerned with the for-

tunes of specific genes down the generations, with the inter-

play of one factor of heredity with another, or with the posi-

tion of a specific gene on the chromosome. Haldane rarely

failed to extrapolate these calculations in terms of practical

application; his ultimate concern was their effect on the living

world in general and on human beings in particular.

Two other attitudes run through much of his genetics. One
was an approach to nature which considered it entirely in

terms of atoms and molecules, an attitude common today but

much rarer in the logo's and which permeated much of his

work. Secondly, there was his continual desire to provide a sta-

tistical framework for his experiments and arguments. He be-
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lieved that "if you are faced by a difficulty or a controversy in

science, an ounce of algebra is worth a ton of verbal argu-

ment." This belief he carried far beyond his own specialist

fields, and in commenting on the various proposals for
'

'death

rays" which he considered while on a government committee,

he remarked, "The great majority can be rejected at once be-

cause their authors have clearly not thought in numbers, but

in words or pictures."

There is also a third attitude which is not so constantly or

so readily seen, an attitude which Haldane himself would some-

times try to conceal. This was the fascination of his personal

struggle with the continuing mysteries of science. In many
ways he was among the last of the "string-and-sealing-wax"

scientists, the men who could achieve results by themselves,

without the aid of a committee, and who could, without the

help of another committee, see how their discoveries fitted into

the larger pattern of scientific knowledge. This individual en-

gagement with science gave to his work some of the features

of a personal encounter; he would write "JBS Haldane" in-

stead of "I" in his reports, but it was in some ways a leaning

over backward, an attempt to disentangle himself from the sol-

itary struggle in which he so strongly felt himself to be en-

gaged. It is difficult not to feel that he was somehow ashamed

of this trait, as though he were forever trying to stifle the ro-

mantic in his own nature, the imaginative potentiality one

can discern in some of his writings and which continued to

bob to the surface, however hard he tried to suppress it.

On his return from the war, Haldane's first genetical work
had consisted of papers which outlined the best way of esti-

mating linkage, and in which he provided a formula which

related the amount of linkage to the distance between par-

ticular genes on the chromosome. He also showed, with a clar-

ity which had not previously been shown with vertebrates,

that the linkage of at least certain factors varies considerably

with age. In this case the animals concerned were chickens,

the factors involved being the barring of feathers and the sub-

stitution of silver for golden hackles. These factors were

clearly seen to be linked when the chickens were mated at
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the age of one year, but if they were mated a year later the

linkage was found to be half as strong again, and after another

year it had once again increased by almost a half. In itself the

fact might have no significance. But the same differential

linkage might be true for other genes affecting weight, ten-

derness, breeding ability, or any of the various factors of im-

portance to man in the creatures which he domesticates. In

any case, it threw fresh light on one more part of the machin-

ery which moves the natural world.

Another part which Haldane first illuminated, largely

through his facility for seeing the implications between appar-

ently unrelated facts, was that covered by what is still known
as Haldane's Law. Based on forty-eight agreements and one

exception, this deals with the fact, noted by laymen and sci-

entists alike, that the crossing of several animal species pro-

duces an offspring one sex of which is rare or absent—and if

present, is sterile—while occasionally the missing sex is repre-

sented by intermediate forms. Haldane analyzed all possible

cases where such animals had been bred in captivity, where

more than ten offspring had been raised and where one sex

was absent, sterile, or with a sex ratio of more than two to one.

In all cases, he found, the sex which was absent, sterile or

rare was that which had a pair of dissimilar chromosomes,

and he went on to give an explanation of the facts which still

holds good, in spite of the exceptions of Haldane's Law which
have been found.

Shortly after its exposition, JBS began to produce what he

and some of his colleagues considered his most important

work. This consisted of ten papers, "Mathematical Contribu-

tions to the Theory of Natural Selection/' published in the Pro-

ceedings and Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical

Society between 1924 and 1934 and later summarized as an

appendix in Haldane's The Causes of Evolution. Written on a

plane at which even mathematicians can lose their way and
which the layman regards as highly esoteric, their importance

is indicated by the title of the book in which they were sum-

marized.

By the 1920's the fact of evolution as postulated by Darwin
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was generally accepted; it was realized that one species did

evolve from another and that although there were still gaps in

the record, the history of living things could be regarded as

one composite whole, infinitely interconnected, infinitely com-
plex yet infinitely rational in its development, and explicable

according to natural laws. It had also become increasingly real-

ized during the preceding two decades that the machinery of

inheritance used chromosomes and genes to transmit specific

characteristics from one generation to the next. But how ex-

actly did this machinery work so that the genetic differences

produced in succeeding generations finally produced not dif-

ferent individuals of the same species but members of different

species? How, in fact, did evolution work?

It was these questions which Haldane set out to answer in

his series of papers which were to become known as the "Math-

ematical Theory." "I am still publishing what could have

been sections of it," he wrote forty years later. "I am not, how-

ever, ashamed of it." Other men were also providing a mathe-

matical framework for Darwinism, notably R. A. Fisher, whose

theories had some similarity to Haldane's, and Professor Sewall

Wright, who has described the "Mathematical Theory" as

Haldane's outstanding contribution to genetics. It would be

wrong to consider his work in isolation from theirs; he was

not unique, but he was one of the three men whose evidence

showed not only that Darwin's theory of evolution could work

but exactly how it could work. What he did was to produce a

formula which gave a numerical indication of how Mendel-

ian genetics would work if Darwin's theory of natural selec-

tion was correct. In other works, he removed the either/or

choice from the Darwinian-Mendelian argument that was de-

veloping. He estimated how quickly the frequency of dominant

and recessive genes would change under various types of selec-

tions; he estimated the effects of selection on a characteristic

which was itself produced by the presence or absence of a num-

ber of genes; and he suggested that it might be possible to esti-

mate the rate at which certain genes with known harmful effects

were produced in living bodies by the process of mutation.

All of this was theoretical, and much of it was to remain un-
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proven for years. Yet there has been one almost startling illus-

tration of how correct Haldane's views in fact were. In his first

paper he used his calculations to estimate the selective advan-

tage given to the darker form of the "Peppered Moth" by the

gene which produces gray wings rather than the whitish

wings of the variety prevalent in England a century ago. It was

clear that industrialization, which had killed off or darkened

the light lichen on which the lighter moth was less visible to

birds, had made life safer for the darker variety. But just how
much safer? Haldane used his calculations to estimate that the

single wing-darkening gene, transmitted down through the

generations, conferred a selective advantage of about 50 per-

cent on those who had it. This figure was in the early 1920'$

considered almost impossibly high. Almost thirty years later,

Richard Kettlewell, carrying out studies in the field, arrived

at a similar one.

This work in the mathematical stratosphere, the research

into enzymes, and the physiological investigations which he

continued, were together insufficient to satisfy Haldane's pro-

tean mind. He began his questioning of cosmology which was

to culminate in "The Origin of Life," a lengthy article in the

Rationalist Annual which described a plausible mechanism for

the synthesis of organic matter which Darwin had merely as-

sumed to have taken place. He joined General Ashmore's Cabi-

net subcommittee on Air Defence, and served on it until the

early 1930's. He began, moreover, to write the first of that long

collection of brilliant popular essays which are one of his main
claims to fame. Their subjects ranged from "Darwinism To-
day" to "Cancer Research," from "Food Poisoning" to "On Be-

ing One's Own Rabbit"; they appeared in the Manchester
Guardian and the Daily Mail, Discovery and the Graphic, while

in America they were published in the Atlantic Monthly,

Harper's Magazine and the New Republic.

This explanation of science to the layman, a field in which
Haldane was the direct successor to T. H. Huxley, brought

a good deal of criticism from his scientific colleagues. Many
of them already disliked him for the booming voice which
would be carried up to high table, describing the most inti-
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mate details of life. Many felt that a considered policy of shock-

ing one's companions formed no part of the academic scene.

Many took offense at the calculated rudeness with which this

fundamentally shy man was apt to keep the world at arm's

length. All this was bad enough. That he should stretch out and
touch the world of common men was unforgivable.

Haldane himself had once thought in a similar way on this

last point. When he and his friend Julian Huxley had both

been dons at Oxford a few years previously, Huxley had writ-

ten his first popular article—largely to explain and modify the

sensational press accounts of an experiment he had recently

finished. A highly distracted Haldane had immediately called

upon Huxley and his young wife to protest that this was not the

task of serious scientists. Now he himself was to take up the

task—and to excel at it.

While still an undergraduate, Haldane had written a lengthy

essay dealing with the future of science. He had tucked it away

among his papers on joining the Black Watch and had only

pulled it out nine years later, when suddenly called upon by

the New College Essay Society to produce a paper on three days'

notice. He remembered "The Future of Science," refurbished

it in the light of wartime experience and the scientific ad-

vances made since 1912, and successfully read it. A few years

later, called upon to address the Heretics in Cambridge, the

utilitarian essay was once more brought up to date.

This time it was called "Daedalus, or Science and the Fu-

ture," and this time there sat among the audience C. K. Og-

den, the creator of basic English and until the previous year

editor of The Cambridge Magazine. As a "scout" for Kegan

Paul, Ogden urged publication of "Daedalus" in Today and

Tomorrow" a series which the firm was about to launch. Hal-

dane agreed and "Daedalus" appeared in 1924, a slim octavo

volume of about 100 pages which sold for what was then con-

sidered the excessively high price of 25. 6d. Within twelve

months, it had passed through five impressions and sold about

15,000 copies. Years later Haldane boasted that it had brought

him £800.

"Daedalus" concentrated on future biological discoveries
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and enlarged on the possibilities of ectogenesis, or birth out-

side the human body. This subject, taken up a decade later

by Aldous Huxley in Brave New World, was one on which

Haldane would frequently expound loudly and at length,

quickly clearing tea shops of the more susceptible ladies pres-

ent. In "Daedalus" it led on to a discussion of a variety of sci-

entific fields. Haldane produced numerous Aunt Sallies, de-

molished them entertainingly, and generally exhibited a pro-

ficiency as a writer which was either slight or nonexistent

among most contemporary scientists. The short book also re-

vealed two other traits which later hardened into essentials

of Haldane's character. One was his tendency to write and speak

in what would now be called "quotes of the week." The other

was his emphasis on the fact that the sciences and the human-
ities are but interlinked parts of the complete life. "I am abso-

lutely convinced," he wrote, "that science is vastly more stim-

ulating to the imagination than are the classics, but the prod-

ucts of this stimulus do not normally see the light because sci-

entific men as a class are devoid of any perception or literary

form. When they can express themselves we get a Butler or a

Norman Douglas. Not until our poets are once more drawn
from the educated classes (I speak as a scientist) will they ap-

peal to the average man by showing him the beauty in his

own life as Homer and Virgil appealed to the street urchins

who scrawled their verses on the walls of Pompeii."

"Daedalus," with its suggestions of test-tube babies, may
have upset those for whom it was not intended. Yet it had in

fact merely suggested that humanity might extend its ideas

into the future; it had not attempted to dynamite sacred be-

liefs. This task, at which Haldane was to become such a master

operator, was undertaken with logic and some success in a

second volume in the Today and Tomorrow series which was
published in 1925 as "Callinicus, A Defence of Chemical War-
fare."

This subject, which was to become one of Haldane's hobby-

horses, was still enveloped in a swathe of emotion produced
by the gas casualties of less than a decade previously. JBS saw
the removal of this wrapping as one of his duties, although
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his belief that gas was among the less inhumane weapons was
equaled by his fear that it might be used with success, were
the public not properly prepared. He had no hesitation in

driving home the lessons he wanted to teach and was long

remembered by the people of Auchterarder, a few miles from
the family home of Cloan, for a lecture he once gave in the

church hall. Here he explained that one of the gases suggested

to the War Office during the last war was produced by the heat-

ing of cayenne pepper. It would not kill, and therefore, Hal-

dane went on, the authorities turned it down. However, he

added, it would have been useful enough. He then produced a

spirit lamp and a spoonful of pepper. Holding the spoon over

the lamp without warning, he suddenly vaporized the pepper!

Within a few seconds almost the entire audience was cough-

ing and rubbing its smarting eyes.

Haldane was unconcerned. "If that upsets you," he re-

marked, "how would you like a deluge of poison gas from an

air fleet in real war?"

"Callinicus," titled after the inventor of Greek fire, had
started like "Daedalus" as a lecture, being given at Murren
for Sir Henry Lunn in August, 1924. Lunn had been one of

the first travel-agent tycoons to lard the business of holiday-

making with the lectures of experts, and he no doubt found

that Haldane on chemical warfare was tough meat. For the

speaker trod, as the Times put it in a leading article on the lit-

tle book, "lightly but perceptibly on the toes of politicians,

military authorities, officials, pacifists, journalists and news-

paper proprietors." Haldane blandly suggested that everyone

in Britain might with good result be fitted with gas masks

—

not a popular idea in the ig2o's—since this would lessen

the chance of surprise attack. He castigated the inefficiency of

the authorities. And he came to the nub of his unpopular argu-

ment with the propositions that the use of gas was not ethically

different from the use of other weapons and—even less sus-

ceptible to rational argument—that it was probably more hu-

mane. His first proposition rested on one claim: "If it is right

for me to fight my enemy with a sword, it is right for me to

fight him with mustard gas; if the one is wrong, so is the
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other/' The second was supported not only by a list of pos-

sibly unpalatable facts but also by personal experience. "Be-

sides being wounded, I have been buried alive, and on several

occasions in peacetime I have been asphyxiated to the point

of unconsciousness/ ' he said. "The pain and discomfort aris-

ing from the other experiences were utterly negligible com-

pared with those produced by a good septic shell wound."

These two brief books on the future of science and on chem-

ical warfare helped to bring Haldane into the harsh and criti-

cal public limelight, an illumination about which he would
unceasingly protest but which he rarely failed to enjoy. More
important, the first book brought him into contact with the

young woman who was to become the first Mrs. JBS Haldane.



CHAPTER 4

4 «^» »

A Geneticist in the Headlines

By
the mid-i92o's Haldane had become a public figure. The
nephew of the former Lord Chancellor and War Minister,

an unconventional don, a man who at the drop of a question

would produce answers that were provocative but just substan-

tial enough to arouse opposition, he was decidedly newsworthy,

a man whom any journalist could rely upon to produce quotable

comments on any subject or situation. In person he was tall,

commanding, and as physically impressive as intellectually for-

midable: thickish, sandy moustache and a head almost innocent

of hair had already begun to give him the air of a playfully alert

walrus.

In some ways he was ambivalent. To children he was warm
and kind-hearted, with a warmth that was later pathetic if one

knew how much he desired his own. Yet there was another

side to his nature, well epitomized by the description of Mr.

Codling, the central figure of Ronald Fraser's The Flying

Draper, a novel in whose first edition JBS could be identified.

"Possibly libelous statements were expunged (not at my re-

quest) in later ones," he noted. Fraser's Codling was not only a

man of genius, but one who at times seemed to be set apart

from the rest of mankind, a man whose friends sometimes

"realised with force what one was apt to forget after a few

days of his society—Codling's unhumanness. It was like be-

ing friends with a fish, or a bird, or a half-human god."

On a summer afternoon in 1924 Haldane was sought out
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in his rooms at Trinity by a young woman reporter of the Daily

Express. She had been born in London as Charlotte Franken.

Married before the end of the war, Mrs. Burghes, as she had

become, was already planning her first novel, Man's World, in

which the human race would be able to choose the sex of its

children, and she wanted to ensure that the scientific basis of

her story was credible. She had read an abridged version of
1

'Daedalus" which had been published in the American Cen-

tury. And she had immediately thought, "This is my man."

Her editor, J. B. Wilson, agreed that Haldane would be worth

an interview. And it was thus with a double objective that Mrs.

Burghes wrote to JBS. She waited for two weeks but received

no reply. Then, prepared to wait no longer, she visited Cam-
bridge and ascended the narrow stairway of Nevile's Court to

the white door beside which Haldane's name was painted.

Mrs. Burghes explained that she "wanted information, ref-

erences to books, to biological sources," for a novel which she

was writing. The great man was helpful. He loaded her with

advice, with references, and with books, and learned only

as he was escorting her to the bus that she was a newspaper re-

porter as well as a novelist. He made a few pungent comments
on the daily press but added that he had that very day taken

10 c.c. of his own blood for experimental purposes. "To my as-

tonishment," he later wrote, "the resulting paragraph in the

'Daily Express' not only kept to the facts, but, as I had stipu-

lated, did not mention my name. For this, and other reasons,

I fell in love with the reporter and my love was reciprocated."

This last sentence was a presentation of the problem rather

than its solution. In the logo's desertion was no ground for di-

vorce. Adultery had to be committed—and proven in court

with the necessary tribal details. Divorce, moreover, still in-

volved a social slur. It was a solution to a human problem
which still carried built-in disadvantages, and it was a solution

avoided wherever possible by professional men. William Bate-

son, still running the John Innes Horticultural Institution,

commented on hearing of the case in which Haldane was to be
involved: "I am not a prude, but I don't approve of a man run-

ning about the streets like a dog." Both Mrs. Burghes and Hal-
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dane were alive to such possible reactions—particularly Hal-

dane, who was well aware of the likely repercussions in a small

university city which relished its own gossip with the relish of

most such cities.

"I informed the Vice-Chancellor of Cambridge University,"

he later wrote, "that I was about to commit this act, to which
he replied: 'Oh!'"

In February 1925 preparations were complete, and Hal-

dane and his future wife arrived at a hotel. Mrs. Burghes

disliked its appearance and suggested that they move else-

where. This presented a problem since it was essential that the

private detective whom both knew to be following did not lose

the trail. However, the future Mrs. Haldane had not been a

reporter for nothing and had already marked down as the de-

tective a rather nondescript man in the hotel lounge. "I asked

him to accompany us to the other hotel, which he did, carrying

one of our suitcases," JBS has explained. "The next morning he

appeared in our bedroom with the morning papers. Save for

one moment when I had feared that we might lose sight of the

detective, everything passed off without a hitch."

Haldane's account of the incident, written in his draft auto-

biography, is revealing but selective. This is natural enough.

For after Mr. Burghes had in due course filed the expected

petition against his wife, an extraordinary development oc-

curred. Having taken great care to ensure that they were fol-

lowed to the hotel and that the available evidence was suit-

ably compromising, Haldane and his future wife now filed an-

swers, and he denied the charge of adultery. The truth seemed

clear to those who knew Haldane well: he had not committed

adultery, and he felt obliged to say so. His defense to the charge

was struck out, and when the case was heard in October, Lord

Merrivale granted a decree to Mr. Burghes. He also awarded

£i,ooo damages against Haldane.

However, JBS and Charlotte were free to marry. Before they

did so, a small cloud arose on the horizon. It came in the form

of the Sex Viri
—"meaning the Six Men, not the Sex Weary," as

Haldane remarked. Under the university statutes this body
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was able to deprive any Cambridge University reader of his

post if he were found guilty by them of gross or habitual im-

morality. It might be questioned whether, even in the distant

days of 1925, one act of adultery with a woman whom a man
was obviously intent on marrying could fairly warrant the de-

scription of gross or habitual immorality. The authorities,

however, were in no doubt, and they were probably sup-

ported by a considerable fraction in the university which had

long been disturbed by the faintly irritating consistency with

which Haldane had refused to conform. Now they felt he had

rashly delivered himself into their hands; here, surely, was an

opportunity to get rid of him. Professors or readers so accused

invariably resigned without protest or second thoughts, and

Haldane himself later reflected that had he been asked to do

so on first raising the matter with the vice-chancellor, he might

well have complied. The vice-chancellor's "Oh!" induced him
to fight.

On the morning of December 1 3 he received a letter inform-

ing him that the Sex Viri had "unanimously decided to author-

ise me to inform you that judgment of deprivation will be

given in the event of notice of resignation of the Readership

held by you not being received by me, as Vice-Chancellor, be-

fore noon on Saturday, December 19." The weakness of the

university's position was revealed in a final sentence: "I can-

not refrain from adding that I hope you will see fit to tender

your resignation and so avoid publication of the judgment."

Haldane did not see fit. Instead he appeared before the Sex

Viri, consisting of heads of colleges and professors of law and
apparently led by the Rev. Dr. Pearce. He produced a cutting

from the Times describing the divorce case and added docu-

mentary evidence showing that he had not broken up a home
since there had been no home to break up. He then offered to

call witnesses and suggested that he might be legally repre-

sented. Both these suggestions were refused—refusals which
were tactical if not legal errors by the body concerned. For

when, shortly afterward, notice of deprivation was served,

the case was not closed. Haldane was deprived of his reader-

ship—although he still lived at the college and gave his lee-
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tures—but under the university statutes he had the right to

appeal to a tribunal of five to be appointed by the Council of

the Cambridge Senate.

Haldane appealed. In doing so he raised the stakes, since

loss at the higher level would certainly increase his difficulty

in getting another academic appointment. He was helped by
the support of Sir Frederick Gowland Hopkins, who refused

to appoint another reader and who thus openly took Haldane's

side in the argument which was splitting university loyalties.

In addition, there was backing from the National Union of

Scientific Workers (now the Association of Scientific Work-
ers) ; if the appeal failed, Haldane planned to stand for re-

election to the empty readership, and the union agreed that

its members would be advised not to apply. "As my Chief

wanted me back, this would have created a situation of some
interest," Haldane himself noted. To these advantages of prin-

ciple were added those of finance. JBS had only recently re-

ceived a legacy which had helped to buttress his divorce costs

and now enabled him to prepare for the appeal.

The five members of the tribunal were appointed by the

university in February 1926 under the presidency of Mr. Justice

Avory, and in March Haldane appeared before them at the

London Law Courts. Represented by Stuart Bevan, later to be-

come Conservative M.P. for Holborn, he called as witnesses

both Hopkins and his own father, as well as his sister Naomi. It

would be difficult to think of two men more likely to influence

the judgment of such a court. Hopkins was at the height of his

fame, recently knighted, and within a few years of becoming

president of the Royal Society, a Nobel Prize winner and a

Member of the Order of Merit. John Scott Haldane was almost

equally the paradigm of the objective scientific man and one

whose judgment of his son's case would be unaffected by per-

sonal feeling.

Whether or not due to such witnesses, the court gave a ma-

jority verdict in Haldane's favor, deciding that "in view of all

the circumstances of the case, which have been more fully be-

fore us than they were before the Vice-Chancellor and the Sex

Viri, the appeal should be allowed." However, this was not
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to be interpreted as condonation of license. "This decision,"

the judges added, "is not to be taken as any expression of

opinion that adultery may not be gross immorality within the

meaning of the statute."

Haldane was not sure, he later wrote, "whether Mr. Justice

Avory was more horrified by my conduct or by the fact that the

Sex Viri, like the jury in Alice in Wonderland, had delivered

their verdict before hearing the evidence." Perhaps that point,

the failure to hear evidence at an earlier stage, was the vital

one; certainly much of Cambridge believed that the Sex Viri

had been hoist with their own legal petard. Whatever the in-

ternal causes, Haldane was reinstated. He had in fact won not

his own case alone, but that of others. University staff has not

since been threatened because of its private lives. The Sex Viri,

moreover, changed its name—a prudent step now that Haldane's

"sex weary" could so easily be murmured under the breath.

A new era in Haldane's life now began. He moved from his

bachelor rooms in Nevile Court to Roebuck House, facing the

Cam at Old Chesterton on the northeastern outskirts of Cam-
bridge, and here created with his wife a center to which the

more left-wing and nonconformist dons and undergraduates

were inevitably drawn. Over the years more than one young
research student came to live for a while with the Haldanes.

One in particular, Martin Case, was to play an important part

in JBS's life during the Second World War.

Roebuck House was large and rambling and much con-

verted, approached through a single wooden gate and stand-

ing in the middle of largish grounds which sloped down to the

river near the "Horse Grind," a cumbersome and primitive

flat-bottomed ferry worked by rotating a handle that picked

up a chain. During the summer, ferry users would frequently

see JBS swimming in his slow, deliberate style while puffing

away at his pipe. In term time he would cycle into the city every

day on his tall, upstanding bicycle, wearing an open-necked
shirt in all weather, a formidable example of academic non-

conformity.

His habits were simple and comparatively spartan. He
would breakfast on porridge and milk, drink coffee in the mid-
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die of the day, take a few slices of bread and jam with his after-

noon tea and cycle home for the large evening meal which he

visibly enjoyed. He was a strong supporter of movements, par-

ticularly anticlerical ones, and of the Cambridge University

Benskin Society.

This society was inaugurated in the middle twenties and

was a somewhat extroverted and uninhibited institution de-

voted to the enjoyment of beer (not necessarily Benskin's,

though that brew was highly esteemed originally) and of

bawdy and ribald verse and song. "It was in no sense a degen-

erate or reprehensible 'hell-fire club/ but more a channel

for periodical blowing-off of steam on the part of really rather

serious and academically minded undergraduates and recent

graduates/' writes Martin Case. "It was part of the constitu-

tion of the Society that there should only be one designated

member; everyone else had to hold the title of some office,

from Chancellor or Vice-Chancellor downwards. The Society

used to meet several times a term in various members' rooms
in this or that College; but the meetings always became ex-

ceedingly uproarious, and eventually one culminated in the

emptying of a full jerry [chamber pot] from an upper window
over the heads of the police and the University Proctors who
had arrived simultaneously to investigate the hullaballoo. Con-

siderable ill-feeling ensued, and the Society was proscribed

and forbidden to hold meetings in any College of the Univer-

sity. When Haldane heard of the antipathetic attitude of the

Proctors and the restrictive measures taken, he immediately

suggested Roebuck House as the future meeting-place; his prop-

osition was accepted with alacrity. Charlotte and JBS were

forthwith elected to the Society, the former in the capacity of

Matron and the latter in that of Patron and Sanitary Inspector,

which title he insisted on having amended to that of Insani-

tary Spectre. It must be recorded that the Society's ribald reper-

toire was significantly expanded by contributions from JBS,

quite a number of them original and ad hoc. In view of his

uneasiness over the gulf between himself and the common
herd, it is worth emphasizing the very real and perhaps almost

pathetic delight that Haldane felt and very obviously showed
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in his acceptance and assimilation at this rather unintellectual

level."

As a teacher, JBS became known for the encouragement

he gave to originality and for the independence of his judg-

ment; the graduate who gained only a poor degree and was en-

couraged by Haldane to go on to work which led to a Nobel

Prize was not exceptional. He cultivated a reputation for bad

temper but had a sense of humor as well as wit, and no student

was ever certain what his reaction would be. There was, for in-

stance, the occasion when he was demonstrating the gas-analy-

sis apparatus devised by his father. Several students had

spilled the mercury through mishandling, and JBS made it

quite clear that mercury was an expensive material that should

not be wasted. The exercise involved the analysis of Haldane's

own breath, and one of the students inadvertently backed up
the mercury into his instructor's mouth. JBS was unable to say

anything until he had spat it out. The students expected an

explosion. Instead Haldane merely took a deep breath, looked

at the student keenly, and commented: "I am not syphilitic

yet."

For years he had been a casual writer of light verse, and at

Cambridge he helped fill the pages of Brighter Biochemistry,

the comic journal of the department. Typical of his contribu-

tions was the rhymed "Report to the Secretary of the Sir Wil-

liam Dunn Institute for the Year 1924-1925," consisting of

more than 150 lines and including the following:

Miss Robinson and R. McCance
Have made a notable advance

In dealing with tyrosinase,

And the queer laws which it obeys.

Aided by Anderson and others

Our saccharologist Carruthers

Attacked the problem of rotation

Of glucose during activation.

Contributions like this formed part and parcel of Haldane's

enjoyment of less intellectual clowning. He loved demonstra-
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ting to children his ability to put a lighted match into his

mouth and withdraw it, still burning. And to adult visitors he

would apologize profusely as a large white cat jumped down
from a door top onto their shoulders as they entered the room
—having been trained by JBS to do so.

The English love "characters," and it was as a "character"

that Haldane worked himself slowly into the heart of Cam-
bridge. Only by some of the university authorities was he still

regarded as one to be treated with respectful caution rather

than friendship. Those who rejoiced in the discomfiture of

the Sex Viri did not necessarily rejoice in the triumph of Hal-

dane, while among many there lingered a regret that his wife

was a writer for the popular newspapers. "When they entered

a room," a contemporary has said of the Haldanes, "people

were apt to stop speaking about their work and go on to sub-

jects that could not possibly be of news value." JBS was well

aware of this; he cared about it as little as he cared about

most unreasonable prejudices.

"Our marriage was happy for some years, which, given

man's mortality, is something," JBS later wrote. But over it

there fell the lengthening shadow of Haldane's failure to

father a son. "I was passionately eager to have more chil-

dren," Charlotte has written. "The deepest and strongest

bond JBS and I had in common was this philoprogenitive-

ness." Yet while he watched his stepson, Ronnie, playing in the

grounds and growing up into a son of the sort he himself

wanted, he failed to father a child of his own. "How I wish,"

he said to an old friend years later as he watched her young

son cavorting around the London Zoo, "how I wish I had a

son like that." The failure did more than move him strongly.

To warp is to "bend, curve or twist an object out of shape,"

and Haldane's childlessness tended to warp his character out

of shape. For a man of his potential, this was a tragedy not

only for himself but for the society in which he lived and

society was a loser.

Except for this dark area of disappointment, the years that

followed Haldane's reinstatement under Hopkins were among
the best of his life. He was happily engaged in what he knew
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to be important work, helping to found biochemistry as the

science which it has become today. His anguish for the world

had not yet pushed him into the ranks of the Communists, so

that he was not yet riven by the stresses and uncertainties of

political combat. He formed part of a community in which he

could encourage young men of promise and enterprise, and if

the elder members of university society tended to steer clear

of him, they yet provided that slight irritant, that cause for

genuine complaint without which Haldane could never be

really happy.

The loyalty which he engendered among both students and

colleagues, the alarm which he aroused among more conven-

tional members of the university, and much of his own individ-

ual eccentricity were all revealed after one of the students liv-

ing at Roebuck House had been charged with dangerous driv-

ing. The chief prosecution witness was a night watchman most

of whose daytime hours were known to be spent in one par-

ticular bar. "If you care to leave this to me," said Haldane on

hearing the details, "I think I see a possible course of action

that might just . .
." Nothing more was said.

"My case," says the student concerned, "was the first to be

heard on the afternoon of the momentous day. The customary

mumbo jumbo was enacted, and in due course the prosecu-

tion called their chief witness. A shambling, bleary scarecrow

stumbled into the box, and a kind of frisson that I imagine

was experienced by everyone in the court proclaimed that

there was some sort of unusual element in this situation.

"With fantastic difficulty he was processed through the rou-

tine of the oath, identification and so on. Then, when requested

to give his version of the incident under inquiry, he goggled

wildly around him, mouthing tremulously and soundlessly.

The question was repeated. He made a gigantic effort,

clutched the front of the box, and blurted out: 'Ecumupthe-

illikefuckinellanwentarseovertip.' That was the exact word as

it came out, all in one gobbling splurge. It impressed itself in-

delibly on my memory at the time, and I have never forgotten

it.

"An official said sternly: 'You cannot say that sort of thing
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here. Kindly tell us what happened in a way that the court

can accept as evidence/

"This seemed to incense the witness, insofar as it was pos-

sible for anything to make any kind of impression on him. He
belched violently, retched, and repeated in precisely the same
manner, except that this time it was several times as loud:

'Ecumuptheillikefuckinellanwentarseovertip. I'vetoldyeronce-

aven'tl?'

"He then sank to the floor of the witness box, from which

he had to be extricated like a winkle. The remains were shov-

eled as expeditiously as possible out of the door of the court-

room. Everybody was too incredulous and flabbergasted even

to laugh. The case was dismissed, and so was I.

"I didn't see JBS until that evening at home. He had gone

to the lab in the afternoon, had not bothered to attend the

judicial proceedings, and was curious to know how they had

gone on. After I had finished telling him, he looked a trifle dis-

satisfied and said in a rather disappointed voice: 'Oh, dear, he

managed to get to the court, did he?' He then haltingly re-

counted how he had gone at opening time to the public house,

taking the morning off from the lab to do so; had identified

that most regular and reliable of the pub's customers, the

night watchman; had contrived to get into conversation with

him; had proferred refreshment and in due course had got

himself readily and gratefully accepted in the role of God-

sent mug and providential, perpetual host for the entire bibu-

lous session; had plied his victim relentlessly with booze for

nearly three hours, being (he confessed rather ruefully) 'com-

pelled himself to indulge somewhat more profusely than was

his wont on an ordinary weekday morning'; and had finally

quitted the premises about an hour before they were due

to shut, making his way by bicycle (precariously, he owned)

to the Sir William Dunn Institute and leaving behind him in

the public bar an insensible carcass which he felt confident

would be incapable of performing any act of its own volition

for several hours to come.

"I was speechless with admiration and with gratitude. How-
ever, he wasn't Haldane and Scottish for nothing. 'Don't be too
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effusive in your thanks/ he said, 'until this little corollary has

been adjustedT and he produced from his pocket a tattered

old envelope on which he had meticulously entered, item by

item as they mounted up, every expense incurred on behalf

of both parties to the morning's orgy.

"It was a fairly staggering total, but even so not to be com-

pared with the fine that would doubtless have been incurred,

to say nothing of the odium attaching to a conviction."

It was during this period of the early 1930*5 that JBS began

to savor the pleasures of the English countryside and English

history. In many ways he led an aesthetically arid life. He was

so tone deaf that he recognized the national anthem only

because everyone stood up for it. "He always used to enjoy

Highland scenery," says his sister, "but it certainly made a

difference to him that he was aware all the time of the under-

lying geology, just as it makes a difference to me going through

any kind of country that I look on it partly from the point of

view of a farmer, and also, when I am among recognizable flora,

as a field botanist." The visual arts passed him by, while a col-

league remembered how when Haldane later drove up to

London from Merton, while working at the John Innes Horti-

cultural Institution, he would choose "the dirty route" through

Tooting and Balham instead of the finer road across Wimbledon
Common, whose trees and prospects he failed to notice.

Aesthetically it was only the classics—Lucretius, in whom
he found the principles of genetics, and Dante, in whom
he discovered the application of genetics to human affairs

—

and English poetry which came to the rescue. With these he

was happy and, now that he began to look beyond the labora-

tory more frequently, with the splendors of the past and the

patchwork pattern of the English countryside.

He bought a small and unassuming car which he drove with

a mixture of fearless abandon, little skill and Old World cour-

tesy, "talking like an angel as he went up the Tooting Road,
missing bollards, policemen, etc. by a hair's breadth," as one
companion remembers. "I used to avoid telling him I was go-

ing up to town, as I was frightened for my life to accept a lift."
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In his car JBS visited a good deal of England. One of his

oldest friends, Rene* Wurmser, always remembered two visits.

On one, Haldane took his friend and wife to Avebury and
Stonehenge, those two great monuments to the country's prehis-

tory; on the other, they went by road to Scotland, and on this

second occasion it was the turn of Norwich and Lincoln cathe-

drals. On both occasions the scientist dissolved into the man
of many parts, as able to summon up the scrub-covered Wilt-

shire landscape of 4,000 years ago as the scurrying activity of

the medieval builders.

Haldane himself once said that he had come to love Eng-

land mainly as the result of owning an automobile, and in de-

scribing that England to a Danish audience, he revealed a man
very different from the image.

"When I say I love England, I do not mean that I love the

soul of England, whatever that may be, or the English race,

which is, I believe, a statistical abstraction, like the average

man or the probability that I shall live till the age of seventy/'

he said. "I am speaking about the country, which has played

a large part in making the people, and in turn has been

molded by them. I do not mean that I merely love the beau-

tiful spots, such as the upper Thames valley or the Lake Dis-

trict. I get a considerable satisfaction from some of the ugly

ones, such as Burton, where we make our best beer, or Stoke,

the great smoky pottery town of which Arnold Bennett

wrote." In less than 7,000 words he went on to give his audi-

ence a picture of England that would have been a splendid

achievement for a geographer, a meteorologist, a geologist, or

a social historian. Coming from a scientist, it was an illustra-

tion of what one friend called "the vast erudition which made
Haldane an incomparable companion."

Throughout these first years of marriage, Haldane consoli-

dated his position as a popular writer, discoursing upon any

scientific or sociological subject that an editor suggested. "He
was very good at doing two things at once, including, naturally,

reading and writing," says his sister. "I have seen him do two

equations at once, but I am inclined to think that this must

have been showing off." He wrote at home, stretched in a deck
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chair on the Roebuck lawn; during the broken periods between

meetings or lectures; on railway journeys; making use of the

miscellaneous odd moments that most men would discard.

During these he would produce one of his long series of hard-

backed exercise books and with a pencil continue the thread

of the argument where he had left it hours or days previously.

Much of his more serious writing was done the same way, so

that the first few pages of a book might contain the draft of an

article for a popular Sunday paper and the last few, filled in

after the book had been turned upside down, the mathematical

formulas for a learned journal. No time was wasted, and one of

his younger colleagues, Cyril Darlington, still remembers that

when he traveled with Haldane from Oxford to Cambridge he

had, almost unthinkably, to buy a first class ticket. "I always

travel first on journeys like this,
,,

JBS insisted. "Enables me to

get some work done.
,,

So it did. The exercise book came out,

and he scribbled away for the whole journey.

Almost all his work showed the professional touch. He had,

it is true, written "Daedalus'' and a large number of other

pieces before meeting Charlotte; yet she not only acted as

secretary and agent but also smoothed his way into writing for

the more popular markets, where he was to make his second

literary reputation. Articles for the Atlantic Monthly or later

for the Daily Worker might contain much the same material,

but they had to be tailored for very different markets.

Whatever the exact extent of Charlotte's tutoring for the

world of popular journalism, there is no doubt that she set

Haldane's writing on a good financial keel, using her experi-

ence to sell in the most profitable markets and ensuring that

the minimum of material was wasted. He himself took much
the same canny line, and when colleagues pointed out that

election to the Royal Society entailed an entrance fee and a sub-

scription, he replied: "Have no illusions; I have been writing

articles for five guineas—now it will be fifteen."

However, it would be totally wrong to imply that hard cash

was the driving force behind the long series of articles cease-

lessly written for the journals or for the newspapers which

JBS was subsequently to upbraid for their alleged inaccura-
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cies and distortions. Until the Communist party swept him up
with its proselytizing fervor, there was only one real motive
for his writing. "Many scientific workers believe that they

should confine their publications to learned journals," he
wrote in his preface to Possible Worlds, his first collection of

articles and essays. "I think, however, that the public has a

right to know what is going on inside the laboratories, for

some of which it pays. And it seems to me vitally important that

the scientific point of view should be applied, so far as is pos-

sible, to politics and religion." Later there became implicit in

his writings what one critic called "the doctrine that the duty

of the scientist is not to explain the world but to alter the

world." This, however, was still seven or eight years away.

The task that Haldane was at this time setting out to per-

form was that of instruction and explanation. He performed

that task by a combination of scientific detachment and ar-

tistic brilliance. The first of these attributes was represented

by the careful, clinical, almost laboratory-style method of his

approach, the formula for which he described in a paper called

How to Write a Popular Scientific Article. The writer should, he

pointed out, start from a known fact, such as a bomb explo-

sion, a bird's song or a piece of cheese. "This will enable you

to illustrate some scientific principle," he said. "But here again

take a familiar analogy. Compare the production of hot gas in

the bomb to that of steam in a kettle, the changes that occur

in the bird each year to those which take place in men once

in a lifetime at puberty, the precipitation of casein by calcium

salts to the formation of soap suds." Most of his articles util-

ized this method, whether they were discussing the world of

the future, the prospects of peace, or the latest discovery in bi-

ology. This was a good start for a difficult operation. Yet Hal-

dane was enabled to carry on with it by his facility for using

the penetrating phrase. He wrote, quite naturally, of Einstein

as being "the greatest Jew since Jesus"; of Darwinism he noted

in "The Causes of Evolution" that "the few really pertinent

attacks were lost amid a jabber of ecclesiastical bombina-

tions." He also had a constitutional inability to pull his liter-

ary punches, which made him a delight to more than one news-
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paper editor. Thus he could write of psychology, eugenics and

criminology: "The small and cautious army of scientific men
and women working in these fields is surrounded by such a

horde of vociferous quacks that I can sympathise with the

snipers like Beachcomber, who are fighting a rearguard action

against the advance of science.
,,

The surprising thing about him was not so much the vol-

ume as the variety of his output. Like his contemporary, Al-

dous Huxley, who could produce fashion trivia for Vogue, ar-

ticles for the popular papers of the "Do Mothers Make Good
Wives?" type, and at the same time confound the intellectuals

with Antic Hay and Point Counter Point, JBS could turn his

hand to almost any task that required the handling of words.

With Julian Huxley he produced a popular volume, Animal
Biology—which greatly amused the elder Mrs. Haldane since

one of the two deep-sea angler fish in the frontispiece was

skinny and fierce-looking, like Huxley, while the other was

round and angry-looking, like Haldane. He wrote "The Gold-

Makers," a long short story of remarkable quality whose pos-

sibilities as a potential film were being considered when he

died. He continued, moreover, to produce a continuous stream

of scientific papers. Most of these were the result of his bio-

chemical, genetic or physiological work at Cambridge or in

the Cherwell laboratory; others, however, dealt with such sub-

jects as the scientific point of view and the place of science in

Western civilization—both published in the ill-fated Realist—
and with cosmology and the origins of life.

This latter subject attracted Haldane for almost half a cen-

tury. It also intrigued his Russian contemporary, A. I. Oparin,

and Haldane and Oparin's postulation of the same theory, built

up without contact between the two men, has some similarity

to the story of Darwin and Wallace. Haldane's most important

conclusions were presented in a short article for the Rational-

ist Annual. In this he suggested a method by which life could

have been synthesized from the simple carbon compounds and
minerals of the prebiotic earth, and he outlined the essentials

in two sentences which well convey his style. "When ultra-

violet light acts on a mixture of water, carbon dioxide and
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ammonia," he said, "a vast variety of organic substances are

made, including sugars, and apparently some of the materials

from which proteins are built up. Before the origin of life

they must have accumulated until the primitive oceans

reached the consistency of hot, dilute, soup." The "hot, dilute

soup," theory that Haldane postulated was novel. But over the

years it gained general acceptance—so much so, Haldane him-

self later commented, that his mistrust of orthodoxy made him
doubt whether it could be correct.

His ability to discuss the origin of life as well as the ques-

tion "Is History a Fraud?", to write on genetics as well as on
the drift of civilization and the challenge of our times, was
the measure of his breadth of interests. "To me," one younger

colleague once said, "he seemed to be the last man who might

know all there was to be known." Whenever a controversy in-

volving science or sex, war or religion loomed up on the hori-

zon, the figure of JBS would almost certainly be present, ask-

ing awkward questions, undermining accepted opinions, epit-

omizing his own view that the whole point of education was to

make people think.

Haldane fought the good fight not only as a matter of prin-

ciple but also to keep in practice, and he eagerly picked up the

opportunity offered in 1930 by the aging F. E. Smith, first

Lord Birkenhead, former Lord Chancellor, former Secretary

of State for India, and now failing under the weight of work,

worry and extravagance. In the spring there appeared, under

Birkenhead's name, The World in 2030. Written by a

"ghost," a mere minor item in the profusion of projects

with which Birkenhead surrounded himself even in his last

years, the book might have passed almost unnoticed had not a

copy found its way into Haldane's hands. In more ways than

one, Birkenhead's luck was running out. Discussing the book

in the Week-End Review under the title "Lord Birkenhead

Improves His Mind," Haldane said that as he read it a strange

feeling began to oppress him. "Certain of the phrases seemed

oddly familiar. Where had I seen them before? Finally I

solved the mystery. They were my own." A total of no less than

forty-four similarities between Birkenhead's book and "Daeda-
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lus" had been noted, he said. He then listed three of them,

printing his own version and Birkenhead's side by side, point-

ing out that the first pair of extracts came from essays sup-

posedly written by undergraduates in 1930 and the second

from fictional essays supposedly written in 1978. Ruling out

"I will not say . . . plagiarism, but ... a certain lack of

originality . . . because it carries with it corollaries which I

find unthinkable/' Haldane suggested that both he and

Birkenhead might have seen the same originals—including, of

course, the one written forty-eight years hence—or been con-

trolled by the same discarnate intelligence.

Birkenhead—or rather his "ghost"—had said in his pref-

ace that he was following "longum post intervallum in the

footsteps of Jules Verne, Bellamy, Wells and Haldane." A man
of his ingenuity could therefore have admitted his failure

to give sufficient acknowledgment to others, could have

pleaded ill health and the press of other matters and could

probably have avoided public humiliation. This was not Birk-

enhead's way. Instead he waited three weeks and then drew a

ripe red herring across the trail, attacking Haldane in the Daily

Express, a paper of gigantic circulation but one with few read-

ers who were likely to have seen Haldane's book, Haldane's re-

view, or Birkenhead's book.

Haldane replied in the columns of the Week-End Review,

countering Birkenhead's assertion that he had not even a smat-

tering of historical knowledge with the retort that his smat-

tering of ancient history had afforded him a first in Literae

Humaniores. As to the claim that he was following in other

men's footsteps, Haldane noted that he had no objection to

this. "I object to them stealing my boots to do so, and I am
amused when they do not know how to put the boots on," he
added. This was telling, as far as it went. Yet Birkenhead's
reply had not been without effect, since it drew from Haldane
a point-by-point answer in the Express which dealt not with
plagiarism, of which there could be no doubt, but with per-

sonalities and opinions. "The red herring," notes Birken-

head's son, "had served its purpose, and Birkenhead, with a
sigh of relief, let the matter drop."
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JBS had enjoyed the argument. He enjoyed all arguments.

And it was natural that he should be drawn into the vivisec-

tion controversy even though his position here was radically

more qualified than was publicly realized. He felt bound to

hit out at the extravagances of the antivivisection lobby, which
often spoiled its case by overstatement, and it was inevitable

that he should react when in the spring of 1927 a petition was

circulated by the National Canine Defence League in support of

the dogs' protection bill then before Parliament. "The dog has

of late years been specially selected by vivisectors for exten-

sive and peculiarly revolting and painful experiments," it was

claimed, "and also for demonstrations of a prolonged and
agonising nature before classes of students." Haldane publicly

offered to pay the league the sum of £100 if it could produce

the name of any demonstrator who had performed "a pain-

ful experiment on a dog before a class of students in Great

Britain and Ireland within the last ten years." He added what

was to become a familiar if casuistic argument. "I have seen

many experiments on dogs and other animals/' he said, "but

none which, so far as pain is concerned, I should object to hav-

ing performed on myself. On the contrary, experiments have

frequently been performed on me for scientific purposes

without anaesthetic, which the authorities will not allow to

be performed on dogs, although they are no more painful than

having a tooth stopped."

Yet in spite of this apparent support of the vivisectionist

cause, Haldane saw humans and other animals as being part of

the same natural world; he felt that the profit-and-loss account

of suffering must be carefully calculated, and as he grew older

he swung toward an attitude which finally induced him to tell

Gandhians that they should "avoid causing suffering to others

unless they volunteer for it. That is why," he added, "I do not

recommend you to experiment on dogs and rats." And in

Britain, where foxes, hares and deer are torn to pieces in the

name of sport, he commented: "I have never known a physiol-

ogist who went in for shooting animals; physiologists know

too much of the process which occurs to a wounded beast or

bird that creeps away to die." Haldane, the plain man's idea of
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the scientist, had to be an outspoken, newsworthy critic of the

antivivisectionists. Beneath the skin, he felt limitations and

qualifications.

These qualifications provided one reason for the heartiness

with which he used himself as an experimental animal. An-

other was that in many experiments the human animal was

the ideal guinea pig. In addition, one cannot entirely discount

his instinctive flair for the newsworthy act. He always claimed

that newspapers misquoted him; most of them, during his

Communist days, were "capitalist lackeys," and in his mid-six-

ties he cheerfully helped to throw a reporter down the stairs

of his Calcutta flat. Nevertheless he had a facility for getting

into the news as strong as Lawrence of Arabia's for backing

into the limelight.

From the time of his marriage in 1926 to Charlotte, Hal-

dane traveled quite extensively. He spent his honeymoon in

Switzerland, where both of them lectured for Sir Henry Lunn's

travel organization, and then traveled on with his wife to

Stockholm, where the Physiological Congress was being held.

Here he lectured and gave a demonstration of the typical

symptoms of tetany caused by overbreathing. "The spectacle

was terrifying," says Rene Wurmser, whose lifelong friend-

ship with JBS began at the congress. The following year the

Haldanes attended the International Congress on Genetics

—

remembered by Nirmal Bhose as the occasion on which JBS
taught him the art and significance of limericks—and later in

the year they visited Russia.

This last visit was of great importance to Haldane's future

in two different ways. It gave him a firsthand, if slanted, view

of the tremendous impact which the revolution would have on
science and thus colored much of his later thinking. It also

brought him into close contact with Nikolai Vavilov—who
was in fact responsible for his invitation to Russia. This was the

same Vavilov who was later to be chopped down by the rise of

Lysenkoism, and Haldane's casual abandonment of Vavilov's

cause in the interests of the party was to leave a nasty taste in

the mouth—even for many who could defend much of Hal-

dane's attitude in this crucial controversy.
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Vavilov, then the president of the Academy of Agricultural

Sciences, which had been set up by Lenin a few years earlier,

arranged for JBS to lecture to geneticists in both Leningrad
and Moscow. He had been trained under Bateson in England;

he correctly regarded Haldane as being in the vanguard of

British work; and he ensured that the Haldanes got the maxi-

mum benefit from the powerful position he then occupied in

Russian science. Both JBS and his wife were impressed with

what they saw in the U.S.S.R., particularly JBS, who sympa-

thized with the difficulties of a country then lifting itself up by

its bootstraps. He returned converted—not to Communism,
which he still regarded as a threat from the East comparable to

the threat of Americanization from the West, but to the way in

which the state was supporting science and scientists.

On his return to England, Haldane spoke extensively of his

experiences—and in discussing scientific man at the Central

London Fabian Society, experienced his first brush with Ber-

nard Shaw. When the subject was thrown open to discussion

after Haldane's lecture, Shaw rose to ask what the description

"scientific man" really meant. "Am I, for instance, a scientific

man?" he asked. "Mr. Shaw," JBS replied, "you are a great

and famous playwright. One cannot be everything in this

life." In Shaw's later words, "he dismissed the notion that I

could be a man of science as a bad joke, exactly as he must

have wagged his ankle if I had clipped him across the knee."

By 1930, when he became the Royal Institution's Fullerian

Professor of Physiology, in succession to Julian Huxley, Hal-

dane was firmly established. He could be relied upon to fill a

lecture hall or to respond to an editor's request for an article

on almost any conceivable subject. In truly scientific fields he

had already elucidated a number of physiological problems,

had carried out a good deal of basic work on enzyme mech-

anisms, and was still adding to his mathematical theory of

natural and artificial selection. In typical fashion, he now de-

cided to change scientific horses in midstream, to relinquish

his academic work on biochemistry and to switch full time to

genetics.

The move came at the end of 1932, a vintage year for JBS
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in which he was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society, pub-

lished no less than fifteen scientific papers, as well as two of his

most important books, and toured the United States. In the

States he worked for some weeks at Cal Tech and visited the

famous "fly room" at Columbia. Even in America, however, he

was to be remembered as much for his unexpected actions and

wit as for his scientific virtues. Thus at Columbia he arrived

breathless at Professor Selig Hecht's thirteenth-floor laboratory

and gasped out that he had just run up the twelve flights of

stairs in so many seconds flat, as the elevator had taken so long

to arrive. And during a blackboard discussion he symbolized

the gender of various geneticists by drawing the accepted sci-

entific symbols—some male, some female; to some he ap-

pended both symbols.

The two books of 1932 were very different. The Inequality

of Man f a collection of essays and miscellaneous writings—in-

cluding "The Gold-Makers"—confirmed his position as a writer

about science who could make himself intelligible to the lay-

man, an ability then enjoyed by Julian Huxley but by few oth-

ers. The second book, The Causes of Evolution, was more im-

portant. It was based on a series of lectures given the previous

year at the Prifysgol Cymru, Aberystwyth, under the title A
Re-Examination of Darwinism, and above the introductory

chapter Haldane put the epigraph " 'Darwinism is dead'

—

Any Sermon." He then proceeded, by looking at the latest in-

formation on heredity and variation in the light of Darwin's

theory, to prove that Darwinism was very much alive. He re-

viewed the implications of his own mathematical theory and
of the others being put forward by R. A. Fisher and Sewall

Wright, and he showed that while the advances of the last few

decades might have modified Darwin's theory of evolution,

they had been far more important in explaining its mechanism
—in buttressing the whole edifice which The Origin of Species

had built. His pride in the book was somewhat qualified by the

fact that he was unable to correct the proofs adequately. One
result was that his sixteen bibliographical entries were cred-

ited not to him but to his wife.

The Causes of Evolution provided a milestone in the story
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of man's understanding of evolution, and in the Appendix,

which included a synopsis of the mathematical theory, JBS
wrote: "The permeation of biology by mathematics is only be-

ginning, but unless the history of science is an inadequate

guide, it will continue, and the investigations here summarised

represent the beginning of a new branch of applied mathe-

matics." This was important. More so, perhaps, was the light

which the book threw on Haldane's metaphysical thinking.

He wrote of "that inexhaustible queerness which is the main
characteristic of the universe that has impressed itself on my
mind during twenty-five years of scientific work/' and he

hinted at the facts which limited human scientific inquiry.

"The world is full of mysteries/' he said. "Life is one. The
curious limitations of finite minds are another. It is not the

business of an evolutionary theory to explain these mysteries."

Here was more than a hint of interests which were to grow.

Meanwhile Haldane prepared for another move. In August 1932

he left Cambridge, having resigned his readership. The res-

ignation took effect at the end of the year and was announced

early in 1933.
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In the spring of 1933 Haldane moved from Cambridge to Uni-

versity College, London, taking up a post which he was to

hold for almost a quarter of a century. He was to create his own
department, to impress his own character and beliefs on a dis-

tinctive corner of University College, to become almost an in-

stitution. Yet the move from Cambridge was not entirely happy.

It was not that he had stepped down in status—rather the re-

verse; it was not entirely that the qualities of Cambridge ap-

pealed to him more than the gregariousness of London. And
although he had moved of his own free will, there remained

some suggestion that Cambridge men still felt him to be an out-

sider rather than one of them. "I believe that he was very lonely

and would have been a lot happier at Cambridge in a society

in which he could have found a niche," says James Rendel, one
of his research students, who later became a colleague. "In his

London days he never had one. Of course, we did in time form
an esoteric group of which he was the center, but it did not give

him what I believe he would have liked—a background against

which he could relax; it was always more of a working than a

social group."

Haldane's initial post in London was that of professor of ge-

netics, the chair having been created following a reorganiza-

tion of the department of applied statistics. This department
had evolved from the biometric work originated by Karl

Pearson's course of lectures on the mathematical theory of
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statistics in 1895 and from the eugenics laboratory which Sir

Francis Galton had started at the college in 1904. After Gal-

ton's death, a Laboratory of National Eugenics and a Chair of

Eugenics had been founded; Pearson held the chair, and under

his reign, eugenics, statistics and biometry were all taught in

the department of applied statistics. He retired in 1933, and
the separate Chair of Genetics was created in the subsequent

upheaval. One indication of the way in which Haldane was ex-

pected to direct its work came in a statement from University

College which said that his "great knowledge of Biochemistry

will enable him to introduce into Genetics, which has hereto-

fore been purely morphological in nature, those physiological

conceptions which alone can lead to an understanding of the

mode of action of the genes on which the hereditary transmis-

sion of structure rests."

There were some remarkable resemblances between Hal-

dane and Pearson, the man on whose foundations he was to

build. Both had as young men shown a facility for nonscien-

tific work, Pearson as a barrister and Haldane as the writer of

nonscientific, or at least only quasiscientific, magazine-articles.

Both had eventually produced a huge mass of purely scien-

tific work. And both—perhaps allowing controversy to become

the sole outlet for emotion, as Pearson's biographer for the

Royal Society suggests of his subject—had drifted into a posi-

tion where their arguments were apt to be remembered as

long as their achievements. Pearson, who could write that "the

paper by Messrs. X and Y does not seem actuated by a desire

to reach the truth of an important problem,
,,

was to be

equaled by Haldane, who was apt to feel that those who dis-

agreed with him must inevitably be doing so for the worst

of reasons.

Haldane's duties at University College can very roughly be

put under three headings. He had to administer a depart-

ment. He had to teach students. And he was expected to carry

out at least a minimum of research. In the first of these duties

he was lamentably inadequate. Years later he would com-

plain that he had been able to carry on his department only

because Hitler had provided him with a staff—the refugee sci-
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entists for whom he found posts—and the Rockefeller Foun-

dation had provided him with money. This was almost true.

But it was also true that a good deal more money would have

been forthcoming had Haldane only applied for it by using

what was anathema to him, the "proper channels.
,, He would

and did dig down into his own pocket over the years for mate-

rials and salaries, for equipment and out-of-pocket expenses

on occasions when no U.C. money was forthcoming, but

there is ample proof in the tangled records that in many if

not most of these cases the cash would have been forthcoming

had Haldane been prepared to argue out his case, apply where

requested, sign on the dotted line, and agree at least nominally

to the conditions that authority demanded. The huge sea lion-

like "Ouff" of protest was no substitute for this.

One result was that a research student might live virtually

hand-to-mouth, wondering at almost regular intervals how the

future could be faced. Eventually he would be told by Hal-

dane: "Oh, by the way, I've managed to get your grant of £50
from X"—and he would be able to see ahead for another three

months.

If Haldane left his own anarchic imprint on the department's

administration

—

"apres mot la deluge" he said to a colleague

on preparing to leave in 1957—the marks which he left on
students and on the department's research were different, if

equally individual. He was now forty, big, bushy-browed, and
with a head which in some ways resembled that of the Dro-

sophila fly which was the raw material for much of his work.

The first contact with him was apt to be unforgettable, as it

was for one zoology student when the professor of genetics

walked unannounced into an unattended class and looked at

the students with their miscellaneous vertebrate bones strewn

across the tables. Haldane, huge and clumsy, carefully picked

up one bone after another. They were far from straight-

forward, including various difficult reptiles and the skull of

a manatee. Haldane stuttered out the names without a fault,

pointed out the diagnostic features of each, and after ten min-
utes walked out without further comment.
He exhibited or, more accurately, appeared to have culti-
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vated an irascibility which would easily collapse. Those who
knocked at his door would probably hear an exasperated

"Yes?" On entry, they would be told by Haldane that he was
often asked why he didn't write a book; the reason, he went
on, was that so many people came knocking at his door for

help with their own work that he couldn't get on with his

own. This was the Haldane defense mechanism at work, always

available for action against the polite curiosity of people who
tended to visit him for little purpose. But if the writer then

backed out with apologies, Haldane was apt to go after him,

call him back, and then give him a full morning's discussion.

His training in both cultures helped. Thus an Indian student

who called to discuss the history of science in relation to the

Greek miracle had a good reception. "After I had posed the

question, he asked me if I had read the plays of Aristophanes,"

he says. "Hearing my reply in the negative, he said he had

thought so and asked me to study particularly The Clouds."

Then he lent the young man his own copy, carefully writing

inside the cover before handing it over: "This book belongs to

JBS Haldane."

When it came to teaching, Haldane had his own ideas. He
more than once said that the whole business of university edu-

cation was to teach people to think; the corollary was that

the more they were personally controlled in their studies, the

less individual thinking they were likely to do. One outcome

was that he often appeared unable to direct properly the work

either of students or of his research colleagues. "When I

joined him as a research student," says James Rendel, "he said

I could have a room, and if I hadn't thought of what I wanted

to do in six months, I was to let him know. This was all the

direction we got until we had collected some data. Then it

was a different story." Scientific discoveries came, after all,

from noting facts that no one had noted before, and for Hal-

dane such discoveries were the stuff of life. Thus he said he

failed to understand one of C. P. Snow's early novels, The

Search. How, asked Haldane, could a man who had once tasted

the joy of scientific discovery be persuaded to give it up in con-
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sequence of so trifling a thing as a setback to his own personal

ambition?

He succeeded in transmitting much of this personal enthu-

siasm to his students. You were either transformed by it, be-

came a devoted Haldane supporter and continued to look on

him, despite his eccentricities, as one of the really great men,

or the Haldane image failed to impress, and you stayed outside

the small group of students and colleagues who gathered

around him during the later 1930's. The resulting impres-

sions of JBS during this period are strikingly different even

when smoothed out by retrospect. "When I started at U.C.,"

says one of his woman students who graduated to become a col-

league, "I went one evening to one of the little workmen's

caf£s on the Euston Road. I noticed a big hunched figure at

one of the tables and recognized it immediately." Haldane

rose, swept off his dirty green beret with his normal affected

courtesy, and asked the student to join him. For the next hour

or more he ranged across the classics and science, the myster-

ies of the universe and the fascinations of research. "The next

thing I remember noticing," she says, "was that the staff was

stacking up the chairs because the cafe was being shut."

Yet in spite of this intermittent ability to spark off lasting

friendships, as this one was, JBS gave the impression of being

lonely, unable to be accepted. The barrier was perhaps epit-

omized in the research students' difficulty in knowing what
to call him. "Professor Haldane" was too formal. "Jack" was

ruled out, since Haldane always maintained that he was called

Jack by his family and by people he didn't like. "JBS" might
have done, but the initials seemed in those days more suited

to commerce than to learning. Eventually he became "Prof,"

natural enough maybe but ironic when one considers that this

was also the name for Frederick Lindemann, later Lord Cher-

well, a man for whom Haldane had less than sympathy in peace

or in war.

In one matter, however, Haldane and Lindemann saw eye to

eye. Both worked hard for the Academic Assistance Council,

which enabled Jewish scientists endangered by Hitler to take

up research in England. And while Lindemann was touring
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Europe in his Rolls-Royce, deftly organizing to England such

men as Simon, Kurti, Mendelssohn and Kuhn, Haldane was
continuing the activities he had begun at the very start of the

Nazi regime.

On January 30, 1933, Adolf Hitler was created Chancellor

of Germany. That afternoon Boris Chain, then a young bio-

chemist of twenty-seven, left the country, arriving in England
the following day with only a few pounds in his pocket, and
soon sought out JBS at University College. Chain had already

published a number of papers. Haldane had read these, real-

ized their importance, and now arranged for the bright little

genius to work at University College under Sir Charles Sher-

rington. "A few months later he got me a more permanent
post under Hopkins at Cambridge," says Chain, "and from
there I went on to work with Florey at Oxford. In fact the whole

of my career in England is really due to Haldane." JBS himself

later described his intuitive response to Chain, the first of

many refugees whom he was to help, as "what posterity may
regard as the best and most important action of my life. . .

."

For Florey and Chain later isolated penicillin. "Perhaps all my
discoveries will be forgotten," JBS mused, "and I shall only

be remembered in the words of the ancient Greek poet Pin-

dar: 'He once nourished the contriver of painlessness, the

gentle limb-guardian Asklepios (Dhanvantari) , the heroic

conqueror of manifold diseases/
"

Chain was the first of many refugees from Germany who
found their way to University College during the next few

years. Less than six months after his arrival, Haldane was writ-

ing a typical letter to Hans Gruneberg, a geneticist in Cologne.

"I am informed that you are out of work," he said. "Have you

considered the possibility of a position in England?" He went

on to outline the work which was going on in his department,

suggested current problems that Gruneberg might be willing

to tackle, and subsequently suggested that although the pay

was small, Gruneberg would "have a reasonable amount of

money left over for music, books and beer (the latter is very

expensive here!)" Following Gruneberg there came Dr. Ur-

sula Philip and then Hans Kalmus, a Czech.
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The rise of the Nazis, of which the coming of the refugees

was an ominous sign, strongly affected Haldane's politics, as

we shall see, but during his first years at University College

he was not unduly left-wing and was at times heard to mutter

under his breath that the place was "as full of bloody Commu-
nists as Cambridge." He would also claim that while his depart-

ment was full of Communists he was a Marxist, although he al-

ways liked one of them more than the rest—Groucho, whose

jokes he knew by heart and would repeat with great gusto.

Haldane enjoyed verbal jokes and puns, described men and

women from the wrong intellectual drawer in the print-

ers' term of "wrong font," and when it came to personal let-

ters would end by writing that he would be glad "2CU2."

Such enthusiasms overflowed into a schoolboy clownishness, so

that he was unable to leave the notices in the gentlemen's lava-

tory as they were; users found themselves requested not to leave

their goats or cats.

He took more care than most scientists to explain his work
to laymen—and not only by the popular articles which he was

by this time producing in great numbers. His attitude is illus-

trated by one typical reply to a letter received after he had
mentioned his immunity to bedbugs, with which he had been

experimenting. "I do not think that [this] is anything to do
with my moral attitude to them as fleas and mosquitoes make
me swell up and I did not know about bedbugs until I tried,"

he wrote. "It is difficult to practice non-violence to such ani-

mals consistently, since some of them feed on nothing but hu-

man beings, and if you did not give them grub fairly fre-

quently they would starve, a death which is very probably less

pleasant than being suddenly squashed or drowned in the

laundry. However, you certainly find out more about them if

you regard them as interesting rather than repulsive."

His work persistently brought him up against the feelings

of the antivivisectionists, but even by the 1930's he would, as a

matter of principle, use an alternative to a "violent" experi-

ment if one were possible. This is, of course, no answer what-

ever to the antivivisectionist. Yet it is true that even at this

date Haldane actively disliked hurting animals. He would not
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allow the cobwebs in his rooms to be removed—because, it

was widely believed, he harbored a dislike for disturbing the

spiders; certainly he would not allow insecticidal sprays to

be used on them, pointing out that this would be dangerous in

a Drosophila laboratory. He was quick to defend himself, and
when accused of torturing mice, following an article in the

press, he replied: "I am actually engaged in studying congen-

ital defects, such as deafness which afflicts all waltzing mice;

if I am a torturer, so is every breeder of these charming little

animals. Actually, my animals are kept under such hygienic con-

ditions that my colleagues are able to study diseases of normal

old age in them. For example, some races of mice are particu-

larly prone to kidney disease, others to cataract. I may add that

no amount of torture will originate a hereditary disease, and
hence if these accusations were true, I should be futile as well

as cruel."

Haldane added to such laboratory stocks as the need arose.

He had been doing so when he arrived at the college by car

one evening. A student who had just tried unsuccessfully to re-

cover some books explained that the college was locked up.

"At this Haldane became very anxious," he remembers. "He
explained that he had just come from America, where he had

collected some mice whose genetic constitution would be en-

tirely different from those in Europe. It was a cold evening.

The mice were getting cold in the car, and unless they could

be got indoors, they would die. His journey to America would
thus have been wasted." There was a certain grotesqueness

about the situation—the huge man locked from his laboratory

and the wretched mice dragged halfway around the world.

Haldane knew what to do. "Together," says the student, "we

forced a window, and the professor and his mice were soon in-

side in the warm."

The breeding stocks—of mice, rats and Drosophila flies

—

formed the main stock in trade of Haldane's department. When
he had been asked, on arrival at University College, what he

wanted, he had at first said: "A study." Later he had elaborated,

adding that a good supply of writing pads and pencils was also

needed—and it is true that the picture of JBS pulling out a
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pad at unlikely moments and getting down to mathematical

problems soon became a familiar sight. His understatement of

requirements was a typical Haldane exaggeration; like most of

the others, it contained the substance of truth. While other

workers might require apparatus of varying degrees of com-

plexity and expense, Haldane required little more than gen-

eration upon generation of laboratory animals, the simple

equipment with which to observe simple characteristics, and

the pencil and paper to record these and to calculate their

significance. This final part of his work would be carried out

in a big leather armchair which rose, rocklike, in the middle

of his study, surrounded by the desert of books and papers

which spread around on chairs, tables and floor, some covered

with dust, some containing reference markers. At times they

formed almost geological strata, each stratum representing a

paper or thesis on which he was at work. Occasionally an item

would arrive which he did not like or which he wished to for-

get. This he would invariably stuff down into one of the crev-

ices of his chair, where it would lie conveniently forgotten un-

til it became ancient history.

Much of the work on mice, rats and Drosophila was shared

by Haldane's colleagues. He himself continued his research on
linkage problems, using for raw material, as we shall see, the

plants bred at the John Innes Horticultural Research Insti-

tution. But he also gave increased study to the problems of

linkage in man and began to apply to this awkward animal

the lessons of his earlier mathematical studies on evolution.

At the same time, and with a disconcertingly broad appraisal,

he ranged out over a wider field, writing in 1934 and 1935
alone on quantum mechanics as a basis for philosophy, on an-

thropology and human biology, on human biology and politics,

on human genetics and human ideals, and on various problems
of mathematical biology. Haldane

—

"Ce n'est pas un homme,
(fest un force de la nature/' said Boris Ephrussi—was already

beginning to consolidate his belief that all science was one;

already he was perceiving in the interrelationships of science

and politics, of politics and philosophy, and of philosophy and
science a unity which he had often suspected.
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Now in 1936 there came two events which were greatly to

affect his life. The first was the death of his father.

By this time seventy-five, still working, a Companion of

Honour, and widely recognized as a pioneer who had taken

physiology into entirely fresh country, John Scott Haldane had
in his later years devoted increasing thought to the philosophi-

cal basis of science. Even before the First World War, he had
delivered four lectures to students at Guys Hospital which had
concluded with the affirmation: "Personality is the great cen-

tral fact of the universe. This world, with all that lies within

it, is a spiritual world." In 1932 he had given the Donellan

Lectures in Dublin, published as The Philosophical Basis of

Biology, and vigorously attacked by such scientists as Joseph

Needham, who commented on the failure of Haldane, both

exact biologist and idealist philosopher, "to differentiate be-

tween the two constituents of this dual personality." Yet the

simplest picture of his beliefs was given not in his published

works but in a letter to his daughter Naomi, written after

his publication of The Sciences and Philosophy in 1929. "I

don't think we can ever know in detail which is God's way, but

we can be confident that it is the way of a realist," he wrote,

"and this brings us, or ought to bring us, peace of mind, cour-

age to fight on with our job, and Christian charity, since God
is not outside ourselves or those around us. The supposed reali-

ties of science, or knowledge of any kind, are only the tools God
works with."

JBS had no such faith. He already firmly believed that if

God existed, which he considered unlikely, He was certainly

not cast in any such mold. In addition, father and son took

diametrically opposed views of the lines along which their dis-

ciplines were developing. "The new physiology is biological

physiology," said John Scott Haldane, "not biophysics or bio-

chemistry. The attempt to analyze living organisms into physi-

cal and chemical mechanism is probably the most colossal

failure in the whole history of modern science." Only a decade

later, JBS was reminding readers that unless a geneticist was a

pupil of Hopkins, "he may sometimes forget that the only
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precise account of the most fundamental phenomena which

he studies must ultimately be a biochemical account."

These differences of view between father and son, combined

with the similarity of initials, was a recurring source of dismay

to JBS. He would open a letter ostensibly addressed to himself,

begin to read, and then drop the letter on the desk before him
holding head in hand and emitting his walruslike "Ought"

He took care to point out on a public platform that Professor

J. S. Haldane was one person and Professor J. B. S. Haldane

was another. And when asked on more than one occasion:

"Are you related to Professor J. B. S. Haldane?" he would

reply: "That depends on whether identity is a relationship."

This meticulous desire that neither should be saddled with

the other's opinions was a sign only of scientific rectitude. Deep
attachment between father and son continued unbroken, and

in 1932, in his preface to The Inequality of Man JBS felt it

necessary to state his annoyance at claims that he had become
alienated from his father. "We agree to differ on some points,"

he wrote. "The only one on which we ever had a serious dis-

pute was a question about thermodynamics."

When the elder Haldane fell ill at Oxford in the middle of

March 1936, his son immediately left London to be by his side,

and he insisted on personally giving blood for a transfusion. His

father died at midnight on March 14—after confiding to his

son: "I've had a telegram that Priestley is dying, too, but I

think it was an imaginary telegram."

In 1936 Haldane's professional life was also to suffer a

change, not to say an upheaval, almost as great as was that of his

personal life. During the summer he was offered, and in the

autumn he took up, the duties of the first Weldon Professor of

Biometry at University College. The appointment was impor-

tant in itself, but it was more important in that it fortuitously

saved him from a private rebuff which he himself, with his love

of a public fight, might have turned into a public humiliation.

Since 1927, JBS had been engaged in what was technically
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part-time work for the John Innes Horticultural Research

Institution; in practice, he had not only carried out much valu-

able research there but had pulled the institution through a

serious internal crisis. But there had been troubles, as there

so often were with JBS, and according to a special committee

set up by the council of the institution at the end of 1936, the

Weldon appointment had one result; it removed the objec-

tionable necessity of sacking Haldane from John Innes. The
story of his relationship with the institution has some elements

of tragedy, since the break with it in early 1937 confirmed once

again his views about authority and may well have encouraged

—some of his friends would put it more strongly—his movement
into the Communist party.

John Innes had been set up in the early years of the century

"for the promotion of horticultural instruction, experiment

and research." Under William Bateson, director from 1910

until his death in 1926, it had been transformed into a nursery

for the growing science of genetics, but with Bateson's death it

faced two dangers. One arose from the fact that many of its

ablest young workers had, on maturity, left the nursery. The
second arose from the constitution of the governing body. In

1926 the John Innes might easily have been heading for dis-

aster. It was saved by two things.

One was the appointment as director of Sir Daniel Hall,

former director of the Rothamsted Experimental Station and

chief scientific adviser to the Ministry of Agriculture. Hall,

already in his sixties, an able administrator, had only one fail-

ing so far as the directorship was concerned: he knew relatively

little of genetics. He did, however, know his own weakness,

and he turned for advice to Julian Huxley, then professor of

zoology at King's College, London. Huxley recommended that

Haldane be brought in as geneticist, and in March 1927 Hal-

dane was engaged—to visit the institution every two weeks

for a day and a night during the Cambridge terms, to spend

one month at the institution at Easter and another during the

summer vacation, and to be free for work there during the

Christmas vacation.

Bateson's work was thus thrust into Haldane's capable care.
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Cyril Darlington, then a colleague of Haldane's at the institu-

tion and later its director, has stressed that this was the salva-

tion of the John Innes. 'Tor ten years Haldane came half the

year at a modest salary, toiling away with those mendelian

ratios which he had described in his first letter to Bateson," he

says. "He sat at the next desk to me. I was drawing chromo-

somes. He was doing sums. No microscopes for him. No calcu-

lating machines, no slide rules, no logarithms even. All long

division sums based upon data collected and recorded by Bate-

son's assistants from plants grown by Bateson's gardeners. The
sheets would pile up. And then there would be a break for

lunch. Bread and cheese, and the fruits of the garden and coffee

and talk. He was not a great talker but he was a good talker.

Not quick or sparkling; naturally, for every statement which

was not outrageously speculative (in the style of Daedalus)

had to be related to fundamental assumptions about the nature

of life or belief and thoroughly purged of emotion or rhetoric.

But philosophical thoughts might be interrupted by a prob-

ably perfect quotation from a lesser-known Latin author ab-

sorbed and preserved at interminable length by his unquench-

able verbal appetite. The meaning was irrelevant and the sound

was monotonous—for speaking on both an inward and an out-

ward breath he could not easily control either the pitch of his

voice or the rhythm of his sentences. But we listened patiently

for he always listened patiently to us."

For ten years Haldane managed to hold the genetic work
of the institution together, partly by sheer force of personal-

ity, by the impression which his towering figure created as

he stood arguing a point like an articulate Rock of Gibraltar,

but partly also by the work which he carried out during this

decade. He was already deep in his work on enzymes. He was
intrigued by the links between chemical cause and physiologi-

cal effect in human beings, and he now became increasingly

intrigued by the links between chemical cause and genetic

result which could be investigated in flowers. Shortly after

joining John Innes, he suggested that joint work should be
started by the institution and Hopkins' laboratory on variation

in flower colors, and later he claimed that this was his most im-
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portant contribution to genetics. The person chosen for the re-

search was a Miss Rose Scott-Moncrieff, and among the results

was the discovery that in certain plants a total of thirty-five

genes were involved in the production of the anthocyanin pig-

ments—the principal blue, purple and red pigments. There
were two results of such work. "By crossing plants with known
chemical characteristics, we can now combine and rearrange

these qualities in their progeny just as surely as we can mix
chemicals together in the laboratory," as Miss Scott-Moncrieff

put it, "and when these controlled biological reactions diverge

from the expected, we obtain important evidence of other

unknown processes which must also be involved." In a wider

field, more became known of the general principles linking

chemical composition and genetic inheritance.

Here at John Innes, with the help of an institution worker,

Miss Dorothea de Winton, Haldane also worked on linkages.

As experimental material he chose the ornamental plant

Primula sinensis, which is found in forms having twice, three

times, and four times the normal number of chromosomes.

First he developed a complicated theory of how linkage would

operate in the case of such polyploids. Then he and Miss de

Winton carried out a long series of experiments involving

three linked genes in the plant. The crossover percentages

were found to be closely similar in the varieties having two

and the varieties having four sets of chromosomes—as forecast

in Haldane's mathematical theory.

While this work helped to keep John Innes on the scientific

map, Haldane's personal position at the institution steadily

became undermined, owing partly to the logic of events, partly

to his constitutional inability to let sleeping dogs lie. Some of

his eccentricities were loved, as when he acknowledged a box

of sugar lumps from the lunch club on his November 5 birth-

day with the following lines on a postcard: "Rockets that might

have graced a duke rose/ To celebrate your box of sucrose/

And my delight at ever cracker owes/ Much to your timely gift

of saccharoe./ Between each bang I went and sucked aside/ A
lump of glucose-fructoside." His instructions were apt to be

unexpected, as when he sent a note to his secretary, headed
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"Wanted" and listing "1. Insignia of order of Holy Ghost. 2.

Mr. Ford's bank balance. 3. Clara Bow. 4. Information on all

trains between 11 a.m. & 5 p.m. from London-Paris. 5. £5
(cheque cashed) 6. 4 safety razor blades (Star or Ever-ready)

from Woolworth. 7. If you can manage, a max of botches. 8.

Karl Marx's 'Kapital' (Everyman's Library)
."

The other side of the coin was a pernickety rudeness, for

which the later very real excuse of constant pain could hardly

be argued, an irritability that went beyond failure to suffer

fools gladly, and a facility for pursuing an argument to the bit-

ter end. "When I was young, I thought he was the greatest man
I was ever likely to meet," says one young graduate who worked

at a bench at John Innes during this period, "but with time I

modified this view—feeling that no man who could behave

so intolerably with his inferiors could be really great."

In addition, John Innes was, first and foremost, a horticul-

tural institution. For a while Haldane certainly gave his recre-

ation in Who's Who as "gardening," but his friends felt that

this was more an act of faith than a comment on work done.

Just as he was almost perversely unhandy with a microscope

and all thumbs with many delicate instruments—although

finely perceptive when touching living things—so it was clear

that spade, fork or pruning knife were not for him. Thus there

was no chance that irascibility would be pardoned by common
interest or an outburst of bad temper be overlooked because

the culprit had been born with such green fingers.

These little irritations were put into shadow by the growing

unhappiness of relations between Haldane and the director.

Here Haldane no doubt had a genuine grievance; he nursed

it carefully. When Sir Daniel had written to the chairman

of the council in 1926, proposing that a full-time geneticist be

employed, he had added: "He should be a man also of general

capacity who could be expected to succeed to the Directorship."

Haldane himself has claimed that he "went to Merton with

the promise that Sir D. H. would retire in 1932," and it was
taken for granted by many of the staff that the succession would
take place fairly soon. In 1929 Sir Daniel reached the age of

sixty-five—but saw no reason for retiring. It has been stated,
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perhaps with more truth than charity, that Lady Hall had no
wish to be succeeded by Mrs. Haldane at the pleasant home
which went with the John Innes directorship. Whatever the

reason, Sir Daniel hung on. In 1934 he passed the age of

seventy, but he still gave no sign of retiring, a situation

which, it was stated two years later, precipitated a number of

"unhappy incidents." Just what these incidents were, it is

difficult to disentangle from the silence of Sir Daniel and the

vituperative comments which Haldane committed to his Royal

Society notes and his correspondence. The least of the charges

was that Hall "messed up my work very badly about 1935 by

using my genetical material to test a compost which happened

to kill off the weaker stocks."

The truth was very different. What happened was that one

year the Primula sinensis, which was the main winter crop,

picked up a hitherto unknown fungus which caused a collar

rot and led to great losses. The curator of the garden, J. W. C.

Lawrence, consulted a firm which gave him the formula for

their sterilized compost. The following season the P. sinensis

seeds were sown in this, and the remedy was worse than the

disease: P. sinensis proved to be very sensitive to the excess

nitrogen which arose from the method the firm used at the time,

and the majority of the seeds failed to germinate. Lawrence

then took the problem apart and developed the now famous

"John Innes Compost." The formula did the trick, and there

was no further trouble. Hall had nothing to do with the in-

cident except for the concern he naturally felt for any trouble

arising in the gardens.

In June 1935 Sir Daniel made a sincere attempt to hold the

ship together. "As you prefer a written constitution and as I

desire to guard against any suggestion that I don't hold to my
word," he wrote to Haldane, "here are the conditions of our

collaboration in the control of the Institution." These con-

ditions covered employment of staff and programs of work.

They did not cover everything, but Sir Daniel hoped they

would be seen as "evidence that I want to work in complete

agreement with you and to give you every opportunity of join-

ing with me in the responsibility for the work of the Institu-
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tion. ... I want your confidence and will give you mine."

It was not exactly confidence that Haldane wanted; he

would have preferred the directorship. The unhappy situation

grew unhappier, and in the summer of 1936 a committee was

set up to inquire into the organization of the institution and

the conditions of appointment of the staff. The members of the

committee had, they later reported, "considered the question

of terminating Mr. Haldane's services by giving him formal

notice." Then out of the blue there came news that JBS was

to be offered the Weldon Chair. By the autumn of 1937 ne

would be fully occupied at University College—or, as the com-

mittee put it, "fortunately circumstances have arisen which,

quite apart from the relations now existing between him and
the Director, should lead to his early resignation.

"

It is implied in the committee's report that the switch from

the chair of genetics to the chair of biometry would involve

JBS in so much additional work that the John Innes task would
automatically be ruled out. This was probably a polite euphe-

mism, for Haldane had, in fact, been interviewed by the com-

mittee before he had accepted the Weldon Chair and was "not

left in any doubt' ' of its decision to appoint a full-time geneti-

cist. Thus when he accepted the new appointment in London,

he already knew that the running of John Innes, on which he

had set so much, had escaped him.

The crucial period was between the end of November
1936 and the end of the following February. It has been sug-

gested that had Haldane been offered the directorship, he

would have found it more difficult to vacillate over the great

Lysenko controversy which was just raising its head, that he

would have had less time and less inclination to espouse the

Communist cause. This is possible but appears unlikely. Hal-

dane was already a firm non-Establishment man; personal

events were already driving him to Spain, and if he had become
director of John Innes, he might well have tried to tie it to the

tail of Lysenko's comet.

As Weldon Professor, Haldane now began work as a bio-

metrician, concerned with, "an attempt to substitute mathe-
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matical expressions for such useful, if slightly vague, biological

expressions as race, type, heredity & variation." Founded by a

bequest from the widow of Walter Weldon, who had helped

to create the science of biometry at the end of the nineteenth

century, the Weldon Chair was the first of its kind in any Brit-

ish university, and Haldane accepted it in the hope of great

things to come. He was to be disappointed. He never got a

building for his own use and in 1957 claimed he would never

have accepted the chair had he not been promised accommoda-
tion. "Owing to the war, and for other reasons, this promise

was not kept/' he complained. "I have been unable to carry

out the duties of the chair adequately." However, Haldane had

accepted, and he began his first course of ten lectures in

October.

By this time he had been joined by one junior colleague

who was to play a significant part in his life. Her name was

Helen Spurway, and in 1934, at the age of nineteen, she had
attended Haldane's elementary genetics lectures. Four years

later she took her Ph.D. but long before this had become a

semipermanent feature of Haldane's department, helping

where she could, learning what she could, and quickly becom-

ing a member of the small group over whom JBS exercised

his personal attraction. From the first, he liked her. She made
no bones about her feelings and was widely reported to have

said that two of her current aims in life were to take a degree

and to marry Professor Haldane. The outspokenness was typical.

In the i93o's Helen Spurway was a trim, dark-haired young

woman of considerable attraction and irrepressible energy.

However, these were not her most remarkable qualities, which

were threefold and very different. One was an ability to ex-

pound her views at great length, at top pitch and with a ferocity

not easily quenched. With this went a combination of honesty

and moral courage which frequently meant, in practice, speak-

ing the unpalatable truth as she saw it. Less obvious, and to

be revealed only during the war, was a physical courage, sup-

ported by the scientist's clinical attitude no doubt, but of a

quality rarely seen in men and rarely looked for in women.

These were not accommodating qualities. But it is easy to
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understand Haldane's instinctive reaction to them; honesty and

courage are awkward virtues, but JBS was never a man who
looked for the easy options. Throughout the two decades of

work at University College which followed Haldane's Weldon
Professorship, Helen Spurway was to become an increasingly

essential part of his life.

The kind of research on which he was to be engaged for

these years is shown by the report of his first year's work. "My
colleagues, Philip, Spurway, and Street and I have investigated

natural populations of the house mouse, two insects and one

plant, with a view to a causal analysis of their variation," this

went. "The results have been, or will shortly be, published. I

have also published an analysis, by modern methods, of a large

group of the late Professor Pearson's data on human inheri-

tance. With characteristic scientific integrity he had pre-

sented them in such a form that workers who did not share all

his theoretical opinions could make the fullest possible use of

his observations. I have made several contributions to statisti-

cal theory. My colleague Dr. Griineberg is opening a new
chapter in pathology by his investigations of hereditary disease

in animals." Much of this, as was typical with Haldane, in-

volved the study and analysis of other workers' results. He
himself carried out little practical research, and it seems likely

that his work did suffer from this, as is often claimed. Thus
his colleague, Professor Penrose, has noted that many of his

speculations on sex linkage have been proved to be not valid

and that "his errors here were the result of accepting published

medical records uncritically."

During these years immediately preceding the outbreak of

the Second World War, Haldane devoted an increasing amount
of his time to human genetics. A good deal of his work con-

cerned the problem of mutation, that process by which a gene

is mysteriously transformed. Evolution largely takes place, it

was already being realized in the 1930's, by the natural selec-

tion of mutations, the majority of which have a harmful effect

on an organism; even before the question of mutations caused

by nuclear fission became a political issue as well as a scientific

problem, it was appreciated that greater knowledge of these
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transformations would provide a valuable instrument for the

study of genetics.

Haldane made two important contributions to the subject.

One, published in Nature in 1936, provided the first estimate

of the mutation rate in man—the number of mutations which
could be expected to take place naturally in any number of

generations. The second, published in the American Naturalist

two years later under the title "The Effect of Variation on
Fitness," has become of increasing interest during the last

twenty years as the effects of nuclear explosions have come
under discussion. For what Haldane showed in convincing detail

was that the effect on a population of recurrent harmful mu-
tations depends not so much on the harmfulness of the newly

mutated genes as on the rate at which the mutations take place

over the generations. It is, in fact, as though the degree

of drunkenness were affected more by the speed of drinking

than by the alcohol content of the drink.

As a result of his earlier interest in linkage problems, Hal-

dane now began to study the position of specific genes on the

human X chromosome—for technical reasons the only human
chromosome into which investigations could practicably take

place. In other words, he started building up a map showing

where on the chromosome lay genes having specific effects

in much the same way that a railway map shows where various

stations lie along the line. This had already been done for cer-

tain laboratory-bred animals—notably by Sturtevant in the

United States, working on Drosophila. The problem presented

by humans was infinitely more difficult—partly because the

number of humans with requisite traits is likely to be less num-
erous than that of experimental animals, partly because their

pedigrees are, in the required sense, less detailed. A further

point is that map positions can be deduced only when more than

one identifiable gene is handed down at a time, and with hu-

mans this is unusual. Despite these problems, Haldane suc-

ceeded in 1935 in preparing a provisional map of the X chromo-

some, showing the positions on it of the genes causing color

blindness, severe light-sensitivity of the skin, night blindness, a

particular skin disease, and two varieties of eye peculiarity.
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The following year he began with a colleague, Dr. Julia Bell,

to investigate how close the link was between the gene which

caused color blindness and that which caused hemophilia. Be-

hind this work, as behind much that Haldane did, there lay a

feeling for practical utility. Hemophilia can, as it happens, be

detected more easily than color blindness. But to discover how
such linkages could be accurately measured might have impor-

tant results. If, "to take a possible example,
,, Haldane and Bell

later wrote, "an equally close linkage were found between the

genes determining blood group" and that determining Hunt-

ington's chorea, "we should be able, in many cases, to pre-

dict which children of an affected person would develop this

disease and to advise on the desirability or otherwise of their

marriage. " For the traceable member of two genes might sug-

gest the existence of another, potentially lethal, which would
otherwise have remained concealed until its effects became

evident in some luckless human being.

It first became necessary for Haldane and Bell to track down
as large a number of hemophiliacs as possible, to reconstruct

their family pedigrees and to discover which members of the

families, if any, also suffered from color blindness. At first there

were difficulties in tracing sufficient families; then they

tried St. Bartholomew's Hospital, where a particularly famous

dentist was practicing. He was the man to whom hemophiliacs

were often sent when teeth had to be extracted, and in Barts

there was a long list of hemophiliacs which could be used as a

starting point. Not all were willing to cooperate readily, and
Dr. Bell long remembered how she and Haldane gathered to-

gether a particularly large family; one member was expected

to be "difficult," but an explanation by Haldane of what science

was and of what it might be able to do brought him successfully

around to full cooperation. And the complete investigation of

one group was stopped by a family quarrel when a member
wrote: "Though I bear at present the name of X ... I con-

sider myself of no blood relationship to that family and no
useful purpose would be served by visiting me."

Eventually the pedigrees were as complete as possible. In

one, all the four living hemophiliacs were color blind, while
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four nonhemophiliac brothers and one nonhemophiliac son

of a hemophiliac's sister were not color blind
—

"thus," said

Haldane and Bell, "in this case the family linkage between
hemophilia and color blindness has been complete." Other
examples were less than perfect. But the results ruled out any

theory of a physiological connection between the two diseases,

and the probability that the findings were due to a run of luck

was estimated at about one in a million. "It is, moreover,"

they added, "difficult to frame any hypothesis other than

linkage which will account for the results."

In six of the pedigrees collected during this investigation,

hemophilia had fairly clearly been produced by mutation; in

other words, in these cases the gene normally concerned in the

clotting of blood had been transformed, by a process of which

little is even now known, into the inactive gene whose visible

effect was nonclotting, or hemophilia. Mutation of such genes

was, as Haldane pointed out later, one reason for the continu-

ance of the disease. For hemophiliacs frequently die young
and, on the average, beget about a quarter as many children

as normal people. In fact, to account for those living in Britain

in the logo's, Haldane calculated, it would have been neces-

sary for the whole population to have been hemophiliac 1,000

years previously—had it not been for the process of mutation,

which he estimated occurred once for every 50,000 people per

generation.

For JBS, hemophilia had the double attraction of a sub-

ject of both scientific value and sociological impact. For Queen
Victoria had been a transmitter of the disease which had ap-

peared by mutation, most probably "in the nucleus of a cell in

one of the testicles of Edward, Duke of Kent, in the year 1818."

And through its effects on the Czarevitch Alexis and the heir

apparent to Alfonso XIII at the time of the revolution in 1931,

"Queen Victoria played a minor, but not insignificant part

m bringing about the Russian and Spanish Revolutions," as

Haldane said in a long and intriguing article, "A Study of

Haemophilia in the Royal Families of Europe."

Much of his work had a more direct and less esoteric relation

to human problems. He spent some time testing a calculation
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of the proportion of color-blind daughters to be expected from

a color-blind man who married a first cousin. He showed

mathematically that some genes which were dangerous or lethal

if received from both parents must carry some advantage if

they were received from one parent only—a theory which

alone, he showed, could explain their continuing numbers.

Years later the theory was found to be true of sickle-cell anemia,

produced by a double dose of genes, a single dose of which not

only fails to produce sickle cell but also produces an increased

resistance to malaria.

Haldane liked to stress that science was directly involved in

human problems, and in Heredity and Politics, published in

1938, he examined "certain suggested applications of biology

to political science." The first part of the book was a simple

exposition of human genetics and was followed by chapters

dealing with the inequality of man, sterilization of the unfit,

differential birthrates and the effects of so-called racial differ-

ences. In it Haldane was able to indulge in his favorite pastime

of puncturing illusions, and he pointed out that sterilization

of the unfit was both ethically questionable and practically in-

effective. His statistical background enabled him to wonder
whether "the death-rate among potters from bronchitis is still

eight times that of the general population'* and to ask whether,

if so, "it would not be unreasonable if a certain proportion of

the funds devoted to pottery research at Stoke-on-Trent were

spent on research on potters rather than pots." He was, despite

his reputation, a kind man, and the whole trend of his argu-

ments as put forward in this book was exemplified by his ques-

tions as to why sound people should be taxed to support the

unsound. "The answer to this is not a matter of biology," he

said. "In most human societies it is regarded as a duty to help

our weak or unfortunate fellows. This may be a fallacy. I do not

think that it is, but I clearly cannot argue the matter here."

Throughout the mid- logo's Haldane became almost a British

institution. He stood in the fashionable way for the rectorship

of Glasgow University—coming at the bottom of the poll with

220 votes against Churchill's 281, the Scottish nationalist's

364 and the Peace Pledge Union's Dick Sheppard with 538.
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He took on Arnold Lunn in a long series of letters which pro-

vided blow and counterblow in an argument published as "Sci-

ence and the Supernatural." Even the most charitably disposed

toward religion probably agreed with Nature's verdict that

Lunn "although a clever controversialist, is not in the religious

sphere the equivalent of Professor Haldane in the scientific

sphere." Though neither opponent achieved a knockout, JBS
won on points.

In spite of the book, JBS had an undogmatic approach to

inexplicable experiences and once described how he went into

his home and saw himself sitting in his own chair, smoking

his favorite pipe. "Irregular" was his word for the phenomenon,
"indigestion" his explanation. He walked across the room and
sat down on his own image. Of such fringe phenomena as ESP
he was open-minded and once said of telepathy: "I daresay it

does happen, but it's still a damned intrusion on one's privacy."

He gave such extensive evidence to the Archbishop of Canter-

bury's commission on the prohibitions of marriage on the

grounds of kindred and affinity that it was printed as an Ap-

pendix. And when he made a second visit to the United States,

he not only lectured on biological problems at Columbia Uni-

versity but spoke on two successive days to the Book and Play

Club in Chicago on science and human life and to the city's

Council on Foreign Relations on "Is There a Chosen Race?"

Moreover, he continued to write. Here, as in science, his

interests and his output were too large and too various to be

accommodated by the channels which would have satisfied most

men. In the trenches, two decades earlier, he had produced not

merely a scientific paper but the bulk of a full-length novel

whose characters had deplored the war in bitter terms.

Now, as he supplied editors with articles, papers and essays on

genetics, sociology and cosmology, keeping all the subjects in

play like the multicolored balls of a juggler's act, he also found

time to write "My Friend, Mr. Leakey," a unique example

of how science—and much more—can be made both intelligible

and entertaining to children.

All this would have provided enough work for most men.

By the late 1930's, however, JBS had been drawn deep into

politics.
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Really Facing the Dictators

By
1937 Haldane was a dedicated Marxist and an open sup-

1 porter of the Communist party, although not yet a member
of it. Like many other men, he had been driven into the party's

arms by the combined efforts of Hitler, General Franco, and the

Chamberlain government. "Perhaps my final conversion," he

wrote, "dates from Mr. Eden's signature of a pact of friendship

with Mussolini when Italian bombers were sinking British

ships."

Only a few years earlier he had been, if he could be cate-

gorized at all, a pinkish liberal. "I had a nice academic job

which I supplemented by writing essays that were a little ad-

vanced without being troublesome to anyone of importance,"

as he put it. "I was a mild Socialist in the sense that I thought

it would be a good thing if the state took over some of our more
grossly monopolistic industries. But I did not take politics very

seriously." Indeed, where his glance turned toward that sub-

ject he revealed a distinctly non-Marxist vein. In The Causes of

Evolution he had noted that "with regard to the doctrines of

Darwin's great contemporary, Marx, it is possible to adopt

socialism but not historical materialism." Similarly, writing in

1931 one of the articles for the popular newspapers he was later

to deride, he pointed out that Europe was "threatened by two
types of civilisation on its east and west, namely Communism
and Americanism, which claim to be improvements on it.

Both of these interest me enormously, and I think that we
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could copy some features of each with advantage. I should like

London to have as good operas as New York and as good bio-

logical teaching for the average person as Moscow. But I do not

desire that London should adopt either of their standards of

personal liberty. ... I cannot accept the American and Com-
munist ideals, because both are too exclusively economic."

Even four years later, speaking to students in 1935, he warned
that Marxists believed that the transition in society which he

himself saw as inevitable could come about only with consider-

able bloodshed. "It is up to you to prove that the Communists
are wrong by seeing that a peaceful transition is possible," he

said. "The more people believe it to be possible, the more likely

it is that the Communists are wrong."

That Haldane moved from this position to the far left in a

matter of years was largely a result of the logic of history—he

did not move so much as was pushed. Yet this was not the only

explanation. There were others, and their complexities helped

to qualify Haldane's Communism, however much he sought,

out of loyalty to a cause, to conceal such qualifications from the

public gaze. One attraction of the Communist party's red ban-

ners was that the majority of Haldane's friends were shocked

by them. He had an inborn puckishness which pushed him
onto the unpopular side in any argument, and St. John Ervine's

comment is only just too exaggerated to be literally true.

"Roughly speaking," he says, "Haldane may be said to be a

Conservative when he is in the company of Socialists, and a

Socialist when he is in the company of Conservatives. To a

Primrose Leaguer he talks like a Bolshevist; to a Bolshevist he

talks like a Rotarian." He might have added that in a Com-
munist state he would almost inevitably have drifted into the

position of an underground right-wing leader.

However, Haldane was predisposed to Communism by far

more than bloody-mindedness or personal frustration. The
party stressed the ineptness of the higher military command-

ers during the First World War, a subject on which JBS was

always pleased to produce ample supporting evidence. Party

members had crusaded against the conception of God in a way

of which he wholly approved. They had, moreover, been among
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the first to see science as a utilitarian subject directed toward

the needs of the many rather than as a philosophical discipline

understood by the few—an attitude which appealed to more

than one side of Haldane's character.

His own tendency to consider science almost exclusively in

the light of human problems—in one way a reflection of his

father's work in the Dundee slums—had become the subject

of controversy long before JBS entered the Communist fold.

Thus in December 1933 Professor A. V. Hill, considering the

status of scientists in a world of acute political tension, had

commented in Nature, "If scientific people are to be accorded

the privileges of immunity and tolerance by civilised societies,

however, they must observe the rules/' Haldane, justifying the

second half of his later description as a cuddly cactus, thought

the cap fitted him and questioned whether Hill had "done a

service to science by penning a sentence which might be inter-

preted as meaning that his profession should only be tolerated

in so far as it is muzzled." Any doubt about the personal over-

tones of the argument were dispelled by Hill's reply. "Of
course," he said, "I should not condemn men for studying hu-

man diet, but the motive should be the discovery of scientific

facts, not the demonstration that the British working class is

underfed. ... A reputation gained by scientific achievement,

and the immunity accorded to scientific pursuits, should not

be lightly used to extort consideration in other respects."

By the mid-1930's JBS was already seeing, quite naturally,

the political overtones of almost any scientific development or

discovery. To this extent he was certainly not "conned" into

the party; the legend of Haldane as the simple scientist be-

mused by the political complexities of a world he did not under-

stand may be satisfying but is remote from reality. He came
of his own free will, and he might more than once have spoken
out in open criticism of the party—as he more than once threat-

ened—had it not been for his belief that Communism alone

could provide the instrument needed for the drastic surgical

operation on affairs which he felt was necessary. "Your point
about constructive and destructive activities is all right," he
once wrote to his sister Naomi. "But you (and the Labour Party)
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will have to realise that construction of a serious . . . can't

start till the necessary destruction is done. I used to want to be
constructive, but for at least 4 years I have realised that the

work was idle. . . . Why worry, you are in good company.
Your study of Christianity should have taught you that J.C.

inter alia is reported to have said: Tor this cause came I into

the world that I might destroy the works of the devil.' I think

in your recent book you hardly emphasized the destructive or

revolutionary element in the primitive church. The construc-

tive element, loving your neighbour and all that, will only

work after destroying the works of the devil, such as class so-

ciety, and then it will probably be fairly automatic. Till then

it is only fully effective in small revolutionary organisations

such as you described."

Haldane thus supported Communism for the good which he

felt would come from it. Yet his attitude, to its theory as well

as to its practice, changed throughout the years. What is con-

fusing is that the attitude which he showed to the world was at

all times incomplete and was sometimes misleading. Thus, up
to 1948, the date which marked the watershed of the Lysenko

argument, his public and almost ignominious acceptance of all

that the Communists said and did was privately qualified by a

host of disagreements, limitations, and suggestions. After 1948,

when in the popular mind Haldane became one of the Johnny-

come-lately ex-Communists, his faith in Marxism remained un-

shattered even though he could no longer stomach some of its

practical applications under Stalin.

All these are overtones to the fact that in the mid-1930's

Haldane moved into the Communist camp. The movement
had begun in a leisurely way as he realized what was happen-

ing to German science under Adolf Hitler. "I began to realise,"

he later wrote, "that even if professors leave politics alone,

politics won't leave professors alone." He soon found himself,

moreover, appealing on platforms not only for money which

would help refugees but for funds to help victims of Hitler in

general. "Sometimes," he has written, "I found myself speak-

ing with a Mr. Harry Pollitt, and discovered that he talked

sense, which rather surprised me, for he was a Communist."
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Most of those who had previously put him off Communism, he

added, were not party members but intellectuals who thought

that Marxism was a nice theory. Haldane could have stuck at

this point—as, he admitted, most of his advanced academic

colleagues had stuck. They had had enough fighting in the First

World War. Their aims had not been achieved. And middle-

aged professors were, in any case, receptive to what Haldane

called Housman's profoundly ignoble slogan: "Let us endure

an hour and see injustice done."

The benevolent nonintervention with which the British gov-

ernment greeted the rise of the right-wing dictatorship in Eu-

rope would probably have driven Haldane into the arms of

the Communist party whatever else happened. This was, after

all, the period during which Marxist predictions were coming

true almost daily. In fact, much did happen. From the mid-

i93o's onward a number of personal factors edged him in the

same direction. To his daily contact with the problems of the

refugees there was added in 1934 the effect of the ban which

the BBC imposed on his broadcast on the causes of war. Dean
Inge was one speaker in the series. Sir Norman Angell was

another, while a third was Lord Beaverbrook. The BBC, try-

ing to keep the balance fair, one must hope, invited Haldane to

take part; when they saw his text, their courage failed them,

and they had second thoughts about holding the balance.

Judged by contemporary standards, the talk was innocuous

enough, merely putting forward the respectable if not always

accepted theory that capitalism is one of the main causes of

war. Haldane compared the University of Oxford, which had
conferred an Honorary degree on Zaharoff, the arms king,

with the vice-chancellor of Leeds University, who had recently

censured a lecturer for making a speech in favor of peace. And
he concluded by saying that if the world really wanted peace,

"we must examine all the causes of war, economic and tech-

nical, as well as psychological and political. We must be pre-

pared to associate with all sorts of people, from Bishops to Bol-

sheviks, who share our view." When the BBC refused to broad-

cast the text in its existing form, Haldane offered to tone down
some of the Socialism and cut the controversial material at the
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end. "They still refused," he wrote later. "I did not feel justi-

fied in cutting my pleas for food storage and ARP, so the

broadcast was not given." However, the Daily Herald had a

stronger stomach and published the text on November 3, 1934.
Almost exactly one month later the Walwal incident took

place on the Ethiopian frontier, and the following year Italy in-

vaded Ethiopia. In March 1936 the Germans reoccupied the

Rhineland, and three months later a group of officers rose in

revolt against the Spanish Republican government. Haldane
was ripe for conversion.

Within a few months of the outbreak of the Spanish Civil

War, Haldane had visited the secretary of the British Commu-
nist party in his King Street headquarters, had visited the Spanish

ambassador and discussed antigas precautions with him, and
was already preparing for the first of three visits to Spain.

During these visits, Haldane advised the Spanish government
on the precautions to be taken against gas attack. He advised

them on the best way of protecting civilian inhabitants against

the steadily increasing rebel air raids. He visited the front as a

free-lance observer and wrote extensively about his experiences

when he returned to England.

His loyalties were never in doubt, and the strength of his per-

sonal feelings is shown in his reply to a letter suggesting that

he meet Douglas Jerrold, an ardent supporter of the rebel

leader, General Franco. "I understand," he wrote, "that Mr.

Jerrold made arrangements for conveying Franco to Spain by

air last year. I have seen the results of this action. I have seen lit-

tle children torn to pieces before their mothers' eyes. I have

seen women crushed under their own houses by the explosion

of foreign bombs imported by the 'patriot' Franco. I have seen

this occurring many miles from the scene of fighting or even

from factories where munitions were being made." And to a

suggestion that he might spend a very pleasant evening with

Jerrold, he commented: "I regard this suggestion that I should

take pleasure in meeting such a person as a gross insult, and I

demand an apology by return of post. I note that, according to

the Press, Mr. Jerrold has also insulted the Catholic Church by
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describing Franco as a saint. I have said some hard things of the

Church, but I trust that I have never sunk as low as that."

Although Haldane wrote and lectured extensively on the

Spanish Civil War, his personal impact on it was small; it is re-

markable how rarely he is mentioned even in the accounts of

the fighting later produced by the British members of the In-

ternational Brigade. Yet if his effect on the war was slight, the

effect of the war on him was considerable and lasting. He spent

a total of only a few months in Spain, but they confirmed his be-

lief that only the Communists would stand up to the dictators.

It would be unfair to say that Haldane enjoyed the little

front line fighting that he saw or the experience of being

bombed in Madrid and other Spanish cities and towns. He was

always quick to feel the suffering of others and too practiced an

observer to miss the horrors. Yet if the danger which he expe-

rienced in Spain was only relative, it was enough to give him
back the excitement of his youth. This man who had actually

enjoyed Flanders' fields could not remain unmoved by his ex-

periences. Like Hemingway, who also wanted to recapture his

youth, or Chalmers Mitchell, who went to the war at the age

of seventy just "to be in it," Haldane was drawn by a need al-

most as emotional as intellectual. One part of him remained the

objective scientist; on the other there brushed off some of the

romantic glory of the International Brigade, and Haldane was

in the right mood to be transformed by it. "I first met him,"

says one of its members, "at a Christmas party we held in the

headquarters of the British Battalion in the village of Mas de

las Matas jusc before we set off for the Battle of Teruel. He
struck me as a big shaggy bear enjoying a picnic."

There were two ways in which the Spanish War changed Hal-

dane so that he came out of it a different man. In Britain he

had seen people protesting against the rise of Fascism; in Spain

he saw people fighting it. It is significant that one of the few

times he ever lost his temper with a much-respected colleague,

Dr. Julia Bell, with whom he carried out his work on hemo-
philia, was when she warned him, as he left for Spain, not to get

himself killed. "He blew up completely," she says, "saying that

if only a few people like him did get killed, it would make peo-
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pie in Britain understand what Fascism really was." And in

Spain he saw that it was mainly the Communists who were
welding together the varied pro-government parties into a co-

herent front against the rebels; the situation confirmed his be-

lief that in an imperfect world, support for the Communists
represented the least unsatisfactory option. As a footnote to this

belief, he saw how different events looked when they were first

seen in Spain and then viewed in Britain after being filtered

through Parliament and the press. His surprise was perhaps

a little ingenuous, but it confirmed his worst suspicions about

politicians. It also led him to claim that the only thing you
could believe in a newspaper was the date. This presumably

excluded his own contributions.

The Spanish War had one other important effect on Hal-

dane. It turned him, over a matter of twenty months or so, into

one of the few British scientists who could speak with authority

on air raids as they were experienced during the 1930's rather

than during the First World War. This put him on the higher

ground when the authorities in Britain were pushed, still pro-

testing, into taking the first ARP (air raid precaution) meas-

ures.

On his first visit to Spain, Haldane went to Madrid, having ac-

quired an outfit of black leather jacket, breeches, and motor-

cyclist's cap with visor. In this he arrived at the Spanish Min-

istry of Defense, where he was soon advising its members on

what gases the Franco air force was most likely to use and what

precautions should be taken. Mustard gas seemed the most

likely, and Haldane himself was injured during tests of the in-

effective gas masks available. He also discovered what he could

about the research still going on in the capital. "Professor I.

de Zulueta, in the intervals of hiding the more precious con-

tents of the biological museum in cellars, was continuing his

work on the polymorphic beetle Phytodecta variabilis/
9

he later

reported. "Professor Salan, of Salamanca, was very appropri-

ately breeding the 'explosive cucumber,' Ecballium elaterium.

. . . Our discussion of these topics was interrupted by an air

raid."

He hitchhiked to the front, finding the process difficult and his
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appearance often suspect, and he also made a twelve-hour

journey to Alicante with refugees from Madrid. "The train

was six hours late," he wrote. "As I was a privileged person, and

also suffering from the after-effects of influenza and from vio-

lent rheumatism, I was not only allowed to wait in a waiting-

room, but even given a first-class ticket. However, if the class-

less society has not been fully realised elsewhere in Spain, it

has certainly been achieved in the railway trains. I got into a

coach, third-class as it happened, and forced my way into the

corridor.
,,

Here, where he slept for most of the night, the chil-

dren and the dogs relieved themselves on the floor. The win-

dows were closed but, as he pointed out, all smells were oblit-

erated by the long cigars called dinameros, since they were

used for lighting bombs. "It may be that their smoke possesses

germicidal power," he wrote. "To a man like myself, already

suffering from laryngitis, they were more nearly homicidal." He
spent some time in the trenches, although he was not involved

in action. "As I was bombing officer to the ist. (Guards) Bri-

gade of the BEF in 1915," he subsequently wrote, "I am rather

a snob about trench warfare. There was plenty to criticise." He
knew more than most of his companions about the business of

staying alive in the front line
—"whenever my companions

started an animated conversation in full view of the enemy, I

lay down," he commented.

This first visit was followed by a second in the spring of 1937
and by a third during the winter. On the second visit Haldane

wore flannels, which together with his accent caused him to be

arrested as a potential bourgeois spy. He was soon released but

tended to make much of the incident, wrote of himself being

brought before a military tribunal, and said that the Spanish

had "rounded up a number of foreigners and, I think, one was

shot." Sensibly enough, he switched from "bourgeois" flannels

to proletarian corduroys, and before his third visit a new pair

was presented to him by colleagues at University College. For

the ceremony, one of his students had drawn his portrait on a

blackboard in the gift corduroys—fat before going to Spain and
emaciated on his expected return. Haldane, queerly embar-

rassed, hastily rubbed out the drawings.
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On all three visits to Spain, Haldane traveled rough and lived

rough, sleeping in stables with refugees and mules, traveling

back to Madrid on one cold night on the outside of a truck,

jammed precariously between cases of ammunition. He lived

for some days as an ordinary soldier, acting on one occasion as

interpreter between an Italian who spoke French and a Hun-
garian who spoke German. In Barcelona he contributed to the

Spanish blood bank. And he volunteered to act as the Daily

Worker correspondent at the front to ensure "that Eden does

not keep the truth from the people in Britain.
,,

It was, however, his observations of what happened in air

raids, of what protection could be given, and of what could not,

which were to be of particular importance for the future. In

Madrid, Barcelona, and many smaller towns he went about

the business of observing, recording, and applying his statistical

expertise to the effects of modern bombs dropped under con-

temporary conditions. Very little was known about this, and

much of the work tentatively being done in Britain was purely

theoretical or, at best, based on experiences in the First World
War.

While Haldane concentrated on the factual problems of

protection required for tonnages expected, he was acutely

aware of the psychological effects of modern bombing. He
admitted that once having been bombed on a Spanish high-

way, he could not drive along a road, either in Spain or for

some weeks later in England, without instinctively looking for

cover on either side. He agreed that bombing produced an

overwhelming if irrational desire to get underground—even

though it might be safer to remain aboveground. And he per-

sonally went through one experience which greatly moved this

man who had noted, without undue concern, the shambles

of the western front.

He was sitting on a park seat in Madrid when an air raid

began. Maybe he felt as he had felt during a broadcast during

an earlier raid— "I feel I should like to make a dive for one of

the many cellars which are labeled as refuges. But I can't. I am
for the moment a citizen of Madrid, and I have to be as brave
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as the other citizens, women and children as well as men."

Whatever the reason, JBS remained sitting. So did an elderly

woman on the same seat. Then a bomb dropped nearby—and

the woman was killed instantaneously, apparently by a bomb
splinter. The experience severely shook Haldane—more se-

verely, it appears, than anything which he had experienced in

Flanders. "It was not that he was frightened of getting

killed," explained a friend to whom he later recounted the in-

cident. "It was that he had so many things to do."

One result of the strong convictions confirmed in Haldane by

the Spanish Civil War was a difference of opinion with his

mother. The details are unknown, but the feelings aroused

can be gauged by a letter from Mrs. Haldane which JBS kept

among his papers. "Dear Jack," this ran, "My most casual ac-

quaintance could hardly fail to know what I feel about the sink-

ing of British ships, so I do not think there is any use in my an-

swering your remarks on the matter. I have read the draft of a

letter I wrote to you in December, 1936, and nothing I wrote

then applies to this question.

"I agree with you that if I had 'accused' you of cowardice

during the 1914-18 war, it would argue a 'pathological state of

mind' (I quote from yr. letter dated February 2nd., received

yesterday February 7th.) I deny that I ever said so, & it is surely

late in the day to bring an accusation of that sort against your

mother.

"I was very proud of you in 1914-18."

Returning from his final Spanish journey, Haldane gave a

typical display of the mingled rudeness and charm which was

apt to confuse casual acquaintances. On the train from Paris to

the Channel he was joined in the restaurant car by a young
Australian artist returning from the Mediterranean, her first

journey in Europe. How surprising that there should be no
snow in northern France while there had been a lot farther

south, she casually remarked to the man at the same table. She

recounts, "He gave an irritable snort, and said: 'That's the kind

of silly remark that people are always making.' " Unabashed,

she explained where she came from and that she thus had lit-
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tie experience of snow. "Oh," he said, "I thought you were

just trying to be clever." And he then went on to explain the

mysteries of snow.

Arriving in London, Haldane went straight to University

College, only to find his laboratory locked against him. The
key was a cumbersome affair which he often failed to carry,

and he had instructed the steward that the door should never

be locked. During his absence in Spain the steward had been
faced with an awkward choice, but he wanted to protect the

laboratory and the various personal items which Haldane usu-

ally kept in it. He therefore locked the door and gambled on
getting advance warning of Haldane's return. He had failed to

receive it.

JBS solved the problem simply—by putting his shoulder to

the door and bursting it open, splitting the jamb on both sides

from top to bottom and tearing out the hinges. He spent the

night in his huge armchair, as intended. The following day his

colleagues watched the crestfallen steward repair the door.

Haldane's aid to the government was not limited to his ad-

visory visits to Spain. In Britain he threw himself wholeheart-

edly into the "Aid for Spain" movement, giving up to 100 lec-

tures a year, appealing for funds, writing numerous letters to

the papers and, from the end of 1937, adding to these activities

by becoming the science correspondent of the Daily Worker.

The Worker articles, which represent a high point in his ex-

position of science to those who knew little about it, began on

December 9, 1937, w*tn "What Makes the Birthrate Fall?" and

ended nearly thirteen years later with "They Want to Sterilise

the Poor" on August 9, 1950. In between came nearly 350 arti-

cles, invariably laced with propaganda yet explaining the scien-

tific facts of life with a sureness of touch hardly equaled since

the days of T. H. Huxley.

The "Aid for Spain" meetings brought JBS into close con-

tact with large numbers of the working class, and from the

contacts sprang a mutual and lasting respect, due largely to

Haldane's common sense and his genuine feeling for ordinary

people. In one Fife village, for instance, he remarked on the
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absence of the wife in the small cottage where tea had been ar-

ranged after a meeting. The woman had been nervous of meet-

ing the great man and had scuttled back to her kitchen once

everything had been prepared. Haldane insisted that she come
in, immediately set her at ease by inquiring about local condi-

tions, and is remembered nearly thirty years later in the wom-
an's one comment: "He had no airs about him." There was also

the occasion when he volunteered to speak at a village institute

and found himself faced with an audience of only twelve. There

were twenty other members in the games room, and it was

suggested that they be called in. "Let them alone," was Hal-

dane's advice. "They will enjoy their game of cards better than

listening to me—and in any case twelve volunteers are better

than a hundred conscripts."

He always insisted that no special preparations be made to

accommodate him and that he preferred staying at a worker's

house to a hotel. However, he sometimes failed to make him-

self fully understood. One housewife in whose home he was

staying called on her neighbors with apprehension after he

had gravely told her that he was lousy. "I was later sitting next

to him," a colleague says, "and I noticed that he was carefully

scratching his ankle around some circular object beneath his

sock. Seeing he was observed, he leaned over and quietly said,

'Lice.' " The insects were in a pillbox, taped to his leg so that

they could feed on him.

Work for the "Aid for Spain" movement naturally brought

JBS into conflict with Sir Oswald Mosley's British Union of

Fascists. He met the opposition head on, as was shown when
about 200 Fascists tried to break up an "Ambulance for Spain"

meeting at Shoreditch Town Hall. JBS and the local M.P.,

Ernest Thurtle, were both howled down by the demonstrators,

but these had a hard time with Haldane. "It is only natural,"

he shouted back during their first interruptions, "that the

friends of Hitler, who are traitors, should howl down a man
who has argued for many months that the unemployed should

be given work on A.R.P." When they persisted, he described

them as "filthy traitors who are supporting the murder of Brit-

ish seamen" and added the injunction: "Throw them out."
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After a collection had been made, the meeting broke up in dis-

order, and Haldane was advised by his friends to leave the hall

by a back entrance. He walked out of the main entrance,

where he was set upon by the Mosleyites. "I can still use my
fists, and was not much hurt, though lame for a week or so from

kicks," he later wrote.

Haldane's reference to A.R.P. came naturally enough, since

his experiences in Spain had led directly to the campaign for

adequate air raid precautions which he was by this time waging.

For a man of Haldane's background this was an almost inevita-

ble development. The British government still appeared in-

capable of taking the threat of air raids seriously—even though

the threat of the German bombers was to paralyze them little

more than a year later, at the time of Munich. The Spanish Re-

publicans had the most up-to-date experience of raids in the

Western world—and it was undoubtedly true that raids in any

coming war would strike most severely at the working classes,

cramped together as they were in the most vulnerable areas.

It needed little experience to forecast the result: that the Com-
munists would exploit the situation, call for adequate protec-

tion, and suggest that conspiracy lay at the root of the govern-

ment's stumbling incompetence. Haldane had considerable

knowledge of gas, long considered a major danger; he had

served on a government committee dealing with air defense,

and his ability to see warfare in the mathematical terms which

were later to be utilized by operational research had been

reinforced by his Spanish experience. He was therefore, with-

out any political promptings, a man tailor-made for the

campaign which the Communists now led.

This A.R.P. campaign of the immediately prewar period

was supported by many who had no Communist links and by

other well-meaning souls who would have been shocked had

they known the extent of such links as did exist. These links are

made clear by the activities of the Haldanes.

On April 7, 1938, Charlotte Haldane wrote to the Communist

party secretariat, suggesting that she help to set up an organiza-

tion to be called the "Women's Committee for Protection from

Aerial Bombardment" and that she and Haldane write a book
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to be used in connection with the committee's work. This book

should preferably be published by a nonpolitical publisher

"whose name would not immediately stamp it as left-wing prop-

aganda." JBS had already agreed to utilize what he called a

named technical adviser, provided he was considered by the

party to be politically suitable for the job, and he accompanied

his wife's letter to Communist party headquarters with one of

his own. "In the first place," he said, "I am quite willing to

undertake the work suggested in my wife's accompanying let-

ter. This will imply a slight but not very serious postponement

of scientific and other work. It will, however, leave me no time

during the next 6 weeks for the extra calls which according to

Comrade Pollitt's letter of April 22nd. may be necessary in the

near future. However, I can certainly undertake the ARP
book if it is thought desirable." At the same time he asked the

Communists whether he should accept an invitation for a four-

week private lecture tour in the United States. "It is tiring

work and I can only put over a fraction of the propaganda

which an American could do," he concluded. "Nevertheless,

if it is thought desirable I will apply for leave of absence from

London University."

The lecture tour was eventually turned down. A book, how-

ever, went forward, and was eventually published by Victor

Gollancz Ltd. later the same year, its pro-Communist connec-

tions skilfully played down. It was accompanied, the official

historian of the Civil Defence Services later commented, "by

meetings which began a deep-shelter campaign by Communist
and other left-wing forces which was to prove a serious source of

embarrassment to the government." Apart from its political

overtones, A.R.P. was an important book, one of the first to

provide a quantitative framework for a military problem but

one whose lessons were to be mainly ignored. During the fol-

lowing year, JBS stumped the countryside, expounding

those lessons, organized very largely by the Communists, and

maintaining on platforms in village halls, public squares and

market places that the government was failing in its duty

to provide adequate protection against the aerial wrath to come.

Haldane's strongest points in what was, however correct its
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facts, clearly a politically motivated campaign lay in his scien-

tific ability to appraise what modern weapons could do in

theory and his experience of what they did do in practice. On
one occasion, after addressing a meeting of the Royal Institute

of Chemistry, he was strongly criticized by government offi-

cials. "Gentlemen," he was able to reply, "you may well be

right. I haven't been in an air raid for the past three months.'

'

Gas, according to JBS, was no longer the main menace. "'Cal-

culations about gas are often based on ridiculous misconcep-

tions," he said when addressing the Royal United Service In-

stitution on "Science and Future Warfare" during this period.

"It has been pointed out with perfect truth that ten tons of gas

would render the atmosphere poisonous over an area of several

square miles if it were rightly distributed, but it is also true that

one ton of bullets would destroy the whole British Army if it

were rightly aimed." Gas was still, however, public bogey num-
ber one, and Haldane felt that all possible precautions should

be taken, even if only to avoid unnecessary panic. Thus he

claimed that babies could be shut up in airtight boxes during

a gas attack, and to demonstrate that this was possible, he con-

structed a three-foot-square, four-foot-deep steel box into which

babies were put by their mothers. When one volunteer mother

became anxious, Haldane got into the box and stayed inside

for an hour. "I got rather hot, and toward the end of the hour

I think I was breathing a little more deeply, owing to the car-

bon dioxide which I had produced," he said. "However, I

could have stayed for two hours without harm."

The dangers from high explosive were what worried Hal-

dane, and for more than two years he hammered away at the

authorities with demands for deep shelters, offering, in the sum-

mer of 1939, to sit in one of the aboveground Anderson shelters

while explosives were detonated nearer and nearer to it.

This method of testing the value of his eponymous shelter was

quietly rejected by Sir John Anderson, soon to become Minister

of Home Security. If the scale of attack had been of the order

that Haldane envisaged— "I do take the view that an air

raid on London, in which, let us say, the Germans employed a

large part of their air force, might kill fifty thousand people
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or so"—deep shelters would no doubt have justified the ex-

penditure of labor needed to provide them even in a country

stretching itself for war. In a country with 1,800,000 unem-
ployed—Britain's figure for the summer of 1938—their provi-

sion might have been justified as a social safety net, even though

the threat from the German air force was being grossly over-

estimated by many men better informed than Haldane.

In 1938 he put forward an ingenious scheme for tunnel shel-

ters, which he claimed could be constructed for as little as £12
per head; when the Finsbury authorities produced a somewhat
similar scheme early the next year, he agreed that the second

scheme was not only superior in many respects but also cheaper.

In the climate of early 1939, however, there was little chance

of such schemes getting more than a cursory examination. The
situation remained much as Haldane described it in "London
is Unprotected," an article in the News Chronicle. "If London
is raided in the course of the year," he concluded, "it is possible

that some of the people responsible for the existing chaos

—

and very likely some who are quite innocent—will be hanged

on lamp-posts. Unfortunately, this will not save the lives of

the ordinary people. We have got to realise that we are being

betrayed, and to act on this realisation." However, the British

are a good-tempered race; on the night of September 7, 1940,

the start of the great London raids, they neglected the lamp-

posts, tore down the metal gates barring access to underground

stations, and inaugurated their blitz-long use of the stations as

deep shelters.

Haldane's long stride into the political waters of A.R.P.

eventually brought a result which he no doubt expected and

probably feared: he was asked once again to stand for Parlia-

ment. His refusal to stand as a Liberal during the First World
War had been natural enough for a man of his inclinations. But

by 1939 he was far better briefed on scientific problems than

most M.P.'s and at first glance would for this alone have seemed

a good candidate. Yet he was already bemused by the apparent

faultlessness of the Communist cause and was already its open

and powerful advocate—not only through his Daily Worker
articles but through The Marxist Philosophy and the Sciences,
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which had been published in 1938. He was impatient of op-

position, a master of the tactless reply, and as a left-wing mem-
ber might have proved an invaluable asset to the Conservatives.

The wording of his refusals suggests that he himself was well

aware of the fact.

Writing in January 1939 to the vice-chairman of one London
Labour party organization, who had assumed that he was a

party member, Haldane said that he wished to advance the ef-

fective electoral unity of all anti-Chamberlain forces, but that

he would not be anxious to be actually returned. "Should you
be prepared actually to serve as a member, I would not dream
of asking you to waste yourself on a constituency such as

—," the vice-chairman had written. Haldane said that this was,

he thought, the third offer he had had in as many months. "Un-
fortunately, in your case, there is no question of the reply/' he
went on. "I am not, and never have been a member of the

Labour or of any other political party and it would not look

too good if I joined up ad hoc. ... I do not think I should

make a good M.P. and, indeed, I hope to get back to scientific

work completely when there is less need for public activity. Of
course if I thought I could be of real value, I should take a

different view, but I actually believe that my scientific work is

of some value and that I should make a mess of a political

career."

Only a few days later he was asked to stand for Cambridge by

the University Labour party. In his reply he revealingly

spelled out his own position as he saw it some seven months

before the outbreak of war. "Though not a member of the

Communist Party," he wrote, "I am very closely associated with

it; for example, I write weekly in the 'Daily Worker,' and am
very definitely a Marxist. My personal character is such as not

to endear me to a number of people who state, probably cor-

rectly, that I am rude. Fourteen years ago I was concerned in a

divorce case, and although the University Appeal Court decided

that I was not grossly or habitually immoral, this will probably

lose me votes. I am not very good at getting to know people.

"From my own point of view, the main objection is that

were I elected, I should possibly have to resign my chair here
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and certainly have to give up a good deal of scientific work,

whereas at the moment I am turning out more than I ever did

in my life. And I doubt whether I should be a good M.P., as I

work best as an individual rather than as a member of Commit-
tees and the like. Indeed, I think it is quite likely that, were I

elected, I should lose the seat at the next election because peo-

ple took the view that I was not attending sufficiently to the in-

terests of the University or those of individual constituents."

One other point, possibly two, affected Haldane's decision.

In Parliament he would no longer be able to speak as he truly

felt about Communism. And in any case, he would surely be

required for special work when war came.



CHAPTER 7

« «^» »

A Scientist Goes to War

Haldane's activities in the Second World War were unique

—and in more fields than one. Following the signature of

the German-Russian treaty of nonaggression on August 28, 1939,

he had duly taken the Communist line. But before the end of

September, he was working for the Ministry of Information's

Directorate of Home Publicity and urging, in an official mem-
orandum, that "anti-war propaganda must be rigorously con-

trolled." Throughout the months of the "phony war" he was a

constant and bitter critic of the government in the columns of

the Daily Worker; but by November 1939 he was being con-

sulted by A.I.4, one of the Air Ministry's most secret depart-

ments. As his criticisms continued throughout the spring and

summer of 1940, he was working on very secret and dangerous

assignments for the Royal Navy, and as the first moves were

being made for the official banning of the Daily Worker, Hal-

dane—by this time chairman of the editorial board—was advis-

ing the Army on its crucial anti-invasion preparations. And by

the autumn of 1940, as the closure of the Daily Worker grew

nearer, he was again involved in some of the Navy's most closely

guarded work—the preparations to operate midget submarines.

This dichotomy led at least one colleague, and one who did

not know the full extent of Haldane's official commitment, to

contend jokingly "that in reality he was a member of M.I.5

and had to behave as he did to gain entree." The possibility

that Haldane was so inwardly shocked by the Russian treaty
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with Hitler that he carried out undisclosed duties for the Brit-

ish government—and continued to do so until the Russians

were transformed by German invasion into our allies—is almost

certainly ruled out by two things. One is Haldane's personality.

The other was his belief, later reiterated, that the pact was sim-

ply the result of an Allied failure to unite in time—made in-

evitable by the fact that the Allies were capitalist states. The
truth appears to be instead that Haldane's character was of a

complexity which the more intelligent service chiefs under-

stood. He was ideologically, though not until 1942 formally, a

member of the Communist party, and he would not desert them

in their hour of embarrassment. But he was also a man of honor

and of his word. He regarded the occasional absurdities of cen-

sorship and the fifth column panic of the summer of 1940 with

the contempt which they deserved, but he knew when security

demanded that he keep his mouth shut and his pen from paper,

and the authorities knew that he knew.

Haldane's most important and most dangerous wartime work

was carried out on physiological problems for the Royal Navy.

It grew directly from immediately prewar work connected with

the disaster to H.M.S. Thetis, but it did not start until the

first months of 1940, and long before this he had been caught up
in the official machinery. Just when he began work for what was

then the Ministry of Information is still not clear, but by Sep-

tember 14 John Hilton, the director of Home Publicity, was

asking University College that Haldane, "doing occasional

work for this Ministry," be given access to his own department,

from which attempts had been made to exclude him. Subse-

quently he wrote a number of articles on semiscientific sub-

jects which were distributed by the ministry in the hope of

keeping up civilian morale; however, at the same time, this

part-timer for the government's Home Publicity Department

was writing to a friend that the current situation in Britain

was more chaotic than it had been at the same period in 1914.

"This," he commented, "may be a good thing if it leads to

more people being genuinely fed up with the war."

He had already offered his scientific experience to all three

services. To the Secretary of State for War, Hore-Belisha,
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who had been secretary of the Oxford Union when Haldane
had been librarian, he made one interesting suggestion which
arose from his physiological work. "Among the major tasks of

the allied armies may be the crossing of the Rhine or other

large rivers," he wrote. "I believe that in such a task divers

using self-contained dresses with their own oxygen supply, may
play a valuable part. Of course a diver cannot walk across a

rapidly flowing river. But I believe that, if he were attached to

a wire rope, he could cross it obliquely, reaching the other

bank perhaps half a mile below his point of departure." Such
men might set out on sabotage operations, help the building

of pontoon bridges, or even assemble underwater for surprise

attack. "In this latter case at any rate," Haldane went on, "the

apparatus needed would be something like the Davis escape

apparatus plus weights on the feet, so that it could be dis-

carded in a few seconds on emergence from the water. Such a

scheme is, I believe, no more chimerical than the landing of

troops by parachute, and is therefore worthy of investigation.

This would include not only topographical and tactical re-

search, but design of a special apparatus, including, if possible,

protection against shock from 'depth charges' or shells burst-

ing in the water."

This proposal has a grim reality compared with the scheme

which Haldane put forward on hearing that magnetic mines,

exploded by the change in the local magnetic field produced

by the approach of a steel ship, were being laid down by the

Germans. They would also be exploded, he suggested, by the

proximity of much smaller magnets; in fact, a one-ounce mag-

net would do the job when it was about one yard away from

the mine.

"How are we to get our magnets within a yard of the sensitive

magnet attached to the mine?" he went on. "In fishery investi-

gations metallic labels are attached to fish as a routine. The
labelled fish live for some years and do not lose their mobility

appreciably. Thus a fish carrying a permanent magnet weigh-

ing about an ounce should activate a magnetic mine if it passes

within a yard of it." Haldane went on to propose that when-

ever a magnetic minefield was detected, thousands of suitable
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fish with magnets attached should be released nearby, and that

numbers should also be released where magnetic mining was

expected. "By the end of a year, some hundreds of thousands,

perhaps millions, of mine-activating fish would be at the serv-

ice of this country (and of neutrals) ," he went on. The sugges-

tion was never followed up, but its impracticability was not

necessarily the main reason; the Admiralty was already at work
on its own magnetic mines, and while degaussing, later used

by the Allies, protected only their own ships against the new
menace, magnetic fish would have been indiscriminate.

It was natural enough that JBS should be thinking of new
weapons and their antidotes. Even before the outbreak of war,

he had been discussing the prospect of atomic bombs in the

columns of the Daily Worker. On this subject he had initially

been as skeptical as most other scientists. "We know very little

about the structure of the atom and almost nothing about how
to modify it," he had written in "Callinicus" in 1925, "and

the prospect of constructing such an apparatus seems to me to

be so remote that, when some successor of mine is lecturing

to a party spending a holiday on the moon, it will still be an

unsolved (though not, I think, an ultimately insoluble) prob-

lem. " JBS erred in good company, and after the discovery of

nuclear fission at the end of 1938 he was quick to seize on its pos-

sibilities. He described the latest experiments in the Daily

Worker in March 1939 and a few weeks later devoted another

of his weekly articles to the subject. "Nobody knows how large

a lump of uranium is needed before it begins to set itself

alight, so to say," he noted. "But experiments are already under

way in two British and one German laboratory to my knowl-

edge, and doubtless in others in America, the Soviet Union
and elsewhere." Saying that uranium bombs could not, fortu-

nately, be adapted at once for war, he added that his whole

article was speculative and that he was prepared to bet against

immediate success in the experiments then going on. "Never-

theless," he commented, "some of the world's ablest physicists

are hard at work on the problem. And the time has gone past

when the ordinary man or woman can neglect what they are

doing." Privately he speculated that a lump of uranium the
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size of a walnut might be able to destroy an area stretching from
Piccadilly to Hampstead.

It was known that the breadth of Haldane's knowledge
ranged across many fields of science, and in the autumn of

1939 he was approached by David Garnett, then working in

the Air Ministry's top-secret Air Intelligence 4. Garnett quoted

Churchill's recent statement that Britain had an advantage

over the Germans "in the higher ranges of Science" and asked

whether there had, in fact, been a decline in the volume and
quality of German scientific work since the Nazi regime had
been set up. Publication of books and papers might form a

useful yardstick, he suggested. Could Haldane help? JBS, who
was by this time fighting his own guerrilla war with a University

College still trying to move his department from London, re-

plied in vintage style. "Our local Fuhrer, More, has decreed

that the libraries of this College should be shut," he replied,

"and my colleague Professor Fisher was assaulted by the Col-

lege servants while attempting to get into his own Department.

The Library of the Royal Society is also shut, and the Science

Library in South Kensington, which is open, is not very good

on Biological journals. In fact the situation in London as re-

gards scientific periodicals was summed up by a colleague of

mine who said that the only scientific information available to

him was contained in files marked 'Secret.' " He continued

with the fully justified complaint that with the exception of

the Air Ministry, the services were using scientists even less

than they had done in the previous war, and he bemoaned the

fact that the Cabinet lacked any minister who had contacts with

the scientific world comparable to those of Lord Balfour. "I

may add that this is not a personal complaint," he continued. "I

have sufficient pertinacity and reputation to be able to make
some impression on certain generals and admirals. But most of

my colleagues are not able to do so."

It was on the admirals that he was in fact making most im-

pression, and within a few weeks he was embarked on what

was to be his major war work. This sprang directly from the

disaster to H.M.S. Thetis, the submarine which three months

before the outbreak of war had sunk off Liverpool, while on
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trial, with the loss of ninety-nine lives. More than forty of the

men who died were civilians; nineteen were members of the

Amalgamated Engineering Union, and others were members
of the Electrical Trades Union. These two organizations

quickly enlisted Haldane's aid. Both wanted to represent their

members' interests as fully as possible at the public inquiry into

the disaster which was called; both also hoped that Haldane

might be able to provide at least some consolation to bereaved

relatives by showing that the men lost had probably died pain-

lessly. John Scott Haldane, it was recalled, had as an experi-

ment shut himself up in an airtight chamber after investigating

the causes of the high death rate in the slums of Dundee, and

JBS was later to claim that his Thetis experiments "were

merely extensions of this one/' He himself had done similar

work with Wigglesworth and Woodrow sixteen years previ-

ously.

Technically Haldane's claim that he was merely extending

his father's experiment was true; in practice he went much
farther, although he later tended to pass off the work as being

in the common run of science. He claimed that he ran no ap-

preciable risk and wanted to correct the "somewhat sensa-

tional accounts" which appeared in the papers. He was in fact

justified in wincing at such phrases as "death-defying ordeal."

However, at the time he favored the limelight, although

not for personal reasons. Working with Haldane on the Thetis

experiments were four nonscientific colleagues; these men, he

rightly felt, deserved all the publicity and praise they could get.

They deserved it, moreover, for more than the obvious rea-

sons. All four—W. Alexander, Patrick Duff, George Ives and
Donald Renton—were members of the International Brigade,

while Renton was out on bail at the time of the experiments.

As a leader of the unemployed, he had been one of a party

which had entered the premises of a railway company in an

effort to show that they were "genuinely seeking work," and
he was on trial for this offense. "I chose these men as colleagues

because I had no doubt of their courage and devotion," Hal-

dane said later. He reckoned that men with recent battle ex-

perience would be unlikely to panic—even though they were, he
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noted, refused admission to the Territorial Army. They showed
genuine scientific interest, they took notes on their own initia-

tive and their attitude was later summed up by Duff. "I felt

bad, but trusted the professor," he said. "I went there hoping

the experiment might prevent disasters similar to the Thetis.

I don't think I would have done it for money." Haldane picked

the right men for the right nonpolitical reasons. But he was

glad to underline that they would risk their lives in such cir-

cumstances, and he was vehement when some papers named
them but omitted any reference to the International Brigade.

Significantly, when Haldane was paid by the A.E.U. for his

work two and a half years later, £65 of the 100-guinea fee went

to the International Brigade Association and £40 to the A.R.P.

Co-ordinating Committee he had helped to found in 1939.

The position in which Haldane believed himself to be vis-

a-vis the authorities is shown by a letter he wrote at the time to

a French friend, saying that he was not, as reported, employed

by the Admiralty. "On the contrary," he said, "I was employed

by a Trade Union (syndicat) and the Admiralty do not ap-

prove of me on political grounds. They would, in fact, be very

glad if they could imprison me, as your Government is trying

to imprison M. Sampaix."

These experiments in which JBS and the four International

Brigaders took part were carried out in the London works of

Siebe Gorman, whose connections with JBS went back more
than thirty years and who put one of their steel chambers at

his disposal. The aim was to simulate conditions in the escape

chamber of the Thetis, and all five men were sealed into the

chamber, which was only a few feet across. The concentration

of carbon dioxide was high to start with, and it rose rapidly.

After half an hour, air was let into the chamber, but again the

carbon dioxide began to increase very quickly. At the end of

an hour everyone was panting severely, while Duff, who was

awaiting an operation for wounds received in Spain, was in

considerable distress. The men then came from the chamber

and attempted to put on, and simulate the use of, Davis escape

apparatus. All had headaches, some vomited, and some were

temporarily incapacitated.
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This experiment showed Haldane how different men would

react to the conditions of increasing carbon dioxide. But it was

carried out only after he himself had been sealed up in the

chamber for no less than 141^ hours—to discover whether a

gradual rise in carbon dioxide pressure had the same effect on
him as the abrupt rises he had experienced in experiments car-

ried out years earlier. He entered the chamber at ten at night,

going into an air mixture which probably corresponded to con-

ditions in the Thetis about nine hours after it had dived. "I

slept intermittently most of the time until eight thirty," he told

the Court of Enquiry, in which there sat Captain Oram, one

of the four survivors from the Thetis. "By eleven a.m. I was

panting very severely. I had the start of a headache and some

photophobia—pain when the light shone on my eyes. The
symptoms got worse pretty quickly, and about twelve thirty,

I think, Captain Oram arrived and had a look at me through

the window. I understood him to say I was rather worse than the

men in the Thetis were when he escaped." Ten minutes later

Haldane came out of the chamber. Vomiting and a violent

headache passed off and, he wrote in his report in The Lancet,

he later "felt unusually well."

Whatever else the Thetis inquiry showed, it was abundantly

clear that certain physiological factors concerned in escaping

from submarines had not been fully considered. The Admi-
ralty was quick to realize this and by July 24, 1939, had decided

to set up under Admiral Dunbar-Nasmith, commander-in-

chief, Plymouth, a committee to consider existing policy "and
to decide what improvements may be possible." Could the

committee, the Admiral asked, have the details of Haldane's

Thetis experiments?

Two days later JBS called at the Admiralty with the neces-

sary information, discussed the situation, and so impressed the

authorities that on August 5 he was formally asked to help in

drawing up a program of the investigations considered nec-

essary. Lord Nuffield, they added, had offered Oxford Uni-

versity financial support for such work, and the Admiralty was
planning to make use of the facilities there. A few days later

Haldane replied with a list of eleven specific questions which
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he felt should be investigated. And here, for a period of four

months, the matter appears to have rested. The outbreak of war,

the arrival of Churchill at the Admiralty, and the long list of

urgent investigations which now had to be put under way no
doubt provided enough reason.

On January 9, 1940, Haldane was told that the authorities

were anxious to gain information on certain specific problems

as soon as possible. "I am directed," wrote the secretary of what
was now called the Medical Director-General's Physiological

Committee, "to enquire whether you could arrange for re-

search on any of these matters to be carried out under your di-

rection." Siebe Gorman was at the same time asked whether

it would provide facilities, and within a few weeks all was ready

for what was to develop into one of the most unusual, as well

as least-known, epics of the war.

The main aim of the series of experiments which Haldane

now began was to find out how men might, with the least diffi-

culty or danger, escape from sunken submarines; however,

what was learned would also be of use to divers, while so little

was known of the conditions to be simulated that new and
fundamental discoveries might well be made. It was necessary

to find out how a variety of human beings reacted—in terms

of both mental and physical ability—when they were subjected

to the pressures at the depths at which submarine crews might

have to escape; it was necessary to discover how they reacted

to breathing gases whose constituents were differently propor-

tioned from those of ordinary air; it was necessary to discover

how they would react in conditions of great cold. And as a

further complication, it was necessary to find out how they

would react under different combinations of these varying con-

ditions. Fundamentally, therefore, and in spite of the strictly

practical aims of the exercise, the investigations were into the

ways in which the human animal reacted to various abnormal

conditions. They carried the investigators over the known
boundaries and into unknown dangers. As Haldane later

wrote: "The work is of a very severe character. For example, I

was on one occasion immersed in melting ice for 35 minutes,

breathing air containing 6i/
2% carbon dioxide, and during the
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latter part of the period also under ten atmospheres' pressure.

I became unconscious. One of our subjects has burst a lung, but

is recovering; six have been unconscious on one or more oc-

casions; one has had convulsions."

Recruiting such "subjects" was easier than might have been

imagined, due largely to the confidence which Haldane in-

spired. The first subject—and the man who was to become
more deeply involved than anyone other than Haldane him-

self—was Martin Case, the former graduate of the Cambridge

period, who had returned from Kenya shortly before the out-

break of war. During the first days of 1940, Case wrote to

JBS, saying he had given Haldane's name as reference on his

application for a commission. Haldane thereupon wrote to the

authorities via the Admiralty, saying that he hoped Case would
not be accepted, as he had more important work for him, and

to Case he wrote saying he might be able to get him "a job in

connexion with research on how to get out of submarines."

The word "job" was perhaps hardly accurate, since the authori-

ties were cautious of actually employing civilians for what was

obviously dangerous work, found it difficult to insure them,

and appear to have hoped that Haldane himself would deal

with such troublesome matters.

This Haldane did, bringing into the unit a Martin Case

remembered by his colleagues as "an able, amusing, eccentric

man, an intrepid experimental diver, a strange philosophic

person who ate and drank nothing throughout the day and had

one large meal at night, followed by an ocean of beer, usually

somewhere in Soho." Haldane set about recruiting others from
among the staff of University College many of whom were,

as we shall see, by this time only partially employed in college

work. He would, as one of them later put it, sidle up and say

that there was some rather interesting work on which they

might be able to help. He couldn't tell them very much about
it, but it involved escape from submarines. It might be quite

dangerous, although he personally would see that all the

precautions which could be taken were taken.

This backhanded offer coming from Haldane was eagerly

taken. One of the first to accept was Helen Spurway. "She was
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warned not to dive," Haldane wrote later, "and perhaps

correctly. However, I think she was right not to listen to the

doctor in question. Other people at that time were risk-

ing more than their ease." Another volunteer was Elizabeth

Jermyn, his secretary. James Rendel was a third, while

a fourth was Hans Kalmus. However, Haldane threw his

net wider. Dr. Negrin, the former Prime Minister of Spain,

was drawn in as a volunteer, and when the Admiralty objected

that trained biologists and similar people were untypical,

Haldane applied to the Communist party and brought in four

men who had fought in the British Battalion of the Interna-

tional Brigade—a merchant seaman, a machinist, a tailor and a

man who was by this time serving in the British Army.

There were delays before the start of the tests—due partly

to the Admiralty, which until the last minute was unable to

gain Treasury permission for the minute sums of cash involved,

partly to Haldane, who months earlier had promised to deliver

a series of lectures at the University of Groningen.

Finally, in March, all was ready, and the volunteers arrived,

two or three at a time as ordered by Haldane, at Siebe Gor-

man's works on Westminster Bridge Road.

Much of the work could be done "in the dry," in compressed

air which simulated the conditions faced by men escaping from

submarines and by divers. For this, Siebe Gorman's number
three chamber was used, a metal cylinder rather like a boiler

lying on its side, eight feet long, about four feet in diameter,

and with a door at one end which closed onto a rubber sealing

ring. The chamber had no lights and no telephone link with

those outside, messages being given either by taps on the metal

walls or by written messages held up to the small glass win-

dows let into the side. Three people could sit side by side in

the confined space of the tank, but none could, of course, stand

up. When it was necessary to carry out the tests underwater,

a tank about ten foot high, four foot across and filled with water

to a depth of about seven feet was used. The man or woman
being tested would drop into the tank, wearing diving or

Davis escape apparatus, and the pressure in the air above the
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water would then be raised, thus simulating the underwater

conditions at whatever depth was required.

The practice was for the subject being tested to go into the

tank, with an observer sitting by his or her side. The pressure

would then be raised, with or without variations of the gas

mixture being breathed. The observer would sit, breathing

through a canister containing a mixture of lime and soda to

absorb carbon dioxide in the tank, while the victim would

breathe the carbon dioxide until unconscious. "But the com-

pressed air by itself," said Haldane, who often acted as a con-

trol, "made me feel so queer that I sometimes forgot to

breathe through the canister after speaking to the victim, and

I passed out, too. In this case, someone watching at the window
would lower the pressure. The observer outside would in any

case be taking detailed notes of how the victim was reacting

inside the tank, while the victim would also make his or her

own notes until consciousness was lost. One regular test of men-

tal ability was the ease with which the subject used special

instruments to lift little steel balls into holes—a test initially

used to eliminate the less able candidates for a qualification in

dentistry."

Each test was an individual experience. One, which Helen
Spurway later reconstructed from her notes, was typical. In

this, varying amounts of carbon dioxide were added to air

at a pressure ten times the normal—corresponding to the

pressure 300 feet below the sea—and the times taken by different

people to become unconscious were noted. Dr. Spurway sat in

the chamber, recording her experiences. By her side sat Martin

Case, wearing a respirator and taking gas samples. Outside,

watching through the observation window, stood Haldane.

"Have you got everything?" Haldane asked.

"Pencils, pads, sweater, watches, sampling tubes," answered

Spurway. "That's the lot."

"What time do you make it?" asked Case.

"Just coming up to eleven forty," said Haldane. "It'll be
eleven forty in five seconds—now."

"Right. I'm synchronized," said Case. And then, turning to

Spurway: "Are you ready?"
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Spurway shouted for the door to be closed. Then, after it had
clanged to and they had heard the handles being hammered
into position, Case opened the first cylinder of carbon di-

oxide.

"11.41," Spurway noted on her pad. "Carbon dioxide let

in. Sharp smell which persists. Hadn't noticed it before."

"Eleven forty-one,
,,

said Case. "I've got the sample. Tap for

the compressed air."

Spurway gave three heavy taps on the tank wall, and with a

violent hissing the pressure began to rise. "Eleven forty-four,"

she wrote. "Roaring in ear, as in fainting, begins. Have become
conscious of my change of cons . .

." Then she stumbled over

the spelling.

The hissing stopped, and a clang on the metal from outside

was answered by a responding bang from Case.

Outside, Haldane noted: "Maximum pressure reached.

Three hundred feet. Both breathing heavily."

On her pad Spurway noted: "My fingers felt like bananas,"

while Case began to open the next cylinder of carbon dioxide

and to fan the air.

"Fanning me makes me feel hyper—I can't spell the wretched

word. Hyter-op-hera-tera-herea," Spurway noted on her pad.

"A length of word—then it's all over."

Outside, Haldane noted that they had started on the third

cylinder of carbon dioxide. "She's looking fairly bad," he noted.

"But she's still trying to write. I should think the C02 must be

up to 8%. Case is taking a sample. 11.55. Case has taken off his

respirator. I wonder how long he'll last? He's lifting her left

eyelid and looking at her pupil."

"11.29," Spurway noted inaccurately on her pad. "Chase has

looked at my eye . . . under my lid. to eye. If they looked if

I am still con . .
."

"11.59," Haldane noted. "Case has emptied the third cyl-

inder. It must be nearly 10%. No wonder he's looking queer. I

can't believe he'll remember to take that last gas sample. Good
man. He has. 12 noon. H.S. is twitching. Both look dopey.

Yes, they're both K.O.'s now. That gives us two more points on

the curve. Stand by to decompress. Right? O.K. Go ahead."
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Case wakes up and realizes that they're decompressing. "We
have reduced pressure," notes Spurway. "But I haven't lost

consciousness." Outside, Haldane notes that they're up to the

equivalent of 100 feet. Inside, Case says: "It's cold. Put your

sweater on," while on her pad Spurway makes a series of notes.

"12.5 I am . . . afraid ... to think about being sick. 12.7

Headache . . . is . . . developing. 12.10. Feel much better.

12.24. Hear the talking outside for the first time. 12.44 Gradu-

ally waking up."

Under such tests, great differences in reaction showed up.

Some subjects "felt awful," some felt elated, while one said

repeatedly: "I'm going to die, I'm going to die," and was un-

able to do the necessary sums. One laughed uproariously when
told he was cheating in the ball test by using both hands. An-

other believed that the observer took a spanner out of his hands

as he was recovering consciousness during decompression, and

told him not to be violent. "As the observer does not recollect

this," Haldane later noted, "it was presumably a dream." At
the pressure of 250 feet down, although breathing normal air,

all subjects felt abnormal, although they described themselves

variously as feeling drunk or faint.

"You feel pretty queer at ten atmospheres," noted Haldane.

"The air is so thick that you feel quite a resistance when you

move your hand, and your voice sounds very odd, as if you were

trying to imitate a Yankee twang and overdoing it very badly.

But after a minute or two you also feel changes in your mind,

somewhat but not exactly, as if you were drunk. Americans

and Irishmen generally get very excited and may be quarrel-

some. So do some Englishmen. Dr. Negrin was one of the few

who preserved a complete outward calm, though his written

notes show that he was feeling rather odd."

Haldane himself was not immune to illusions. He was apt

to pursue them vigorously, as shown by the case of Sir Leonard
Hill. Hill, a distinguished physician and physiologist then in

his mid-seventies, had worked on diving problems for many
years, both with JBS's father and with Sir Robert Davis, the

head of Siebe Gorman. These three older men, all of a genera-

tion, were good friends who respected each other's abilities.
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JBS, however, felt antipathy and something like contempt for

Hill—for reasons which are unknown but may possibly have

had a political basis; being JBS, he took little effort to conceal

his feelings.

Thus the stage was set for the day when JBS, through stupe-

faction or other causes, gave himself too much oxygen at too

high a pressure and succumbed in the chamber to oxygen

poisoning. Hill, who was advising Siebe Gorman on purely

medical matters and who was watching from outside the cham-

ber, mistakenly attributed Haldane's convulsive movements to

asphyxia; he therefore began frantically signaling to Case, who
was inside the chamber with Haldane; next he held up writ-

ten instructions at the window, telling Case to increase Hal-

dane's oxygen supply. This Case correctly declined to do—bring-

ing on rage and despair in Hill, who thought that Case, too, must

be incapacitated.

During decompression, Haldane regained consciousness; on
complaining of how bad he felt, he was told by Case exactly

what had happened. His reaction was to exclaim fiercely: "Hill

was deliberately trying to murder me"—a grotesque claim

which he continued to repeat for years.

Oxygen poisoning was, for one reason or another, not in-

frequent, and on one occasion Lieutenant—now Professor

—

Kenneth Donald, one of the young naval officers working with

the unit, protested to Haldane that he was suffering from it

too often. Surely, it was suggested, this might cause some im-

pairment of intellectual qualities in later life
—

"although I ad-

mitted he had a great deal to spare, I felt that he should reduce

these experiments on himself," says Donald today. "He was

angry in his strange but friendly way and proceeded to shout at

me. Inevitably I shouted back and informed him that he was

not only a great scientist but also a 'bloody fakir.' We settled

the matter amicably, and he did agree to seek my approval of

the type and number of experiments he did, if only to insure

that he did not do himself unnecessary damage. A little later

Haldane decided that he could get convulsant oxygen poison-

ing by breathing pure oxygen at atmospheric pressure. He
demonstrated this to me up to the stage of twitching but not to
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the major attack. I informed him with some trepidation that

I considered this to be a hysterical elaboration. It was not easy

to tell him this and also assure him of my high regard of him as

a scientist and a friend. I think, however, the point was made,

and we heard no more about it."

Haldane obviously enjoyed the work. He enjoyed it almost

blatantly—so much so that he laid himself open to one criticism.

"Some people thought that he was very shrewd and indulging

his penchant for melodrama," says Donald. "He did take many
quite serious risks in my presence on many occasions, and this

criticism, although it may have had a grain of truth, was entirely

unfair. On one occasion, he breathed oxygen at a hundred feet

[four atmospheres absolute] in a bath surrounded by blocks

of ice. Rather foolishly, he suggested that I breathe oxygen as

his attendant as well, to allow immediate decompression if

necessary. The result of this was that the wet and frozen pro-

fessor and the young naval doctor both had oxygen poisoning

at the same time, and it is only by good fortune that I did not

convulse and Haldane did not drown. Again, Haldane con-

vulsed several times in my arms in the wet pressure pot, where

he was in a diving suit underwater and I was on a platform

above him."

The work continued through April and May, Haldane taking

part as a guinea pig—quite apart from controlling the tests

—

in the largest number of experiments. Case was the next most
frequently used, followed by Spurway. One result of the whole

series was that the routine for submarine escape was consider-

ably modified. In addition, the foundations were laid for the

further work, carried out by Haldane and Spurway a few years

later, which helped make possible both the underwater attack

on the Tirpitz and the clearing by the famous "P" parties of the

underwater mines and time bombs which blocked the captured

Normandy ports.

There were also various ad hoc problems which were usually

dealt with by Haldane himself and in one of which he suffered an

injury to his spinal cord that was to give him intermittent pain

for the rest of his life. "This is due to a bubble of helium

formed in this organ while being decompressed while testing
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in 1940, on behalf of the British Admiralty, a claim by an
American firm that a helium-oxygen mixture is safer for divers

than air, as being less likely to cause 'bends' and other symp-

toms during a rapid ascent," he later wrote. "I was decom-
pressed according to a time-table on which I had frequently

been decompressed without harm after breathing air. I de-

veloped fairly intense pain, and have had some discomfort

ever since when sitting on a hard surface. I do not complain.

I have learned to be sceptical of American salesmanship, even

if I learned it the hard way."

Early in the experiments Haldane discovered that while oxy-

gen is a tasteless gas at atmospheric pressure it begins to ac-

quire, at about five or six atmospheres, the taste of rather stale

ginger beer
—

"a trivial discovery which, for some reason,

pleases me greatly," as he described it in his personal note for

the Royal Society. One result, which he characteristically

relished, was that he could now warn young men against believ-

ing what they read in the textbooks. Oxygen was not, as

claimed, quite tasteless. He knew; he had tasted it. Another

point, of which he made much, was that this minor discovery

illustrated a point in Marxist dialectics; here, after all, the very

quantity of a thing altered its quality.

The common coin of experience in all these experiments

was loss of consciousness, the onset of fits, or mere nose bleed-

ing
—"we could usually track down the professor, paper-chase

fashion, by following a trail of small bloody pieces of cotton

wool," say some colleagues. To these were also added the effects

of cold. Cold alone, cold and carbon dioxide, and cold and

high pressure all had to be investigated, and Haldane and Case

alone took part in the necessary experiments. They were each

"immersed in a bath of melting ice in the pressure chamber,

wearing a shirt and trousers. Immersion was not complete, but

ice was piled, so far as practicable, on portions of the body

above water level." Haldane alone subjected himself to the

effects of cold, pressure and carbon dioxide, being immersed

in a bath of ice for twenty-one minutes, breathing up to 6.5

percent carbon dioxide and then, when he began to shiver, wait-

ing while the pressure was increased to ten atmospheres. "He
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was soon unable to speak coherently (the partial pressure of

C02 being 6.9%) and lost consciousness after 31^ minutes," his

report commented.

One other unexpected discovery was made after Donald had

pointed out that much classical respiratory physiology was

founded on the physiological idiosyncrasies of JBS and his

father. "I suggested," says Donald, "that the 'off effect' of carbon

dioxide, which consists of vomiting after the cessation of breath-

ing high carbon dioxide, and which JBS thought to have

been important in the Thetis disaster, might be a personal

idiosyncrasy. As a result of this argument, Professor Haldane,

Commander Mould, GC, GM, a famous and heroic Australian

mine-disposal officer, and myself were sealed in a chamber for

nearly eight hours. Haldane analyzed, on the Haldane gas ap-

paratus, the fall of oxygen and the rising carbon dioxide and

sprayed mercury and chemicals in various directions as the

gaseous environment became more and more desperate. At

one stage he called his famous father's famous apparatus a

'purple bitch' and threatened to destroy it. If I remember
rightly, we were breathing something like eleven to twelve

percent oxygen and about nine percent carbon dioxide. Hal-

dane then put on oxygen-breathing apparatus and did, in fact,

vomit monstrously. I repeated this, and it had no effect apart

from relieving my somewhat asphyxial sensations. However,

Mould also had some nausea. In fact, we were both right; the

'off effect' does occur in some people, but there is extreme var-

iation. After this, we then put on a mask to absorb the carbon

dioxide. This was a highly dangerous experiment, and both

Haldane and I felt we were going to die. Haldane, in fact, said

he wanted to die. After these experiments,, he dared me to

drink three large bottles of beer, as he was interested in the ef-

fect of alcohol in the hypoxid [low oxygen] state. This I did

but felt little difference. I am still wondering why Hal-

dane did not drink the beer."

In the middle of the first spell of this difficult and dangerous

work, for which special qualifications of training and courage

were necessary, Haldane's carefully planned series of experi-

ments was threatened—not by the enemy but by Whitehall.
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Martin Case, he was informed, was to be called up for military

service. He had barely dealt with this when there was thrown
into the work the spanner of Regulation 18B, which as the

threat of German invasion increased during the summer of

1940, permitted the wholesale rounding up and internment of

anyone suspected of German sympathies. In the conditions

of the time the rough justice of the measure can be excused if

not justified, and those who suffered most usually complained

least; nevertheless, the administration of the regulation in-

volved some grotesque miscarriages of justice.

There was, in this case, the extraordinary example of Hans
Kahle. A professional soldier, Kahle had served in the German
Army during the First World War and had later become a

dedicated Communist. Historians of the Spanish Civil War
noted that when detachments of the International Brigade

marched through Madrid in November 1936, the Franco-Bel-

gian "Paris Commune" Battalion was led by a former French

officer, M. Dumont, while the German Edgar Andre Battalion

was commanded by Kahle—two men who had fought in opposite

trenches during the 1914-18 war. Kahle had come to England

when the International Brigades were finally withdrawn from

Spain and after the signature of the Russians' pact of friend-

ship with Germany had naturally attracted suspicion. However,

Herr Kahle was a man of honor. He did not wish to fight against

his own country, but he was willing to risk his life for the coun-

try which had given him shelter. When approached by Haldane

in the spring, he had been told only that the work in hand

was intended to save the lives of British sailors and that it was

dangerous. He had immediately volunteered, and his services

were, Haldane later wrote, particularly valuable for certain

reasons. "He is a fattish man of middle age, who finds great

difficulty in opening his Eustachian tubes. He is therefore an

ideal subject for testing the effect of benzedrine on any sub-

ject so far," he wrote. "Of all the subjects he is the most likely

to be killed or injured. In the national interest it seems better

that he should run this risk rather than a British subject."

However, in the middle of June, Herr Kahle disappeared.

Neither Haldane nor the Siebe Gorman workers knew where
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he was. Neither did his relatives. Nor, for that matter, did the

police, who on one occasion appear to have rung up Siebe Gor-

man's to collect Kahle under the 18B Regulations.

"[I] know him to be a thoroughly genuine Anti-Nazi and a

good friend of this country," wrote Ellen Wilkinson, then

parliamentary secretary, Ministry of Pensions, an old friend

of Haldane's to whom he had written for help. "Believe me,"

she added, "it isn't much that the parliamentary secretary and

her department can do with H.O. [Home Office]." However,

it was now discovered that Kahle had, in fact, already been ar-

rested. The authorities were sorry. The Admiralty informed

the Home Office and the Home Office informed the Directorate

of Prisoners of War. On July 5 Haldane was told that Kahle had

been released, although he still failed to put in an appearance.

Two weeks later a Metropolitan Police Inspector formally in-

formed Siebe Gorman that Kahle had now been transported

to Canada for internment.

Haldane immediately interceded for his return. "Of course,"

he wrote to Commander Fletcher, M.P., "if you can get me a

fat Tory M.P., aged about 50, that might be equally good. But

frankly the work is unpleasant and rather dangerous." Kahle

was eventually returned to Britain—but months later, and too

late to take part in the rest of the submarine escape experi-

ments.

These experiments were finished during July. On the 22nd

Case and Haldane signed for the Admiralty a "Report on effects

of high pressure, carbon dioxide and cold," and subsequently

there arrived from the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty

thanks to all those who had taken part, and for Haldane "an

expression of their cordial thanks for the services which you

have been good enough to render, not only in organising the

research work but also in taking a personal part, at risk and
great discomfort to yourself, in a large number of experiments."

Case and Haldane were also encouraged to describe their

work at some length in the Journal of Hygiene, a curious fact

since publication gave the enemy an indication of what at

least one prominent scientist had been doing. Within a few

months of receiving the Admiralty's letter, Haldane was en-
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gaged with Case on an investigation quite as unpleasant and
dangerous as the earlier one. Admiral Sir Max Horton, Flag

Officer Submarines, had naturally taken a keen interest in the

work of the Dunbar-Nasmith committee and in the summer
of 1940 had asked for Haldane's help on one of the most
secret projects of the naval war. It had been decided to rein-

troduce miniature submarines, built during the First World
War but not extensively used. The problems involved had to

be studied in the light of modern conditions and knowledge.

Would it be possible for men to leave them while the vessels

were submerged, to cut a steel net protecting an enemy harbor,

or to fix a bomb to a ship and then to reenter such vessels safely?

These questions had to be answered before work could continue.

In mid-August, Haldane therefore spent three days at Ports-

mouth, discussing the tests that would be necessary and advis-

ing on the construction of the test apparatus. The following

month he returned, this time with Case. What the two men
found waiting for them was the mock-up of a miniature sub-

marine's cabin. Its volume was about a hundred cubic feet

—

less than five feet by five feet by five—and it was, even judged by

the uncomfortable vessels in which men were later to attack

enemy targets, a crude affair. Into it Haldane and Case were to

cram themselves and then to report upon their reactions.

The first brief test was carried out on Saturday, September

21. The mock-up, made of steel plates as the genuine article

would be, stood in a naval workshop, and for two hours the men
sat inside it, first with the "hatch" open, then with it closed,

carefully recording the temperature and the varying concen-

trations of carbon dioxide which their breathing produced in

the confined space. This was only the beginning.

On the following day they went into the tank in the after-

noon. The hatch was battened down; the mock-up was swung

by a crane and was then lowered into the waters of Portsmouth

Harbor. The busy life of the harbor continued, and the wash of

the ships entering or leaving soon had the tank swaying vio-

lently. Eventually it broke loose from the weights which should

have kept it in position on the harbor floor, and the two men
inside were badly thrown about. Use of the gas-analysis appara-
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tus was difficult, but it was later found that the increase of car-

bon dioxide had been rather high. First Haldane and then Case

noticed an increase in their breathing. Haldane had a suspicion

of eye irritation and Case of headache. Before three hours had

passed, they found that during such exercise as they were able

to take, their increase in breathing was very marked. Before

four hours had passed, they were both panting hard and feeling

pains in the head and eyes. This was all interesting, but after

two minutes short of four hours they were drawn up out of the

water, and the escape hatch was opened. Had they remained for

another hour, Haldane estimated, they "would have had severe

headaches and probably vomited.' ' They could probably have

survived for another three hours.

The following Wednesday week, both men arrived at Ports-

mouth once again. This time something far more ambitious

was planned. They were to stay inside the tank for two days

and would be kept both alive and comfortable with the help of

oxygen from two cylinders and boxes of soda lime which would
absorb the carbon dioxide. Two sets of equipment for analyz-

ing the gas were necessary and these, combined with the rest

of the apparatus, further cramped their already cramped

positions. In the autumn afternoon they were, as Haldane later

described it, "screwed up like so much shrimp paste in a jar,"

lifted by crane, and lowered to the bottom of Portsmouth Har-

bor.

The cabin was too shallow to stand up in, and while there

was space for one man at a time to lie down by thrusting out his

feet into the escape chamber, his companion had to sit. They
had electric light and were linked by telephone to their col-

leagues in the world above water, but both light and telephone

worked only intermittently.

The tank had been on the harbor bottom only a short while

when water began to seep in past one of the screws which se-

cured the hatch. This was quickly stopped. Above water, at-

tempts were made to slow passing ships and thereby to limit the

wash. These were not always successful, and shortly before dusk

one vessel passed the site at such speed that the tank was lifted

up. One of its weights came adrift, and it then settled at an an-
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gle which would have made both gas analysis and sleep very

difficult. Neither Haldane nor Case was as yet experiencing trou-

ble from too much carbon dioxide or from too little oxygen, but

the water from their breath condensed on the walls, and in the

confined space it was impossible to escape the constant drips.

Both their scanty clothing and their scanty bedding were soon

soaked, so that as Haldane said, "We were wet as well as cold."

Later that evening it was decided that since the angle of the

tank made gas analysis so difficult, the rest of the forty-eight

hours should be spent above water, onshore, and the crane

slowly began to raise its load. By this time, however, the sirens

had sounded; an air raid on the harbor was in progress. Then,
whether due to the raid or to other reasons Haldane never

found out, the crane jammed, leaving the tank with its two men
swinging in the air as the raid continued. Eventually it came to

rest on dry land.

Throughout the rest of that night, for the whole of the follow-

ing day and the whole of the following night, the two men re-

mained sealed up, continuing to record the varying gas samples.

"We kept a log of the foulness of the air," Haldane wrote later,

"and showed that, if the gas analysis apparatus failed, a man
could judge when the oxygen was needed by the fact that a

match would not burn, and tell when carbon dioxide must be

absorbed by his own slight panting."

When the hatch was at last opened soon after midday on

October 4, both men were stiff as a result of their cramped posi-

tions, but they had no headaches or other symptoms which could

be attributed to bad air. This was vital knowledge. What they

had shown was, as Haldane wrote in his official report, that "with

one oxygen cylinder and three containers, two men could live

comfortably for three days. They could also live less comfort-

ably, but without serious loss of efficiency, for 1 2 hours without

any reconditioning of the air." Perhaps only Haldane, with his

family motto of "Suffer" and his ascetic standards, could have

used the word "comfortably."

Physiological work for the Admiralty continued in various

guises throughout the whole war, much of it in Siebe Gorman's

experimental diving department, which toward the end of
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1940 moved to Tolworth, on the outskirts of London, after the

firm's headquarters in central London had been bombed. The
experiments went on under a variety of sponsors, and Haldane's

papers reveal how much he did for the subcommittee on un-

derwater physiology, part of the Royal Naval Personnel Re-

search Committee of the Medical Research Council.

In 1 943 he supervised a series of experiments with Helen Spur-

way, Hans Kalmus and Dr. Ursula Philip to discover whether

men were more liable to oxygen poisoning after they had been

subjected to the excess carbon dioxide which would accumulate

in a sunken submarine before escape attempts were started. On
one occasion this work had to be stopped when Helen went
into convulsions. The experiment on Kalmus ended when seri-

ous facial twitching developed, while Dr. Philip suffered from

severe headaches and vomiting. Later, when the attack on the

Tirpitz in Arctic waters was being planned, Haldane had the

task of submitting himself to a pressure of ten atmospheres

and of then being plunged into water at o°C, "an undress re-

hearsal for getting out of submarines in the Arctic, adding a

little C02 to make it more life-like," as he later described it.

"The combination gave me the K O. But the cold hadn't."

Physiological work for the Royal Navy—and for the Royal Air

Force in 1941—was merely the most dangerous of Haldane's con-

tributions to the war. Both he and Helen Spurway were also

used for a great variety of statistical investigations—by the

RAF, the Ministry of Aircraft Production, and the Army. These

concerned such matters as the theory of random patrolling

—

of interest to Coastal Command's search for U-boats on the

western approaches—the problems of markers dropped by

Bomber Command during its raids on Germany and, later, the

tactics which offered the highest chances of shooting down the

V fs or buzz bombs. Connections with Haldane's earlier work
were sometimes greater than might be expected. Thus the

problem involved in "The Interpretation of Certain Casualty

Statistics," a paper JBS produced for the Army, was similar to

one occurring in human genetics; in another, on the distribu-

tion of bombs during a raid, he drew a striking parallel be-

tween the problem and a passage in Galton's National Inker-
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itance—the link between the statistical chances of a bomb fall-

ing on a certain point and the statistical chances of inheritance

being greater than at first appeared.

There is no doubt that Haldane's wartime work for the ser-

vices went further than the published records indicate. When
in 1940 it was suggested that oil could be used to set fire to the

sea as an anti-invasion measure, "it was to Professor Haldane
that I turned for advice," says General Ritchie, then on the

General Staff, "and I must say that he was most helpful." In

October 1944 JBS made a brief visit to the forward troops in

Holland for an unspecified purpose; interestingly enough, at

least one of the divisional generals he visited asked Haldane to

send out a weekly publication which, it appears, he himself was

unable to get.

As the spring of 1944 approached, and with it the certainty

of Allied invasion of the Continent, JBS appears to have felt

that he personally would be involved in the rising climax of the

war. "In the event of my death during the next few months,"

he wrote to the provost of University College on March 2, "I

wish to commend the Department of Genetics to your notice."

He went on to suggest how the department should be continued

and specifically asked that the insurance which would fall due

on his death should be used to carry on the work. Shortly after-

ward, Haldane remade his own will, leaving all he had to Helen

Spurway "as a token of my deep and sincere appreciation of

her unselfish devotion and courage in carrying out various

experiments designed to save life during underwater operations

in the present war at the risk of her own life." If Helen died be-

fore him, his estate was to be divided among four of the other

colleagues who had worked with him on underwater work

—

Elizabeth Jermyn, Dr. Kalmus, Dr. Philip and James Rendel.



CHAPTER 8
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A Scientist Fights the War

Haldane's physiological work for the Admiralty and his ad

hoc jobs for a variety of ministries occupied only a part of

his time during the war. He was still, as he was sharp to point

out, the Weldon Professor at University College. As such, he

continued with as many duties as he could, despite the evacu-

ation of much of the college, despite the first hammerings of the

blitz and despite what can only be called—even when due al-

lowance is made for his facility for making the most of a

grievance—the studied opposition of the authorities at Uni-

versity College.

In June 1939, more than two months before war broke out,

they had tactlessly suggested to Haldane that if University Col-

lege were evacuated to Bangor in north Wales, as was then

planned, he would be unable to carry on with his work, since no
suitable accommodation would be available. "As the College

cannot itself, in the event of war, make use of your services," the

provost added, "I am sure you will realise that it would be its

earnest desire that you should, in the event of war, forthwith

undertake any form of service (National or personal) which

may be open to you/' The request was perhaps no more than

reasonable. To Haldane it appeared like attempted dismissal,

and it was to color most of his reactions during the period of

guerrilla warfare between himself and University College that

began a few months later. He replied that to close down his de-

partment would waste many years' work. He inquired amiably
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enough about what was to happen to his workers. But he real-

ized that he had been warned.

During the next few weeks Haldane became involved in

the Thetis inquiry, and he received the first letters from the Ad-
miralty about investigations which might follow the inquiry.

Then, toward the end of August, as the last hopes of peace be-

gan to dissolve, he was told to evacuate his department from
University College within three days.

The reaction might have been expected. Haldane refused to

budge. The official college machinery, which had operated ef-

fectively on the rest of the evacuation plans, thereupon clanked

into action against JBS, and he and his colleagues became, as

he put it in a report to the Rockefeller Foundation, "subject to

a certain amount of siege by the College authorities." A
wooden bar was placed across the door to his room, a move that

deterred Haldane as little as might have been expected. He
quickly got rid of the bar. It was suggested that his heating,

lighting and/or water might be cut off if he refused to leave his

rooms, but these threats had no effect, and they were not imple-

mented. Some of his apparatus was taken away and moved up
to Bangor; within a month Haldane had, as he reported, "suc-

ceeded in recovering it." Other equipment was moved to the

cellars, and at least some of this was taken back to his rooms.

All this was successful as far as it went. But Haldane had to

face the fact that all normal college facilities had ended with

evacuation, and he was forced to take a number of unpleasant

steps. Most of his mouse and rat colony had to be killed, al-

though he made a careful selection from it and sent the lucky

few to the United States, where it was hoped that the chosen

strains might be continued. Hans Gruneberg, thus rendered

unemployed, was sent to the library, where he settled down
to write a valuable book on his mouse work. Dr. Philip was dis-

patched to John Innes with instructions to carry on work there

with her stocks of Dermestes vulpinus.

The hard core of the department that remained on Gower

Street consisted of Haldane; Helen Spurway, who was soon giv-

ing practical classes in genetics at Birkbeck College, which had
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not been evacuated; and Elizabeth Jermyn, Haldane's secre-

tary. Surrounded by the funereal emptiness of much of the

buildings, Haldane carried on with his job. "We hope to get at

least another three months' work done, raids or no raids," he

wrote to the Rockefeller Foundation on September 22. "I

reckon our chance of anything worse than broken windows as a

fraction of 1 per cent. In fact I will bet you that more people

die in London during this war from preventible diseases than

from bombs."

Here, of course, was a situation Haldane relished. In the first

place, he was defying authority. In the second, he was doing

what he believed to be scientifically correct. The third factor,

which he no doubt considered almost as important as the other

two, was his view that the college insistence on evacuation re-

vealed a faintheartedness out of keeping with the situation.

How, after all, had the Spanish behaved? "I do not want to go,"

he wrote, "since de Zuleta carried on in Madrid during the

siege for at least 18 months, and London is not yet a second

Madrid; but I hope that, if necessary, we shall copy Madrid and
Warsaw rather than Vienna and Prague, since it is much better

to be blown to bits while doing your job than beaten up, and

then shot in a cellar."

Haldane had barely begun to settle down to his work under

wartime difficulties when two events took place which strength-

ened his determination not to be moved. The first was receipt

of a letter from E. L. Turner, the college secretary, who had
the temerity to ask whether Haldane had "been able to secure

any paid work, National or otherwise," so that the necessary

deductions could be made from his college salary. One can im-

agine Haldane literally clenching his fists as he read the letter.

"I protest strongly against the suggestion made in your letter

that I should abandon my post as Weldon Professor for any

other than national purposes," he replied. "At the present mo-
ment I am giving occasional advice to two Government Depart-

ments, and (apart from one visit to Farnborough), am remain-

ing in London at the written request of one of them. In peace-

time I should not have asked either of these departments for
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remuneration, nor do I intend to do so now, since I do not re-

gard occasional work of this character as in any way incompat-

ible with my tenure of the Weldon Chair."

While Haldane was thus busy sticking to his guns, his col-

league, R. A. Fisher, the Galton Professor of Eugenics who over

the years had provided his own statistical explanation of evolu-

tion, was involved in action. JBS long regretted that this good
luck missed him. Fisher, like Haldane, had been informed that

he must move to north Wales with his department. Unlike

Haldane, Fisher lacked the support of the services, and the

college exercised its authority, decreeing that while Fisher him-

self might be allowed to enter his own rooms, none of his staff

should be allowed to do so. By the end of September, passions

were riding high, and on October 3, Fisher outlined his feelings

in a strong letter to the Times.

The following day, he and his secretary, Miss Simpson, ap-

proached University College. While Fisher engaged the

beadle in conversation, Miss Simpson climbed the railings, in-

tent on visiting the laboratory as instructed by her professor.

At the last moment, the beadle caught sight of her and ran to

intercept. The details of exactly what happened are, as might

be expected, somewhat conflicting. One popular version has it

that Fisher, saying, "What, assault my secretary, would you?"

threw himself at the beadle. Both were soon rolling on the col-

lege lawns, locked in combat.

"Haldane was really jealous of this episode and obviously

wished that he could have had Fisher's luck," James Rendel

said later. "He gave Helen instructions to keep out of his way if

he had the fortune to get into a fight with a beadle and, if she

had time, to whistle up a press photographer."

While Haldane missed the fight, he relished the story. It came

at a convenient moment, and the following day, in a long letter

to the college trustees complaining of "the position under which

I am attempting to carry on as Weldon Professor," he said: "As

you are perhaps aware, the college servants yesterday assaulted

a lady who was engaged in calculating tables for the British

Association in the department of my colleague, Professor R.

A. Fisher. She was somewhat severely bruised, as I saw for my-
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self, and Professor Fisher was also injured while assisting her.

Women working in my department have been threatened, but

not so far assaulted/' And of the Rockefeller Foundation he

asked: "Do you consider that as a scientific worker with obliga-

tions to your Foundation as well as to University College, it is

my duty to see that research is continued even if this leads to

my assault and/or dismissal? My own view is that, when cul-

ture is being attacked over a wide area of our planet, this is

the correct attitude. If so, I propose to 'hold the fort.'
"

This was pitching the story a little high. However, Haldane

clung delightedly to what was basically a valid grievance and
elaborated on it when, in March 1940, he gave a series of lec-

tures in Groningen. These lectures were subsequently pub-

lished as New Paths in Genetics, and in this printed version

Haldane claimed that Fisher had given him useful advice "un-

til, as a result of a brutal assault by employees of University

College, London, while attempting to enter his laboratory, he

was compelled to leave London." The implication was, of

course, just not true, and the passage produced earnest re-

quests from University College for its deletion. As usual in such

situations, Haldane counterattacked, saying that the assault was

more discreditable then he had stated and blandly ignoring

the real point being made—that Fisher had left London not be-

cause of intimidation but because of the steadily worsening

situation in London, which was itself to drive Haldane from

the capital late in 1940.

Throughout the summer, JBS as we have seen, spent a great

deal of his time at the Siebe Gorman works on Westminster

Bridge Road. He carried on with such work as he was able in

University College, and the stream of papers and notes to Na-
ture, Biometrika and the Annals of Eugenics continued almost

undiminished. And throughout the year his political involve-

ment with the Communists continued to increase. All these ac-

tivities were to be made more difficult with the coming of the

blitz in early September. Both in London and in Portsmouth

the physiological work was harassed by the raids. The bombing
further increased the problems at University College.

At last, in November 1940, following the increase in the bomb-
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ing which appeared likely to continue throughout the winter,

Haldane agreed that what remained of his department should

be evacuated to the Rothamsted Experimental Station at Har-

penden, some twenty-five miles north of London. Accommoda-
tion was a major problem, since the area had been filled by

evacuees a year previously, and it was only with difficulty that

rooms were found for JBS and his colleagues. They had not set-

tled down for long before he decided to rent a house on the out-

skirts of the village, and this soon became a home for Haldane

himself, for his secretary, for Helen Spurway, and for a doctor

already working at Rothamsted.

Space in Rothamsted itself was also at a premium, and Hal-

dane's entire department worked in a single room, with JBS
in the middle and the rest of the staff flanking him, an incon-

venience which he did not seem to notice. His tall and com-

manding figure soon became a familiar feature of the Rotham-
sted scene, one at first sight almost irreverently like those of the

retired Army officers who seemed thick on the ground in the

Harpenden area at the time. He was always impressive, and he

was now made more so by the thickness of his moustaches. Dur-

ing the First World War he had let them grow so long that they

almost flapped—so that, he told his friends, "they frightened the

enemy just as much whether I was advancing or running

away." By the start of the Second World War, they had been

trimmed down into what increasingly became an imitation of

the Hitler moustache. This would never do. Once again he

encouraged them to grow into a bushy luxuriance
—

"If I have

to look like a dictator, I prefer to look like the Russian one."

At Harpenden, Haldane joined in the usual Rothamsted so-

cial affairs, contributing a photograph of himself as a baby

to a display at which the staff tried to identify present people

with past prints, booming around the place with an affable un-

conventional bonhomie, and arguing interminably with R. A.

Fisher on every subject under the sun. "I particularly remember

sitting with him and Fisher during tea when the question of

the gold standard cropped up," one of his colleagues writes.

"Somebody asked what they thought of it, and the two agreed

that it was a question of how far faith could be based on a ma-
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terial object—one of the profoundest remarks I have heard in

ordinary conversation." JBS had not been long at Rothamsted

before he contributed to the staff magazine a characteristi-

cally witty article in which he described the difficulty of finding

people in the laboratories. The older rooms had solid doors,

and the newer ones had circular glass windows in the door.

According to Haldane, if you looked through the windowed
doors you could see that the worker wasn't there; if you opened

the solid door and looked in, he wasn't there either.

"He worked at all sorts of odd moments," says James Rendel,

who had by this time rejoined the department. "His attache"

case held enough in the way of notebooks or envelopes for him
to have a spare piece of paper to do algebra on at any moment,
and out it came, in a bus, in the tube, no matter where, in odd

moments or for long stretches. This attache case seemed typi-

cally to hold paper, an empty tin of Exmore Hunt in which was

a safety razor blade and some thick twist, a pair of pajamas

and latterly, a deflated air cushion. At meetings he would ar-

rive and stare between the top of his glasses and his eyebrows

at the audience, pick a spot somewhere in the middle usually

of a full row, spring onto the desk top, all seventeen stone of

him, teeter along in the middle, flop down onto his seat and
cough, once more staring around between rims and eyebrows.

Then open flew his attache case and out came papers and pa-

jamas and tin and cushion. This was first blown up with much
puffing. Then back went the pajamas and papers—all bar one

envelope. Then he settled down to carve up his thick twist into

the lid of his tin with his safety razor blade. He was excellent

at meetings. He understood everything. He summarized it well

if in the chair and always had a pertinent point to make about

a speaker's contribution. Haldane in the audience was a god-

send to the speaker. Even the dullest and more incompetent

would find when Haldane sat down that he, the speaker, had
said at least one interesting, worthwhile thing."

JBS was stationed at Rothamsted for four and a half wartime

years, but it is scarcely surprising that few major papers came
from during this period. He continued to write extensively,

but much of the purely scientific matter which he published dur-
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ing this period—and it was interspersed with a good deal of

popularization, politics and polemics—has the nature of foot-

notes to the main themes in which he was interested. A good
deal of it was statistical, like the work he carried out on the

data assembled by Elton on fox pelts marketed in Canada dur-

ing the century which ended in 1933. The proportion of silver

fox pelts showed, Haldane proved, that the simple recessive

gene which produced a silver rather than a normal red fox

must have represented a selective disadvantage of about 3 per-

cent per year, since the more valuable silver foxes were more
likely to be shot—an illustration comparable to that of the

Biston betularia, which he had described in his first paper on
the mathematical theory, almost twenty years previously.

Looking at the complex record of Haldane's wartime ac-

tivities, it seems surprising that he managed to produce the vol-

ume of work that he did produce. His extracurricular activities

were vast, and he had hardly settled himself into his new quar-

ters at Harpenden before he was faced with a crisis that was

both personal and political—the government's suppression of

the Daily Worker, the chairman of whose editorial board he had

become in 1940. For Haldane's support of the communist party

had not only apparently survived the twists and turns of policy

which had followed the pact between Stalin and Hitler; it had

even appeared to grow during the months which followed the

outbreak of war.

It was in support of more effective A.R.P. measures that he

spoke, usually under Communist tutelage, all over Britain dur-

ing the first year of the war. In most places he was enthusiasti-

cally received. But he was sometimes badly briefed, as when he

went to Doncaster, where he spoke under the auspices of the

Daily Worker. "I said that I was informed that the subsoil of

Doncaster made deep shelters there impossible, and recom-

mended semi-bombproof surface shelters," he wrote to J. B.

Priestley. "Two men got up in the audience and wiped the

floor with me. One described a tunnel in a sandstone quarry,

30 feet deep and 300 yards from the hall where I was speaking.

The other described a tunnel where he had worked, and which

he said could be extended. This was only about 30 feet down,
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but still fairly safe. Neither was used as a shelter, and the local

communists had never heard of them."

At times he was even more seriously let down. Thus in Octo-

ber 1940, at the heart of the German blitz, he appeared as the

president of the Oxford University Labour Club to speak at an

important meeting in the city. He was, he said, convinced of the

extraordinary corruptness and inefficiency of the present ruling

class. And he then went on to castigate the Tory City Council

for having passed a motion asking for deep shelters. "They
must know the Ministry of Home Security will not permit them
to build deep shelters. The Council are, therefore, by this res-

olution, deliberately trying to shirk their responsibility to the

people of Oxford/' he claimed. "They are demanding some-

thing they know cannot be started and are then going to say,

'We carried this resolution for deep shelters and we have

done all we can for you.' This is a good example of Tory Fifth

Column work."

This was fine, inflammatory stuff in the best Daily Worker
tradition—until someone pointed out that the resolution had

been tabled on behalf of the Labour party group on the City

Council. JBS said he must have been misinformed. He apol-

ogized unreservedly. But he had been campaigning for deep

shelters for a long while. "We certainly did not expect to get a

slap in the face," wrote one Labor member.
Haldane's impressive figure, the facility with which he could

argue his way out of a tight corner, and the obvious sincerity of

his beliefs combined to help him out of such difficulties. So did

those characteristics which appeared as cultivated eccentrici-

ties but were in fact the results of tightly packed life. Thus at

Bristol he first made a good speech to a large audience before

settling down in his chair and taking out large numbers of ser-

pentine-cum-tapeworm galley proofs. "He then proceeded to

immerse himself in these, so much so that he did not notice that

they were streaming down over the edge of the stage into the

laps of a delighted audience," says one of its members. "At ques-

tion time he did not come to the surface at all, and finally, when
people got annoyed, had to be shaken by the chairman, who re-

peated the last question before he began to function." This was
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the genuine Haldane, and not the showman, as it might at first

appear; however, the show did him no harm.

On A.R.P., Haldane had an arguable case, and the replace-

ment of Sir John Anderson as Home Secretary and Minister for

Home Security by Herbert Morrison only fanned the contempt

which he showed for the authorities responsible for air raid

measures. His dislike of Morrison verged on paranoia, and in

his personal notes for the Royal Society he commented: "My
only public honour has been that Mr. Herbert Morrison has

described me, by implication, as a bastard (Hansard, Jan. 1941).

From an ex-conscientious objector who has refused bomb-
proof shelters to women and children because he was afraid

that men would not leave, this is an honour indeed." And writ-

ing to a friend of Morrison's statement about men not leaving

shelters, he noted: "This is certainly in accord with his past."

His attitude was due only partly to Morrison's record of con-

scientious objection—although typical of the JBS who could

exclaim disgustedly at a prewar anti-Fascist demonstration:

"The trouble with these pacifists is that they won't fight." Mor-

rison was, in addition, responsible for the campaign which

finally closed down the Daily Worker.

It is not surprising that Haldane should have felt his involve-

ment in the Daily Worker and in politics increased by the out-

break of war. "I believe that a scientist is all the more use in

the world if, like Benjamin Franklin, he takes an active part

in politics and does not always behave like a perfect gentle-

man," he wrote of this period. "This is particularly so in times

like the present when big things are happening, and what

would have been regarded as legitimate political activity fifty

years ago is ranked as sedition." It was natural that he should

feel deeply involved. What is extraordinary is that he should

meekly have followed the convolutions of the party line, ac-

cepting the need for war until the last moment and then duly

falling into step as the results of the treaty between Stalin and

Hitler became apparent. No one now doubts that the treaty

was on the Russians' part a defensive step aimed at keeping

the Germans at arms' length for a little longer; few doubt that

the winter war with Finland was part of the same protecting
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operation, however odious it might be. Yet the end result of

much Communist propaganda between September 1939 and the

invasion of Russia by Germany in 1941 was in practice as po-

tentially damaging to the Allied war effort as if it had been car-

ried out as part of Goebbels' policy. In this propaganda Hal-

dane played a full part.

The way in which his scientific articles were used was well il-

lustrated by "The Study of Change," which the Daily Worker
published on June 29, 1939. "Kekule, the scientist who studied

atomic formation of chemical compounds drew inspiration

from the formation of people in the street," read the introduc-

tory note above it. "Now scientists observe how atoms, in un-

stable conditions, alter the nature of substances. Professor

Haldane points out the similarity in human affairs. This pic-

ture—of an unemployed workers' demonstration—illustrates

how human 'atoms' can act to change the structure of society."

A similar twist was given to many articles of the extraordinary

series which Haldane contributed to the Daily Worker during

the first fifteen months of war. Writing on ventilation in war-

time, he warned against the dangers of putting too many men
in too few huts and barracks, and added that this could "be

prevented if soldiers, sailors and airmen report any cases of

overcrowding to their M.P.'s." Dealing with camouflage, he

quoted part of a Nature article mentioning deficiencies and
added: "If this is true, numerous factory workers will be need-

lessly killed, when daylight raids begin." When workers were

standing at their machines almost round the clock during the

desperate days of June 1940, Haldane ignored the short-term

need and stressed the long-term drop in production which would
have taken place had these conditions been kept up. Why was

the present policy being operated? he asked. "Partly no doubt

as a result of Fifth Column work," he replied, "but largely

through the sheer blind hatred of the workers, like the blind

hatred of the Soviet Union which nearly forced Britain into

war with it." In other articles he warned that "our ruling class

is not greatly interested in the safety of munition workers."

In December 1939 he denounced the Allied blockade, while in

dealing with the blood-transfusion service a few months earlier
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he pointed out that venereal disease could be transmitted by
blood transfusions. "I do not want to start a panic" he added

—

the very thing that might have been started had the Daily

Worker had more than a derisory circulation.

Haldane had been among those who had protested as in the

spring of 1940 Britain had slid toward intervention in Finland

and what would have been a disastrous war with Russia. He
saw correctly that it had been stopped at the very brink of ca-

tastrophe by the course of events and not by any act of the

Chamberlain government. What he later totally failed to see

—judging by the evidence of his Daily Worker articles and as-

suming that they can be taken at their face value—was that the

invasion of Norway, the supersession of Chamberlain by
Churchill and the successful German campaign in France had

created a totally new situation. Support for Communist policy

during the "phony war" might have been an intellectual lux-

ury, but it was one which the country could stand. From the

spring of 1940 onward, every soldier complaining about venti-

lation, every man refusing to work overtime to repair the losses

of Dunkirk lessened the chance of survival which was the only

alternative to submission. A moron or a traitor might have

been expected to encourage them; it is one of the curiosities of

human nature that Haldane, who was neither, also continued

to do so.

The explanation probably springs from a form of psycholog-

ical "fault" which separated Haldane's actions onto two distinct

planes, enabling him to be unreservedly loyal to the services

and just as unreservedly loyal to the party. This discontinuity

separated his ideals from his realization of the way in which

they would or could be carried out in practice. Thus he denied

to a complaining correspondent that he wanted Hitler to win

the war. "On the other hand I take the view that the present

policy of the British Government is getting more like Hitler's

every day, and that it is unlikely to secure a victory over Hitler

except after enormous loss, and then very doubtfully," he wrote.

"I believe that the correct policy is one of alliance with the rev-

olutionary forces which exist in the countries under Hitler's

domination. But it is futile for the British politicians who
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helped Hitler to crush the German working class movement to

appeal to the German workers, or for the men who supported

the Chamberlain betrayal of Czechoslovakia to appeal to the

Czechs."

In spite of his articles in the Daily Worker, Haldane certainly

made no conscious effort to encourage a German victory, and

when a reviewer in Reynolds News wrote in March 1941 that

"Mr. Pollitt and Professor Haldane want us to lay down our

arms,
,,

he inquired of his lawyer whether this was libelous

—

adding that what he was advocating was in fact a "people's

peace," "that is to say a peace based on appealing to revolu-

tionary elements in Germany rather than on negotiation with

Hitler." The unreality of appealing to a nation as firmly be-

hind Hitler as it was to remain until the end of the war at first

makes it difficult to believe that Haldane was writing seriously.

Yet this was in fact the case, and if his views on Germans in

Germany had little connection with reality, the same was even

more true of his views about the British government. Helen

Spurway's were similar to his, and her assessment of affairs at

least comparable. During the weekend of June 22, 1941, she

was staying with her parents, and it was in their home that she

heard the morning announcement that Hitler had invaded

Russia. "I started back to Harpenden as quickly as I could,"

she says. "I thought that the British government would sup-

port Hitler and that JBS would be one of the first people to be

arrested."

Certainly by this time Haldane's links with the party had

been greatly strengthened; by this time, also, the Communists'

harassment of the war effort had become too strong to ignore.

In June 1940, as the country prepared for the Battle of Britain

and as Haldane complained that the workers were being driven

too hard, those responsible for the Daily Worker had begun to

see the writing on the wall. They realized that they might soon

be the target for attack, and as part of a defensive operation

they announced, on June 8, "an important, indeed historic, step

in the development and defence of 'The Daily Worker.' " This

was the formation of an editorial board, nicely balanced to at-

tract as many sections of the community as possible, consisting
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of Sean O'Casey, R. Page Arnot and Councillor Jack Owen, and
chaired by John Burdon Sanderson Haldane.

The move was astute. Little more than a month later, the

board received a letter from Herbert Morrison threatening to

suppress publication of the paper unless it ceased what he de-

scribed as its "systematic publication of matter calculated to

foment opposition to the prosecution of the war." Haldane
promptly asked Morrison to list the items complained of but

received the answer that the Home Secretary could not "at-

tempt, by reference to particular items, to give (him) guid-

ance" on how to avoid suppression. The "general tenor" of the

paper would determine whether action was taken, he added.

As summer gave way to autumn the Royal Air Force held the

sky suspended, winning even the grudging admiration of the

Daily Worker. But with the coming of the blitz and the heavy

destruction by the German bombers of British homes, the op-

portunities for criticism ripened once more.

On the evening of January 21, 1941, police officers acting un-

der Regulation 1 8B duly suppressed the paper, and in the House
of Commons the next day Morrison explained that it had been

closed down, together with the newssheet The Week, since the

settled policy of the papers was "to try to create in their readers

a state of mind in which they will refrain from co-operating in

the national war effort and may become ready to hinder that

effort." He added that since the end of September 1939, when
it had swung behind Moscow's policy, the Daily Worker had

"by every device of distortion and misrepresentation sought to

make out that our people have nothing to gain by victory." This

was a logical enough policy for the Communists, but it was a

difficult one for Britain to stomach as it faced, alone, a victori-

ous Germany on which the Russians were still benevolently

smiling.

Three months later, Haldane wrote as chairman of the edi-

torial board to the Home Secretary, claiming that the paper's

attitude had been both misunderstood and misrepresented.

Would Morrison receive the editorial board and consider a

reasoned case for lifting the ban? Mr. Morrison refused. The
Worker kept the nucleus of its staff, maintained an information
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service to as many former readers as possible, and awaited

events. There was not long to wait.

On the night of June 21, the German armies massed between

the Baltic and Bohemia swept eastward into Russia. "The past,

with its crimes, its follies, and its tragedies" flashed away, and

Churchill, far from applauding Hitler and locking up JBS,

swung Britain into the fight on Russia's side. Haldane, still

free, immediately telegraphed Churchill: "In view of your

statement re turning-point of war and tasks of all free people,

ask you consider immediate withdrawal of order suppressing

'Daily Worker/ " However, the record of the Daily Worker
was a part of the past that refused to flash away quite so easily.

The ban remained.

A few weeks later the editorial board under Haldane's chair-

manship issued a restatement of policy. If the ban was lifted,

this said, the paper would give its full support to the govern-

ment and do everything possible to strengthen British-Soviet

unity in the fight for victory; would direct its influence in the

factories, mines and trade unions toward securing the maximum
production for victory; and would "handle international af-

fairs from the standpoint of encouraging the liberation fight

of the people in the countries enslaved by German Fascism."

The implication of the second aim throws an interesting light

on Haldane's industrial campaign of the previous summer.

There was still no response from the authorities, who possibly

had in mind the repercussions should the Worker be restarted

and Russia then collapse under the weight of German attack,

as at first seemed likely. However, Russia held on. Admira-

tion for her grim defense brought growing support for a lifting

of the ban on the Daily Worker, and on January 1, 1942, as the

ban entered the last month of its first year, Haldane once again

wrote to Morrison asking for this. By now he had additional

reason for supporting the party. For his wife Charlotte had de-

fected, and had JBS harbored earlier doubts, these would now
have been submerged by the requirements of loyalty to the

Communists.

Charlotte Haldane had gone to Moscow as the first British

woman war correspondent. As she wrote in her autobiography,
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Truth Will Out, one of her first acts on returning to England
had been to explain her new attitude to JBS. "My reports

caused him, undoubtedly, considerable surprise and mental un-
easiness," she later wrote. "But he was intellectually and emo-
tionally incapable of assessing their objective value; tied, as he
still was but I no longer, to the propaganda of King Street, to

Party discipline, and to the sacred text of Communism, the

works of Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin."

Haldane appears to have reported his wife's defection to

William Rust, editor of the Daily Worker, at once. It had broken
whatever links still remained between them and it had, contrary-

wise, strengthened Haldane's loyalty to the Communist party.

Some months later, in May 1942, JBS formally announced that

he had become a party member. "You may have seen," he wrote

to Case, "that I have joined those nasty reds." Two years later

he joined its executive committee.

From this time onward Haldane's life apparently became in-

creasingly dominated by the demands of Communism and by
those of the Daily Worker, which was allowed to resume pub-

lication. He continued to work for the services. He continued

his University College work at Rothamsted, much decreased

though it had by this time become, owing to the circumstances

of war. But a growing amount of his time was now devoted to

conferences concerned with the party or with the Daily Worker
and to answering the scores of letters which came to him from

readers—asking for advice on personal problems, putting up
ideas for new weapons, demanding information on heredity or

sex. One writer offered to give his £1,000 war loan interest free

to JBS and the Red Dean. The Duke of Bedford wrote about

his animals at Woburn, saying: "If we end up with a Commu-
nist revolution I shall expect you to see that even if your follow-

ers guillotine me, they take proper care of the Pere Davide deer

and the European Bison." And one reader who asked whether

Haldane had really said that his indigestion was cured by read-

ing the Daily Worker was told that this was not true. "I said

that since I had read Lenin and others who pointed out what

was wrong with our society, I had not had gastritis, a complaint

which is undoubtedly largely due to worry and anxiety," Hal-
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dane replied. "The deaths from gastric ulcer went up quite

regularly with air raids in 1940 and 1941. Whether my gastritis

went away because I became a Marxist, I am not prepared to

say. But I think it quite probable. . . . Doubtless other people

have recovered from gastritis after psychoanalysis or religious

conversion. I see no reason to withdraw my statement."

And as the enemy air raids declined and the enthusiasm for

Russia surged up, Haldane became inevitably drawn into the

long series of British-Soviet rallies. He also joined, equally in-

evitably, the vociferous demand for a "second front now," that

call for a European landing in 1942 or 1943 that would certainly

have meant a bloody repulse for the Allies and might well

have enabled the Russians to reach the Channel coast before

the end of 1945.

By this time Haldane was pushing himself too hard. Some of

his meetings were successful. At others he behaved as he did

at a big Anglo-Soviet rally held in a North London supercin-

ema. Throughout the meeting he kept up a critical running

commentary to his neighbor. When he finally spoke, he was

badly barracked by a disgruntled audience. He lost either his

temper or his nerve—probably the former—and walked off the

stage.

These things were noticed. One former friend, writing a ten-

page letter to him "as a Party duty," complained, "It is bad for

the Party that its No. 1 scientist should so behave as to get

himself laughed at by those who have no direct dealings with

him, and loathed by those who do. It is bad for the Party that a

member of its central committee should get the reputation of

being always ready to do down or discourage a young worker,

that he should publicly humiliate younger men specifically

gathered to do him honour, that he should give on public plat-

forms exhibitions of indiscipline, egotism and contempt for

his audience."

One reason for such increasingly cantankerous attitudes was

overwork
—

"four days a week on a tiring and dangerous job,"

as he wrote to one friend, adding: "I can't undertake editorial

work at present. It may well be that I should be of more use to

humanity in the long run if I did so, and let certain sailors die.
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But I can't do both." Even his imperturbable acceptance of

Communism in theory may have been scratched by reports

that filtered out from Eastern Europe of Communism in prac-

tice. His physical health, moreover, was now beginning to suf-

fer from the combined pressure of wartime experiments and
continuing strain. He wrote to the Admiralty concerning the

insurance which it eventually carried for him against his death

or disablement and noted that he now had mechanical injuries

to his back, received during the pressure-chamber experiments

of 1940, and that these caused him some pain; he noted anes-

thesia and paresthesia due to bubble formation, possibly in his

conus; loss of memory of recent events; occasional vertigo; ex-

aggerated reflexes indicating pyramidal degeneration, and pain

in his frontal sinuses.

However, he was still anxious to see all that he could, and as

the war in Europe ended he jumped eagerly at the chance of

visiting Moscow with a delegation of British scientists invited

by the Russians. The executive committee of the party decided

otherwise; he could, he was informed, do more useful work in

England.



CHAPTER 9

4 ««»» »

Lysenko: The Inescapable Choice

Like a majority of scientists, Haldane was deeply affected by

the new relationship between science and the ordinary

people which the war brought about. For the first time, science

had not only been a major weapon for victory but had been

seen to be such by thousands of servicemen. The physicists had

enabled them to pinpoint approaching planes before they were

visible and to track down U-boats deep in the Atlantic. The
chemists had enabled them to burn out concrete emplacements.

And in August 1945 the apocalyptic nature of "the bomb"
which had concluded the war with Japan left no doubt that in

the counsels of the world, science had become the fifth estate.

Haldane, who had always felt it a duty to explain science, en-

thusiastically allowed himself to be swept up in the postwar

movement.

Yet it was not only this deep undercurrent of changing public

opinion in which he was to find himself involved. The end of

the war meant a lifting of the voluntary censorship which had

tended to obscure the darker side of the Russian military mir-

acle and the conditions which made it possible. No one doubted

the heroism of the Red Army, but awkward questions began to

be asked—about the Russian decision which had left the War-

saw Poles to their fate in the summer of 1944, about the Katyn

Forest—questions that were to be delicately obscured in the

Nuremberg trials. It was remembered that Britain had, after

all, gone to war "to save poor little Poland," and closer contact
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with the Russians in the four-power government of Berlin left

little doubt as to the chances of implementing that vow. The
scientists meanwhile, indignant though they might be at

Churchill's banning of visits to Russia by scientists with knowl-

edge of "the bomb," became increasingly disturbed at what
appeared to be the extraordinary direction of science by the

Russian Government. This was in some ways merely a contin-

uation of the process which had been noted even before the out-

break of war, but the process, whose progress had been blan-

keted by wartime conditions, was now seen to have crept on
apace and to be moving swiftly to a climax.

Haldane was to be poignantly involved in this crisis of his

times. His simple loyalty to Communist friends, combined with

his continuing belief that beneath the current situation there

lay a firm basis of sound Marxist common sense, led him to de-

fend the undefensible. He was long supported by the belief

that since he was in the minority, he must be right. And hav-

ing decided that he had been mistaken, he refused "to join in

the fashionable chorus of anti-Stalinism because, to quote Shel-

ley (on Napoleon I) 'I know that virtue owns a more eternal

foe/Than Force or Fraud: old Custom, legal Crime,/And
bloody faith the foulest birth of time.'

"

The agonizing reappraisal that this was to involve lay in the

future, as JBS moved back to University College at the war's

end. First of all, he took a moment from work to regulate his

personal affairs. In the spring of 1945 Charlotte had at last di-

vorced him, having petitioned on the ground of desertion in an

uncontested case. Only the terms of alimony had to be settled,

a matter made difficult by the casual offhandedness with which

Haldane customarily treated the mundane business of bank ac-

counts, checkbooks and financial affairs in general.

Now he quietly married Helen Spurway—a marriage whose

prospects had seemed distinctly uncertain to many mutual

friends. In fact, the marriage not only worked but worked well.

Had Haldane's aim been a high position in the scientific or aca-

demic hierarchies, the story might have been different; the out-

spoken views of his new wife, uninhibitedly proclaimed in the

broadest of terms, were not endearing to all, and they tended to
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conceal her extraordinary qualities of bravery and kindness as

well as her scientific ability. Yet Haldane had long ago, by in-

stinct and personal inclination, determined to ignore the road

that led to provostships, to vice-chancellorships or to any other

high administrative post. The potboilers could do that, he

claimed; as long as he could carry on with his research, publish

his papers, tell the world how it should run its business on Com-
munist lines, then so long would he be doing the job that na-

ture intended. All this Helen Spurway enabled him to do, un-

derstanding his work, protectively safeguarding him when
necessary, seeing that he did not become too enmeshed in the

trivia which would occasionally wrap around him when he

played the absentminded scientist.

Years later, after Haldane's death, one of his students wrote

that it would be impossible to write the life of JBS while Helen

Spurway was still alive. The remark was revealing and well

meant; yet it showed only a partial and a largely superficial un-

derstanding of either Haldane or Spurway. JBS was not the

man to marry a woman who would try to duck the truth. He
knew all his future wife's failings long before he married her,

and he knew also that her strength lay in a facility for brutal

self-criticism if that were necessary. It is true that from the

early years of their marriage he began to secure her future,

buying for her the goodwill and copyright of the Journal of

Genetics in 1946 and then steadily increasing its already inter-

national reputation. It is true that he helped secure for her a

lectureship at University College. It is true that when he con-

templated retirement from University College in 1958, he con-

templated seeking posts both for himself and for Helen, a de-

cision which would naturally have limited the possibilities.

But all this had to be weighed against the constant compan-

ionship of a sympathetic co-worker as he carried on at Univer-

sity College, lectured at foreign universities, or responded to

the continuous demands for popular articles. Both Haldane

and Spurway took a humble and civilized view of human
frailty. Both knew the other's stubborn contrariness, and both

knew that the other knew. Few marriages could have worked

out better—despite the continuing lack of a son.
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In 1945 JBS resumed his work in London as University Col-

lege's Weldon Professor, with Helen as his assistant and also

with many members of his prewar staff. Hans Kalmus, Hans
Griineberg and Ursula Philip were only three of these who re-

turned and who helped to build up Haldane's department dur-

ing the next decade. During this period he himself produced a

formidable amount of work, ranging across much of genetics

and covering such subjects as the formal genetics of man, the

rate of evolution, the mutation rate of the human gene, the ef-

fects of nuclear explosions on human mutations and the cost

of natural selection.

This work was carried out against a background of continuous

political dispute, for Haldane by now provided the scientific

spearhead of the Communist party's propaganda. His attitude

inevitably became the main debating point in the Lysenko

controversy which split the scientific world. And even after he

had retired from this particular issue, leaving, so far as the pub-

lic was concerned, only an enigmatic smile, his opinions were

still regularly thrown into the pool of argument, with the spray

not infrequently drenching both sides.

Haldane's position vis-a-vis the Communist party, as distinct

from his belief in Marxism, is more complicated than is usu-

ally supposed. In 1946 he had visited the United States with

the party's approval and made an impassioned speech to party

members at Madison Square Garden. He continued his articles

in the Daily Worker, and he continued to serve on the party's

executive committee. However, before the end of 1948, before

the Lysenko argument reached its climax, JBS was already

threatening to resign from the party. Always happy to carry on

a running war with the Establishment, he was, judging by the

draft of his resignation letter, just as happy to do the same

thing with the body of the Communist kirk.

Dear Comrades,

It is with deep regret that I must ask you to accept my resigna-

tion from the Communist Party. My reasons are as follows. A
number of comrades, some of whom have been recommended to
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me by leading Party members, have, in my opinion, let me down.

I give only two examples.

When in New York two years ago I was recommended by the

American Party organisation to employ the services of Comrade
then of the "New Masses". I had a book to dispose of, and

agreed to give him a power of attorney to sign a contract on my
behalf, the royalties of the book to be given to the Daily Worker,

apart from some advance royalties. Neither the Daily Worker
nor I have seen a cent of the money, nor has Comrade Ainley

been able to discover 's present address. On the other hand,

[he] has signed, on my behalf, a contract with an American firm

of publishers which gives them half the royalties from the English

edition of this book, and the right to publish my next two books.

Comrade Rust recommended me to employ Messrs. as

solicitors, and I understand that at least one of the partners is a

Party member. This firm first placed me in default as regards a

a legal action, and has now, without my written consent, agreed

on my behalf to the signature of a deed which, among other

things, will make it impossible for me to hand over to the Party

or related organisations any of the capital which I may inherit

on my mother's death under my late father's will. . . .

I do not of course accuse either or of fraud or negli-

gence. I have no doubt for example that 's deal was a

perfectly proper one from the point of view of American business

morality. Still less do I suggest that Communists are less honest

than other people. They are usually more so.

But the result of these and other transactions is that I no longer

feel the confidence in other comrades which is essential if I am
to remain a member of the Party. Such mutual confidence is not

necessary between members of a more loosely knit organisation

such as the Labour Party, but it is so within an organisation

which may find itself in a revolutionary situation.

I hope to continue with articles for the Daily Worker, and

shall do so in the immediate future, but I must find out exactly

in what situation have left me before I make any definite

promise.

I have no intention of publicising my resignation from the

Party which is fighting against the American domination of

Britain, though of course were I attacked in the Party press or
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otherwise I should have to state my reasons for resigning. It

would, I think, be very much better if it came out at a later date

that I had for some time ceased to be a Party member but con-

tinued to support the Party's general policy. In particular I do
not want to add to the present difficulties of our American Com-
rades by publicizing 's transactions. It is of course inevitable

that the Comrades in this College should learn of my resignation,

and they will doubtless take such action as seems fit to them.

I would add that I have been contemplating this action for some
weeks and it was mainly my present wife who dissuaded me from
taking it earlier. I would also add that all letters sent to me are

opened by my secretary.

I am extremely sorry to have to take this serious step, but I

am sure that if I remained in the Party without the feeling of

mutual confidence which a Party member should have, I should

be unable to fulfill my obligations.

Yours fraternally,

JBS Haldane

Whether or not Haldane sent the letter of which this was the

draft is not clear. If so, as seems likely, he was eventually talked

out of resignation since, in his own words, he finally left the

party because of Stalin's interference with science, an interfer-

ence soon to be exemplified in the Lysenko dispute.

There were two separate aspects of this classic controversy.

Scientifically, what was at issue was the validity of the theories

put forward by Trofim Denisovich Lysenko. Politically, the

question was whether the Soviet government did or did not

use its crushing power to stifle all criticism of Lysenko's theo-

ries and to dismiss or murder those who refused to knuckle un-

der.

The first of these questions is more complex than is popu-

larly supposed. "What on earth do you mean by the Lysenko

theory?" JBS wrote to a correspondent. "He enunciated about

15. Some of them, for example, Michurin's theory as to the ef-

fect of grafting on hybridisation, have been fully confirmed.

Others have not." After Haldane's death, one friend wrote that
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JBS had "never abandoned the thought that there might be

something in some of Lysenko's ideas. Nowadays, after trans-

formation and transduction have been appreciated, the possi-

bility seems more likely that it did at the time." As for the sec-

ond question, the enormity of the Soviet Union's actions might

have been seen more clearly had the argument not been

smudged during the later 1940's by the extravagances of the

cold war. Interestingly enough, when Haldane's break with the

Communists came, it came not over the Tightness or wrongness

of Lysenko's views but because of the jackboot manner in which

Lysenko's opponents were dealt with. But both questions were

of course deeply interlocked; Haldane was from the early

1930's increasingly involved in both, and the tangled story is

best explained chronologically.

Lysenko's experiments were carried out at one of the re-

search stations in the Ukraine set up by Vavilov, the geneticist

whose guest Haldane had been during his visit to Russia in

1928. First, Lysenko had claimed that by treating wheat grains

before they germinated, the plants could be induced to ma-

ture more quickly—a process which came to be known as ver-

nalization and which, if practicable, was obviously of immense
importance to Russia, whose farmers would be able to culti-

vate ever farther north. "What Lysenko had done was not new
but the expectations he based on it were altogether new," Pro-

fessor Darlington later wrote. "What followed, however, went
far beyond these expectations. Each year for the next decade

Lysenko enlarged the scope of his published achievements.

First, he claimed that many other crops could be similarly im-

proved. Next, he claimed that one treatment would change the

race for all time: the acquired characteristics would be inher-

ited. Then, taking a hint from a Russian fruit grower, Mich-

urin, he claimed that he could change the character of all

plants by grafting. In this way he could cross species never pre-

viously crossed, and the hybrids were fertile; further, by using

mixed pollen he could change rye into wheat; and so on. The
pace never relaxed. As Lysenko, in deadly earnest, charged for-

ward into his new world, some said it was Soviet Biology while

others declared it was just make-believe.
,,
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The quick clasping of Lysenko to the Soviet bosom was eas-

ily explicable, since the core of his theories could be simplified

down to answer one simple question: Could certain living or-

ganisms pass on to future generations any of the characteristics

which they had acquired during their lifetime? Now short-

stalked strains of peas and hairy strains of gooseberries pass on
their qualities of shortness or hairiness according to Mendelian
principles of segregation. A similar pattern applies to human
beings, although the human organism is so complex that this

fact is frequently concealed. But could characteristics pro-

duced not by inheritance but by environment be passed on in

the same way? Or did a new generation go back to square one,

as far as these were concerned, and start only with the built-in

characteristics with which its parents had been endowed at

birth? During the eighteenth century Lamarck had claimed

that such transmission of acquired characteristics was possible.

The theory had wilted with the rediscovery of Mendelism and
had apparently died during the first decades of the twentieth

century as the mechanics of Mendelian inheritance were dis-

covered. Some exceptions were known—colchicine, for in-

stance, causes hybrids of certain kinds to breed true, although

they would not otherwise do so—and a few others were sus-

pected. Yet these were rarities, and Lysenko's ideas suggested

something very different. His theories did not merely open

fresh agricultural possibilities for a country which stretches

from the Arctic to within a few hundred miles of the Tropic of

Cancer. Lysenko implied that all life, including Homo sapiens,

might be susceptible to heritable conditioning. Men might not

be born biologically equal, the small fact which invalidated

much Soviet theory. But given sufficient control, surely they

might be bred equal? Even if this were not feasible, the possi-

bility of "tailoring" the human race to desired requirements

was, barring a better word, a god-send to the Russians and one

of immense political and social significance to the regime.

Little wonder that Lysenko was encouraged and that Vavi-

lov, the exponent of classical genetics, came increasingly under

a cloud of government displeasure!

Haldane was skeptical of the reports of this change that began
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to seep out from Russia during the logo's. He was not entirely

uncritical of the work which Lysenko was publishing—al-

though as far as Haldane was concerned, it had the virtue of be-

ing unorthodox. Yet his attitude to reports of the official Soviet

attitude were very different. In the welter of lies and misrep-

resentation which the ideological conflict in Spain soon stirred

up on both sides, there was, it is true, some difficulty in making
any objective assessment of news from or about Russia; even so,

it is difficult not to see a rather casual attitude in one of Hal-

dane's first comments on the impending struggle, made in

Nature, which had reported recent attacks by Lysenko on
Vavilov. "If the attacks have led to a curtailment of Vavilov's

work, the situation of genetics in the Soviet Union is indeed

serious/' he wrote. "If not, hard words break no bones, and the

outlook for genetics in Moscow is at any rate no worse than in

London, where I understand that the only department of ge-

netics in the University of London is shortly to come to an end."

There was some reason for Haldane's caution in accepting

all the tales of what was happening in Russia. In the summer
of 1937 he had received a letter from Vavilov and other Russian

professors denying that either Vavilov himself or one of the

other signatories had been arrested as reported. And as late as

June 7, 1939, Vavilov had himself cordially accepted Haldane's

request to write an article for the Modern Quarterly.

The position was to be radically changed late in July 1939,

less than a month before the soviet-German pact set the stage

for war. Vavilov now wrote to England formally and suddenly,

saying that the Russians would not be able to take part as

planned in the Seventh International Congress of Genetics to

be held in Edinburgh the following month—a congress to

which Haldane had already been elected president. But at the

same time he wrote another, and totally different, letter of ex-

planation to one of his friends in Scotland. Haldane received a

confidential copy of this second letter. And from now on it must

have been increasingly difficult for him to believe that Vavilov

was not acting under duress.

This was the position as war broke out—with the shadows no

doubt lengthening over Vavilov and his genuine defenders
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handicapped by the passionate exaggerations produced by the

Spanish War, in which everything to do with either side was

either jet black or snow white. This human reluctance to look

at the facts impartially tended, during the next few years, to ob-

scure further the growing insecurity of science in Russia. At
first it was too easy to overstate the case against the country

which together with Hitler's troops had made a meal of Poland

—just as, a year or so later, it became fashionable to ignore any

murders committed by the Russian allies.

The wartime skirmishing which preceded the Lysenko crisis

itself was opened by a letter to Nature from A. V. Hill. "Russian

geneticists," Hill wrote, "are torn by faction about the applica-

tion of dialectical materialism to genetics/' He added that

while solid achievements had no doubt been made by Russian

scientists, "it would be easier ... to recognise it and give it

credit if it were not overlaid by fraud and propaganda." This

brought Haldane out of his corner—even before he was asked

by the Communists whether he was replying to Hill's letter.

Vavilov, he agreed, had been attacked because his theories

were unduly mechanistic. So, of course, had his father, John
Scott Haldane, but his father had not been sacked and neither

had Vavilov "up to Sep. 1 of last year" (1939). In any case, Hal-

dane added, if criticism went on they would end up by being at

war with Russia
—

"a new argument for hushing up the evils in

the Soviet Union," as Michael Polanyi put it as the argument

opened out during the next few weeks. Hill quietly noted that

a resolution adopted by the astronomy section of the Academy
of Sciences had started by saying: "Modern bourgeois cosmog-

ony is in a state of deep ideological confusion resulting from its

refusal to accept the only true dialectic-materialistic concept,

namely the infinity of the universe with respect to space as well

as time. ..." A cause celebre was refurbished by asking yet

again whether Peter Kapitza, who had returned to Russia from

Rutherford's Cavendish Laboratory in 1934, had or had not

been kidnapped, and a good many similar red herrings were

drawn across the argument. Finally J. D. Bernal produced a

letter explaining why the detractors disliked Soviet science.

"Science in the Soviet Union means something different from
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what it means in this country," he said. "There it is an integral

part of social life and neither an elegant pastime nor a cheap

source of profit. The real basis of objection is that in the Soviet

Union science is organised as a part of the productive scheme

and that this organisation is conscious and in accord with the

philosophy of dialectical materialism." This was, of course,

just what Hill and others had been objecting to—that the or-

ganization of Russian science was consciously "in accord with

the philosophy of dialectical materialism." Science, they ar-

gued, should be organized in accord with the philosophy of

science.

The debate continued sporadically throughout the war, with

Haldane quick to ward off attacks or, where defense was impos-

sible, as quick to draw a suitable red herring across the trail.

His attitude to the political issue was far less flexible than his

reaction to the scientific problem that Lysenko and his theories

raised, and this first issue taxed all his ingenuity. In 1941, for

instance, Hill wrote of science in Russia, as well as in Germany,

"bolstering up theories which the official philosophy of the

State prescribes." Haldane found it impossible to deny this;

on the other hand, he insisted that "the fields of scientific re-

search in Great Britain are to a considerable extent determined

by the wishes of rich men and women" and that there was no
chair of genetics in England which gave scope for experimental

work "because no rich person has endowed one." He was very

apt at this kind of riposte. When, years later, it became impossi-

ble to deny any longer that Vavilov had been sent to his death

in Siberia, Haldane attempted to qualify this, claiming in a

letter to Bertrand Russell that a closely parallel case was that of

Sir Victor Horsley, the eminent brain surgeon who had died in

the Middle East in 1916. According to Haldane, the trouble

here was that Horsley had "protested against treating cases of

skull fracture with brandy. The case against those who sent him
there would, in the long run, be weakened by stating that he

died in the Tropics."

Had the argument of Haldane and his Communist colleagues

been that subordination of science to the state was a tempo-

rary if necessary outcome of the anguished times through which
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mankind was passing, they might conceivably have won more
support; certainly they would have won more respect. As it

was, many scientists agreed with the reviewer of Haldane's

Science Advances who wrote in Nature shortly after the war
that it was difficult to believe the author to be "really con-

cerned first and foremost with that task of explaining science to

the public which he believes is the responsibility of men of sci-

ence in a democracy. His first concern is not to advance science

but to advance communism, and one suspects that communism
and not science should be the title word." It was time, the re-

viewer went on, "that protest was made against the view that

subjective exposition can advance the cause of science, and
Professor Haldane's carelessness in this respect may well alien-

ate the support of those whose help is badly needed."Such pleas

had, of course, the opposite effect. The more that authority,

represented by A. V. Hill, Nature, the Royal Society et al,

claimed that Haldane was suborning the scientific facts to suit

his purpose, the more it became personally necessary for him
to continue the process. Nothing would have stopped him—ex-

cept, perhaps, a pat on the back.

On the purely scientific issue, however, he continued to re-

main more cautious. His attitude is shown by a letter to Lysenko

himself, which he wrote in January 1945 after the Russian had

referred to Haldane's New Paths in Genetics and had sent JBS
a copy of his own Heredity and Its Variability. "I should like

to add that the book of mine to which you refer so kindly was

written in 1941," said Haldane, "and that as a result, if I wrote

it again today, I should modify my views in several respects,

perhaps bringing them nearer your own." However, this was

not all. "Unfortunately," JBS went on, "It is extremely dif-

ficult in this country to obtain accounts of the actual experi-

mental results on which your views on genetics are based, and I

should be very grateful if you could obtain some reprints

giving accounts of the facts in question, as well as the general

conclusions based on these facts." In this last sentence Haldane

was striking, as he must have realized, at the very Achilles' heel

of Lysenko's work. Where was the experimental data on which

the theories were based? Could it be checked? Could the experi-
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ments be repeated? These were the questions which were to be

asked continually during the next few years.

In spite of the lack of answers, in spite of the dogmatic asser-

tion of Soviet control of science which became increasingly ap-

parent during the immediate postwar years, it is possible to

claim that thus far Haldane was merely giving Lysenko and

his supporters the benefit of the doubt, happily doing so since

most of their detractors formed part of the British scientific Es-

tablishment; to claim that those who were most skeptical of Ly-

senko's alleged achievements were influenced, if perhaps un-

consciously, by their detestation of the totalitarian system which

appeared by this time to have sent Vavilov to his death. As

Discovery aptly put it, "Outside the USSR, judgements on the

controversy were often coloured as much by political convic-

tions as by consideration of the scientific facts."

The situation altered dramatically in the summer of 1948. At
a meeting of the presidium of the USSR Academy of Sciences,

held on August 26, twelve resolutions were passed which abol-

ished existing laboratories, called for the removal from scien-

tists' councils of those who supported "Morgano-Weismannite

genetics," and for the popularization of a "critical exposure of

the pseudoscientific Morgano-Wiesmannite tendency." A
pledge was given to "root out unpatriotic, idealist, Weisman-
nite-Morganist ideology," and it was further claimed that

"Michurin's materialist direction in biology is the only ac-

ceptable form of science, because it is based on dialectical ma-
terialism and on the principle of changing nature for the ben-

efit of the people."

Here, in tragic detail, was the mirror image of Hitler's bless-

ing of the Nazis' racial theories; mumbo jumbo was to be trans-

formed into science by a wave of Stalin's magic wand. As Jul-

ian Huxley put it at the time, the announcements "demonstrate

that science is no longer regarded in the USSR as an interna-

tional activity of free workers whose prime interest it is to dis-

cover new truth and new facts, but as an activity subordinated

to a particular ideology and designed only to secure practical re-

sults in the interests of a particular national and political sys-

tem."
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What did Haldane do? Contrary to popular opinion, he did

not jump to Lysenko's defense. He suggested, in the New
Statesman, that he wanted to read the 500-page document in

translation, and a Communist party official who told him that

"an abridged English translation of the key parts of the discus-

sion" was being made received a brusque reply. "An abridged

translation will be of very slight value," Haldane wrote to him,

"and I personally refuse to commit myself till I have the whole

thing. I regard it as a matter of great political importance, and

have already seen Emile Burns [the Communist writer] about

it. I have been promised a German translation, but have no
great confidence in the promise. If we can get a full translation

I can and will move in the matter. If not I must refuse. Will

you please try to get it done somehow?"

To those with any experience of Haldane, it must have been

clear that he was digging his heels in. They should have been

warned.

From now on, Haldane's actions began to be governed less

by what was expedient for the party and more by what he felt

was right in any particular circumstances. It is true that when
he was asked whether he was to resign from the Soviet Acad-

emy of Sciences, like Sir Henry Dale, president of the Royal

Society, he replied "Certainly not. It would have been more
scientific if Sir Henry had waited until a translation of Lysen-

ko's work was published in London." It is true that when he

wrote an article on "Where I Disagree with Lysenko" for the

Daily Worker, he similarly dodged the issue by referring

purely to the biological issue and not to the intrinsically more
important political issue which concerned the freedom of

science. Yet he also wrote in "Biology and Marxism," a lengthy

article for the Modern Quarterly, that he had found "the prin-

ciples formulated by Mendel, and by Morgan and his school,

work in a variety of organisms." Furthermore, he went on,

"some Marxists have reacted too strongly against the applica-

tion of biological notions to mankind, and assumed that all dif-

ferences between human beings are due to differences of envi-

ronment. . . . But we know in practice, and should, I think,

admit more fully in theory, that different people have very dif-
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ferent abilities, that some are capable of making greater contri-

butions to society than others, and that this would be true had

they had equal opportunities." This might be common sense,

but it was also the stuff of heresy.

In these circumstances, which developed in the autumn of

1948, Haldane began to show his characteristic quality of not

giving a damn for anybody. In doing so, he contrived to get the

worst of both worlds. To his Communist colleagues he was in

perilous danger of backsliding and from now on began to be

regarded with caution. To the rest of the world he was still the

Communist apologist, defending the indefensible and, in the

process, betraying those objective standards which most non-

party scientists did their best to uphold. It is certainly true

that JBS, pushed back against the ropes by the overwhelming

majority of his fellow scientists, refused publicly to admit his

error and turn on his former colleagues.

His loyalty was stretched, and no more so than during the

symposium organized by the BBC toward the end of November.

The speakers were Dr. S. C. Harland, director of the Institute

of Cotton Genetics in Peru; Cyril Darlington, by now director

of John Innes; R. A. Fisher, now Arthur Balfour Professor of

Genetics at Cambridge; and Haldane. An extraordinary, if

generally unappreciated, piquancy was added to the situation

by the fact that Haldane had a decade or so earlier come suc-

cessfully to Harland's aid in an important court case and that

both Darlington and Fisher now occupied posts which Hal-

dane himself would dearly have liked to occupy. However, it

was not this which—in the words of John Langdon-Davies, who
used the broadcast as the main illustration of his Russia Puts

the Clock Back—induced the BBC to take "special precautions

against possible murder by having each of the four conspirators

record their contributions under circumstances which insured

against their meeting on the stairs." Passions had been brought
to the boiling point by the straight issue of state control over

scientific thought.

The broadcast was in some ways an astonishing affair. Haldane
knew that he was virtually defenseless. He already had the

gravest doubts about the propriety of the particular cause he
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was defending. But he distrusted the uses to which his op-

ponents would put any victory they might achieve. And he

therefore continued to fight a defensive action in which one can

hear echoes of the legal attitude rubbed off onto him from his

uncle and of his stubborn Scottish reluctance to admit defeat.

He returned, time and again, to the 500-page report; he dodged

about the scientific issue, and he skilfully evaded the main issue

of scientific freedom. As Chesterton wrote, it is always a fine

sight to see one man fighting against five, and one man fight-

ing against three has something of the same quality. Haldane

did his very best—and the fact that he was immediately stig-

matized as the outright defender of Lysenko worried him not

at all.

The protests of the comrades worried him almost as little.

For while the rest of the world seized on the main burden of

Haldane's broadcast, the party members seized on the qualifica-

tions which they saw in it. There was considerable discus-

sion of the line which should be taken, and JBS pointed out

that this was an opportunity for British Communists to be sym-

pathetic but also independent and critical. This would show

that they were not bound to follow the Moscow line—a proposal

which illustrates the gulf which was now widening between

J. B. S. Haldane the scientist and J. B. S. Haldane the dedicated

party member. This cautious and scientifically valuable propo-

sal was brushed aside. Shortly afterward Haldane, still chair-

man of the editorial board of the Daily Worker, learned that

an "Educational Commentary" on the subject—one of whose

essential points he later described as "utterly untrue"—was to

be issued by the paper. Many men would have resigned from

the board. Haldane wrote a reply to the commentary, attack-

ing it point by point, then had the reply cyclostyled and cir-

culated.

Many top members of the party realized by this time that

however many efforts were made to justify the take-over of

science by politics, the controversy was doing the Communists
as a body considerable harm. A meeting of the Engels Society,

which was used as a platform for the theoretical discussion of

science, was therefore arranged. It was attended by Bernal,
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Haldane, and about thirty to forty others, and it was apparently

before this meeting that Haldane received a paper which was

to be read. This contained, he wrote, "such a fantastically in-

accurate set of statements concerning genetics that it can have

no effect but to produce a row of the worst sort. . . . We ge-

neticists are not going to stand an indefinitely frequent repeti-

tion of these slanders against us. . . . The first duty of commu-
nist scientists in this country is to make data available on which

Michurinism can be examined. This has not been done. The
second is to examine these data, and to examine them critically.

I certainly cannot support a resolution which calls for us to ex-

amine our own work critically, and not that of others. Nor can

I support a statement that the Michurinist criticisms are based

on dialectical materialism. Some are. In my opinion others

are not. If 's paper is taken as *Michurinist criticisms', it is

clear that they are largely based on ignorance."

The meeting of the society was a curious affair and was

opened by a biologist who read a prepared statement in favor

of the Lysenko position. "It was agreed," according to one of

those present, "that Haldane would reply. Before the old man
could rise to his feet, someone whom none of us had ever seen

before got up and began to explain elementary genetics to the

boys. He appeared to be under a complete misapprehension as

to the nature of the meeting and obviously thought we were

all convinced Michurinists in support of the party line, which

he believed to be wrong. We were all waiting to hear Haldane

and tried to shout him down. Eventually he sat down, protesting

that he would take the matter up with higher quarters. Then
Haldane got up and attacked the first speaker. Other people

spoke, and tempers ran quite high, but the position wasn't

yet formalized. At the end of the meeting, Bernal made a

soothing statement and intimated there would be further dis-

cussion."

The controversy was by this time having an increasingly di-

visive effect on the party. At one end of the spectrum there were
those members who still appeared to follow the party line in

humble obedience; at the other were members who resigned,

deeply disillusioned. In between, Haldane stubbornly held
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on, insisting that he was still a good Marxist and, by implica-

tion, causing a great deal of trouble. One prominent party

member had by this time collected a minor dossier on Haldane

and at a meeting of the Engels Society produced it to support

an extraordinary theory: that Mendelism and the Nazi race

theory had the same origin and that this explained why Hal-

dane and other party geneticists had failed to attack the Nazi

theories with sufficient energy. Haldane was not present at this

meeting. This, one must assume, was lucky for the party

member.
Any doubt about Haldane's attitude was ended by his "In De-

fence of Genetics," published in the Modern Quarterly in

1949. "It is of the utmost importance that biologists in this

country should be able to appreciate both the positive and the

negative elements in the views put forward by Lysenko and his

supporters in the Soviet Union,
,,

this began. "Unfortunately,

this has been made much more difficult by ill-informed criti-

cism of genetics by supporters of Lysenko in this country." He
took as his text, he said, the Daily Worker's original Educa-

tional Commentary on Lysenko, and he treated it as a kindly

adult might treat a child's first steps in genetics. "I am," he

said, nailing his colors to the mast, "a Mendelist-Morganist."

He was "sceptical of the claims that in general acquired char-

acters are inherited," and while he kept an open mind about

some aspects of Lysenko's work and praised yet others, he left

readers in no doubt of his position. "I believe that wholly

unjustifiable attacks have been made on my profession, and one

of the most important lessons which I have learned as a Marxist

is the duty of supporting my fellow workers," he concluded.

"We are not infallible, but we certainly do not hold many of the

opinions which are attributed to us."

His attitude was underlined in a letter which he wrote later

in the year to Dr. Lewis, Modern Quarterly's editor, who had

sent him a manuscript. Publication, JBS wrote, "would un-

doubtedly be an advantage to the supporters of Lysenko. But

it would hardly improve the reputation of the 'Modern Quar-

terly/
"

At the time, the political and biological issues of Lysenkoism
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appeared inextricably intertwined. Years later, recording his

auto-obituary, Haldane summed up the position differently,

with what even the most committed might admit was consider-

able impartiality. "I am often asked what I think about Ly-

senko," he said. "In my opinion, Lysenko is a very fine biologist

and some of his ideas are right. Curiously enough, they are

much more often right for bacteria, in my opinion, than they

are for larger organisms such as animals and plants with which

we are familiar. But again, in my opinion, some of Lysenko's

ideas are wrong and badly wrong, as, of course, some of mine or

any other biologist may well prove to be. And I think it was

extremely unfortunate both for Soviet agriculture and Soviet

biology that he was given the powers that he got under Stalin

and that he used to suppress a lot of what I believe, and what

most geneticists believe, to be valuable work, much of which

has been started up again but with a considerable lag."

By the end of 1949, Haldane's disgruntlement with Lysenko-

ism was beginning to show through. But it was not the only

thing to which he objected in the Communist sphere. His posi-

tion can be inferred from a letter written by the editor of the

Daily Worker, Bill Rust, excusing the action of one of his staff.

"I can hardly call this Comrade a mental defective,
,, he pro-

tested, "unless you will tell me what is wrong with the para-

graph." There was a long line of grievances which was still be-

ing added to, and Haldane now began to use these in a process

of disengagement from the party. He still remained loyal to what
he considered to be its principles. He still wished, as he had put

it in his draft resignation letter a year or so earlier, to support its

general policies. But it becomes clear from his correspondence

that he now found himself increasingly placed in positions

where to speak out would be disloyal and to remain silent

would be to give his name to what he knew to be wrong. He in-

tended to get out, but he intended to do it decently.

On March 16 he wrote to the new editor of the Daily Worker,

John Campbell, complaining that his article in the previous

Monday's issue—dealing with the trial of Cardinal Mindszenty
under the title: "Should They Be Above the Law?"—had been
altered without his consent. There had, he said, been pre-
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vious occasions
—

"for example, when an article on streptomy-

cin was headed 'A cure for tuberculosis'
"—but he had been

promised that it would not happen again. "During the past

few months a number of statements have been made in Party

organs with which I am in disagreement/' he continued. "As a

Party member I have refrained from public criticism of them.

But my position becomes completely impossible if my articles

are to be altered without my consent. If I thought that you

have been aware of the promise made to me, I should have no
option but to resign my Party membership in order to be at

full liberty to defend myself were such alterations made on
matters which seem important to me, as they have been in the

past. . . . Were the articles anonymous the matter would be

different. But I am not prepared on the one hand to admit to

authorship of altered or curtailed articles, or on the other to

attack 'The Daily Worker' so long as I am a member of the

Communist Party." His conclusion, "May I ask for an early

reply" was very nearly a threat. Haldane had his reply, almost

by return, but it is doubtful if he was satisfied with it. "With
regard to Gallacher," he was told, "it is true that he has taken

no oath of allegiance to Stalin, but he has a general alle-

giance to international communism and this paragraph in

question might be interpreted as meaning that we were deny-

ing it." And the second paragraph had been cut out because

Campbell felt that it was contradictory to the general argu-

ment.

Haldane soldiered on. But the news of his attitude outlined in

the Modern Quarterly quickly spread. Had he been anyone

other than Haldane, he would have been questioned more
fiercely and sooner. Even so, more than one obedient Worker

reader was beginning to have doubts about Comrade Haldane,

and by December JBS felt constrained to write to Campbell,

pointing out: "From the two letters which I have received in

the last week it is clear that I no longer enjoy the confidence of

an important section of our readers. I am therefore no longer

the right person to be chairman of the editorial board, and

I must ask you to put my resignation in its hands at the next

meeting." There then followed the nub of his argument with
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the Communists. "It may well be that my opinions are incor-

rect," he wrote, "but I cannot change them unless arguments

against them are produced. If there is general agreement that

my proper function is not to try to refute false views on scientific

grounds, but to explain the political and economic grounds on

which people hold them, then someone else can do it better. If

on the other hand it is still considered that 'The Daily Worker'

is a suitable place in which to describe the results of scientific

work, I hope to continue to do so."

Off the board, he continued his regular contributions. At least,

he continued for six months. Then, in a way that only Haldane

could have managed, he broke this link since, as he put it, "it

becomes increasingly clear that my articles do not satisfy a num-
ber of readers." He pleaded increasing age, plus decreasing

energy and time, said that he would continue for another

month and hoped to continue with the occasional article.

Campbell pleaded for an article a month but was successfully

evaded or refused. Haldane's last article for the Daily Worker—"They Want to Sterilise the Poor"—appeared on August 9,

1950-

JBS remained a convinced Marxist, but the marriage with

the party was over. Three months later it was widely reported

that he had resigned from it. He was taking no part in the pre-

liminary work for the World Peace Congress, which was to be

held at Sheffield; his name no longer appeared as a member
of the Daily Worker's editorial board; he no longer contributed

his regular articles. Haldane refused to comment. Instead he

issued, through the Daily Worker, a statement that was a master-

piece of evasion.

"Professor Haldane considers that a very bad precedent

would be established if university teachers were expected to

state their membership or otherwise of political organisations

when requested to do so by newspapers," this said. "He also

considers that, when suffering from a broken leg (Pott's frac-

ture of malleolus) he was under no obligation to ascend the

staircase to answer a telephone call from a newspaper ('The

Sunday Pictorial') which refused to state the subject under dis-

cussion. He has not read the various statements made about
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him in newspapers and leaves it to their readers to speculate as

to their truth or otherwise.

"For the guidance of such readers, he remarks that in view

of the experience of 1914-1918 and 1939-1945, he regards the

rearmament of Germany as a suicidal policy for Britain and
that, as a doubtless old-fashioned believer in such notions as

honour, he regards the wholesale massacre of civilians, whether

by atom bomb or otherwise, as unworthy of a civilised people.

"In this respect he is in full agreement with the policy of the

Communist Party."

Haldane kept what he would have been shocked to hear de-

scribed as a stiff upper lip. The cold war was at its height.

Any stick was good enough to beat the Russians with, and his

publicly announced defection from the party would have made
juicy anti-Communist propaganda. Instead, as he had pro-

posed in his draft letter of resignation some while earlier, he

remained silent.

After the death of Stalin, Haldane commented, of a report

that he had resigned because "he could not reconcile himself

to the dogma of the infallibility of authorities outside the field

of science in solving the problems of science," that the report

was "not entirely correct." He later wrote to a colleague in the

United States that "Lysenko was too dogmatic about his own
results, and above all Stalin interfered unjustifiably with re-

search as he did with other matters." And in 1963 he com-

mented in a letter to a friend that he had resigned from the

Party about fifteen years earlier "because of Stalin's interference

with science." Even so, his attitude both to Communism and to

Stalin remained curiously ambivalent. When asked by the

Czechs in April 1952 for his "opinions on the bacteriological

war unleashed against the people of North Korea," he replied

that he preferred "to await the report of qualified bacteriolo-

gists and entomologists." Yet a year later he added his signa-

ture to a message of condolence on Stalin's death.

Haldane' s links with the Communists had repercussions on

two aspects of his life. One concerned his continuing work for

the services, the other his reaction to the bomb. The service
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authorities had tended to look on his political views as a mere

eccentricity while the Russians were engaging the main bulk

of the German armies, but their attitude became something

different as the alarms and excursions of the cold war in-

creased. In March 1948, when the general question of Com-
munists having access to official secrets was raised in the

House of Commons, Haldane's reaction was open and trucu-

lent.

"I certainly am a Communist—as good a Communist as any-

one," he said on March 15, 1948. "I am working on two govern-

ment scientific committees, one of which deals with under-

water physiology. They don't pay me anything, and they can

throw me off them if they want to. But if they'd thrown me off

six months ago, they might not have had certain increased effi-

ciency in underwater craft. They can go on sacking people, but

the only result will be that all sorts of people will be de-

nounced as Communists when they are not. If I got orders from

Moscow, I would leave the Communist party forthwith. But
sometimes I wish we did get orders from Moscow. I would like

to know what they are thinking. The only group of people in

this country who get orders from foreign powers are Roman
Catholics."

This, as Haldane may well have suspected, poured oil on the

fire, and the following month Sir Waldron Smithers wanted

to know whether or not Haldane was or was not, as he claimed,

working on two government scientific committees. By what was

a lucky chance for the government, both the committees came
under the aegis of the Medical Research Council, even though at

least one was directly concerned with service work for the

Admiralty. Clement Attlee, now Prime Minister, was therefore

able to allay fears that Communists might here be getting

access to service secrets. Professor Haldane, he replied, was
working on two scientific committees of the Medical Research

Council.

Here matters rested for two years. Then the strains which
had been taken by the Admiralty in time of war, first under
Chamberlain's government and then under Churchill's, became
too much for it in time of peace under Attlee's. On June 2,
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1950, Haldane received a letter from the Medical Research

Council. The Board of Admiralty, Haldane was told, fully ap-

preciated the services which he had given them in the past. But
they now felt unable to pass on the information needed

by the Underwater Physiology Sub-Committee of the R.N.

Personnel Research Committee while Haldane remained a

member. The only course, it was regretted, was for Haldane

to cease to be a member.
Two years earlier, Mr. Attlee had been asked in the Com-

mons to give an assurance that when anyone's reliability was in

doubt, the person concerned would be told the charge made
against him and would be given an opportunity to answer it.

"Yes, certainly," he replied, an answer that must have echoed

strangely in Haldane's ears as he read what was, in effect, his

dismissal.

Since his case had already been raised in the Commons, it

must have rankled that it should now be settled in secret. How-
ever, he accepted the official decision in a dignified letter which

he wrote on July 19.

"I have little doubt," this said, "that the Board of Admiralty

has been misinformed concerning me. It is a fact that I disap-

prove of some aspects of the foreign policy of His Majesty's

present Government, and make no attempt to hide this disap-

proval. If the Board has any other reason to suppose that I

would divulge secret information imparted to me, I should be

interested to learn it. The reasons which, as I suspect, they

would give, would merely disclose the inaccuracy of the in-

formation on which their decision was made.

"I have, in the past, been particularly scrupulous in keeping

my mouth shut on such matters, both as a matter of honour,

and in my own interests. Other persons, of different political

views to my own, have been far less so. If the Board of Ad-

miralty desire it, which I doubt, I should be willing to describe

three cases in which information which does not concern me,

in one case as to radar, in two as to the utilisation of nuclear

energy, was communicated to me before it reached the general

public. In each case, I, at any rate, did not pass this information

to others.

"In my own interests I do not ask the Board of Admiralty
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to reconsider their decision. But in the public interest they

might well be better informed as to the probable sources of

leakage."

When the subcommittee met the following month, all its

members regretted Haldane's absence, although they felt it

better that their feelings should not go on official record. Hal-

dane, acknowledging this information, said that he was quite

glad of the development, since he did not like having informa-

tion which he could not discuss freely. "I am only sorry,' ' he

added,
'

'because I might perhaps have been instrumental in

saving a few lives." Haldane no doubt put it all down to the

Americans. He may well have been right.

So far as the atomic bomb was concerned, Haldane's attitude

had one similarity with his attitude to the Lysenko affair; it

was split into political and scientific compartments, and the first

was a good deal less objective than the second. His initial

reaction, pronounced in the columns of the Daily Worker, was:

"To sum up, I welcome the atomic bomb." Soon afterward,

when it was realized that the Americans would have a monop-
oly on the weapon for some years, he believed that it would be

a danger to peace until the Russians had it also. By 1955 he had

so far forgotten his welcoming of the bomb on Hiroshima that

he could write: "I have received several invitations to visit

Harwell in recent months, and refused them with some ran-

cour, as I hope that, had I been a German, I should have re-

fused invitations to visit Auschwitz or Belsen in 1942. I take the

view that the mass killing of civilians is murder, whether it

is done with gas chambers or atomic bombs."

By 1955 Haldane had finally split with the Communists and
the view that the morality of the bomb lies in the judgment of

the user. On the purely scientific issue he never supported the

more sensational statements of the genetic damage that would
be caused by fallout. "I am aware that . . . the probable gene-

tic effect of atomic bombs has been considerably exaggerated,"

he wrote to a member of the M.R.C.'s Protection Committee,

on which he also served. When he gave grounds for suggesting

that explosions up to the end of 1955 would cause about 30,000

deaths in India, he pointed out that this would be spread over

"some thousand years." In a debate with Sir John Cockcroft
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in the columns of Nature, he suggested that Cockcroft's esti-

mate of the danger was too slight, but he suggested also that

Linus Pauling's and Lord Russell's were too great. He did not

scream about the bomb; his estimates of what nuclear fission

might mean in terms of human mutation and the deaths of

those still unborn carry all the more weight because of the fact.

Haldane realized that one by-product of the wartime work
on nuclear fission was the creation of a new experimental tool.

He himself might well have used this for genetical research

but for a situation that could have developed only with Hal-

dane. In the summer of 1946 it was proposed that he carry out

work for the M.R.C. which involved radiation protection and
was of industrial and medical, as well as of service, interest.

Would he please, it was asked, sign a declaration that he had
read the Official Secrets Act? Haldane's reply might have been

forecast. He had worked on the most secret work throughout

the war, and he had at no time signed any such declaration. "I

repeatedly requested to be shown the form in question during

the war," he replied, "and was as repeatedly refused. With re-

gard to my signing such a document now, I should first want

a specific assurance in writing that no work on the genetic

effects of radiation which I am to direct shall be deemed to be

secret within the meaning of the Act."

This hurdle was cleared. Haldane would not have to sign

the form. He then insisted that all rabbits to be used in the

experiments should be available to him and his staff "without

let or hindrance." This would be possible, it was suggested, by
using thirty acres of ground—at Harwell but outside the re-

stricted area. Haldane also insisted that all results should be

freely published—and was assured that this would be so. How-
ever, he further insisted that neither he nor any of the staff in-

volved in his work would be asked, in any way, to observe the

Official Secrets Act. Here was a stumbling block. For while

Haldane was free of the act, and while his juniors would work
mainly outside the compound, their laboratory space would be

inside it; they would thereupon inevitably come within the

scope of the act. Haldane dug in his heels; his participation in

the scheme fell through.



CHAPTER 10

4 40» »

' 'The Cuddly Cactus"

The fact that Haldane was enmeshed at the heart of the

Lysenko controversy in the years which followed the war

helped to turn him into one of the best-known—if notorious is

not a more accurate word—professors who worked at University

College. His fame as the geneticist who could be relied on to

make the devastating comment, who was heartily disliked by

some of his colleagues and students and equally loved by others,

did not stem entirely from this or from his Daily Worker
articles. He himself attracted attention since time, instead of

softening the points on which he differed from the ordinary

run of people, had tended to raise them into rugosities. If he

had always been outspoken, he now became more so, a living

example of how to lose friends and influence people. If he had
always been ambivalent over money, this ambivalence had now
expanded into a meanness about small matters and a generosity

about large ones; he would fumble in his pockets at teatime

until someone else paid for his penny bun but would think

nothing of paying a student's air fare to a scientific conference.

And if he had always earned a reputation for casual untidiness,

this had now grown into a subject which genuinely pained

many members of the staff at University College. He was gen-

erous with his time and experience to any who he felt might
make use of them and became an honorary member of the

Cave Diving Group only on condition that the group would
ask his advice when they needed it. They did so on more than
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one occasion and led Haldane to write a revealing letter after

a fatal accident had taken place. "I am sure that you are feeling

that you neglected something or other," he wrote to one of

those involved. "If so, cut it out. One cannot possibly think of

all the things which might go wrong. If one tried to, one would
never get anything done. And one might always be killed by a

fall of roof. . . . No doubt one or two people will stop div-

ing in consequence of the accident. One can only say that if they

thought it was as safe as bus travel they were somewhat un-

realistic. On the other hand, it should be possible to make it

as safe as rock-climbing. . . . But allow an outsider to say that

you have nothing to blame yourself for, except for undertaking

a job which is bound to be dangerous, and if nobody did that,

we should not get very far in any direction/'

It was against a background of such work that JBS, Weldon
Professor for a decade, worked on in London. His biometry de-

partment was still housed within the department of zoology, the

head of which, Professor D. M. S. Watson, was succeeded in

1 95 1 by Professor Peter Medawar. Haldane had managed to get

on well with Watson, and he and Medawar now became equally

good friends who enjoyed each other's company. Due to Hal-

dane's wartime injuries, which caused him regular and severe

pain, a deck chair had replaced the armchair which had once

stood, islandlike, among the sea of papers in his room. Around it

there lapped the waves of reports and articles and theses, their

significance known only to Helen, by now his strong right arm
in the daily business of work. Providing a secretary for such a

man was a difficult task, and legend claims that at one period

six left in tears in as many weeks. Yet when a girl could be

found whose mind chimed in with his, the loyalty created was

deep and lasting. The trouble was not his variability—the day's

fortunes could be forecast when the secretary, putting her head

around the door, was greeted either by a "Good morning,

Miss " or by a hardly perceptible raising of the head and an

"Ough!"—but his occasional failure to appreciate how other

humans react. Thus on one occasion, told that the library did

not have a book he required, he countered with: "We'll go

along and see. I bet you fifty pounds you're wrong." It was JBS
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who was wrong—and who thereupon sat down and wrote a check

for fifty pounds, insisting on acceptance until the girl collapsed

in tears.

To junior colleagues he was almost unfailingly helpful. One
had a particular problem which arose while he was working by

day and Haldane mainly at night. The morning after he had

mentioned the matter to Haldane, he found on his desk three

sheets of paper to which was attached a note from JBS, say-

ing: "Here's a solution to your problem." The following morn-

ing he arrived to find a single sheet with an attached note, say-

ing: "Here's a better solution." The third morning he found

a sheet of paper with a single equation on it and a note which

said: "Here's a still better solution, and in future don't ask so

many damned questions."

During the postwar years, Haldane produced a great deal

of important work. "I have to do more and more as I grow

older, not less and less," he commented to his sister. This work

was, even for Haldane, of an extraordinary variety. On one

level he worked out a mutation rate for the gene for hemo-

philia and its segregation ratios in males and females, as well

as a more accurate estimate of the linkage between the genes

for color blindness and hemophilia. He provided material for

the quantitative measurement of rates of evolution and for the

mutation rate of human genes, and he dealt with a number of

the complex mathematical problems involved in such work.

Yet this dogged pushing back of the frontiers of knowledge can

be compared with broad surveys such as his Croonian Lecture

to the Royal Society on the formal genetics of man, outlining

the aim of human genetics as the building up of an anatomy
and physiology of the human nucleus which might give man-
kind "the same powers for good or evil ... as the knowledge
of the atomic nucleus has given us over parts of the external

world." In the United States he ranged at the Princeton Cen-
tennial over "Human Evolution: Past and Future," and at Ox-
ford he gave the Herbert Spencer lecture. He could hardly

spare the time for its preparation, "but in view of the totally

anti-Herbert Spencer attitude of most of the lectures, I think

I should," he wrote to his sister. He rejected the idea of speak-
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ing on the philosopher's economic and political ideas since he

would, he said, "have to choose 'Marx and Spencer' as my
title, which could have been misunderstood."

He wrote, during these years, on disease and evolution, on
the mathematics of biology, on the origins of language, on the

mechanical chess player. When his subject did not confine him
to scientific detail, he utilized both his love of the classics and
his accumulation of unexpected knowledge to illuminate, il-

lustrate, point up his arguments, and it is typical that a paper

on "Animal Ritual and Human Language" should be prefaced

by a quotation from Dante's Purgatorio. In 1952 he received

the Royal Society's Darwin Medal from Doctor, later Lord,

Adrian, who spoke feelingly of how "the conclusions derived

from his research have permeated practically every field of

evolutionary discussion [while] his ideas have fundamentally

altered our knowledge of evolutionary change."

Later in the year he celebrated his sixtieth birthday, a for-

tuitous visit from a group of Americans allowing him to ex-

plain how the students were celebrating it with fireworks, as

they always did. This year the event was remarkable not

merely for Haldane's birthday but for the poems presented to

him by students and staff, a Festschrift he greatly appreciated.

This "Cautionary Tales for Aspiring Species, or The Bad
Beast's Book of Blunders" was a glorious effort which included

"Struthiomimus, or The Danger of Being Too Clever,"

"Anomalus Obscurus, or The Perils of Parthenogenesis,"

and "Triassochelys, or The Effects of Excessive Specialisation,"

a collection from various hands quite up to the high standard

which JBS would have demanded of himself.

"Cautionary Tales" is not only intrinsically good stuff, it is

also a pointer to the genuine affection which so many people felt

for Haldane. When, after he had left University College, his

sister Naomi was taken into University College Hospital and

was asked her occupation, she answered, "Novelist." That ap-

peared to worry the young man treating her, so she added that

she was the sister of JBS. "At that," she says, "he leaned with

all his weight on my already suffering liver—and I had no

clothes on—tears sprung into his eyes and he said: 'Oh, do tell
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him how much we all miss him and Helen. The pub's just not

the same/ I asked him for his name, which he didn't supply,

saying only: 'It's the same for us all. We miss them so much.'
"

This popularity was due partly to his personal humanity, but

another factor was the doggedness with which he would fight

for his department and for his staff. The need for this was

made greater by his own reluctance to work through the nor-

mal channels, while the methods he used were typical of the

somewhat anarchic manner in which he regarded much of his

own finances. But though constantly complaining that his de-

partment was underfinanced, he made no claims for himself.

The reverse was the case, and in March 1947 he wrote to the

authorities, saying, "The salary offered me by the College ex-

ceeds my present needs, the more so as I am constantly re-

ceiving money from the BBC, and other sources. I also find that

I have somewhat underestimated the expenses of my depart-

ment. I should therefore be very glad if you would see your

way to transfer £100 from my salary for this year to the Depart-

mental Account."

His casualness about his personal finances was startling. At
times he misordered his affairs so that his account was too small

to meet his standing orders; at another, when he was able to

claim his post-war credits, he ignored the necessary forms re-

peatedly sent to him by his bank. While he could be mean over

pence he was generous over pounds and was repeatedly divert-

ing his own fees into other people's pockets. Thus he insisted

that payment for the Bateson Lecture, which he gave in 1956,

should be "paid to an Indian worker whom I wish to sub-

sidize." When he learned that he was to be paid £100 for

"Is Evolution a Myth?" he asked that one half should be paid

to a colleague, the other half to his secretary. Penguin Books
was instructed to pay the money for an article in their Science

News to the Communist party, while on another occasion they

were asked to send the check to University College. "This is

how I pay for some research expenses of my department," added
Haldane. His motives were certainly mixed. "This seems to be
the best way of escaping the payment of income tax," he wrote
to one publication, but there is no doubt that a great deal of
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money earned by extracurricular work was poured into his

department. "I should like to obtain £50 towards the ex-

penses of his work, otherwise the expenses will have to come
from my own pocket," he wrote to one grant-giving authority

of one of his students. In March 1953 he wrote to the college

authorities, saying: "I regret that during the next session I shall

have to pay £300 out of my own pocket to keep my depart-

ment going," and seven months later he wrote to the secre-

tary of the Agricultural Research Council: "In spite of the

steady rise in prices and salaries, the grants available for my
department from University sources have fallen, and during

the past few years I have had to contribute to them from my
own resources. During the current academic year I have, in

particular, to find the salary of my senior technician, which

amounts to £395. I can, in fact, do so by writing a sufficient

number of popular articles and books. But I can only do this by

devoting less energy to research and teaching. I shall in any

case contribute £200 or so from this source to University Col-

lege."

Such pleas were not always answered. One reason is suggested

by a letter that Haldane later wrote to the same Agricultural

Research Council, saying that he had applied for a grant for

one specific worker. "Today my secretary received a request for

information as to her examination results,'* he continued. "I

consider this to be a piece of blackmail on your part. As you

know very well, the results of examinations are secret. I re-

fuse to give you the information, and withdraw my request for

a grant. I shall pay for her out of my own pocket."

The nature of genetics, which demanded animal stocks and

simple equipment, made Haldane less dependent on hard cash

than workers in other disciplines. He could, when necessary,

provide from his own pocket the sums required—a circum-

stance very different from that of a man working in radio as-

tronomy or physics. Due partly to this, he was able to carry

on, with the flow of his papers continuing throughout the

i95o's. They ranged over most of the fields which he had trav-

ersed in the previous third of a century—physiology and bio-

chemistry, as well as genetics—but perhaps the most im-
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portant was that on "The Cost of Natural Selection," which he

read at the Sheffield meeting of the Genetical Society in 1957.

Explaining its essence simply in a letter, he wrote: "Natural

selection means that members of genotypes ill-adapted to the

environment die prematurely or are partly sterile. The unit

process of evolution is the replacement of one gene by another

in a population. The total number of deaths involved in this

process is independent of the intensity of selection when this is

small. It depends on the rarity, before selection starts, of the

gene selected, and on the degree of its dominance. A represent-

ative number of deaths is 30 times the number of indi-

viduals in a generation. Thus evolution at the rate of one gene

substitution in 300 generations would lower the reproductive

capacity of a species by about 10%. This fact sets an upper limit

to the rate of evolution." What Haldane did in fact do in this

paper was to provide a quantitative explanation of the slowness

with which evolution takes place.

He was also a much sought-after speaker at foreign con-

gresses throughout this period. He turned down more invi-

tations than he accepted. "I am getting old, and find that I

have already more work than I can manage," he wrote in re-

fusing one. "As I can no longer comfortably travel third class,

I find travel expensive, and as I have to pay for a certain

amount of research out of my own pocket, I prefer to spend

money in this way." But he did give a series of lectures to the

Singer-Polignac Foundation in Paris. He traveled to India three

times, spending some weeks there on each occasion and form-

ing links with the Indian Statistical Institute in Calcutta that

were, as we shall see, to affect his future vitally. And in 1953
he attended the International Biological Union Symposium on
Genetics of Population Structure in Pavia, astounding those

present not only by his comments in the symposium itself

but by the tour de force of his closing address. He had merely

jotted down a few details on a dinner menu, but he quoted
Dante on the application of genetics to human affairs and Lucre-

tius for the view that genes were immutable.

Preparation of the papers which Haldane read as a guest at

foreign congresses ate into the small amount of free time
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which he allowed himself. So did his regular appearance at

public or private meetings—of the Hammersmith Peace Coun-
cil, the Socialist Medical Association, the Union Society of

London and the South Place Ethical Society, to name a few

at random. He was still driving himself hard, and the love of

clowning or buffoonery that never left him did not always

make up for the annoyance with an audience which he some-

times betrayed.

When he came to London's Queen Mary College Debating

Society to second the motion "This house has no need for a

God," his back was troubling him badly, and glaring at the

chair set for him on the platform, he commented: "I can't sit

on that; it's much too severe." The president anxiously asked

for another, but Haldane stopped him with: "Don't bother;

I'll stand." He then noticed that the seats in the auditorium

were of comfortable plush, left the platform, and sat down be-

low it in one of them. Shortly afterward, as the president was
introducing the speakers, he unwisely mentioned a piece of

work which he believed JBS had done. From the auditorium

there bellowed up Haldane's voice: "That's not true. With-

draw that statement."

Later, JBS spoke from the platform and, as might have been

safely prophesied, commented on the doctors at Lourdes. One
of his statements was then taken up from the floor, and to

Haldane's "I never said that" there came a chorus of "Yes, you

did; yes, you did."

"If I said that, I'll commit suicide," declared JBS. "I will.

I'll slit my throat."

At this he produced from his pocket an object which ap-

peared to be an ordinary razor. However, the College Catholic

Society had packed the meeting, and Haldane's move was

merely greeted with: "Well, go on then—because you did."

After order had been restored, a member of the audience

began a series of questions. Had Haldane not read so and so?

Had he never thought so and so? He replied with a deferential

"Yes, sir," "No, sir," "No, sir, I'm sorry, sir,"—at each response

meekly touching with his hand the place where his forelock
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had been forty years earlier. When the motion was announced

as lost, he stalked out of the room without a word.

"One got the impression," said one spectator, "that it was

one of his less satisfactory afternoons."

Haldane's irascibility, strongly denied by those who had ex-

perienced only his warm friendliness, was only one of the

traits which had by this time turned him into one of the "sights"

of University College. There was also his bluntness, shown at

the end of his Karl Pearson Centenary address. "To me at least

there seems to be an element of hypocrisy about the present

celebrations," he said. "I believe that we should be honouring

Pearson more effectively if, to take one example out of many
possible, we ensured that the College library possessed copies

of all his works, placed where students could consult them,

than by making speeches and eating food." Haldane, being

Haldane, refused to attend the dinner that followed the ad-

dress.

His sincerity and his sense of humor helped to lighten his

image. So did his facility for making these shine through his

correspondence. "I do not know what the future of mankind
will be, but I do not suppose that it will be one of which
I should approve," he wrote. "Except that your letter to me
refers to 'the new daft regulations' I can find nothing to criti-

cise." Of his friend R. A. Fisher, he commented that he was

"apt to regard any gilding of his lilies as an attack." Describ-

ing how he had helped one woman who sought advice on a

family problem, he commented: "I ought, I suppose, to have

told her to go to heaven—but I feel some sympathy for the

barmies." He insisted that "No Perfume" compartments
on railways are much more necessary for comfort than "No
Smoking," and asked by a students' union to oppose the resolu-

tion "This house believes in Western democracy," he replied:

"I am not prepared to support a motion so carelessly framed. I

do not know what it means. It reminds me of the aged don at

Cambridge who was heard to say in chapel: 'And I believe in

Pontius Pilate—Oh, no, I don't.'
"

The idiosyncrasies of which such letters were the outward
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sign tended to overemphasize the extrovert side of Haldane's

character, the side which tried to fight down the traditional

feeling that publicity must always be in poor taste, which
found the warmth of the limelight enjoyable if unpardonable,

and which comforted itself with the thought that all such oc-

casions might be turned to good use. Kingsley Martin's "Cud-

dly Cactus," driving his small Jowett through the Christmas

crowds of Piccadilly with an impatient "Get out of my way,"

booming perpetual and uninhibited complaints about the cof-

fee at University College, writing under black headlines in The
Sunday Pictorial and still willing to give his opinions on any

subject under the sun, made up a figure which was not only

larger than life, it was also a figure which tended to obscure the

other Haldane, a man as devoted to science as Galahad to the

Grail and one who found it impossible to fight against the de-

mands of social conscience.

In 1948 the Lysenko affair had forced Haldane into a recanta-

tion which was no less searing for being private. Eight years

later, another twist of world events was to play its part in de-

ciding Haldane's future. As before, he seemed—judged by the

evidence of his papers—quite willing to let his own case go by

default, as though he cared little whether or not he got the

worst of both worlds. As before, the first rustles of the approach-

ing storm came in the closed company of science.

In the autumn of 1956, Haldane was awarded the Huxley
Memorial Medal of the Royal Anthropological Institute.

On November 1 the institute informed him that the 29th had

been fixed as the date for his Huxley Lecture and that it would

be followed by a dinner in the Peers' Dining Room at the

House of Lords, arranged with the cooperation of Lord Raglan,

the institute's president. The letter giving the news could

hardly have arrived at a less fortunate time, for on the evening

of the 1st the House of Lords had voted strongly in favor of the

Allied attack on Egypt.

Haldane's reaction was predictable. "In view of the House of

Lords' heavy vote last night in favour of British aggression, I

do not propose even to appear to give countenance to so foul

an institution by dining there," he replied to the institute. "I
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would respectfully urge that by holding a dinner there the

Royal Anthropological Institute is making things more difficult

for British anthropologists throughout the world, whereas

were it known that the Institute had refused, things would be

made slightly easier for all British anthropologists. However
that may be, I am sorry that I cannot accept your invitation/

'

The letter was passed on to Raglan, who replied, more in

sorrow than in anger, that unless Haldane thought better of

his decision and unless he withdrew the word "foul," the presi-

dent would be unable to chair the lecture. Haldane, far from

being driven into a corner by the suggestion, welcomed it. "I

think your decision not to take the chair at my lecture is cor-

rect," he replied. "The people of this country are sharply

divided into those who think that the present government is

committing a crime under international law, and those who
think otherwise. Some of the former are prepared to take all

steps to which they are legally entitled to express their abhor-

rence of the government's action. It is inevitable, and in my
opinion desirable, that their opponents should be annoyed by

such steps. I think that your action will help to demonstrate the

depth of division which exists in this country (as it exists in the

British Commonwealth) on this important moral issue. I

therefore welcome it, and thank you for your letter." Raglan

did his best, sending a placatory note and suggesting that sub-

stitution of "deplorable" for "foul" might remove the im-

pediment to his presence. Haldane stood his ground, and the

dinner was canceled.

The argument was a pale shadow of events to come.
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CHAPTER 11

The Great Decision

On the morning of July 24, 1957, Haldane and his wife

stood on the apron at London Airport, ready for the final

stage of emigration to India. He was going, he confirmed once

again, because he did not wish to live in a police state, in a

criminal state such as the one which had attacked Egypt. For

full measure, and the benefit of any American reporters present,

he added: "I want to live in a free country where there are no
foreign troops based all over the place."

Thus Haldane supported the myth that he was leaving Lon-

don solely as a result of the Anglo-French aggression against

Suez, a reaction which drew the ideological sympathy of many
but which few had either the chance or the courage to emu-

late. During the preceding nine months he had encouraged the

story, fuming to his friends at the slightest opportunity and
delighting newspaper reporters with his statements that he was

leaving his native land because of the mass murders of civilians

in Port Said. Yet only part of this was true. Haldane felt as

strongly about Suez as many other decent men. But now, as at

so many other critical moments of his life, he could not help

trailing his coat and building up a picture of himself that was

in some ways grossly distorted. The whole truth was less emo-

tional and more complex than a reflex reaction to Suez, less

worthy of the headlines but vastly more interesting. Haldane

had in fact been considering emigration to India years before

the Anglo-French aggression. In October 1956 he had written
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to a friend: "I also am to retire in two years, but I propose

to retire to India, and pass the rest of my life there. It seems

reasonable. Climate grand, living cheap, great demand for

teachers." In fact, by November 1, 1956, the day of the British

ultimatum to Egypt, Haldane was actually writing to the direc-

tor of the Indian Statistical Institute in Calcutta, accepting the

offer of an appointment there—not only for himself, but for his

wife. "Helen is overjoyed at the offer of a full-time post," he
added. "There is no question of her wanting to go anywhere

else, though she thinks that she might perhaps want in future to

ask your leave to do some teaching in Calcutta University, to go

to international congresses, and so on."

This decision of Haldane's to emigrate to India was not only

taken before the Anglo-French attack on Egypt but had been

maturing over a number of years. He had been invited to the

Indian Science Congress early in 1952 and had then spent six

weeks in the country, giving thirty-five lectures during this

time, notably a series of twelve at the Indian Statistical Insti-

tute in Calcutta, run by another remarkable Fellow of the Royal

Society, Professor Prasanta Chandra Mahalanobis.

On his return, Haldane had written to Nehru, outlining his

ideas for developing Indian biology and adding: "If it were

considered that either or both of these lines of work should be

encouraged, I should be glad to assist in their development in

any way in my power, if only because I feel an obligation to a

country whose government is doing as much for world peace

as the present Indian Government."

He visited the Indian Statistical Institute again in 1954 and

on his return wrote revealingly to his old friend, Dame Janet

Vaughan of Somerville. Professor Nirmal Kumar Bose, the

editor of Man in India and formerly Gandhi's secretary, was

planning to write the history of Gandhi's forty campaigns, a

project which would involve him in extensive travels and in in-

terviewing thousands of people. "He estimates the cost of his

research at about £800," Haldane wrote. "I cannot imagine a

more fruitful way of spending such a sum on sociological re-

search, and am quite prepared to back my opinion with a con-

tribution of £100. The suggestion would be opposed by those
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who find Gandhi much more useful in heaven than on earth,

and by those who genuinely think he never made a mistake and

by those who think he was a dangerous revolutionary or a

dangerous reactionary/'

His thoughts were increasingly turning to emigration, as he

had hinted to many of his friends. In 1955 he put his position to

Mahalanobis. "I shall be superannuated in 1958/' he wrote. "I

have already an offer of part-time employment in Britain after

this. But I should prefer an unpaid post in India provided there

were opportunity for research. Helen has a paid post here and
it would be hard to settle down in India unless there were

some provision for her to do research and perhaps some teach-

ing. Of course your own country needs work on 'pure' animal

genetics and behaviour, and this does not demand expensive

apparatus.

"I am personally no longer much attached and could work
anywhere, given sources of data and library facilities. She on
the other hand says that she is 'homesick for India', and would
be happy to work at Calcutta or Santiniketan.

,,

A few months later, early in 1956, he wrote to one friend

that he hoped "to leave for India this summer and settle down
there," and shortly afterward he wrote that he was trying to

get a post in India. "The conditions for work in such a place

as Calcutta are somewhat more favourable than in Lon-

don," he added. In fact, there now came two offers. One was
from the vice-chancellor of Banaras University, the other was
from Mahalanobis, who said that whatever happened he
would be glad to have Haldane and his wife for a four-month

visit to the institute in 1957, and then added: "I should also

take this opportunity of getting the record straight. We should

be very glad to have you in the Institute, on a full-time or part-

time basis, on such terms and conditions and with such designa-

tion (for example, Research Professor or Visiting Professor, or

Research Director) that you may consider suitable. We have

already agreed to give a full-time teaching post to Helen and it

was my intention to send her informally the terms and condi-

tions for her consideration/'

It was to this letter which Haldane replied on November 1,
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stressing the pleasure that it had given him and his wife. Helen
would be delighted to work in the institute. "As for me, if it is

possible to get the 'Journal of Genetics' printed at Baranagar,

I shall have all the money I want (and India will have an-

other export,)" he added. "If not, I shall, of course, have

more time to spare, but would like some remuneration for

working in the Institute." Thus by the time of Suez, Haldane's

plans for emigration were already settled.

His reasons for dragging up his roots were varied and complex,

although the operation was simpler for him than it would have

been for most men; his roots were short. Since his departure

from Cambridge almost a quarter of a century previously, he

had failed to settle down as part of any community. At Univer-

sity College he tended to be the eccentric outsider, much feared

or much loved according to circumstance but the center of only

a group within a group. He had been a member of the Commu-
nist party, had sympathized with much that it did, given it the

benefit of his superior wisdom, yet not been fully of it. What-
ever the magnetism of Scotland and the Scots, it was not enough

to hold him. He entertained respect for his aged mother, affec-

tion for his sister and for his brother-in-law. Yet he was a man
with many acquaintances but few friends. As for the word
"home," as most men understand it, there had perhaps been no

real home since the days of Roebuck House which he had left

more than three decades before. Emotionally, he could afford to

pack his bags and go.

The attractions of India for JBS—and also for Helen—were

numerous and compelling, even though he himself was apt to

camouflage them. "One of my reasons for settling in India was

to avoid wearing socks," he once insisted. "Sixty years in socks is

enough." The truth was that by the later 1950's Haldane was

profoundly pessimistic about the future of Europe, which he

saw as becoming increasingly anti-Socialist. This was in one

sense a reason for remaining, and he later wrote from India, "I

might have done better to stay in England and be a nuisance

like Russell." But this was only a passing regret. Despite all his

strong feelings, Haldane was not a political animal. He had no

passion for the complicated play and counterplay which can be
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described as dishonesty or maneuver according to taste but

which is the stuff of politics. He did not agree with it all, and he

was both pleased and proud to get out.

In addition, he had both liking and respect not only for Neh-
ru's international stance but for his personal record, and the

same was true of Mahalanobis. To these general attitudes there

were added practical reasons for a move. Haldane was due for

retirement in 1959, while Helen's appointment as lecturer ran

only to September 1957, and while he could no doubt have

acquired an emeritus post without undue trouble, the eccen-

tricities of greatness were tolerated more readily in India than

in the West. In addition, Haldane had strong feelings about his

wife being given a post in conjunction with himself, a factor

which further limited the possibilities. There was, moreover,

his continuing belief that work was being unnecessarily held

back at University College. "I believe that the opportunities

for biometric research are now better in India than in Britain,"

he stated at the Karl Pearson Centenary celebrations in May
1957, "and for this reason, among others, I have thought it my
duty to emigrate there."

Overshadowing all these considerations were three others.

One was the fact that both Haldane and Helen had been over-

whelmed by the richness, variety, attraction and beauty of In-

dia's animals and plants and the prospects of biological inves-

tigation which they held out. Here was exciting virgin country,

and its exploration demanded not expensive equipment but

the exercise of human observation and stretching of the hu-

man mind.

To this professional magnet there was added something both

stronger and more subtle: the attraction of the Hindu philos-

ophy of life, toward which Haldane had been increasingly

drawn during the years that followed the end of the Second

World War. His second thoughts on the bomb had driven him
to the belief that now, more than ever before, the policy of non-

violence was both practically wise and morally compulsive.

He was drawn on to consider, in more detail than during his

first days in India, the complexities of Hindu beliefs, so com-
parable with their eternal "endure" to the "Suffer" on the
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walls of Cherwell. Hinduism, with its progress and regress of

the soul worked out like a game of snakes and ladders, contin-

uing until lucky competitors reached the 100 mark and at-

tained a lasting salvation, was a game he understood. There
was thus a number of logical reasons whose combination in-

duced Haldane to pull himself up by the roots. There was also

one other. It would be easy, he realized, for his enemies to

claim that he was planning emigration to avoid payments to his

first wife, because he found it difficult to get a post for his sec-

ond, because he was becoming too cantankerous to hold down
an appointment equal to his intellect, or because his Marxism
would no longer let him live in a land of Conservative aggres-

sors. He knew these dangers; they must have seemed irresisti-

ble. When all sane men knew that for his reputation it was su-

icidally dangerous to leave for India, Haldane made up his

mind. No man can escape his own demon; Haldane's forced him
to emigrate.

Thus an amalgam of motives had driven him to decide on
emigration some time before the Suez crisis. That they were to

be obscured was due only partly to his forceful condemnation

of the British attack. Almost as important in creating the pub-

lic image was the purely fortuitous incident, on Monday,

November 5, of the police dog and its tail.

By this time Britain was split down the middle on both the

morality and the wisdom of the Suez adventure. Passions were

inflamed, Haldane's as much as any man's. On the 2nd he had

written a blistering letter to the Manchester Guardian suggest-

ing that William Blake had been correct in his statement that

"The whore and gambler, by the state/Licensed, build that na-

tion's fate." It was not, he suggested, a coincidence that on the

night preceding the first day on which premium bonds were

sold, British bombs were dropped on Egypt. "I suggest that Mr.

Macmillan, in the interests of consistency, should put a heavy

tax on the earnings of prostitutes to defray some of the expense

of the present operations. Such a measure would command quite

as much public support as the present Government policy."

Those who objected to the government's policy were vociferous.

Those who doubted its legality possibly remembered Lord Kil-
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muir's comment on the Nuremberg trials
—

"It is a point from

which we must not flinch that henceforth, if a general is con-

scious that the plans are the actual, practical, and proximate

plans for aggressive war, he becomes criminally liable if he

takes part." The authorities were edgy, and as November 5 ar-

rived with its enlarged possibilities of disturbance, the police

were also edgy.

That evening Helen Haldane met a young American, Wil-

liam Clarke, then working as a research assistant at University

College. They had a drink in the Marlborough Arms, a favorite

haunt of the Haldanes, and after she had introduced him to sev-

eral other members of the university staff, they began to walk

back to University College, where Haldane, on his sixty-fourth

birthday, was still at work.

"On the way to the college," Clarke has written, "we ap-

proached two policemen and their police dog. The dog was

sitting on the pavement with its tail straight out behind it. As

we passed the police and the dog, Mrs. Haldane put her foot on
the dog's tail. She did not stamp on the tail, but only lightly

rested her foot on it as she walked by. The dog did not appear

to be hurt at all. When Mrs. Haldane stepped past, the dog

stood up and wagged its tail."

There are varying versions of what happened next, but it

appears clear that the police questioned Helen and that Helen

thumbed her nose at them and gave them her own considered

opinion of policemen in general. The couple was arrested, and
shortly afterward Mrs. Haldane was charged with being drunk
and disorderly and with assaulting a police officer, while her

companion was charged with obstructing the police.

Long before the couple appeared in court the following

morning, there were indications that they had been mistaken

for skylarking undergraduates, that no one had really intended

to arrest a university lecturer and a visiting American, and that

the authorities would be heartily pleased if the whole affair could

be forgotten in the presence of a small fine. Any hopes of this

in the case of Helen Haldane bordered on fantasy.

In court the following morning, she resolutely refused to pay

the fine imposed and was duly told that in lieu of the cash arriv-
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ing within the stipulated time, she would be committed to

prison. She was later warned by the provost that if she insisted

on going to prison she would have to resign her post, a sugges-

tion that produced a picturesque verbal response. In due course,

on the 13 th, she was taken to Holloway—where, she later said,

she found the treatment and staff considerably better than she

had been led to expect.

Haldane himself, now confirmed by the Suez events in his

worst suspicions of what a Conservative government could do,

had his feelings compounded by Helen's misfortune and sent

his formal resignation and hers to University College.

"On October 28th. in view of the news of British military

actions, I wrote to India asking whether it would be possible

for my wife and myself to obtain employment there next year,"

he wrote. There was, he went on, "no alternative in view of

my wish no longer to be a subject of a state which has been

found guilty of aggression by the overwhelming verdict of the

human race. I believe that we shall find in India opportunities

for research and teaching in a country whose Government, by

its active work for peace, gives an example to the world." This

was certainly the truth, but it was by no means the whole truth.

Suez was not the spur which was sending him East; it was in-

stead the unexpected mast, arriving suddenly before him, onto

which he quickly nailed his colors.

On the day that he wrote to the provost, Haldane wrote also

to the University of Amsterdam, where he was to lecture, say-

ing that he now refused to travel under the auspices of the Brit-

ish Council, which was arranging his visit, since he was "not

prepared to come as representative of a state which has been ad-

judged criminal by the vast majority of other states." However,

he did not wish to break his promise; he would come at his own
expense.

Meanwhile, after he had written with some pride that his

wife had been arrested and was now in Holloway, he received

a telephone call. It came on the evening of November 16, from

Helen herself, who indignantly reported that a Mr. Waller had

arrived at the prison and paid her fine. He had offered her a lift

home, which she had refused. And having been photographed,
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first on leaving prison and then again as she telephoned JBS,

she assumed that she had been freed by a newspaper in hope

of an interview. If so—as seems likely—the paper was disap-

pointed.

With Helen now out of prison, Haldane's resignation lying

in the provost's office and Helen's own confirmation of her res-

ignation now on its way, JBS officially announced that he was

emigrating to India because he considered Britain to be a

"criminal state." The decision, he added, had been made be-

cause of the "mass murders at Port Said." His attitude formed

a useful prop to the left. But the fact that he had not publicly

dissociated himself from the Communist party made Haldane's

response to Suez little more than might have been expected. He
had always been a man of bomblike utterances, and this in it-

self diminished the impact—so that "British Scientist Emigrat-

ing Over Suez" seemed less startling when one learned that the

scientist was JBS.

At University College there was genuine regret that the Hal-

danes were leaving. There were also pinpricks, of which he

made the most, and in April he wrote to the provost, complain-

ing that he had been turned out of his room by the Works De-

partment. "My secretary was in the building but was not con-

sulted," he added. "It is, of course, only twenty years since I

was promised another and larger room. It may be that some-

thing is now being done about it. I reserve the right to claim

damages, as my belongings have been moved in a totally cha-

otic manner."

Three months later, as JBS and his wife were preparing to

go, he wrote: "We are leaving here amid mixed emotions of

others. Some are genuinely sympathetic. They have painted

my portrait, given us dinners, and so on. Others regard my
leaving here three years before my superannuation as an insult

to themselves and their culture. They would not feel so strongly

were I going to America. But there is a very real prejudice

against India."

Prejudice there might be, but there was also affection and an

appreciation of what he had done for University College over

the years. In July, Haldane learned that the senate had decided
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to confer on him the title of professor emeritus. He pointed

out that if he had been consulted in advance he would have re-

fused, and he added that he had not been superannuated but

had resigned to take up another chair and wished the confer-

ment to be withdrawn. For one thing, he did not think it was
usual for such a title to be given to a professor taking up an ap-

pointment at Oxford, Cambridge or McGill. "The Indian

Statistical Institute, to which I am going, has a higher standard

of research and teaching than these universities," he replied,

"and it seems somewhat discourteous to it to suggest that I can

in any sense be said to be retiring on accepting a post there.'

'

In addition, he went on, he was leaving London prematurely

because, as he put it, "promises made to me over the last twenty

years both by the administrative authorities of the University

and of this College, have been systematically broken," although

he knew that this was due partly to promises broken by gov-

ernment officials. "Further," he continued, "in the past, the

university systematically behaved as if it found me an embar-

rassment, which may well have been the case. To take one ex-

ample, a colleague junior to myself was chosen as its official rep-

resentative at the last International Genetical Congress. The
university had a perfect right to do this, but as it did so it ap-

pears inconsistent to confer a title on me on my departure."

The university appears to have noted Haldane's objections. Six

years later he received University College's annual calendar.

He immediately wrote to the college, protesting that he was

not listed as a professor emeritus.

By midsummer 1957 JBS had, with a few minor exceptions,

bundled up his huge collection of journals and scientific papers,

the accumulations of a lifetime. His schoolboy diaries, the

drafts of unpublished papers on his father and on various as-

pects of his own life, family correspondence going back deep

into the nineteenth century, details of his Army service in the

First World War and the records of his work for the Admiralty

in the Second—all were boxed and finally dispatched to follow

the Haldanes to India by sea. At least, almost all of them were

dispatched. Years later, after Haldane's death, further files

were discovered at University College, including his own copies
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of the minutes circulated after the meetings of the Daily Worker
editorial board.

At the end of July the Haldanes left England. Less than

twenty-four hours later, they were descending across the sprawl-

ing outliers of Calcutta to Dum-Dum Airport, where an official

reception committee awaited them. To the Indian authorities,

the settling in their country of such a distinguished biologist as

JBS was an accolade; he was different, a distinguished white

man who had chosen them. However much Haldane wanted to

merge himself into what was to become the country of his

adoption, this was the fact they would never let him forget. It

is doubtful if he would, wholly and unreservedly, have wished

them to.

The institute into whose life Haldane and his wife now pre-

pared to settle down—a heterogeneous collection of dusty

buildings lying eight miles from the heart of Calcutta on the

dusty road leading through the suburbs to Barrackpore—al-

ready occupied a key position in the new India which was strug-

gling up in the aftermath of independence. It had been

founded as a learned society in 1932, largely a crystallization of

ideas discussed by the group of young men who had gathered

around Professor Prasanta Chandra Mahalanobis. Although

technically professor of physics in the Presidency College, Cal-

cutta, Mahalanobis was already a statistician of international

fame, and the rooms where his colleagues met regularly were

known as the Statistical Laboratory. Why not, it was asked, ap-

ply statistical methods to the multitude of problems, both gov-

ernment and private, which cried out for solution in the awak-

ening subcontinent? The institute was then formed to foster

such applications, a modest enough project to begin with and

one which during its first year of existence employed a single,

part-time worker.

One of the first problems tackled by the institute was that of

flood control in Bengal and Orissa—the results being both short-

term, in the form of better control, and long-term, in the shape

of such enterprises as the Hirakud Dam Project, which in Hal-

dane's day was to involve the building of the biggest earth

dam in the world. Another set of problems centered on agricul-
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tural field trials, a subject on which Mahalanobis worked with

Haldane's colleague, R. A. Fisher. Work flowed in from private

companies and from government agencies, and by the logo's the

institute employed a staff of nearly 2,000 and had grown tenta-

cles which reached out into many aspects of government work.

In 1949 Mahalanobis had been appointed Statistical Adviser to

the Indian Cabinet, and five years later Nehru inaugurated

studies at the institute from which the draft of India's Second
Five Year Plan was prepared. By 1957 preparations were al-

ready being made for the act which was to empower the in-

stitute to confer degrees in statistics. Thus the scientists, proj-

ects and plans among which the Haldanes were now to find

themselves working were deeply responsible both for such

economic order as existed across the developing nation and for

the failures which still periodically racked it.

Haldane's work as research professor was to be mixed. Within

his first year he gave some fifty lectures, mainly on genetics but

also on general statistical investigations. He started work on a

number of problems in mathematical statistics, but his main
occupation was, as he himself put it,

'

'assisting others in re-

search." This was helped by the glamor with which his name
was surrounded in India; he was not only a scientist of world-

wide fame, he was one who had chosen to uproot himself and

take to the Indian way of life, and the more able and ambitious

wrote asking to study under him in Calcutta.

Initially the Haldanes lived in an apartment on the fourth

floor of the institute, an ideal arrangement as far as JBS was con-

cerned, since he had always tried to mark as thin a line as pos-

sible between his professional working life and what for most

other men would be called "spare time." His new home was

small, and made smaller still by the packing cases of books and

papers which eventually arrived from England. "Our flat is cer-

tainly in a mess by European standards, though not, I think, by

Indian standards," he wrote to one prospective visitor. "You

may find our simplicity, or squalor, trying."

One part of this simplicity was Haldane's adoption of Indian

dress, which he found cheaper and more comfortable than Eng-

lish clothes. "Indian dress is so practical," he once commented.
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"No braces, no belts. It's cheaper, and poor people can afford

to have a clean change of clothing every day." He owned two

hats, "one of more or less European type, a kind of deerstalker

made of stout cotton, which is very light, and a heavy conical

straw one of rather Chinese appearance, as worn in the local

countryside." He rarely wore either, and the hugeness of his

frame, unusual in an Indian, frequently suggested that the im-

pressive advancing figure might be that of a Parsee. In food,

also, he largely adopted Indian customs, a move made more
pleasurable by his belief that while France and China provided

two of the world's great cuisines, south India provided the

third. As for drink, he missed English beer and was shocked at

the cost of the local variety, but he wrote to a friend, "We make
gin, whisky and several other liquors a good deal better than

the imported stuff." In externals, therefore, he now became
three-quarters Indian and only one-quarter European, an at-

titude which enabled him to live comfortably within his means
and whose minor disadvantages he felt to be no great hardship.

More important still was his fascination with, and sympathy

for, Hindu philosophy. Many of the incongruities of Indian

action dissolved as one remembered that "Suffer" on the Cher-

well wall and related it to the Hindu "endure."

The Haldanes settled in well, and more quickly than many
friends thought would be possible. One reason was the genuine

feeling behind Helen's "homesickness for India." Another was

Haldane's ability to teach without preaching. "I am not going

to India to 'enlighten* you or 'elevate' you in the field of sci-

ence,' " he had written to an Indian acquaintance while still in

England. "You will have to do that for yourselves. I am going

because I like India and a great many Indians. If they choose to

use what few accomplishments I possess, they are welcome. If

not, I shall be quite happy to contemplate nature."

A month after his arrival, Haldane noted that he did not feel

at home anywhere, "at least in this present world," but he ex-

pected to be happy in Calcutta. As for his wife, she had no
doubts, no qualifications, no regrets. She had not adopted In-

dian dress, but she had adopted most other things Indian. "I

personally feel at home here as I never felt at home at Univer-
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sity College, London, where I could never recover from having
been a student," she wrote a few months later. "There is plenty

of evidence that we are collecting enemies, and our tranquil-

lity puzzles us somewhat."

Enemies maybe, but friends as well, and by the autumn of

1957 the Haldanes' home with its flat roof—the best room in the

house, as Haldane called it—was a regular meeting place for

the staff of the institute, for the students, and for the friends,

both European and Indian, which they collected with speed

and in number. The roof is one of those features of the Hal-

danes* Calcutta life that has lodged most securely in the mind
of many who knew them—for here, after the work of the day,

something of the best in Haldane's character would rise to the

surface.

"It is only fair to warn you that you should probably avoid

being on the roof with me at night," he wrote to the young fian-

cee of his secretary, who was coming to stay at the apartment.

"This is not for the reason which you might guess, for I am
sixty-five years old, and love my wife; but because I am liable

to start talking about the stars, and many people find this very

boring. I personally think it most exciting that Vega is a main
sequence star of type A, and only about 10 parsecs distant. But
most people are unwilling to learn the very simple ideas in-

volved, though many of them could be understood by an intel-

ligent child of six, and are therefore within your professional

sphere."

If some were bored, many were intrigued. Sitting in a deck-

chair and sipping his tea, Haldane would point out the prom-

inent stars and planets; he would identify them by their Greek

and Sanskrit names, expound on their positions and impor-

tance, and explain how the industrial smog of European cities

and their blaze of lights made such observations more difficult

than in the velvet night of India.

If Haldane explaining the stars provides one typical picture

of his life in Calcutta, another involved the watertank of the in-

stitute's grounds, eighty yards by thirty and, as Haldane de-

scribed it to a friend, "more suited for an old man of sixty-six

like me than for yourself." Here Haldane swam regularly, by
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himself, with the students or with the staff and sometimes with

his sister's grandson, Graeme, whose father worked for a while

in India—a young boy in whom JBS espied the makings of a

mathematician. Sometimes, as in the Cam of earlier years, he

swam smoking a lighted cigar. "I remember one Sunday morn-

ing in the grounds, trying to trace a voice which said 'Good

morning' to me," says one of his former students. "I finally

spotted his lighted cigar, his head, and his submerged body."

It was the same Haldane. The transplantation to India had

been successful.



CHAPTER 12

4 4^» »

Aiding India

From the late summer of 1957, Haldane began to exert a

growing influence from his position at the Indian Statisti-

cal Institute. He taught, he carried out his own research, he
quickly became the man to whom Indian scientists almost auto-

matically appealed for advice, whether they worked for the

government or the university. Invitations to lecture poured in,

notably from All-India Radio, for which Haldane in December

1957 gave the third series of Patel lectures, a most notable dis-

course on "The Unity and Diversity of Life," based on "a study

of biology over some sixty years, largely a study of what a philos-

opher might consider minor details, such as the shapes of bones

of extinct animals, the chemical composition of my own blood,

the inheritance of flower shape in primroses, and the ascents of

fish for air."

He received, also, an almost ceaseless flow of invitations to ap-

pear as a guest of honor, or to say a few words on a public plat-

form, a form of appearance which he ranked with the British

equivalent of foundation stone laying and church bazaar open-

ing. Haldane's reactions on such occasions were as unqualified

as they would have been in England. He thought it wrong in

principle to attend events where he could neither learn nor

teach—he was, after all, well into his sixties and had reached

the age where it was fatally easy to cease research work and, as

he put it, "appear on public platforms to utter pomposities."

He became, as he said, peevish when forced to meet chief min-
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isters and their wives when he could be looking at crabs and

flowers. His attitude was summed up in one letter describing

how a colleague had turned to Helen and said: "Oh, Mrs. Hal-

dane, these hens are not interesting. They only belong to poor

men. If I had known that you were interested in poultry I

would have taken you to see a flock of White Leghorns five miles

away." He and his wife demanded, JBS went on, "the right to

stop to look at rice, coconuts, cows, hens, etc. belonging to poor

men, and even at lizards which are nobody's property."

Official visits, Haldane quickly learned, had the same draw-

backs in India as they had in England, and this could be as true

of the services as of the civilian authorities. He himself discov-

ered this, since although India's peaceful intentions had been

one of the magnets which had drawn him, he had for long

been concerned with defense science. And just as he had served

the Royal Navy while chairing the editorial board of the Daily

Worker, so did he now find himself advising the Indian services

while advocating some of the policies which came under the

heading of nonviolence. One of his first contacts ended on a note

of typical Haldanism.

It was natural that JBS should, with his great experience of

diving, be invited to inspect the Indian Navy diving school at

Trivandrum in southern India; it was natural that Helen, her-

self greatly experienced in underwater work, should be invited

to accompany him; and it was a kindly thought of Admiral Ko-

tari, Chief of the Naval Staff, that both should then be taken on

to visit the Laccadives. However, when JBS received his pro-

gram for the proposed visit, he found something very different

from what he had expected. "Of 3 days, only 105 minutes are

devoted to the visit to the diving school, which is our purpose

in visiting Cochin/' he objected. Neither he nor his wife knew
anything about gunnery, signalling, the manufacture of alumi-

num or the separation of rare earths, all items on their itiner-

ary. Since Helen could not be accommodated at the naval base,

the Haldanes were to be separated from their Indian colleagues

and made the guests of a European. JBS commented that he

would probably find his luxury embarrassing "and his food in-

edible." He was expected to speak at a Rotary Club. Finally,
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Helen would not, because of her sex, be allowed aboard the

naval vessel which was to take them to the Laccadives. "I

fully understand that the programme was intended to be com-
plimentary to me," Haldane concluded, "and thank you for

your kind intentions. But unless it can be revised completely,

I have no option but to refuse your invitation.
,,

Refused it was.

Later, as the authorities appreciated Haldane's refusal to be
treated as a V.I.P., he helped more than one of the service au-

thorities, advising the Defense Ministry's chief psychologist on
mental tests for troops, discussing human resistance to cold and
oxygen want—"For example, is it practicable to cover metal

parts of weapons (including the trigger) which may touch hu-

man skin, with nonconducting films?"—lecturing Indian Air

Force cadets on life at high pressures and attending a sympos-

ium on high-altitude problems at the Himalayan Mountaineer-

ing Institute, Darjeeling.

Such activities had to be fitted as well as possible into the

routine of teaching at the Indian Statistical Institute. "My most

important work there," JBS subsequently wrote, "was beyond

doubt starting S. K. Roy, K. R. Dromanraju, T. A. Davis, and
S. D. Jayakar on their scientific careers, which are likely, in my
opinion, to be illustrious. At least twenty of my pupils have

become Fellows of the Royal Society, so I can probably judge

fairly well.'

'

Each of these young men—as well as others less notable—he

managed to fire with the excitement of detailed observation,

which he regarded as the groundwork of so much scientific

research. More than one produced from the work that followed

results which could vitally affect the future of India. Roy, for

instance, told Haldane how years previously, his father had

refused to take part in the sacrifice of goats, then even more

common in India than it is today, believing that this would af-

fect the mother of the kids that were usually slaughtered. "I

put the notion into Roy's head," Haldane later wrote, "that rice

plants have certain needs which are not obvious to us but require

a little imagination." After due thought, Roy proposed a series

of experiments involving different strains of rice. Haldane

thought that the main experiment would fail, which it did, but
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against his advice Roy continued. The result was what may yet

turn out to be a major discovery. For Roy found that some pure

lines of rice produce substances which act on other strains of

rice and stimulate greater production of seeds. The substances

are soluble in water, in which rice grows, and all that is required

to increase yield is to plant alternate rows of the two strains;

yet the marginal addition of labor required was found to pro-

duce as much as a 26 percent increase per acre.

Roy's initial work was carried out on very small plots. When
it was found difficult to enlarge the experiments, Haldane

came to the rescue and helped to finance further work on about

twenty acres. Roy himself deserved about 95 percent of the

credit, according to Haldane. "The other 5 percent may be di-

vided between the Indian Statistical Institute and myself," he

added. "I deserve credit for letting him try what I thought was

a rather ill-planned experiment, on the general principle that

I am not omniscient." But he had little hope that credit would

be given that way. "Every effort will be made here to crab his

work," he wrote. "He has not got a Ph.D or even a first-class

M.Sc. So either the research is no good, or I did it."

Roy also found that if the heads of one particular line of nearly

pure rice are pulled off the plants, these produce after forty-five

days or so a second crop almost as big as the first. Haldane was

pessimistic as to how long it would be before such ideas would

be tested on a really large scale or, if found successful, put into

operation. But he was in no doubt about Roy's potential worth.

"It is my considered opinion," he wrote to Roy's father, "that

your son may be the most important person in India today. As

you know, he has rather more than doubled the yield of rice

from three small plots. It is clear that if his method will raise

the yield over the whole rice-growing area by even a half, he

will have solved the food problem for India, East Pakistan, and

Indonesia for a generation to come. I find it very difficult to be-

lieve that he will not raise it by twenty per cent. If so his

achievement will only be comparable to that of a man who
built the dam and dug the canal for the irrigation of Rajasthan

with his own hands."

The practical outcome of exploiting an idea and observing
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the results excited Haldane almost as much by its scientific

beauty as by its possibilities for good in a country as short of

food as India. So did what he described as the
'

'fantastic discov-

ery" about coconut palms made by one of his workers. The
palms have their leaves arranged in either right-handed or

left-handed spirals, the numbers being roughly equal—50.8 per-

cent right-handers among 7,000 or so trees—although the char-

acteristic does not appear to be inherited. But T. A. Davis, a

young man almost obsessed by his interest in coconut trees, dis-

covered that the right-handers gave about a fifth more nuts than

the left-handers. Here again there seemed to Haldane to be a

remarkable fact of nature, newly discovered, which could surely

be turned to economic use.

Davis and Haldane had first met casually at the Central Coco-

nut Research Station in Kerala. "If you are interested in chi-

maeras in other plants, and have the possibility of working on
them (even in your own garden), I should be glad to make some
suggestions as to what would be interesting," JBS wrote soon

afterward. "I know very little of plant physiology and can give

you no advice. [But] ... if you like I will write to some col-

leagues in Europe who might help you. ..." The friendship

flourished, and Davis wrote later how he had been impressed by

Haldane's "innate urge to drag youngsters to science." Even-

tually Davis decided to resign from his post in Kerala and join

Haldane in Calcutta. "It is not easy to give you advice," Hal-

dane wrote when he heard the news. If I knew that I should

live for another five years, I should certainly back your decision.

But I do not. If my wife and I are both killed, you will have

enough money to go abroad. But if I die and she does not, your

situation will not be so good. So I enclose a note which you may
care to keep in case of an emergency."

Such attitudes personally encouraged both his students and his

fellow workers at the institute. So did his continuing advice

that they should first look around at the enormous biological

laboratory presented by an India in which field research had,

judged by European standards, barely begun. And by observ-

ing, drawing deductions, asking themselves questions and then

seeking the answers, they would be able to accustom themselves
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to the scientific discipline; at the same time they might possibly

ease the enormous problems that their country was facing. This

incentive to look and think for themselves, to break away from

what he derided as the parrotlike learning so often demanded
by the Indian authorities, was one of the things which Haldane

brought to India. Another was the encouragement of nonvio-

lent biology.

He and Helen were, he wrote of a famous Indian ornitholo-

gist, "particularly keen to help Salim Ali and a few others to

start again the tradition of nonviolent research on animals/' He
had written in Mankind, before his emigration to India, "Some
Reflections on Non-Violence." Now he spoke on "The Non-Vi-

olent Scientific Study of Birds," and he encouraged such atti-

tudes among his students, among his casual acquaintances,

whenever he spoke or wrote or discussed the methods of science.

This was part and parcel of his developing vegetarianism, which

with the encouragement of nonviolent methods of research in-

creasingly became an essential factor in his outlook. The two

things grew together, and they can be ascribed to a mixture of

causes. His father had always refused to utilize one of the

"lower" animals if a man would do. JBS himself had become
increasingly attracted by the Hindu philosophy of nonvio-

lence. And close contact with the unthinking cruelty so often

shown by Indian practice merely reinforced his already strength-

ening feelings.

Haldane's vegetarianism, which steadily became stricter

throughout his years in India, was certainly not based on dietet-

ics. "The food faddists tried to get hold of him and were sent

away with a flea in their ear," his wife said. Writing to a friend,

he stressed that from the physiological point of view he did not

think that a vegetarian diet was "good enough for growing chil-

dren, pregnant or nursing mothers, or men going into training

and developing muscles, unless supplemented with milk more
heavily than is possible for most people in India." His point of

view rested simply on what some people would call humanitar-

ianism and what he himself called animalitarianism
—

"be-

cause," as he put it in a letter describing his and his wife's feel-

ings, "we take the higher animals seriously." At first he was
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not particularly rigid about it and could sometimes be tempted,

so that when he wrote to the general secretary of the World
Vegetarian Congress in 1957, he said: "I regret that I am not a

vegetarian. I prefer vegetarian food when I can get it. But, like

the Lord Buddha, I will accept meat rather than insult my
host." Nevertheless, he increasingly objected to causing any

animal pain; he objected more to eating domestic animals

which had learned to trust humans than to eating wild animals

which had been caught by luck or cunning; and he quickly de-

veloped a repugnance to eating meat, fish or crustaceans. About
some he felt strongly, and on being asked during his last visit

to England in 1963 whether he would eat lobster, he replied,

"No, it is an animal with noble limbs." Among the mollusks,

mussels were permitted, since JBS did not believe that they suf-

fered when killed. As in so many other things, his reasons were

a mixture of the complex and the basically simple. "Once you
try to teach evolutionary biology to people with the Indian ide-

ological background, the distinction between eating goats and

cannibalism appears rather thin," he wrote to a friend in Lon-

don in i960. Basically the matter was even simpler: "I think

other peoples' dinner is as material as mine, and that my claim

to a more immortal soul than a goat is not strong enough to jus-

tify me in eating the goat."

This attitude to food was a reflection of his approach to meth-

ods of research. But this appears to have been changing long

before he settled in India; the contrast between the subconti-

nent and the laboratories of England only speeded the process.

In the 1920's Haldane could write merely that "it is probably

right that some control should be kept over experiments likely

to involve severe and prolonged pain in animals." Immediately

after the Second World War he was writing that he could "see

no more objection to painless experiments on animals than to

eating meat"—a rather different attitude. Two years later he

wrote of experimental work in general that "you have got to try

these things on 'the weak and helpless' including human babies,

whose lives you hope to save. I wish the world were not so con-

stituted that this was not necessary"—a slip of the pen which

leaves no doubt in the reader of his still changing attitude.
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It is certainly true that long before Haldane left University

College, he showed a greater awareness of the situation than he

is sometimes credited with. In a paper on the estimation of mu-
tation rates produced by high energy events in mammals, of

which a summary was published in the Indian Current Science

in March 1956, he pointed out that while the effects of man-

made fission products could not be experimentally studied in

men, they could be so studied in mice. "It can be argued," he

concluded, "that the suggested experiment is cruel to the mice

concerned. However, irradiation is painless, and most of the

lethal genes will probably act before birth or immediately af-

terwards. It is certainly less cruel than the destruction of mice

by many of the types of poison and trap which are in common
use, or even by cats, which seldom kill mice quickly. Neverthe-

less I must admit that some mice will be born with potentially

painful diseases. I can only say that, perhaps wrongly, I prefer

to contemplate such conditions in mice rather than in men."

The paragraph would not satisfy everyone. But it is refreshing

to have the pain honestly admitted, quite apart from the "per-

haps wrongly/

'

In India, as one example from many, Haldane took infinite

trouble to advise the University Federation for Animal Welfare

on the method of destroying unwanted dogs in Tokyo that

would cause the animals the minimum pain or distress. He
wrote that he specially prized his recognition of the presence of

cytochrome oxidase in plant seedlings, moths and rats because

it involved neither killing nor cutting up. And of nonviolent

biology he wrote: "It is my experience that if one watches an

animal for eight hours or so daily for over a week, noting down
its behaviour, this has effects on the observer which could be de-

scribed by such a phrase as spiritual enlightenment." One ex-

ample which he was fond of quoting concerned three koi fish

which he and Helen had studied when they had visited India

in 1954. When the fish are put in foul water containing little

oxygen, they swim up to the surface and make up the deficiency

by breathing air. Haldane and his wife altered the composition

of the gases dissolved in the water and of the air above it; then
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they took careful notes of the fish's reactions. "I don't say these

fish never suffered at all," Haldane said. "To judge from my
own experience, they may have had severe headaches for some
minutes." But they were not seriously injured, and it would
have been unthinkable for the Haldanes to have handed over

the fish for killing and eating. "We became so fond of them that

we took them back to England, and two were still alive when
given to a friend on our departure this year," Haldane wrote in

1957-

It would, of course, be totally wrong to suggest that India

drove JBS into the antivivisectionist camp. But all life consists

of a choice between evils, and the choice is rarely more difficult

than when the honest scientist is faced with experiments on liv-

ing creatures. "It is our duty, as far as possible," Haldane had

agreed in the 1920's, "to diminish the amount of pain in the

world." He never tried to dodge this duty. What he did do, as

he grew older, was to draw up a new balance-and-loss account

in such matters, to shift the line demarcating what was accept-

able to a position he considered more fitting. Both antivivi-

sectionists and many scientists would object to it, although for

different reasons.

In discussing the nonviolent study of birds before the Bom-
bay Natural History Society in 1959 and the problems of find-

ing out what certain birds ate, Haldane said: "One can, of

course, kill parents and examine their crop contents. Apart

from ethical consideration, this means . .
." In an article on

nonviolent biology for the Visvabharati Quarterly, he said that

he did not wish to suggest that all zoology should be nonvio-

lent. "But," he went on, "I can state that, though I have killed

a few insects in the course of forty years of scientific research,

I have never killed a vertebrate nor mutilated it in any way,

save for a few mice and kittens which were clearly dying,

through no intervention of my own, and whose further suffer- .

ing I wished to spare. I think that a similar attitude to animals

could be practised at Santiniketan, and that so far from sterilis-

ing research, it could guide it into channels of the greatest

value." To the students of the Gandhi Medical College in Hy-
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derabad he stressed that they should avoid causing suffering

to others unless they volunteer for it and added: "That is why
I do not recommend you to experiment on dogs or rats."

This developing attitude to animals as objects of scientific

interest had similarities to his regard for them as food. He
thought in terms of limitations rather than in terms of absolutes,

as when he wrote in "Some Reflections on Non-violence": "I

sympathise with, but do not share, the Hindu practice of non-

violence to insects. They will die in any case, but they need not

suffer. I am ashamed if I cause an insect suffering, but not if I

kill it painlessly."

He was glad that his subject, genetics, demanded little vio-

lence to animals and that his reputation in India enabled him
to "try to do a little to abate cruelty to animals." This attitude

is well illustrated by two letters which he wrote to friends in

the U.F.A.W. in 1963. "The beasts here are mostly harmless

to men, if not to plants," he wrote in one. "Even mosquitos are

rare. It is probably worth while persuading my servants that a

four foot long Varanus in the bathroom is unlikely to bite

them, and won't hurt them much if it does. They now bring us

all sorts of animals, and the example may spread." In the sec-

ond letter he pointed out, "One of the things badly needed

here is a picture book of non-poisonous snakes, with names in

various local languages. I am afraid that in view of the large

number of barefooted people here, I could not conscientiously

save the life of a Russell's Viper near my house. Send us 400
million pairs of shoes, and I will found a Society for the Pro-

tection of Poisonous Snakes and Scorpions."

The essential Haldane came out when Helen one day dis-

covered a young injured bird, a Milvus migrans, defying a

crow in the middle of the road. Haldane himself carried out

the necessary operation on its seriously injured left wing, set

about discovering whether a false wing tip could be made
for the bird, and wrote to a friend in England, asking if he

had the information required. "If not," he continued, "I will

try to get someone from the local Indian Air Force Medical

Service on to the job. But I rely on you for the scientific litera-

ture. I can supply the unscientific. At present the bird is called
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Jatayu, after a valiant vulture in the Ramayana which lost its

wings in battle. If it turns out to be a [she] it will have to

be called Cressid, I suppose, in view of Shakespeare's line (Pis-

tol in 'Henry V,' probably misremembered)

'No, to the spital go

And from the powdering tub of infamy

Fetch forth the lazar kite of Cressid's kind

Doll Tearsheet she by name, and her espouse.'

However if it can be got airborne again he or she must be called

Bader.
,,

Despite translation to India, the essential Haldane remained,

stepping from science to the classics with enviable ease, subtly

cantankerous when he wished, as outspoken as ever, and suc-

cessfully carrying the Journal of Genetics over the crisis in-

volved in printing in Calcutta. Other problems were solved,

and the Journal was soon bringing an annual 60,000 rupees in

foreign currency into the country. Haldane took particular pride

in the book reviews, to which he added his own characteristic

headlines: "The Harmless Atom Bomb?" "Sympatrick's Day
No More We'll Keep" and—of a book which consisted "of

twelve chapters, mostly, in my opinion, very bad"
—"A Parade

of Ignorance."

As he went about his work, perpetually interested in the

animals and insects, the flowers and the birds, all presented in

a profusion unknown in England, Haldane quickly became a

figure slightly different in kind from the one he had appeared

to be in Europe. There, a common impression was of the crank

—to which he had no objection since "cranks make revolu-

tions." In India he appeared as a more distinguished mixture

of sage and scientist, counselor, adviser and inquire-within-

or-everything, a personage both on a higher pedestal than the

one he had occupied in England yet one just as accessible to

the multitude.

He had a handy objection to most things of which he disap-

proved and a cunningly effective method of discouraging those

who he felt dropped below his own high standards. Thus he
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not only protested to one Indian academy about misprints and

mistakes in the reprint of a lecture he had given its members;

he proposed as follows if it were not withdrawn. "Whenever
I am asked by an Indian Institution to give a lecture for publi-

cation, I shall normally refuse, and send them one of the re-

prints received from you, in order to show why I am refusing/'

He still rode his hobbyhorses in splendid style, writing to

Krishna Menon that "in general you may take it that a biolo-

gist once granted a knighthood will do no further work of value,

even if he did any before, which is by no means always so"

—

and then listing the scientists of both categories who he felt il-

lustrated his belief.

Both JBS and Helen had reestablished themselves in their

new habitat. It is difficult not to feel that both were finding

themselves emotionally rooted in a way that neither had felt

in England. The transplantation, like the marriage, had

worked in a way that discredited the prophets. However, Hal-

dane had been in his mid-sixties when he had emigrated, and
in August i960 he wrote significantly to a friend at the Cal-

cutta Medical College. He wondered whether he would be able

to take students around the college hospital. He wanted to be

immunized against a number of common snakes. And, he

added, he would "like to make arrangements for the disposal

of [his] corpse, should Yama see fit to keep his appointment

with [him] in Calcutta." He then listed sixteen different va-

rieties of injuries or operations to which he had been sub-

jected, ranging from his hernia at the age of ten months to a

fracture of the right malleus in 1950. "I have probably for-

gotten a few episodes, and omitted sprained ankles, possibly

pulmonary lesions from chlorine etc.," he concluded. "How-
ever, I hope you will agree that my corpse may be worth looking

at. If you want it, keep the list."

Despite his age, which seemed to trouble him singularly lit-

tle, Haldane continued to travel a good deal more extensively

than his program of work in Calcutta might suggest. In 1958 he

and Helen visited Singapore and Malaya—"a perfect police state.

It has, however, some pleasing plants and animals"—and he

lectured at the University of Singapore. In the last two months
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of 1959 they managed to visit Gauhati in Assam, where in the

zoo "Helen was patted on the leg by a tiger while an elephant

trod on her toe" and where in the forest they had "to beat a

swift but not disorderly retreat from an elephant of alleged

roguish tendencies." They flew cross-country to Bombay,
visited Ajanta to inspect the cave paintings, Ellora to see the

sculptures, and Allahabad, where the pilgrimage to the holy

river was taking place. Haldane was now enjoying the Indian

past much as he had previously enjoyed the British past of

Avebury or Ely. He had arrived in India with a considerable

knowledge of India's history and culture—and had in fact lec-

tured on this at University College in the early 1950's. He was

learning Sanskrit, studying the Indian culture in the same me-

thodical yet enthusiastic way that he had thrown his intellectual

energies, almost half a century earlier, into study of the classics.

The following year the Haldanes were invited to Ceylon for

the sixteenth annual session of the Ceylon Association for the

Advancement of Science, and within a few days JBS had ex-

hibited all those traits and tendencies for which he had be-

come famous. The visit might almost represent a microcosm of

his life. He began by insisting that he had booked into Colom-

bo's Eastern hotel and not into either of the Western-styled

hotels at which his hosts first tried to accommodate him. He was

sincerely honored by Sir Oliver Goonetilleka, the governor-

general, who described him as "a world leader whose judg-

ment comes from deep convictions" and added that there were

not many who had, like Haldane, "a broad understanding of

how the world has got the way it is." He gave three lectures to

packed audiences—typically enough, on biological research

with simple apparatus, on the physical chemistry of enzyme

action, and on the study of human heredity. In the Colombo
Museum, when told that the only place for tea was a kiosk

patronized by the workers, he exclaimed: "What on earth's

wrong with that?" and forthwith joined them. Taken around

the coral reefs by a young biologist, he commented: "The only

way to see fish is underwater," and having stripped to his trunks,

dived in without further argument. "We couldn't get him
away from any animal or bird or insect," says one guide who
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showed him around—and who still remembers how JBS and

Helen sat down in his kitchen as friends, charmed the children,

and explained how they could tell whether the pet tortoise was

male or female.

Haldane trying to crawl into a culvert in pursuit of a lizard,

or running to identify cows and making his colleagues pant

with the effort, are some of the pictures that remain. Another

is of his asking why work on one famous temple should have

Hindu rather than Buddhist characteristics. "The point goes

unnoticed by most visitors, even the Ceylonese," says his

guide. "Haldane had spotted it, and we explained that when
the temple was built, no local labor could be found, and south-

ern Indians were brought in." Toward the end of his visit,

JBS slipped while visiting one of the buildings. "I tried not to

make too much fuss," he later wrote from Calcutta to

one of his hosts, "but on return here an X-ray examination dis-

closed two broken ribs and a broken metatarsus. This has di-

minished my capacity for work."

By this time, January 1961, he was approaching a climax in

his relations with the Indian Statistical Institute. Before this

was reached, however, he was, incongruously enough, asked to

advise on the queen's visit to India and was also drawn into a

public avowal of his strong anti-Americanism.

When Her Majesty's visit had first been mooted, Haldane had

been asked what the queen should see in India. "If Her Majesty

were allowed to choose her own program after consultation

with Mr. Salim Ali, our greatest naturalist, she would perhaps

visit Chilka Lake (Orissa, world's finest duck habitat), Kaziy-

nanga (Assam, wild Indian rhinoceroses) and Sambal Lake
(Rajasthan, rare species of flamingo), preferably not killing any

animals," he replied. "She would at once acquire popularity

with the hundred million or so Indians who take animals seri-

ously, as Jehangir acquired it." Now, in January 1961, on the

eve of the visit, a mutual friend of Haldane and the Governor
of Bengal explained that the governor was worried as to what
to discuss with the queen. Haldane again advised wildlife and
suggested that Her Majesty might be presented with a bound
copy of Salim Ali's book of Indian birds. "The ideal gift, were it
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available," he added with a typical Haldane touch, "would, I

believe, be a Mugul or Rajput picture of a polo match."

One result of the advice was that Haldane and his wife were
invited to meet the queen when she visited Calcutta in Feb-

ruary. He asked to be excused, since he was still recovering

from his fall in Ceylon. "Neither my wife nor I possess clothes

suitable for such a reception," he went on. "My European tail-

coat was bought before 1939 and looks it. My Indian clothes

come from the Gram Khadi Udyog and look it. My wife has also

no formal evening dress, jewelry and the like. One reason for

our coming to India is that the Gandhian tradition makes such

simplifications of life not only practicable but respectable. On
the other hand they might be regarded as insulting to the

Queen of England, and we have no wish to insult her." Every-

one would therefore be satisfied by his nonappearance. "I have

no burning desire to grasp a glove containing Queen Eliza-

beth's hand," he commented later to a friend, "and she can

survive without my grasp."

While preparations for this royal visit were continuing, JBS
embarked on his much-publicized one-week-fast, undertaken

mainly as a protest against what he considered a gratuitous in-

sult by the American authorities to three Indian biologists but

partly, as he said in a letter to Linus Pauling, "to get down my
fat." His initial anti-Americanism had been caused partly by

the slightly hysterical wave of legislation passed in the early

days of the cold war. When asked to become a member of the

American Ecological Society, he had been forced to reply that

"unfortunately, recent legislation by your Congress would
prevent me, along with many other Europeans, from attending

its meetings. Persons who state publicly that they object to the

use of atomic bombs are now classed as dangerous revolution-

aries (as Washington, Paine and Jefferson were in their time)."

Another was his fear that the America which he admired and

respected would not only make itself the most detested country

in the world but would do so by repeating Britain's errors.

"Arm by all means," he wrote to one correspondent, "and

ally yourselves with other nations if their freely elected govern-

ments ask for such an alliance. But don't think that you can
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assure peace by having airfields all over the globe. The British

thought this about their Naval Bases up to 1914."

At times his attitude was understandable enough, as when
he wrote of "the keen business methods adopted by some Ameri-

can firms, which do so much for the spread of Communism in

Asia." At others, it had a paranoiac ring, as when he wrote to a

U.S. correspondent who had questioned a statement of his

given in an Encyclopedia Britannica article. "I know nothing

about any article on Heredity in the Encyclopaedia Bri-

tannica which purports to be by me," he said. "I wrote them
one some time before 1930. I cannot prevent them reprinting it

without payment or revision. But this is the kind of action

which makes the name of America stink throughout the world.

I am here as a refugee from the American occupation of my
country. American soldiers have turned my home town into a

brothel. I am not surprised that American publishers sell thirty

year old stuff of mine as science. But I do not feel any compul-

sion to answer questions about it." This strength of feeling was

further increased by the supply of American arms to Pakistan,

and when Haldane wrote to President Eisenhower in August

1959, on behalf of 100 teachers and researchers in California

who had been summoned before the House Un-American
Activities Committee, he described such arms as "weapons

which would be useless against Russian missiles or aeroplanes

but very useful against the forces of the Indian Republic."

Haldane rather enjoyed his anti-Americanism. He therefore

relished an invitation to speak at a conference of genetics to be

held at the University of Utah. "I should particularly like to

visit Utah," he wrote in reply. "I cannot share the theological

views of the first settlers. But I can, and do, admire their hero-

ism." There was, however, an impediment. When he asked for

the necessary visa, he received a form from the consulate-gen-

eral in Calcutta on which he was asked to state the names of

all organizations of which he had been a member since his six-

teenth birthday, together with dates of membership. He could,

of course, have lied; but he had, he said, "a professional preju-

dice in favor of truth."

"I regret that I cannot answer this question," he wrote to his
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prospective hosts in Utah. "I am now 67 years old, I do not, for

example, know in what year (Pigsi) I became a member of the

Genetical Society, and in what year (?ig22) I became a mem-
ber of the Association of Scientific Workers. I have been a

member of various political organizations, mainly of an anti-

fascist nature, but cannot remember them all, and have no idea

how long they lasted. The number of organizations must ex-

ceed fifty. As however I am liable to penalties under U.S. Law
if I make a false declaration, and I doubt if I can avoid errors

(especially as before leaving England I destroyed many old

papers) I have no option but to decline your kind invitation.

The whole document seems to me unworthy of 'the land of the

free and the home of the brave', whose government is appar-

ently afraid that I may try to subvert it."

Haldane was still a Communist in spirit, if no longer a party

member. Yet few men can better have illustrated the absurd-

ity of the rules which were to keep him from the United States

for a number of years. "If I wished to blow up the Empire

State Building or subvert the Republican Party I should doubt-

less be willing to sign false statements," he wrote to Senator

Hubert Humphrey. "And it seems to me ridiculous that a great

country like yours (or rather its government) should be so

frightened of what I can do as to make such demands. If I

came I should certainly annoy some powerful people in your

country. I should state for example that I had not met a Ful-

bright Fellow who was not making the U.S.A. respected and

even loved in India, nor a Technological Cooperation Mission

(part of I.C.A.) member who was not making it hated, at

least by some Indians. No doubt my sample of both is small.

Such comment, even if it is biased, would do your country no
harm."

Haldane was saying no more than many other Europeans

in India felt, but he can hardly have been regarded with a

kindly eye by the U.S. authorities in Calcutta whose task it

was to spread U.S. propaganda. However, he was still the man
best fitted to help visiting biologists or prospective biologists,

and on January 13, 1961, he received a letter from the U.S. Dep-

uty Scientific Attache* in New Delhi. Would Haldane help two
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high school students, both potential biologists, both picked for

their ability, who would be visiting Calcutta? Haldane helped.

He invited them to lunch and arranged for them to dine

with three prominent Indian biologists. However, when ar-

rangements were complete, the American authorities in Cal-

cutta announced that the two visitors were to dine with an

official of the U.S. Information Service, and the two visitors

—

through no fault of their own—failed to turn up for the care-

fully arranged meeting. In the subsequent exchange of letters,

the head of the Information Service described the affair as "a

mix-up," while Haldane, confident that a successful attempt

had been made to shield the visitors from all contact with here-

tical thoughts, declared it to be "a matter of deliberate policy.''

As a protest he insisted on fasting for a week on coffee and

water, going as usual to the Indian Statistical library in the

evenings to work and, with his ankle still in plaster from his

Ceylon fall, making an impressive figure of a martyr. The fast,

much publicized, at least showed that not all white men in In-

dia were of one mind. But, Haldane wrote to New Delhi, "You
may as well know that three fairly good Indian biologists will

think more kindly of the U.S.S.R. as the result of the activities

of the U.S.I.S." Honesty forced him to add: "Luckily for you,

one of the three has been let down by Soviet officials!"

The minor flurry of the protest fast came as Haldane's rela-

tions with Professor Mahalanobis were reaching the breaking

point.

It was now three and a half years since he had arrived in Cal-

cutta with high hopes; many of them had been fulfilled. He had
found his bright young men, and he had set a number of them
on the right lines. He himself had done a good deal of useful

work. He continued to produce papers, and the Journal of

Genetics was not only lively but was beginning to illustrate

one of Haldane's particular traits—his ability to read someone
else's paper and to see in it important significance of which

the author had been unaware. In a number of cases, the Jour-

nal would contain not only a paper but a consequential paper

of note by Haldane, reanalyzing the data presented and, in

many cases, showing that the data was really far more excit-
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ing than the author had realized. "This," says one biologist,

"was an obvious aspect of Haldane's unusual scientific ability.

He was someone who could see the connections between quite

disparate types of scientific knowledge and could thus produce

results which were beyond the scope of other people."

Despite all this, Haldane was increasingly unhappy at the

Indian Statistical Institute. Perhaps this was inevitable. Per-

haps any man—and particularly a Haldane—who had enjoyed

the assurance of Oxford, ten years of Cambridge under Hop-
kins, and then almost a quarter century of undisputed if com-

plaining rule at University College was bound to feel confined

by an institute carefully being steered into a position of power

in a state with little more than a decade of independence be-

hind it.

The difficulty sprang not so much from the organization of

the institute itself as from the framework within which it was

forced to operate. After a member of the staff had been sacked

for smoking in front of a worker senior to himself, Haldane

commented: "It appears that some persons in the Indian Statis-

tical Institute wish to model it on the court of a British viceroy

rather than on a scientific laboratory. If they succeed they will

certainly make original work there impossible, and this may
well be their aim." He noted that in the Indian bureaucracy,

which spread out around research workers like all-enveloping

glue, "incompetence is pretty well organized to protect itself."

And at times he felt forced to dig into his own pocket and pay

air fares for scientists to save them time.

To all this there was added a haziness about his formal rela-

tions with the institute. Although he had been working there

three years by the summer of i960, Haldane had received no

statement of his duties or powers. "For some purposes," he

wrote on July 27, i960, "I am treated as head of a department,

for others as a subordinate." There was also the business of

signing daily in the book—the equivalent of the humblest

factory worker's "clocking in." Two of Haldane's colleagues

were forced to sign twice daily. Inevitably Haldane said that

as long as that went on, he too would sign, but it seemed a

poor recommendation for the way the institute was run.
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These points were merely indicators of what Haldane con-

sidered to be the poor conditions within the institute for

carrying out "open" as opposed to "closed" experimental work-

in the latter, where, as an example, it was known what was pro-

posed to be measured or estimated, one kind of organization

was required. In "open" work, where the emphasis was on

watching for the unexpected, a totally different kind of organi-

zation was needed—that of an army rather than of a post office.

It was encouragement of this "open" work at which Haldane

excelled. From his early days as a don at Oxford he had em-

phasized the value of looking for unexpected results, reactions,

correlations; the significance of such things was more likely to

be realized in the atmosphere of communal interchange, of

cross-fertilizing ideas, which Haldane encouraged—even though

he himself might get little or no credit for the ideas which

finally emerged. Significantly, such a policy had a marked re-

semblance to that of A. P. Rowe's wartime Telecommunica-

tions Research Establishment, which fostered the ramifica-

tions of radar, and where the weekly interchanges were known
as the Sunday Soviets. Such free-and-easy exchange of ideas

among all levels would have been difficult in any Indian estab-

lishment. It was made no easier in the Statistical Institute by

the multiplicity of its director's duties and interests. Haldane

continued, after his break with the institute, to have the highest

regard for Professor Mahalanobis but felt that he was "an

impossible boss. He does not realize,' ' he wrote to Isiah Ber-

lin, "that from the age of 60 one should contract one's activi-

ties."

Yet the fact that something deeper lay behind his disagree-

ments at the institute is clear from a letter which he wrote to

Mahalanobis after he had been offered an honorary doctorate

in October 1961. He declined because he felt that the institute

authorities had made it abundantly clear that he was "not con-

sidered fit to teach in it." Whatever the individual rights or

wrongs of each point raised, Haldane's letter made one point

clear: there was no room in the same institute for John Burdon
Sanderson Haldane and Professor Prasanta Chandra Mahala-

nobis.
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The break came in February 1961, and it came, as might have
been expected of Haldane, over a matter of principle, and in a

somewhat spectacular way. Quite as typically, Haldane himself

neither said nor wrote much about the incident. He believed

that his director was in the wrong; loyalty prevented him from
publicly announcing the fact, as he might well have done.

Late in February, Andrei Kosygin, later to become Prime
Minister of the U.S.S.R., paid an official visit to Calcutta. It

was arranged that he should be shown the work of the Indian

Statistical Institute, and the more important members of the

staff were told to prepare exhibits which would illustrate the

work going on. This was natural enough and usual enough.

Haldane duly arranged what was available, including the re-

search material of two junior Indian colleagues who were absent

on work elsewhere.

The day before Mr. Kosygin was due to arrive in Calcutta,

Professor Mahalanobis returned to the institute. In Haldane's

subsequent claim, "He countermanded these arrangements

without consulting me and asked me to rearrange my col-

leagues' research material according to a plan of his own/'

This was the spark which set off the dynamite, and with Hal-

dane there was always dynamite to spare. He refused to re-

arrange the exhibits, standing firm on the ground that however

distinguished a visitor was, he should not be allowed to inter-

rupt the scientific work in progress—which would, he implied,

be inevitable if the director's orders were carried out.

When Mahalanobis refused to budge, Haldane resigned

—

on the spot and in no uncertain terms. Helen, standing by, did

the same. Principle and instinct united them, and both con-

firmed their resignations despite pleas to do otherwise.

Both also held good strategic ground. More than a month
previously, Haldane had been told by the Indian Vice-Presi-

dent, S. Radhakrishnan, that the proposed National Laboratory

for Biological Science might be ready within the year. "Possibly

you and Dr. Helen Spurway may be enabled to work there ac-

cording to your own likes," he added.

The interaction of two such strong-minded and individualistic
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men as Haldane and Mahalanobis may well have made inevita-

ble Haldane's eventual resignation from the Indian Statistical

Institute. Yet the impediments of bureaucracy, which tended to

entangle the Institute, even though it was not an official limb

of the government, had acted to exacerbate the situation.

Haldane was well aware of this, and at first it seems strange

that he was so willing to move from the institute into the red-

tape thickets of government service. He was in no desperate

financial need. His reputation gave him the pick of the availa-

ble posts, and more than one academic institution in India

would have been willing to create posts specifically for JBS and

his wife.

Before any government appointment was finally settled, he

did, in fact, receive an offer from the vice-chancellor of the Pun-

jab University in Chandigarh, the new Corbusier-planned state

capital, of the Chair of Genetics which had just been created.

Haldane was greatly attracted, particularly since he saw the

university "as a bastion of Indian culture near a frontier,

comparable with the French university of Strassbourg, which

perhaps is only second to Paris." "If I come," he added, "I shall

not want a great deal of laboratory space, but I shall want ac-

commodation for my wife's and my library, consisting of about

60,000 volumes and their equivalent in pamphlets and reprints.

They will be available to the staff and selected students of the

university, as they are here. Most of the books are biological,

but many of the others (e.g. Greek, Latin and English poetry)

can be of use in a university. I shall want four or five acres of

ground on which to keep plants and animals. I shall want very

little imported equipment. However, for research I shall

need one desk calculating machine, and fairly soon, one good
microscope with accessories. For teaching, apart from a lantern,

I shall want one binocular microscope with lamp, costing about

700 rupees, for each student taking practical genetics."

The demands were modest enough. The opportunities were

considerable enough. And there seems little doubt that Hal-

dane would have been happy at Chandigarh. Yet by the time

that the offer was made, he already felt himself morally com-
mitted elsewhere. For when his resignation from the institute
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had become known, Dr. Thacker, head of the Council for In-

dustrial and Scientific Research, had begun to follow up the

vice-president's offer. Haldane soon found himself agreeing to

start a Genetics and Biometry Research Unit in Calcutta. Build-

ings, laboratory and ground would follow in due course, he was

assured; so would the details of his status and the manner in

which he was to fit into the official machine. Meanwhile he

could begin work in his own home, where the unit would for-

mally come into existence, if no other accommodation had
been provided, on November 1, 1961. It was perhaps signifi-

cant and certainly ominous that as details were being arranged,

Haldane should write to his old friend, Professor Bernal, and

say of the post, "I expect it will be so tied up by Government
regulations as to render research very difficult."

The hiatus until the autumn was necessary, since Haldane

was planning to leave India at the end of May for an important

four-month journey to Europe. He had been invited to Oxford

for the meeting of the Physiological Society being held to

celebrate the centenary of his father's birth. He had been in-

vited to the International Congress on Human Genetics at

Rome and that on social insects at Pavia. For Rome he pre-

pared a joint paper written with Jayakas. His colleague Dro-

namraju was to read two there, and his wife and Dronamraju
were to read a joint paper in Pavia. "Beside this," he had
already written to Mahalanobis before resigning from the in-

stitute, "we have informal invitations to Poland, Scotland and

France, and I should like us all three to go to England by way
of Moscow."

In addition, he now learned that he had, as he wrote to Dr.

Salim Ali, "received a monstrous prize of about 160,000 rupees

from the Italian Accademia dei Lincei. . . . Probably you de-

serve this prize more than I. It was difficult for you to become a

biologist. It was difficult for me not to become one, with my
father's example before me." On first hearing news that he

was to receive this Feltrinelli Prize, Haldane had been skeptical

of its value, which turned out to be greater than the cash value

of a Nobel Prize. "I have offered to sell it for £5,750, but can

find no takers," he wrote to a friend.

When he left India in May on this long tour of scientific ac-
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tivities, Haldane traveled, for the first time, on an Indian pass-

port. He had not renounced his British citizenship on leaving

England for India in 1957. But when making arrangements for

his visit to Ceylon during i960, he discovered that his existing

passport would expire before the end of the year, and the need

for renewal gave him cause for thought. He and Helen had al-

ready spent nearly three years in India, had resolved to settle

permanently, and had decided that it was "only common cour-

tesy in such a case to apply for citizenship, as we would if we
intended to settle down in Australia/'

JBS wrote to the local passport officer in Calcutta, was referred

to the West Bengal authorities, and received no reply to

his application. "No doubt if I knew whom to bribe at a low

level, or to ask to dinner at a high one, the thing would go

through smoothly," he wrote in a note to Krishna Menon, ask-

ing whether he could pull any kind of string. "But I don't. . . .

You will perhaps appreciate the reasons for my desire to be-

come a citizen of the Indian Republic rather than a subject of

Queen Elizabeth II. They do not include a blind admiration of

everything Indian, but my admiration of some of them is suffi-

cient to make me feel it worth while to criticize some others. In

England at present I doubt if this is worth while!"

Shortly afterward he made formal application for himself and
his wife on the correct pieces of paper that had by this time been

blown along the official corridors to his address. Apart from the

common courtesy he had written of, there were other reasons

for their actions. "We approve of the present foreign policy of

the Government of India and find it vastly preferable to that of

the British Government," he added. "We also prefer the

declared policy of the Government of India in internal affairs

to that of either of the principal British parties." The formali-

ties took some time, but in April 1961 the Haldanes signed

their nationalization papers, formally cutting the link which

had been cut in practice more than three years previously.

Thus fortified, they set out for Europe the following month.

Before they left, Haldane sent a revealing letter, plus check, to

his friend Nirmal Bose. "If during my absence in Europe, any

one for whom I am partly responsible needs money, e.g.
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Subodh Roy is run over and his sister is destitute, please use

the enclosed cheque," he said. "Be generous to X rather than

just to me. One cannot go through life without being swindled;

one may escape neglecting one's more obvious obligations.

These are of course more in India than England. There no one

goes without food and shelter. I pay taxes, and can recommend
people who would be my dependents here to apply for state

assistance. This is better for the poor, but not perhaps so good
for the rich. A few of both are however recognizing some of

their remoter obligations, which I think are infinite." Bose

was given instructions as executor
—

"But in principle let the

boys have what they like (after you have taken up to 100 books)

and stop them quarrelling." And if his Feltrinelli Prize was in

fact worth the suggested £11,500, "please ask the legatees to

spare a few hundred rupees for persons not named in the will

who have worked for me, e.g. my servant Gyan and one

sweeper!" The amount of the Feltrinelli did seem to worry

him. "The sum seems to be very large," he wrote to Davis. "If

it really is so, I will be able to leave enough in Italy to pay for

a visit by yourself and family to Rome. ... I left my will in

the bottom drawer of the left-hand almirah in my bedroom.

Don't open it unless both my wife and I are killed, in which

case you will benefit financially, if not in other ways."

When it came to the things that mattered, JBS could be big

and generous. This was not only the impression that wells up
from his correspondence but the impression he left during his

four-month journey around Europe. He spoke to a packed audi-

ence at Oxford on how his father's views on the relation between

quantum mechanics and biology might be developed, and

subsequently accepted both an honorary doctorate of science

and an honorary fellowship of New College. "If, as I hope, it is

possible for me to receive the degree," he had written to the

university registrar, Sir Folliott Sandford, "I shall have to re-

read the chapter of S. Thomas Aquinas' Summa beginning, if I

remember, 'Utrum doctori aureola debetur.' I am already, like

him, a Doctor of the University of Paris, and should certainly

wish to obtain a second doctorate which he would have recog-

nized as a qualification for a halo."
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As an honorary fellow he was particularly delighted by one

privilege of which his sister reminded him—that he was now
allowed to walk up the Mound, which they had both done

secretly as children. "Yes," he replied, "but now we are

ghosts." In Rome he accepted the Feltrinelli and in Pavia gave

a statistical analysis prepared with Suresh Jayakar on ant and

wasp behavior.

Haldane returned to India in September 1961, having visited

Israel en route. He had been back in Calcutta only a few weeks

when he received the expected news of his mother's death.

At Oxford, where he had seen her during the meetings in

honor of her husband's birth, he had found her confused and

not always clear about his identity. "It was a real sorrow to see

her in this state, but a formal break rather than a sorrow to

learn of her death," he now wrote. "At our age one should be

rational about such matters, and not wish a condition in those

one has loved which one would not wish for oneself. . .
." His

mother had bequeathed her body to the anatomy department at

Oxford, and JBS wrote to Professor Sir Wilfrid Le Gros Clark,

the university's professor of anatomy. "I shall be most interested

to learn what changes had taken place in her brain," he said,

adding: "My own is beginning to deteriorate, in that I find it

hard to learn (e.g. a new language) and need to be reminded

of day-to-day duties. However, I can still do original work and,

what is more important, help others to do so. . .
."

And with his mother's death he could at last help others as

generously as he had often wanted to help them. Of the £30,000
and more which now came to him, he had £5 .000 transferred to

the Royal Society as a fund on which he could draw—largely

for aid to others, it appears. To Helen, Mrs. Haldane left Cher-

well.

Haldane's feelings about his own inheritance were qualified.

"Its total value may not be much more than the proceeds of

what I have spent on scientific research during my lifetime, had

it been intelligently invested," he wrote soon afterward. "How-
ever, my father told me not to save money. As a result I was

able to save some years which I should otherwise have spent in

getting to know influential people and cadging for research
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grants. I am therefore not quite so ashamed of inheriting the

money as I perhaps ought to be as a scientist."

On his return to Calcutta, JBS knuckled down to the task

of working with the C.S.I.R. He was still, fundamentally, an

''against" man—against the stupidities of officialdom, against

the lumberingly large organization, against the deadening

effects of bureaucracy. He still, at the age of sixty-eight, refused

to acquiesce. He still tried to train an organization the way he

felt it should go, and if the organization was the C.S.I.R.—the

Council for the Suppression of Independent Research, as he

was soon calling it—so much the worse for the C.S.I.R.

A number of colleagues had come with him from the Indian

Statistical Institute to the new unit. One was Dronamraju.

Another was Suresh Jayakar, who had taken an M.D. in sta-

tistics in Lucknow, had come to the institute in 1958, and had

for a year studied genetics as an additional subject under JBS.

A gentle, kindly man with much the same feeling for animals as

Haldane, Jayakar was considered by him as one of the stars

which would soon be rising in the Indian scientific firmament.

There was also Ramaswamy Shastri Mangipudi, who had first

been brought into the Haldane circle by Dronamraju when the

latter was working on color blindness in Vizagapathan. Shas-

tri, self-schooled to the level where Haldane had been happy

to put him in charge of his library, had first helped on the color-

blindness tests and had then come to Calcutta to work in the

institute library. Haldane and Shastri were mutually im-

pressed, and when JBS had left for Europe with Helen in the

spring of 1961, Shastri had been left in complete charge of the

ever-growing library in the Haldane home. Now, on Haldane's

return, he began to play an increasingly important role in the

work of the new unit.

Little progress appeared to have been made in finding accom-

modation for it, so Haldane began such work as was possible in

his own apartment. His program was ambitious, and the out-

line which he drew up for the authorities later that autumn
gives a good idea of the research which he thought was neces-

sary. In plant genetics, Roy and Davis were to follow up their

discoveries with rice and palm trees. Dronamraju was to start
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work on various problems in human genetics—on simple mor-

phological and physiological characters whose genetics and

geographical distribution in India had been neglected; on

genetically determined biochemical abnormalities which might

cause mental defect; on the effects of inbreeding in Andhra
Pradesh, in one area of which 7 percent of all marriages

were between uncles and nieces and 16 percent between first

cousins. Jayakar would concern himself with animal biometry,

while Haldane himself would concentrate on animal genetics,

and in particular on those of poultry. "Apart from the 'pure'

interest of such work/' he said in outlining what he intended to

do, "there is a possibility that these wild species may be re-

sistant to some of the common poultry diseases, and that such

resistance may be transferred to domestic poultry."

As usual, his own money was to go into the work. He was plan-

ning that part of the Feltrinelli Prize would support an Indian

worker in Italy and hoped that out of the same award an Ital-

ian could be brought to work in collaboration with the new unit

in Calcutta. To the home secretary of the U.S. National Acad-

emy of Sciences, which had recently given him the Kimber
Award, he wrote: "Let me give you one example of what we
propose to tackle. Most of the local ducks lay white eggs. A few

lay blue, like European and, I suppose, American breeds. How
is the egg colour determined? Is there a metabolic differ-

ence? Can we, for example, find a porphyrin in the blood of

blue-egged ducks which is absent in the white-egged? Anyway
we will buy the birds from the Kimber money, and the first

drake shall be called Kimber.
,,

By the end of the year 1961, no accommodation for the unit

had been provided by the authorities. In his own apartment,

Haldane had converted the bathroom into a laboratory, while

balcony and dining room, where he himself normally worked,

were both stacked high with books and papers. Shastri also

worked in the dining room between meals. This was the In-

dian government's Genetics and Biometry Research Unit, and
as late as the following April, Haldane was writing: "I have

no reason to believe that I shall receive the laboratory on any
assignable date. So reprints pile up in my bedroom."
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It soon became necessary for him to find another assistant.

What he wanted was a secretary, but he wanted, at the same
time, a man of many parts who could drive his car when neces-

sary, would not be bound by unnecessary rules of convention

or caste, and who could be relied on to use his own initia-

tive. He wanted an exceptional man; he got one. When Shastri

heard of the requirement, he remembered a friend working
in Vizagapatnam. Haldane, inquiring further, was told that

this friend spoke excellent English and had a large variety of

experiences. He had been a cycle repairer; had spent six

months in the Army; had become an electrician; had become
first secretary and finally president of the relevant union;

and had a multitude of abilities which would prove of use in

unexpected situations. This was Sri P. Srihari Rao, known as

Hari, who came to Calcutta and was engaged by Haldane in

March. Two years later, Haldane was able to write that his

"knowledge of English scientific terminology is much superior

to that of many Indian university graduates, and on several oc-

casions he has helped my colleagues in scientific observations

in the field. He conducts much of the administrative correspond-

ence of the laboratory without troubling me, and is most

reliable in financial matters." Hari quickly became both in-

valuable and irreplaceable.

Haldane's exasperation with the authorities was heightened

in early 1962 by a number of pinpricks. He discovered that he

was forbidden to speak in support of a Congress candidate in

the elections; government employees, and that included Hal-

dane, were forbidden to take part in politics. The ban ruled

out any cooperation with the various antinuclear-bomb move-

ments which were growing up in India, and in wishing one of

them good luck, Haldane felt forced to add—"if this is not a

breach of my contract with the C.S.I.R."

He no doubt remembered how he had earlier written to a

friend: "We are to be called a Research Unit (how I hate that

word, it suggests that we shall have, as Blake put it in his able

anticipation of totalitarianism (1st. Bk. of Urizen) One com-

mand, one joy, one desire,/ One curse, one weight, one meas-

ure,/ One king, one god, one law) for Genetics and Biometry.
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Almost anything can be biometry." Even this might have been

taken as no more than the customary growl of complaint from

a man deeply immersed in his work. But the extent of the net-

work in which he had nowT become entangled was being con-

tinually stressed. Haldane was asked to sign a document un-

derlining the fact that as a member of the C.S.I.R. he could be

ordered to any part of India at a month's notice. Then in June,

it was announced that no such employees should approach any

foreign organization for help in traveling abroad without first

obtaining official approval. Haldane, outlining in great detail

to the authorities his connections with foreign scientific or-

ganizations, protested: "I claim the right to approach these

bodies for assistance to myself and others without the sanction

of officials who know no more about scientific research than I

know about Indian music. If, by continuing service under the

C.S.I.R., I forfeit this right, I wish to resign in order to regain

it. An early reply will oblige."

By this time the contentious matter of accommodation was

coming to a head. Work on the quarters which Haldane had
expected to be ready so much earlier was now started; further-

more, he was provided with what he called "half a table for our

administrative officer." The result was that when Haldane's posi-

tion was raised in June in the Lok Sahba—the Indian equivalent

of the House of Commons—a small peg existed on which the

authorities could hang the claim that all was going as Haldane
desired. They had not studied their man carefully enough.

The day after the statement had been made in the Lok Sahba,

Haldane issued a 300-word statement to the press. "In view of

the false statements made about me ... I have given notice of

my resignation from the services of the C.S.I.R.," this began.

"It is not right that 1,800 rupees a month of the tax-payers'

money should be spent on my salary if those who pay it are

misinformed."

The letter of resignation was a blistering outline of Haldane's

grievances since he had returned to India from Europe some
nine months previously. "This is entirely typical of the official

treatment of scientists in India," he concluded. "It is the in-

tolerable conditions imposed by bureaucrats, and not the low
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salaries or the lack of equipment, which cause so many In-

dians to take up posts abroad. I hope that my resignation

may do something to draw public attention to these conditions."

Attention was certainly drawn, but one conclusion, a false

one, was that Haldane was about to leave India. His real

attitude was very different. "Please don't think I am fed up
with this country," he wrote to Florey at the Royal Society.

"Some of the people at the top should be liquidated (though

not the President, Nehru, Krishna Menon, and Jagjivan Ram,
to mention no more). But the young men are grand; and so

are a lot of the plants and animals."

Studying the bulky files of correspondence which arose from

Haldane's nine-month liaison with the C.S.I.R., one feels that

here, however great his ability to build a minor grievance into

a major issue, he had the perfect case. He wanted to get on with

his research, and he had money enough to start his own labora-

tory, but he also sincerely wanted to give young Indians the

encouragement he felt would best be given within a govern-

ment organization. Instead of that, he had been forced to waste

a year. He did not intend to waste another.



CHAPTER 13
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A Brief Look at Paradise

Haldane's letter to Florey restating his enthusiasm for

India, was written on June 15. Within two weeks he had

signed a contract which was to take him out of Calcutta to a town

where he was to set up his own laboratory, and to work under

conditions which satisfied all—or at least nearly all—of his own
exacting demands. The town was Bhubaneswar, the new "gar-

den city" capital of the State of Orissa. Haldane's movement
there was the result of a series of lucky chances.

Carved from east Bengal and stretching down the coast some

hundreds of miles southwest of Calcutta, Orissa covers much
of the ancient kingdom of Kalinga, and it was as the Kalinga

Prize that a notable Indian businessman and politician, Bijou

Patnaik, had in 1952 founded an annual award for popular

science writing. In i960 the Kalinga Prize was awarded to

Ritchie Calder, and early in 1962 Calder visited India on a

lecture tour. In Calcutta he met both Dr. Thacker and Hal-

dane. Both were old friends, but Calder was unable to resolve

the argument then raging between them. Haldane was now
determined to leave the C.S.I.R., and with this fact clear in his

mind, Calder traveled down to Orissa.

By this time, Patnaik was Chief Minister of the state, a pow-

erful position made more so by his personal drive and ambition.

"Patnaik had told me that he wanted to raise the status of

science in his state and to make it something more than applied

research," says Calder. Both men knew and admired Haldane,
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and during Calder's stay in Orissa there was talk of the pos-

sibility of providing Haldane with facilities there. On March
8, Haldane wrote to Patnaik in Orissa. "I know that you take

science seriously, and are one of the few people in Indian poli-

tics who do so," he began. "I am therefore writing to ask

whether you can offer any opportunities." He outlined his

troubles at the C.S.I.R. and went on: "I am paid Rs. 1800 per

month by the C.S.I.R. I am quite willing to give this up, as I

own securities valued at about 5 lakhs. I should be willing to

act as unpaid adviser to an Institute in which the following had
security of tenure and of research, with salaries round Rs. 1,000

per month"—and he went on to name his wife and certain of

his colleagues.

"I could, I think, trust these three to run such an institute,"

he went on. "I should prefer to be on a footing of equality with

them, but do not ask for this. I see no reason why I should be

better paid. I could of course give university lectures if de-

sired, but they might not fit into the curriculum. We would
need a house and land, but not much imported apparatus. Any-

way I can buy this, if I get import permits, so no foreign ex-

change is needed. Of course we would want the salaries of

malis, clerks, and laboratory assistants, and a little for animal

food and housing, and so on. A motor car would be very useful.

And of course we would want to take on young people. It will

be hard to make exact estimates, but not impossible."

Thus began negotiations that continued for three months.

Haldane and Helen visited Orissa. They liked, and were liked

by, the people they saw. And while Haldane's relationship

with the C.S.I.R. was drawing to its close, the final details of

his new post in Orissa were being settled. Eventually only

two points remained at issue. One was that Haldane insisted on

security of tenure—not for himself but because, as he pointed

out, if work could be stopped at a month's notice, this would

be a discouragement to genetic work, which was essentially

long-term. Secondly, he insisted that those who came with him

to Orissa should be colleagues rather than assistants—just as he

disliked the proposed term "unit," since it suggested "a lot of

people obeying my order when I shout at them, which is not
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what I intend." He was confident that at Orissa a lot of his

work would come to fruition, and he perhaps saw there, at the

age of seventy, some hope of achieving a life's ambition. "I

should like/' he wrote, "to be remembered as the man who in

his last years founded the famous Bhubaneswar school of biol-

ogy. You can't do that by ordering people about."

The difficulties were overcome. By June 1962 the final amend-

ments were being made to the agreement which was to take

Haldane and his colleagues out of Calcutta. As a postscript,

Haldane wrote to the chief secretary: "Unless I can resign

quickly from the C.S.I.R. I may not be able to accept employ-

ment on July 1st." However, the question in the Lok Sahba came

like a question from the gods. The answer gave Haldane his

excuse for resignation, and two weeks later he was able to cable

Orissa: "Agreement accepted." Within little more than a

month, Haldane and his wife and colleagues were moving to a

new life in Bhubaneswar.

This new capital of the State of Orissa had been designed and

brought into being when, after independence, it had been de-

cided to abandon as a capital the old city of Cuttack, largely

pinched as it was on an island site between two branches of the

Mahanadi River. Even when the Haldanes arrived in the sum-

mer of 1962, Bhubaneswar still had the unfinished air of a

frontier town, with semi-laid-out roads leading off into the wil-

derness. Neat boards standing solitary in grass plots still an-

nounced future buildings, as though prospectors had staked

their claims to the future. With the bulk of its 38,000 inhabitants

members of a burgeoning bureaucracy, there was some truth in

the local saying that in Bhubaneswar there were no people, only

civil servants; no homes, only quarters. Yet after the dusty sub-

urbs of Calcutta, there was a relief in the green rice fields that

spread from the outskirts across the delta to the white break-

ers of the Indian Ocean, interspersed with low, crinkled hills

and the intervening forest.

"This is a lovely place," Haldane wrote soon after his ar-

rival to the latest of the English children who wrote to him
about Mr. Leakey. "About two hundred egrets fly over my
house every evening, going to bed. They spend the day with
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cows and buffalos. When a cow walks through the grass, grass-

hoppers and other insects jump away, and the birds catch them.

. . . Elephants live in the woods round here, but they don't come
out of them much. The biggest animal who has trespassed into

my house is a green lizard about four feet long, who got into a

bathroom."

At Bhubaneswar, nature was pressing in and around all the

time. On the horizon, almost seen from the balcony of the

house, were the two distant hills of Udayagiri and Khandagiri

with their cave cells carved for ascetic priests and the twin tem-

ples of the Jains, that sect for which Haldane had much respect.

While only a mile or so from the house, clustered around the

sacred lake of Old Bhubaneswar, were the remains of some

7,000 shrines and temples, including Lingaraja, "perhaps the

finest example of a purely Hindu temple in India." In a curious

yet purely fortuitous way, Bhubaneswar seems to have offered

Haldane more of the things he wanted than any place he had

ever known.

After a short stay in the state guest house, he and Helen

moved into a grade-one official bungalow, only a mile or so

from the buildings in which Haldane was to set up Orissa's

Genetics and Biometry Laboratory. With them came Dronam-
raju, Jayakar, Shastri and Hari. This team—and its members
always thought of themselves as a team—had come with Hal-

dane from Calcutta, partly out of personal loyalty, partly out

of personal affection. But they had been initially chosen by

Haldane because in some ways he saw them as typifying India's

scientific potential. None of the four then had a doctorate, but

all four were "as good as my post-graduate students in Cam-
bridge, and well above the level in London." What is more, they

were particularly good in the kind of work which Haldane be-

lieved to be necessary everywhere and particularly necessary

in such countries as India—observation and deduction.

Work began in August 1962, and it is significant that within a

year this newly created laboratory, consisting of four rooms

with the minimum of equipment, had attracted visitors from

the universities of Paris, Poitiers and London, from Columbia

University, the University of California at Berkeley, and the
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Rockefeller Institute. Within the year Haldane and Jayakar

had completed a number of theoretical investigations in

population genetics and statistics; Dronamraju, investigating

color blindness in Orissa, had discovered why this was rarer in

India than in Europe; Jayakar and Helen had discovered a

new type of sex determination in wasps in which all male

progeny arise from eggs laid before any giving rise to females.

And the influence of time of sunset, weather, and various

other factors on the 200 egrets which flew over the house every

evening on their way from feeding to roost were being worked

out from the records of their flights, an example of the work
which Haldane hoped would make Bhubaneswar one of the

world's standard localities for such studies.

But he also encouraged observation of animal behavior along

revolutionary lines, typified by Helen and Jayakar's minute-by-

minute record of how wasps built nests, a record in which every

visit of the builder to the nest was timed and recorded and the

work done was described. Such work was reported in a number
of papers. "I wish to emphasise," said Haldane in a report to

the Orissa authorities, "that these papers are not merely an

extension to India of studies now being conducted elsewhere.

They are the first serious attempts anywhere in the world to

apply various statistical methods in this field, and I do not

doubt that they will influence science throughout the world."

But there was more to it than that. "I think we can still

learn a great deal from observation,
,,

he wrote to Radhakrish-

nan, the Indian President, about the beginnings of such

work. "For three months S. D. Jayakar and my wife have been
watching a wasp's nest throughout the hours of daylight. When
alone they merely record flights to and from the nest, with

loads carried, and unusual events, such as egg-laying. When to-

gether (for about eight hours daily) they try to record every

activity of each wasp (all marked with spots of lacquer). No-
body has ever done this before. We shall have a history of this

little animal community better than that of many human com-
munities. And neither observer will ever be the same again.

I do not say that neither of them will ever kill an insect. But
if they do so they will regard it as an act comparable, if remotely,
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with killing a man, and therefore requiring moral justification.

This is the negative side. The positive one is more important.

It is the development of a respect (not necessarily love) for

animals."

Reading such words in Haldane's massive correspondence,

in the torrent of letters to Indian friends and to former col-

leagues in England, the advice, the comments on politics and
art, it is difficult not to feel that while still absorbed by the

world of science, he was now operating on a more Olympian,

perhaps less scientific, level. "The fact about science," he wrote

to Robert Graves, "is that everyone who has made a serious

contribution to it is aware, or very strongly suspects, that the

world is not only queerer than anyone has imagined, but

queerer than any one can imagine. This is a most disturbing

thought, and one flees from it by stating the exact opposite. . .
."

To Fred Hoyle, whose The Black Cloud fascinated him

—

"The scientists behaved like scientists, not like magicians,

politicians or capitalists. This fact alone justifies your writing

it"—JBS commented that the disappearance of the clouds which

attained knowledge of the unlimited intelligence was good

Hinduism. "One of the most pleasing myths of our religion,"

he told Hoyle, "is that whereas one can hope to attain de-

liverance after seven lives spent in loving this intelligence, one

can do so after only three of consistently hating it, and acting

accordingly. One learns more about the nature of another

being by fighting it than by obeying it. But of course the three

lives are somewhat stormy, and end in violent death, prob-

ably followed by a sojourn in hell. So this method is not recom-

mended."

He still continued to give much thought to the way in which

Marxism might be worked out in practice, and a letter to an

old friend at University College illustrates his attitude to both

the Sino-Soviet split and Stalin. "The Chinese thesis is more

attractive to workers here than to those in, say Italy, who have

a fair lot besides their chains to lose," he wrote. "Those in the

Soviet Union have a very great deal to lose, and would lose

much of it in a thermonuclear war. But workers in southern

Asia have very little to lose, so naturally many of them find the
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Chinese point of view attractive. I certainly don't go all the

way with Khrushchev. As you know, I disagreed, during Stalin's

lifetime, with some of his actions. But I thought, and think, that

he was a very great man who did a very good job. And as I did

not denounce him then, I am not going to do so now. ..."

Haldane's ideas continued to proliferate—for recording In-

dian bird songs, for carrying out fresh genetic surveys in speci-

fied parts of the country, for bringing to India "a few hun-

dred young British people, preferably under 35, who will settle

down somewhere for at least a year, and do research, teaching

or both." In an attempt to gain support for this last scheme,

he wrote to Lord Salisbury in an effort to "retrieve some of the

mistakes of British policy in the past. You and I disagree strongly

as to what these mistakes were," he said, "but we may find some
area of agreement." Haldane's distress was that while there

were only British businessmen in Bhubaneswar, the place

was, as he put it, "lousy with Americans." He wanted to renew
the Anglo-Indian links that had been broken at the time of in-

dependence and believed that "you won't remake broken

contacts merely by sending out high R.A.F. officers and high-

brow poets. What is needed is young people who will get to

know their opposite numbers here by working with them."

It was natural enough that Haldane should want to encourage

young Englishmen to come out to India, for he had somehow
become seized by the country during the five years he had
spent in it. It is clear that he was happier at Bhubaneswar
than he had been for many years. He felt that those under his

influence were doing good scientific work. He was building up
what he hoped would be a research center whose activities

would be discussed throughout the scientific world. He was
comparatively untouched by bureaucracy, working as he did

in his own small unit and in practice responsible only to the

Chief Minister. Somehow, in a way which those of strong na-

tional loyalties will find it difficult to comprehend, he had
struck down roots here between the mountains and the sea.

In the autumn of 1962 Haldane entered his seventy-first year.

He was beginning to feel his age, "not so much directly," as he
wrote to his old friend, Sir Robert Davis of Siebe Gorman, "as
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by constantly having slight accidents leading to fractures or

sprains because I have not learned to move slowly and quietly."

These minor impediments did little to hamper his physical ac-

tivities and nothing to limit his mental work. "I am ordering a

copy of the new edition of Astro-physical Quantities, which I

find a pleasing bedside book," he wrote to its author, C. W. Al-

len, professor of astronomy at University College. "I am sorry

you have not extended it to the 200 brightest stars. I don't sup-

pose they would represent any more types, but I get a certain

satisfaction from knowing the natures of the more obvious

stars."

That he was happy in Bhubaneswar was underlined in a let-

ter to Martin Case, whom he now learned was working as a gov-

ernment biochemist in Wormwood Scrubs Prison. He no doubt

delighted in addressing the letter to "The Condemned Cell"

—

where the laboratory had in fact been set up—hoped that Case

would remain there "for longer than the usual period of three

weeks," and went on to describe his work. "I have settled down
here, I hope for the term of my natural life," he went on. "This

place has a very pleasant climate, and the people are highly civ-

ilized, though so easy-going that I can be a nuisance by working

a little too hard for them at the age of 70. ... I live here in as-

tonishing luxury, the house being provided with fluorescent

tube lamps, fans, whisky, and gin, all made in India. We don't

need mosquito nets or air conditioning. My car, a Fiat made in

India, is quite efficient, though not as big as I could wish. . . .

People here tend to be rather unadventurous. However, some

go in for flying, communism, and mountaineering, not to men-

tion dangerous driving of mechanically-propelled vehicles,

which seems to be one of our leading national sports. Failure to

acquire a driving licence adds to the fun. . . . Some of our local

temples are decorated with amorous couples or trios in remark-

able attitudes. I am too old to attempt such novelties, many of

which involve heavy muscular effort; but it is alleged that the

tradition still persists. Kinsey's institute should send a team of

Americans of both sexes here to verify this."

He was happy, and he was still working hard. Moreover, in a

curious way his life now seemed to be swinging around full cir-
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cle. On the fundamental level, he was coming back to the nature

of reality itself. In 1934 he had speculated on quantum me-

chanics as a basis for philosophy. Now, in ''Life and Mind as

Physical Realities' '—the essay could be regarded, he concluded,

as a piece of pretentious nonsense or the key to dark mysteries

—

he appeared to wrap up the lessons of his life, at last synthesiz-

ing some of his own and his father's views and postulating the

existence of "only one science, of which physics, biology, and

psychology are different aspects." This speculation on the unity

of existence, published in Penguin Science Survey, was one of

the most remarkable of Haldane's tours de force. It also pro-

vided a faint indication of a new flutter in his thoughts, for here

Haldane began to hint at an order and a unity in the universe

which he had hardly before suspected; like T. H. Huxley, he

began to feel the "limited revelation of the nature of things

which we call scientific knowledge."

It was not only in this field that he began to synthesize his ex-

periences. He had worked in genetics for half a century, with a

part of his mind forever watching the human implications of

what he and his fellow workers were doing. Now he was to pro-

duce a characteristically controversial paper, summing up his

lifetime of knowledge
—"The Implications of Genetics for Hu-

man Society." The same was true of his long interest in the ori-

gin of life. For now he was to become the honored guest at an
international symposium on the subject, to prepare a new paper

giving the "Data Needed for a Blueprint of the First Organ-

ism," and to meet A. E. Oparin, who had provided the first half

of what had been known for thirty years as the Oparin-Haldane

Theory.

These two papers were to be given during an autumn of

travel. Earlier in 1963, Haldane had received a number of invi-

tations to visit the United States, including one from the Kaiser

Foundation Hospital in San Francisco and another from the

University of Miami, which was organizing a conference on the

origins of life. At first, Haldane was cautious. He had already

experienced enough frustration with American visa problems.

So at first he declined—on the grounds that he would have to

detail all the organizations to which he had belonged. "I do not
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suppose that I should be sent to Alcatraz for stating that I re-

signed from the Bald and Beard Club (a pigeon fancier's associ-

ation) in 1926, when it was 1924. But I have a quaint profes-

sional respect for truth," he wrote. However, he finally decided

to apply.

This time he won, being informed that "a visa to visit the

United States will be given to you without question about your

personal or professional history. . . . You have made a signifi-

cant gain for dignity, and . . . your request was sympatheti-

cally received by our Government." When he went to Calcutta

to pick up his visa, he found that the consul there "was most

polite, asked no questions, and was told no lies." It is difficult

not to believe that Haldane was faintly disappointed.

However, before he set out for the United States, he was to

receive a shock. It came not from the federal authorities but

from North Carolina, at whose Institute of Biological Sciences

he had been asked to deliver a series of lectures. Was he, it was

asked, a member of the Communist party? The reason for the

question was simple. Academic freedom meant one thing to

the U.S. government, but it meant something different to the

state legislature of North Carolina—since members of the Com-
munist party were barred from speaking at state-supported

functions. Haldane, predictably enough, absolutely refused to

answer the question, pointed out that the Soviet Union did not

ask whether visiting scientists were members of the Conserva-

tive party, and suggested that it was a curious question to be

asked in "the free world." He went on to say that he would try

to arrange his visit to the United States without visiting North

Carolina. "I shall however," he went on, "use the incident for

propaganda against the present set-up in your country, which is

of course, in flat contradiction of the principles laid down by

your Founding Fathers in the Declaration of Independence and

other contemporary documents." The university authorities

may well have agreed.

Meanwhile, Haldane and his wife completed their prepara-

tions. First he was to go to The Hague, where the Eleventh

International Congress of Genetics was to be held, and then to

Frascati for a conference on the teaching of science and mathe-
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matics before Haldane left for the conference on prebiological

systems to be held in Florida. At The Hague, where he spoke on

the implications of genetics for human society, he commented
that it was

'

'impossible to speak on the applications of human
genetics without giving offence to someone. I hope I shall give

it impartially." In this paper, which caused something of a stir

even outside scientific circles, Haldane ranged across the possi-

bilities and the impossibilities of a wide field of genetics.

The socially innate characters of the Danes and Norwegians had

been transformed in 1200 years; pulmonary tuberculosis was

more likely among those with certain rare recessive genes which

might contribute to poetic powers—and "if so, I hope that the

fact that pulmonary tuberculosis is now rapidly curable will al-

low such genes to become common once more/' These were

merely some of Haldane's statements which raised eyebrows

during a paper in which he noted: "Plato, in his Republic, first

formalised the ideal of a hereditary class, with occasional rejec-

tion of unworthy members, and recruitment of worthy ones

from the ruled. ... As a geneticist I agree with Plato in the-

ory/' As if this was not enough, he added: "I believe that any

satisfactory political and economic system must be based on the

recognition of human inequality"—and quoted Stalin in sup-

port of his belief.

After the visit to Frascati, JBS set out for the United States, go-

ing first to New York, where he met his old friend Professor

Theodosius Dobzhansky of the Rockefeller Institute and where
he was asked if he would read a paper at the University of

Wisconsin. "That would depend on the extent of your honorar-

ium," he replied. "I have to pay about $2,400 (two years' salary)

for expenses of a research in India nominally run by the

W.H.O. who, however, will only pay part of the cash. So I want
to bag all the dollars I can." Three weeks later, he flew down
to Florida.

For nearly forty years both Haldane and Oparin had been de-

veloping, along independent but parallel lines, their theories

of how life had begun on earth. They had corresponded with

one another, but they were to meet for the first time only now,
toward the end of their lives. There was something slightly
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ironic in the fact that they were doing so not in one of the world

centers of science but in Wakulla Springs, fifteen miles from
Tallahassee, a remote spot in rural north Florida. An added
piquancy was provided by the fact that the conformist but Com-
munist Russian had been allowed into the United States after

little more than a mere formality. Haldane's request for a visa

had accumulated a thick file.

On the first evening of the meeting, Haldane, in the chair, in-

troduced Oparin as the opening speaker. "I suppose that

Oparin and I may be regarded as ancient monuments in this

branch of science, but there is a very considerable difference," he

said, "that whereas I know nothing serious about it, Dr. Oparin

has devoted his life to this subject." Ancient monuments maybe,

but for many of those present an intriguing question concerned

their relative antiquity. Who, in fact, had first put forward the

Oparin-Haldane Theory? Oparin was tactfully asked at what
point he had decided that the synthesis of complex organic mol-

ecules could come from methane, ammonia, water and hydro-

gen. "Almost forty years ago in 1924," he replied, "in the book

published at that time, I was led to this view by Mendeleyev."

Haldane himself then confirmed the position, and more than

one observer noted that he was as willing to turn his bitter sar-

casm on himself as on others. "I have very little doubt that Pro-

fessor Oparin has the priority over me," he said. "I am ashamed

that I haven't read his early work, so that I don't know. As far

as I know, I didn't publish until 1927, and he did so in 1924,

and there was precious little of my small article which was not

to be found in his books. I think if his first book was in 1924, the

question of priority doesn't arise. The question of plagiarism

might."

The conference was a great success, and it was made so largely

by the presence of Haldane and Oparin. It was across this visit

to Florida, however, that the future threw its shadow. During

an early stage of the conference Haldane told Professor Fox,

who had organized the symposium, that he felt he should see a

doctor. He was suffering from rectal bleeding, and he wanted to

discuss a possible recurrence of an earlier amebic dysentery.

Few people in the hospital to which he now went knew who
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Haldane was. But both his appearance and his way of speaking

were impressive and long remembered. He was told that he

should spend several days under observation and that a careful

diagnosis should be made; he might have cancer. His hosts and
colleagues repeated the advice.

It would have been possible, with safety, to have made a large

bet on Haldane's reaction. He felt that the conference was of

the utmost importance, and he had come halfway around the

world to attend it. If attendance and discussion at it proved to

be his last principal activity, well, that was the sort of thing he

would wish to be doing at the end of his life. He would get on
with the job in hand; if he had to sink into the hospital, he

would wait until he arrived back in England.
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CHAPTER 14

Good-bye to All That

Haldane returned to London during the first days of

November. Rather reluctantly, he entered University Col-

lege Hospital, where shortly before the arrival of his wife, cancer

of the rectum was diagnosed. An operation was necessary, and
the arrangements were now made.

While JBS was awaiting the future in the hospital, he received

a letter from a BBC producer, Philip Daly. Daly was preparing

a series of films in which well-known scientists discussed their

most important work, and he suggested that Haldane might like

to speak of his researches over half a century. In addition, he

suggested, might JBS not like to record his own obituary at the

same time? The suggestion was a daring one, even though well

judged and well timed, and Daly must have been in some doubt

as to Haldane's reaction. It could hardly have been better.

"A goodbye to all that from a hospital bed would be an ex-

cellent idea," replied JBS, stipulating only that it should not be

used in any way before his death. Perhaps he was throwing down
the gauntlet; perhaps he was merely tickled by the idea. Cer-

tainly the letter of consent that he wrote on November 19 was

vintage Haldane. The following day the operation took place.

At the very least, some weeks of convalescence were now nec-

essary, and JBS resigned himself to them with as good a grace

as possible. He was, surprisingly perhaps, an ideal patient,

amenable to hospital routine and winning the respect of the

staff by his clinical interest in his own condition and the details

of postoperative progress. "The removal of some feet of gut, and
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readjustments following, are more of a shock at 71 than they

would have been at 51," he wrote to Jayakar in Bhubaneswar.

Nevertheless, he was already planning for the future with a

vigor that would have done credit to a younger man. "I am
still pretty well incapable of constructive thought," he wrote

four weeks after his operation. "However, I am not so dull that

I find fiction preferable to scientific or historical reading. In

about a week I hope to start on mathematics again." His letters

were full of instructions about work in progress and about what

should be done with the Journal of Genetics—useful practice

for Jayakar, he suggested, since he might take over the journal

in about five years. "I say 5 years because the outlook for me is

rather good," JBS added. "About 1969 I expect to be 'running

down* in any case."

Early in January another minor operation, the first of two, had

to be performed. When he recovered consciousness from the

anesthetic, Haldane later wrote to Arthur C. Clarke, the noted

writer of science fiction, he became aware of three tubes which

had been inserted into him. "I was fed through one into a vein,

another 'Ryle tube' went via my nose to my stomach, roughly

speaking to keep my gut dry. The third was a urethral catheter,

which I considered a great luxury. To judge from some S.F.

this is a foretaste of the future. What little is left of our natural

bodies is to be attached to a variety of gadgets. Things may go

that way or a very different one. We shan't live to see which.

The present trend may be more transitory than the medieval

exoskeleton for males partly symbiotic with perissodactyles. It

will be if biology catches up with physics."

By mid-January, Haldane was getting back into his old form.

"I am at the mercy of nurses and visitors," he wrote to Jayakar.

"The moment I try to think seriously they try to take my tem-

perature, or someone wants to visit me. But even if left alone

I dry up after an hour or two. However I have worked out the

general equilibrium for a single gene under selection and mu-
tation. I may be wrong. You should check and extend my al-

gebra."

He was already becoming more mobile, and now agreed that

he would give his auto-obituary before the TV cameras—not at
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University College Hospital but in his old room at University

College, now occupied by his friend John Maynard Smith. Here
he now appeared, dressed in his flowing Indian robes, leafing

through the series of notes he had made, and puffing away at one

of the Siebe Gorman pipes, its bowl shaped like a diver's hel-

met, which the firm sent him regularly.

"It is now February, 1964 and this is supposed to be my own
obituary," JBS began, "so I hope it won't be shown, say, until

1975, when I shall be eighty-two years old, which is perhaps old

enough. However, I have just been operated on for cancer, and
if the operation has not been successful, you will be seeing and
hearing me a lot sooner.

"I am going to begin with a boast. I believe that I am one of

the most influential people living today, though I haven't got

a scrap of power. Let me explain. In 1932 I was the first person

to estimate the rate of mutation of a human gene; and my esti-

mate was not far out. A great many more have been found to

mutate at about the same rate since." He then went on to re-

capitulate his most important achievements—his early experi-

ments into human biochemistry and his formulation of the

mathematical theory. He looked back to defend some but not

all of Lysenko's theories and to attack the political use which

had been made of them by Stalin—although for Stalin himself,

whose rough-cut brutality he may have seen as in line with the

natural order of things, he still kept a soft spot.

He spoke intermittently for between two and three hours,

good-humoredly repeating some sections at the request of the

film men, sweating under the hot lamps but not visibly wor-

ried by the proceedings. At one point, Daly saw that Haldane

was doodling on the desk in front of him; looking over his

shoulder, he saw that the doodles were in Greek. More than

once, as the cameras moved nearer, Haldane's hands slipped

down over the pencilings—so that Daly finally suggested he

should keep his hands away and let the doodlings be shown.

"Don't worry," he added, "it will be all Greek to most peo-

ple."

Haldane smiled. "Maybe it's Greek to you," he said, "but it's

still obscene to those who understand it."
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Eventually the interview was finished. Haldane returned

across Gower Street to the hospital, and here he now put the

finishing touches to a short poem that stirred up as much con-

troversy as anything he had written. "It is to be published in

'The New Statesman,' " he wrote to Jayakar. "It is unusual to

start being paid as a poet at the age of 71. I think a case can be

made out for encouraging people not to take cancer too seri-

ously.
,,

The poem—its title of "Cancer's a Funny Thing," taken from

W. H. Auden, who "put these words into the mouth of a doctor

in his poem on Miss Gee and her sarcoma"—brought him a

large mailbag filled with letters which, in almost equal num-
bers, complained at his lack of feeling or praised him for his

courage. "This 'poem' has involved me in so much correspond-

ence (and would have involved me in litigation if I were that

sort of fool) that I wish I had never written it," he subsequently

wrote. This was the poem:

I wish I had the voice of Homer
To sing of rectal carcinoma,

Which kills a lot more chaps, in fact,

Than were bumped off when Troy was sacked.

I noticed I was passing blood

(Only a few drops, not a flood).

So pausing on my homeward way
From Tallahassee to Bombay

I asked a doctor, now my friend,

To peer into my hinder end,

To prove or to disprove the rumour

That I had a malignant tumour.

They pumped in BaS04

Till I could really stand no more,

And, when sufficient had been pressed in,

They photographed my large intestine.

In order to decide the issue

They next scraped out some bits of tissue.

(Before they did so, some good pal

Had knocked me out with pentothal,

Whose action is extremely quick,
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And does not leave me feeling sick.)

The microscope returned the answer

That I had certainly got cancer.

So I was wheeled into the theatre

Where holes were made to make me better.

One set is in my perineum

Where I can feel, but can't yet see 'em.

Another made me like a kipper

Or female prey of Jack the Ripper.

Through this incision, I don't doubt,

The neoplasm was taken out,

Along with colon, and lymph nodes

Where cancer cells might find abodes.

A third much smaller hole is meant

To function as a ventral vent:

So now I am like two-faced Janus

The only* god who sees his anus.

I'll swear, without the risk of perjury,

It was a snappy bit of surgery.

My rectum is a serious loss to me,

But I've a very neat colostomy,

And hope, as soon as I am able,

To make it keep a fixed time-table.

So do not wait for aches and pains

To have a surgeon mend your drains;

If he says 'cancer' you're a dunce

Unless you have it out at once,

For if you wait it's sure to swell,

And may have progeny as well.

My final word, before I'm done,

Is 'Cancer can be rather fun.'

Thanks to the nurses and Nye Bevan

The NHS is quite like heaven

Provided one confronts the tumour

With a sufficient sense of humour.

* In India there are several more
With extra faces, up to four,

But both in Brahma and in Shiva

I own myself an unbeliever.
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I know that cancer often kills,

But so do cars and sleeping pills;

And it can hurt one till one sweats,

So can bad teeth and unpaid debts.

A spot of laughter, I am sure,

Often accelerates one's cure;

So let us patients do our bit

To help the surgeons make us fit.

J. B. S. Haldane

The poem, which was reprinted in a number of countries,

brought great praise, caused great offense, and in some ways

crystallizes both Haldane's attitude to the world and the world's

reaction. "I certainly intended to help others as well as myself/'

he later wrote. "I am a good enough Marxist to think that every

poem should have a social function, though not a good enough

one to think that it must. The main functions of my rhyme, to

induce cancer patients to be operated on early and to be cheer-

ful about it, would have been better served had it included the

following lines after the fourth:

Yet, thanks to modern surgeon's skills,

It can be killed before it kills

Upon a scientific basis

In nineteen out of twenty cases.

This appears to be about the correct figure for early operated

cases of rectal cancer. Unfortunately my muse is now rather a

slow old lady, and only produced these lines after publication.

A second function, and not I think a negligible one, is to ex-

press the very genuine gratitude which many patients feel,

though all of them do not express it, to the medical and nursing

staffs of our hospitals."

JBS had often imagined what his behavior would be if in-

formed that he had an inoperable cancer, and the message in

his lines was not basically altered by the fact that he believed

his operation had been successful. "The poem might still have

been written if he had known that the operation had been un-
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successful," Helen wrote later, "but even so, involving a strong

emotion, it might have been better, more of a poem and less

witty verse."

"Cancer's a Funny Thing" had been published only a few

weeks when, in mid-March, Haldane was discharged from
University College Hospital. One of his first actions was to write

a typical letter to the hospital authorities, making some minor
suggestions about treatment and singling out "the psychological

efficiency" of someone who he felt had been an outstanding hos-

pital worker—"Staff Nurse Dear, who gave me just what I

needed, the maximum of encouragement and the minimum of

sympathy. Doubtless her ration for other patients was a little

different."

Late in March, Haldane flew back to India in the belief that

he could plan ahead, that there was no desperate need to put

his affairs in order under the threat of approaching death.

Within the month he was working up to six hours a day. "I

hope to do more when the air is a bit cooler," he wrote to Staff

Nurse Dear. "My colleagues are finding a lot of facts about

birds, and some about men and other animals. I find that the

mathematics which I did in hospital had numerous mistakes.

This suggests that my brain is beginning to function." If she

wanted to visit India he could, he wrote, provide the fare.

"However, it might take me a month to raise the needed for-

eign exchange, so give me plenty of notice," he added.

Haldane appeared to be recovering quickly. It is true that his

right hand was still weak from his war wound of 1915. The le-

sion in his spinal cord which he had suffered on his submarine

work for the Navy gave him a chronic itch whenever he sat,

while there were occasional effects of other injuries suffered in

the same cause. He had occasional pains from two broken ribs

and a knee damaged in a car accident, as well as "normal"

rheumatism. "These," he commented to a correspondent, "pro-

vide a kind of orchestral background to the various themes

provided by my recent operations. I am only worried when
they overlap."

He had soon not only resumed a good part of his normal work

but was planning ahead. In June he was asked to preside over
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the Third International Congress of Human Genetics, to be

held in Chicago in September 1966, and he immediately wrote

to the Governor of Orissa to enlist help in taking Indian scien-

tists there. He felt lazy and sleepy during this hottest part of the

year but, as he wrote to the warden of New College when con-

gratulating the college on its decision to admit woman students,

had managed to get one good bit of research done. "Now the

monsoon has reached us we are much cooler, and [I] hope to in-

crease my output," he added.

Early in August he had a slight relapse. He sometimes slept

for twelve hours at a time and did not feel energetic while

awake. However, as he wrote to Sister Dear on August 17, he

had been examined twice by a British surgeon in Calcutta, who
told him that there was no sign of the cancer having moved
from one part of his body to another.

And to the same correspondent he wrote with pride that

henceforth his telegraphic address at Bhubaneswar would be

"Elah." During their visit to Israel, he and Helen had visited

this brook from which David had taken the slingstone which

killed Goliath. When it came to choosing a word for the tele-

graphic address, JBS had convinced the authorities that "Elah"

would serve
—

"for we don't like giants." To another correspond-

ent he explained that "most Christians and Jews say they be-

lieve in the Bible, but don't take it seriously. I am a heathen,

and don't believe in the Bible, but do take it seriously. I carry

round a small stone from this brook in my pocket. Call me a

fetishist. There is something, but not much, to be said for fe-

tishism. I agree with Lenin that the religions are sterile but gen-

uine flowers on the tree of human culture."

He was taking his time on recuperation, indulging in what

he called the mild luxury of reading fiction instead of getting

through urgent work, planning ahead for 1965 and 1966. He still

believed that he had time to take.

Now, during the first week in September, the whole situation

was transformed. During the last days of August, Haldane had
visited Calcutta and had been X-rayed once again. The informa-

tion revealed by the plates was sent to Jayakar. "My news to

you is, however, not good," said the accompanying letter. "His
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cancer has recurred in his abdomen and liver, and short of a

miracle, his days are numbered. This must have been known in

London when he had his first operation. He was not told about

it then and I see no good reason to tell him now. I do not know
whether his wife knows. If she does not, I must leave it to your

good judgement to inform her or not, as you think fit."

Jayakar knew Helen's quality. There was no question of hid-

ing the facts from her. She in turn knew Haldane's. She went to

him, told him that she had a letter which contained bad news
about the persistence of his cancer, and handed him the letter.

Here was the ultimate test. There had been times in Hal-

dane's life when it had been difficult to know how closely the

front which he presented to the world was linked to the man
within. He had been a competent dissimulator for good causes.

At times he had felt it a duty to appear larger than life, to im-

press by exaggeration, to overwhelm by flamboyance. At times

this image had almost become part of the man himself. Now,
and in the next few weeks, it would be clear whether greatness

belonged to the man or to the image.

Haldane read the letter and handed it back. Then he set him-

self to the task ahead.

He had much to do, and he was shocked by the statement

that he could have been warned of his condition before he left

London. "I am sure," wrote his sister Naomi in the British Med-
ical Journal four months later, "that the surgeon behaved ab-

solutely correctly. But I must add that before my brother went

into hospital it was particularly brought to the notice of the

hospital authorities that he was the kind of person who ought

to be told what was happening to him. Several responsible peo-

ple tried to find out, but the pattern of medical hierarchy pre-

vented this."

Haldane himself was a good deal more outspoken. "There

are three very good reasons for telling me," he wrote to his

friend Professor Medawar. "Had I been told in 1963, I should

have tried one of the 'crank' cures, such as the high pressure 2

at Barts. Here negative information can be quite useful. Had I

known when I arrived here, I should have known not to make

certain plans which turned out overambitious. I could have
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completed several bits of work which I may not [have time] to

do.

"Thirdly, my wife, who showed me the letter, which she said

contained bad news about the persistence of my cancer, is a

good biologist, but not, alas, good enough to take my pulse be-

fore and after I read the death sentence. I don't think my pulse

rate changed by 5 per minute."

The results of this adherence to medical etiquette are clear

from the letters that Haldane wrote during the next few days,

including one to a friend, to whom he quoted Nehru's favorite

lines from Robert Frost:

The woods are lovely, dark and deep

But I have promises to keep,

And miles to go before I sleep,

And miles to go before I sleep.

In his own case, Haldane commented, "one must substitute

'run' for 'go' in the last lines/'

"I don't mind dying," was his summing up. "I mind dying

with unkept promises." To Professor Pilcher of University

College Hospital he wrote saying: "It might be reasonable to

keep the facts from me till I was leaving hospital. The result of

longer concealment has been disastrous. I have been making
rather elaborate plans for the future and several young men
will be let down. I have now to get less elaborate plans ap-

proved, in a desperate hurry. ... I must now spend the rest of

my life in a frenzied attempt to get various papers ready for the

press. I daren't relax." And he concluded by asking: "Why can-

not people learn to speak the truth? I have, I think, taught two,

perhaps three, Indian colleagues to do so. It will probably

wreck their careers."

He had a great many personal affairs to settle. The record

from his files of how he did so is impressive. "I fear you will

have to pick another president for Chicago," he wrote to Pro-

fessor Steinberg, who was organizing the International Congress

in 1966. "I am in fact dying. Please do not sympathise. I am in

no appreciable pain, nor, I think, emotionally disturbed. Un-
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fortunately, my wife and friends here are so, and I cannot

blame them/' To Professor Medawar he wrote in the course

of a long letter: "I have a fight ahead, and if I can do even an

hour's work in the last 24 hours of my life I shan't feel too

ashamed," while to Dr. Leakey he wrote that he preferred dying

in Bhubaneswar, "escaping rheumatism among other things,

surrounded by flowering trees at all times of the year, with no
winter, and with plenty of friends, apart from my wife. ..."

To Bijou Patnaik, now chairman of the Orissa State Planning

Board, he wrote urging that the work of the laboratory should

be carried on. "I shall die very happily if I can see some docu-

ment giving its use to Jayakar and the others for five years,"

he added. "They will, I honestly believe, be world-famous by

then, but as field workers rather than laboratory workers. About

30 of my pupils are now Fellows of the Royal Society, so I know
what I am writing about."

An added personal problem was presented by his sister Na-

omi, and he asked more than one friend to keep the news of

his condition from her family. "If asked, you may say I am not

feeling quite so well, which is true and is all that yet appears on

the surface," he wrote to one of them. "But if it gets round, I

fear my sister will want to do all kinds of things, perhaps even

to come here. Whereas I wish to die in peace, preferably on an

easy chair or even a jointed bed, on my verandah, looking at

flowering trees and birds in the sunshine."

To Naomi herself he wrote that while he was not very well,

the cause was being treated. "If I am in better shape next

autumn," he added, "we shall be delighted to have you stay."

While JBS was thus prepared to dissimulate as far as his sis-

ter was concerned, he had no qualms about protesting, in the

strongest terms, about what he described as the "pack of lies"

he had been told in London. However, he did not despair. If

the surgeons could no longer help him, he would turn to oth-

ers. Before the end of September, he had put himself in the

hands of a Calcutta doctor who was also, Haldane believed, a

good biochemist. "He does not claim to cure cancer," he wrote

to Medawar, "but he is treating several allegedly inoperable
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cases with a drug which he makes himself synthetically, and they

have shown remarkable improvement. If he can give me an-

other year of life, the world shall know about it. If not, I shall

be a minus sign in Table 3, which will at least be a fact to add to

his still rather few data."

He had a good deal of faith in the treatment and told some

correspondents that his situation was better than he had feared.

To the Governor of Orissa he wrote on October 10 that he

hoped to live for two or three years. "Tell Brain I am not de-

pressed or worried, as he says a lot of cancer patients are," he

wrote to another friend. "I take it out in anger, which is more

likely to keep me alive." There were minor, but what were at

first thought to be significant, improvements in his condition.

His weight, which had dropped more than four pounds in two

weeks, went up three pounds in seven days. Whether he was re-

ally getting stronger was uncertain; he was certainly fighting

hard and taking deep interest in the battle.

Then, toward the end of October, a highly revealing incident

took place. On the morning of October 24, Haldane heard over

the radio the news that Khrushchev had resigned and that Kosy-

gin had stepped up to become Prime Minister of the U.S.S.R.

He knew that he did not have long to live, but he wished to set

the record right on one matter. "Dear Prime Minister," he

wrote on a sheet of lined paper, in a hand that grew increas-

ingly shaky as it continued, "This letter will not reach you, but

might reach one of your subordinates who can convey some of

its contents. In 1961 you visited the ISI. I had made rather full

arrangements for you to see the work my colls were doing. Prof.

M. arrived on the previous day, countermanded the arrange-

ments without consulting me, and asked me to arrange my col-

leagues' research material according to a plan of his own. Two
of the three were absent taking students round an agri. ex-

hibition. My wife and I instantly resigned. However, during

the visit I was in the Instt as I should have been [as] an Aca-

demic of the Sov. Union. However, Prof. M. did not think fit to

inform you of my presence. I must therefore have appeared ex-

tremely impolite, if not worse. Yours sincerely." It was in char-

acter that one of the last letters written by JBS should be to a
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new head of the U.S.S.R.; it is ironic that it should be a letter of

apology for impoliteness.

He now visited Calcutta again, and here, in a nursing home,

was visited by, among others, T. A. Davis. "He felt very miser-

able both in mind and body," says Davis. "He didn't allow me
to leave his room even long after the bell announced visitors to

leave. For three full hours, keeping me very close to his pillow,

he went on talking, though feebly, on topics ranging from

Christianity in his family through generations, his personal ad-

miration for Christ who, he said, was much nobler than what

we are told through the Bible, about his operation . . . about

the merits of a shower over a bath-tub etc. During most of the

time I was dumb, fully overtaken by emotion, but he didn't

expect me to talk much either."

By the beginning of November he was very weak, and con-

fined to his bed or a chair for most of the time. He still came out

onto the verandah twice a day, sitting in one of his long, low

chairs in the warm air that follows the monsoon and looking

southwest across his garden toward the low hills which with

their temples rose above the fields of the delta. He still took care

to ensure that none of the regular observations being taken by

Helen or his colleagues were missed on his behalf. He was still

ministered to by his devoted colleagues, Hari and Shastri, who
in the closing days massaged his feet, chose his food, vetted his

visitors, so that to many suggestions JBS responded only with:

"Has it the approval of Hari and Shastri?"

Toward the end of the month he became rapidly weaker.

He was unable to stand on the scales to be weighed. He began

to be confused in his thoughts. On the evening of November

30 he gradually became worse, and during the night his breath-

ing became obstructed. On the morning of December 1 he was

taken out onto the verandah as usual. He requested that some

bougainvillea from his garden be sent to the wife of a neighbor

who had called to see him. It was clear that he was dying, but

two of the best-liked local doctors who had also arrived dashed

to the local hospital for a cardiac stimulant. Before they re-

turned, Haldane was dead.

A few months earlier, when he had been recovering from his
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operation in London, he had written his last article for the

Rationalist Annual, entitled "On Being Finite," suggesting that

he might have only a year to live "if the cancer has sent a col-

ony of cells to another part of my body." He ranged across his

experiences and the lessons they had taught him, and he ended

by saying: "I doubt whether, given my psychological make-up,

I should have found many greater thrills in a hundred lives.

So when the angel with the darker drink at last shall find me by

the river's brink, and offering his cup, invite my soul forth to my
lips to quaff, I shall not shrink." He did not shrink. Had there

been any watchers in those Elysian fields whose existence Hal-

dane placed far beyond reality, they might have discerned the

trace of a smile

Haldane's contributions to science had been extensive, and

they had been so in the three different fields of physiology, bi-

ochemistry and genetics. It is still too close to his death to spec-

ulate on which of his achievements will be considered most im-

portant to the long glance of history, yet it seems certain that his

work on the mathematical theory of natural selection will be

high on any priority list. He did not work alone, it is true, but

even to have shared in providing numerical chapter and verse

for Darwin gives him a niche among the great. At Cambridge
under Hopkins, where he began to investigate the biochemical

nature of fundamental gene activity and the genetic control of

enzyme actions, he started to force a door which has now been

pushed wide open. And from this to the mathematical study of

the genetics of the evolutionary process was but a natural step

for a man of Haldane's ever-questioning mind.

In all these subjects he did more than postulate the theories

and carry out the researches which are detailed in his scores of

serious papers. He also sparked off other men—and women

—

so that many can trace their success back to the stimulus of

JBS, to the suggestion that they should "try it" for themselves,

to the insistence that there was no substitute for personal

thought and careful experiment.

Yet Haldane's achievements in his own chosen fields are per-

haps less important than other things which he did, even though
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they are more easy to pin down, to illustrate, and to docket by
reference to his papers in the learned journals. For he made
science comprehensible, and he made it exciting. In an age

when it was still on the defensive, he showed that it could be
humane and that it could be motivated by the most impeccable

of moral justifications. He fired his listeners, moreover, with

what could be called, if the gilt had not been rubbed off the

phrase by overuse, the romantic of science. He really did feel

that a greater knowledge of the physical world, like a greater

knowledge of the classics, could make every day more stimulat-

ing and every life more worthwhile. Listening to him, one could

see Tennyson's '

'fairy tales of science" turning into reality be-

fore one's eyes.

This ability to entrance was due partly to his own humble
wonder at the world around him, a humility which at times em-
barrassed him, so that he would tend to hide it with arrogance

and bluster. It was also due to his facility for linking the facts of

one science with those of all the rest, the result of intellectual

omniscience and an optimistic Victorian belief that all was possi-

ble to those who worked hard, thought straight, and feared

neither man nor devil. Thus there was more than one factor

in his makeup which made him appear a direct descendant of

that strong company which had included Hooker and Tyndall,

Maxwell and Rayleigh, and the J. J. Thomson whose life linked

the worlds of the prince consort and Adolf Hitler. Haldane

might indulge in showmanship and in occasional posturing,

but beneath this there lay, and lay clear to those with eyes

to see, the touchstones of personal integrity, honesty and cour-

age.

It was perhaps these qualities above all which throughout a

long life enabled him to exhibit the qualities of the guru.

When he said, in his own way, "Rise and follow me," men did,

as his sister once wrote, give up safe and comparatively lucra-

tive jobs and follow him. They followed him because he was in-

tensely aware of the human predicament and because, despite

his need for affection, he remained a fundamentally lonely

man; like all leaders, he led because of the aura of isolation

which he retained, not despite it. He came to his years of
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strength and influence when the bell tolled for those of the po-

litical right and when many decent men came to the aid of the

Communist party. To the comrades he remained loyal, if not to

all of their beliefs; he could be shocked by them but not intimi-

dated. And at the end of the day he continued to give the im-

pression of the man too big in spirit for the age into which he

had been born, the man who, when events tried to thrust great-

ness on him, would push it aside to get on with the job in hand.

In death, Haldane was true to his life. It had finally been ar-

ranged that his corpse should be sent for medical research and

teaching to the Rangaraya Medical College, Kakinada. "My
body has been used for both purposes during my lifetime," he

wrote in his will, "and after my death, whether I continue to

exist or not, I shall have no further use for it, and desire that it

shall be used by others. Its refrigeration, if this is possible,

should be a first charge on my estate."

The ever-competent Hari accompanied the body 400 miles

south to Kakinada, waited until dissection was complete, and
then drove back to Bhubaneswar. Here Helen, who had been

almost besieged by the crowds who arrived on hearing of Hal-

dane's death, issued a statement to the press, announcing his

death, criticizing the lack of information in London a year

previously, and thanking those who had helped. "I am aware

that by Indian manners I may have behaved rudely today, but

the preservation of the corpse in the best condition for research

was by his standards the only consideration," she added. "That
students of any subject, let alone science, should wish to take a

holiday from their studies because of his death would have

disgusted and angered him."

In London, the auto-obituary which had been filmed at

University College ten months earlier was shown as a nine-

minutes' wonder, and viewers watched JBS explaining that he
might be remembered not for one of the things he had men-
tioned, but for some now-forgotten remark or idea. "But I don't

really very much care what people think about me, especially a

hundred years hence," he concluded. "I should not like them to

be too critical of me as long as my widow and a few friends sur-

vive me. But the greatest compliment made to me today, I be-
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lieve, is when people refer to something which I discovered

—

for example, that eating ammonium chloride causes acid poi-

soning in men—as a fact the whole world knows—to quote good
old Aunt Jobiska in Lear's poem about the pobble—without

mentioning me at all. To have got into the tradition of science

in that way is to me more pleasing than to be specially men-
tioned. But what matters, in my opinion, is what I have done,

good or evil, and not what people think of me."

The Times accorded him a double column three-quarters of

a page deep. Elsewhere he was recalled variously for his gen-

etics, for the Thetis investigations, for his wartime work. The
ghost of Lysenko was raised, although it was rather grudgingly

admitted that Haldane had eventually resigned from the Com-
munist party. But he had, of course, failed to join the Establish-

ment, and the odor of this lay over more than one obituary.

A different feeling was shown by the letters which during

the following weeks arrived in Bhubaneswar. One came from a

minute mountain hamlet in New Guinea, whose inhabitants

had seen their first Europeans only eight years previously. "The
news reached me via a two-week-old Manchester Guardian

Weekly carried for a day over forest trails by native cargo boys

from the nearest bush airstrip," said the writer, who had im-

mediately sent his condolences by the same route. Alex Comfort

noted that Haldane "would be a little indignant to be la-

mented," and another friend said how impossible it was "to

suppress thoughts that JBS would regard as maudlin, emo-

tional and irrelevant." With all this, Haldane would no doubt

have been gruffly pleased. He would have enjoyed, too, the

comments on his multitudinous virtues, the statement to Helen

that "to live on equal terms with a man of JBS's calibre is an

enterprise not to be lightly undertaken or ended." He would

have enjoyed it all, though he might have been disappointed

that those who criticized him while he was alive had now be-

come less vocal.

But among the comments which arrived as the work of the

laboratory went on and the future was faced, he would have

been proud of one above all others: "Not only an eminent

scientist," it ran, "but also a humanitarian and a great Indian."
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